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Chapter 1. The Moscow Trials As
Evidence
Our task in this short book is to determine the reliability of the
confessions and statements - the fact-claims - made by defendants
at the three Moscow Trials of 1936, 1937, and 1938 by comparing
those fact-claims with other, independent evidence.

Source Criticism of Evidence
When confronted with a body of testimony like the Moscow Trials
transcripts we need to figure out how to deal with it. The Moscow
Trials testimony is evidence. It can and must be evaluated as a
source like all evidence should be. All evidence must be evaluated
according to objective criteria, a process often called source
criticism. This applies to the Moscow Trials testimony no more
and no less than to all other evidence used in any kind of research,
from scientific to historical.
One objective procedure, in this and in all such cases, is to begin by
studying the Moscow Trials testimony carefully, reading it many
times. This is done very rarely if at all. The logical fallacy at play
here is that of petitio principii - in plain English, "begging the
question," or "assuming that which must be proven, not assumed."
The fact is this: there is not now nor has there ever been any
evidence that the Moscow Trials defendants were in reality
innocent, compelled or persuaded by some means (threats to them
or against their families, loyalty to the Party, etc.) to testify falsely.
This false assumption and logical fallacy result from, are in service
to and under the domination of, what I have called the "anti-Stalin
paradigm." Under its influence the Moscow Trials testimony is
declared to be false a priori, without any attempt to evaluate it, to
subject it to source criticism in the same way as all historical
evidence should be evaluated.
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Years of study have convinced me that the reason for this striking
failure on the part of generations of historians of the Stalin period
Soviet history is - fear. If the Moscow Trials transcripts were
shown to be reliable as evidence, the "anti-Stalin paradigm" of
Soviet history - and therefore of world history - would be
dismantled, with consequences for the dominant paradigm of
world history too.
This would be unacceptable to the controlling authorities in the
field of Soviet history, who are closely tied to political authorities
in many countries because of the hostility between the communist
movement and the capitalist powers. The field of Soviet history
itself was instituted in the West to be in service to the political
project of discrediting and destroying the communist movement.
There is no other way to account for the nonsense that dominates
in the field of Soviet history of the Stalin period and about the
person of Joseph Stalin himself - for example, the common lapse
by experienced scholars into well-known logical fallacies,
unsupported and unquestioned assumptions, assertions without
proof, the language of vituperation and moral condemnation except by attributing it to the overwhelming ideological influence
of the obligatory "anti-Stalin paradigm."
The Moscow Trials are routinely regarded as fabrications
concocted by the NKVD investigators, the Soviet Prosecution, and
ultimately by Stalin. It is generally assumed that the defendants
confessed to crimes that they did not commit; that the confessions
were forced upon them, dictated, or scripted; that the innocent
defendants were forced to falsely testify by threats of some kind
against themselves or their families. Because there has long been a
"consensus" that the Moscow Trials were fabrications and the
testimony given there is false, the more than 1500 pages of the
trial transcripts have been little studied and seldom even read.
Once the Trials transcripts have been studied carefully, the next
step should be to compare the contents with other evidence now
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available in order to determine whether the trials testimony can
be either confirmed or contradicted by other evidence.

Source Criticism of the Moscow Trials Testimony
In this and in all source criticism the student must begin by
studying the evidence, beginning by reading it carefully and
repeatedly. We must attempt to determine the reliability of the
Moscow Trials testimony to see whether some of the fact-claims
contained in it can be verified in other sources that are
independent of it. When a number of independent sources agree
on the same fact-claim, the likelihood that the fact-claim is true
increases dramatically. If we can verify a number of fact-claims
made by Moscow Trials defendants through independent sources,
then we have established that the Moscow Trials testimony should
be considered to be legitimate evidence. This is the process we
have undertaken to carry out in the first section of the present
book.
A few scholars who believe in the "prosecution-fabrication" theory

and have studied parts, at least, of the testimony have seriously
distorted that testimony in an attempt to force it to fit the
Procrustean bed of the "anti-Stalin paradigm''. In the 1960s and
1970s Stephen F. Cohen studied Nikolai Bukharin's testimony in
the Third Moscow Trial of March 1938. Cohen proposed a novel
conclusion: that Bukharin had confessed only in very general
terms to crimes that he did not specify but had refused to confess
to any specific crimes.
Some years ago Vladimir Bobrov and I studied Cohen's argument
and evidence. In our article we demonstrate that Cohen is
completely incorrect. In his trial testimony Bukharin did indeed
confess to a number of very serious and, the important point here,
very specific crimes. At the same trial Bukharin stubbornly
proclaimed himself innocent of other very serious crimes with
which the Prosecution charged him. We argued there that, under
the influence of the predominant "anti-Stalin paradigm," Cohen
seriously misread Bukharin's testimony. (Furr and Bobrov)
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Yet Cohen's fallacious characterization of Bukharin's testimony
has been widely accepted as accurate. Even Mikhail Gorbachev's
Politburo commission appointed to study and to find evidence to
support Gorbachev's predetermined decision to "rehabilitate"
Bukharin was misled by Cohen's false conclusion. One of the
commission members, P.N. Demichev, said:
ECJrn

B3~yMaTbCH, OH ITO cyTH ~ena OT scero OTK333JICH.

Translated:
If we consider this carefully, in essence he [Bukharin]
denied everything. (RKEB 3 40)
In 2010 Matthew Lenoe concluded that Genrikh Jagoda, another
defendant in the Third Moscow Trial, later retracted the
confessions that he had made prior to the trial and earlier in it. Our
study of Lenoe's argument published in 2013 shows that Lenoe
seriously misunderstood Iagoda's testimony, and that in fact
Iagoda did not at all retract his confession of guilt. We concluded
that Lenoe forced his conclusions into the predetermined
framework of the anti-Stalin paradigm, seriously distorting
Iagoda's testimony in the process. (Furr Kirov Ch. 15)
Cohen's and Lenoe's misreadings of the trial testimony can be best
explained by the power of the anti-Stalin paradigm. The fact is this:
there is not now, nor has there ever been, any evidence that the
Moscow Trials defendants were in reality innocent, compelled or
persuaded by some means (threats to them or against their families,
loyalty to the Party, etc.) to testify falsely.

The Role of Logical Fallacies
The out-of-hand rejection of the Moscow Trials testimony as
evidence rests on the na"ive acceptance of a number of logical
fallacies. Among the most common are the following:

* The Moscow Trials testimony has been assumed to be false. This
is the fallacy of petitio principii - "begging the question," or
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"assuming that which must be proven, not assumed." No evidence,
in any scientific inquiry, should ever be either accepted or rejected
without critical examination.
*The appeal to "expert" authority. The truth is never constituted
by a "consensus of authorities or experts," no matter how many of
them there are, still less by the consensus of anticommunist and
Trotskyist "authorities."
This fallacy is similar to the "where there's smoke there's fire" or
"hasty conclusion" fallacy where "what everybody knows"
substitutes for evidence.
* The argument from incredulity. 1 This takes the form: "The
charges against the defendants at the Moscow Trials are absurd,
therefore they are false (or more likely to be false)." This is
equivalent to saying: "! consider these charges absurd, therefore
they are false." This is a statement about the person making the
statement, not a statement about the charges in the Moscow Trials.
Likewise, it would be invalid to say: "The charges against the
defendants are credible, therefore they are true (or more likely to
be true.)"
*Another form this fallacy takes is the "failure to persuade": "! am
not persuaded by your argument, therefore it is wrong (or, more
likely to be wrong, etc.)."
* The argument from ignorance. This fallacy often takes the form:
"This statement has not been proven to be true, therefore it is false
(or "likely to be false," or "therefore we can assume that it is false
until proven otherwise.")
* The "ad hominem" argument. Like practitioners of any scientific
inquiry historians are supposed to strive to be objective.
Historians are supposed to be on guard against their own biases so
as not to be swayed by them. Yet it is very common for historians
1

For example, see the discussion at
https://rationalwiki.org/wil<i/ Argument_from_incredulity
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of the Stalin period to continually apply derogatory moral terms to
Stalin and other leading figures. Most historians of the Stalin
period do not make any effort even to disguise their own bias and
subjectivity, let alone to make allowances for it by adopting
strategies to minimize the effects that their biases will have on
their research.
* The "demand for certainty." A common form that lack of
objectivity takes is the demand for "certainty." For example, we
have a great deal of circumstantial evidence that Leon Trotsky did
in fact collaborate with German and Japanese intelligence. How
can this evidence be accounted for, except to conclude that Trotsky
did in fact collaborate? The most common form is denial. "There is
no certainty, therefore it is false."
*"It might be a lie." It is not a refutation of a fact-claim to state that
it "might be a lie." At any time any person might be deliberately
lying; making false statements in good faith; or telling the truth.
The same is true for any document. No evidence should be rejected
because it "might be a lie." Instead, the researcher must try to
verify the fact-claims in the document as far as possible.
* The "lack of material evidence." Leon Trotsky was the first to
state that the lack of material evidence at the Moscow Trials
helped to disprove the charges. This argument has been repeated
by many historians since.
The logic is patently false. Any police force capable of compelling
seasoned revolutionaries to confess in open court to crimes they
did not commit would also be able to forge incriminating
documents and force the defendants to swear that they were
genuine.
Moreover, in a conspiracy seasoned revolutionaries would either
destroy incriminating documents or, more likely, would never
commit their plans to paper in the first place. Therefore not the
absence but the presence of substantive "material evidence" in a

Chapter One. The \!w<cow Trial> . \; h·idcncc
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case involving a serious conspiracy ought logically to raise
suspicions of fakery.

The Need For, and Lack of, Objectivity
Everybody has biases. But everybody can learn to be objective in
studying any subject, whether it be physics or history. The
techniques are basically similar. Objectivity as a scientific method
is a practice of "distrust of the self." 2 One can learn to be objective
by training oneself to become aware of, to articulate, and then to
doubt one's own preconceived ideas. One must be automatically
suspicious of evidence that tends to confirm one's own
preconceived ideas, prejudices, and preferences. One must learn to
give an especially generous reading, to search especially hard for,
to lean over backwards to consider, evidence and arguments that
contradict one's own preconceived ideas.
This is simply what every bourgeois detective in every detective
story knows. As Sherlock Holmes said:
It is a capital mistake to theorize before you have all the
evidence. It biases the judgment. (Conan Doyle, A Study in
Scarlet)
In other words: keep your mind free of precipitate conclusions. Get
the facts before you form your hypotheses. Be ready to abandon a
hypothesis that does not explain the established facts.
If one does not begin one's research with a determined attempt to
be objective, accompanied by definite strategies to minimize one's
own biases, then one cannot and will not discover the truth. Put
colloquially: if you don't start out to look for the truth you will not
stumble across it by accident along the way, and what you do find
will not be the truth.

2

Michael Schudson, Discovering the News. A Social History of American Newspapers. New
York: Basic Books, 1978, 71.
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This principle is well known. Therefore the real purpose of most
research into Soviet history is not to discover the truth. Instead it
is to arrive at politically acceptable conclusions and to disregard
the evidence when that evidence does not support those politically
acceptable conclusions. This is the "anti-Stalin paradigm."
The fallacies cited above are widely known. How is it possible that
they are so commonly applied to the Moscow Trials testimony by
scholars and other educated persons? I believe this is due to the
power of the "anti-Stalin paradigm." Stalin has been so maligned
by so many "experts" and for so long a time that many people
believe "where there's smoke, there's fire" -- "there must be
something to this." This is all wrong.
There is no substitute for evidence. In this study we examine the
evidence and draw conclusions from the evidence alone. This is
the only rationally defensible way of proceeding, in history as in
any other field of scientific investigation.

Verifying the Moscow Trials Transcripts as
Evidence
What's the historian's job? Many people would probably say: To
find out what "really" happened, or what "probably" happened. I
think this is the wrong question, leading to a wrong method.
What's the "right question"? To formulate a hypothesis. To ask:
"What hypothesis best accounts for the evidence that we have?"
Concerning the Moscow Trials testimony we have considered two
possible hypotheses:
*The hypothesis that the Moscow Trials testimony is a fraud,
a fabrication by the investigation and the prosecution.
* The hypothesis that the Moscow Trials testimony is what it
purports to be; that the defendants testified as they chose to
testify and were not forced to testify falsely.

Chapter One. The :\!o,;cow Trial,; . \,; I·\·idcncc
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I chose to test the second hypothesis because in the course of my
research on Soviet history I had run across a lot of evidence that
appeared consistent with it. I have never encountered any
evidence that appeared consistent with the first hypothesis.
Therefore it appeared to me that the second hypothesis would be
more fruitful. I present the results of my study in this book.

Every time we can check a statement made in Moscow Trials
testimony against independent evidence, we find that the Moscow
Trials testimony or charge is verified. This means that we have no
objective basis to reject the confessions made at the Moscow Trials
as false or fabricated. And this means that the Moscow Trials
testimony is in fact what it appears to be - evidence
I came to adopt this hypothesis in much the same way Stephen Jay
Gould, in his essay "Dinosaur in a Haystack," describes how his
colleague Peter Ward decided to test the "Alvarez hypothesis," the
so-called Cretaceous-Tertiary catastrophic extinction that
contradicted the hitherto widely accepted theory of the gradual
dying out of so many life-forms about 60 million years ago. 3
In the course of reading many documents from various archives
for other research projects I had identified a number that
appeared to provide evidence that verified testimony by
defendants in the Moscow Trials. It seemed to me that more such
documentary evidence might well be found if I actually set out to
look for it. I also realized that, if no one ever set about looking for
it, it would probably never be found and we would never know.
The fact that we have formed this hypothesis does not at all mean
that we have predetermined the result of our research. Some
hypothesis or "theory" is a necessary precondition to any inquiry.
Gould reminds us of Darwin's perceptive statement made to Henry
Fawcett in 1861:

3

Stephen jay Gould, "Dinosaur in a Haystack" Natural History 101(March1992): 2-13. lt is
widely available online, including at http://www.inf.fuberlin.de/lehre/SSOS/efs/materials/Dinosaur-Leviathan.pdf
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How odd it is that anyone should not see that all
observation must be for or against some view if it is to
be of any service!
The present study is a "test" in Gould's sense: "a fine example of
theory" - Gould means "hypothesis" here - "confirmed by evidence
that no one ever thought of collecting before the theory itself
demanded such a test."
I have also been mindful of Gould's caution that a test does not
prejudice the inquiry itself:
Please note the fundamental difference between
demanding a test and guaranteeing the result. The test
might just as well have failed, thus dooming the theory.
Good theories invite a challenge but do not bias the
outcome.
In the first section of this book we undertake to evaluate the
Moscow Trials testimony with a view to verifying, or disproving,
its validity as evidence. Our first step was to carefully study the
transcripts of the three Moscow Trials of August 1936, January
1937, and March 1938. Our next step was to compare the factclaims made in these transcripts with other evidence now
available. Our goal has been to determine whether the trials
testimony can be either confirmed or contradicted by other
evidence.

"Rehabilitations"
By the final years of the existence of the Soviet Union while
Mikhail Gorbachev was head of state all the defendants in the
Moscow Trials had been "rehabilitated" - declared to have been
innocent victims of a frame-up - by high-level government and
Communist Party commissions and judicial bodies. Elsewhere we
have shown that many of the "rehabilitations' of persons convicted
and punished during the 1930s of crimes against the State are in
fact fraudulent in nature. (Furr Khrushchev Lied 163c 196)
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Trotsky has been "rehabilitated" with respect to his exile to Siberia
on December 31, 1927, his banishment from the USSR on January
10, 1929, and the removal of his Soviet citizenship and ban on
returning to the country of February 20, 1932.4 Trotsky and Sedov
were not formally convicted of the crimes alleged in the three
Moscow Trials because they were never brought to trial. The
verdict in the First Moscow Trial of August 1936 stated only that
they were "subject, in the event of their being discovered on the
territory of the U.S.S.R., to immediate arrest and trial." (1936 Trial
180) Trotsky and Sedov never returned to the USSR and so were
never tried and convicted of any crime. Trotsky and Sedov have
been declared innocent de facto by implication: those through
whom they were supposed to have worked have been declared
innocent, so they are assumed to have been innocent as well. 5
However, no evidence to support these decisions has ever been
released. It seems safe to conclude that if any such exculpatory
evidence did exist in Soviet archives it would have been found and
published by now. But a great deal of evidence of Trotsky's and
Sedov's guilt, rather than of their innocence, has been discovered
and continues to be published. We have examined some of it in
Trotsky's 'Amalgams' and more of it in Leon Trotsky's Collaboration
with Germany and japan.
Today we have access to evidence that was not available to
historians only a few years ago. We are no longer in the position of
being forced to "believe" or "disbelieve" the testimony given at the

4

'Mi/aia moia resnichka'. Sergei Sedov. Pis'ma iz ssylki. Sbp: NITS "Memorial"; Hoover
Institution Archives (Stanford University), 2006, p. 133. Online at http://www.sakharovcenter.ru/ asfcd/ au th /?t=page&nu m= 1481
5
Trotsky's relatives and supporters reportedly advocated for his and his son Leon's
"rehabilitation" during the Gorbachev years. But it soon became evident that the Soviet, and
then the Russian, authorities were bent on demonizing all Bolshevik leaders, including
those they later found to have been unjustly convicted. That would no doubt be the case
with Trotsky, whose use of violence during the Civil War was notorious. Also, with the
disappearance of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (it was declared illegal in 1991)
Trotsky cannot be "reinstated in Party membership." The successor party to the CPSU, the
Communist Party of the Russian Federation, is firmly anti-Trotsky.
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Moscow Trials, Trotsky's denials, or the Gorbachev-era
"rehabilitation" statements. We can now check many statements
made by Moscow Trials defendants by comparing them to other
evidence.
In addition to the Moscow trial testimony and Trotsky's own
denials we now have more sources from both Soviet and nonSoviet evidence upon which we can draw. We'll discuss these
sources in detail.

Non-Soviet Evidence
The non-Soviet evidence will be of particular interest since it
cannot have been fabricated by the Soviet investigation or
prosecution. However, we do not mean to suggest that this
evidence is more valid in any objective way than is the Soviet or
partly Soviet evidence. It is subjectively more important to those
people who have been influenced by the propaganda which has
long contended that Soviet evidence is ipso facto of less validity
because it "might have been fabricated" even when there is no
evidence that fabrication has taken place. Non-Soviet evidence
may seem to be "more credible" to many people than Soviet
evidence does. This attitude is, in fact, an example of the
"argument from incredulity."
All evidence, regardless of its origins, must be studied carefully to
determine whether it is valid or not. It is never the case that Soviet
evidence is ipso facto less valid than non-Soviet evidence. In
reality, both Soviet and non-Soviet evidence must be critically
examined in the same way to determine its validity.
We will examine the following non-Soviet evidence:

* Documents from the Harvard Trotsky Archive.
* Valentin Astrov's 1989 and 1993 testimony concerning his
January 1937 testimony, as well as that testimony itself
which is not, of course, non-Soviet.
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* Statements by NKVD defector Genrikh Samoilovich
Liushkov to his Japanese handlers.
*The Mastny-Benes note of February, 1937.
* The memoir of Jules
Switzerland in 1971.

Humbert-Droz,

published

in

* The reports of Sedov confidant and NKVD spy Mark
Zborowski to his Soviet handlers in 1937 and 1938.
* The testimony of John D. Littlepage and of Carroll G.
Holmes.

Soviet Evidence
There is a great deal of Soviet evidence that confirms the genuine
character of the Moscow Trials. One rich source of such evidence is
in the recent (2013) and hard-to-find volume Politbiuro i Lev
Trotskii. Tom 2. In the third volume of my studies of Trotsky
during the 1930s I will subject the several hundred documents in
this volume to detailed examination.
Here we will consider some other documents of Soviet origin that
confirm the genuineness of the testimony of the defendants in the
Moscow Trials:
* The statement by Mikhail Frinovsky, the second-incommand to Nikolai Ezhov in the NKVD, of April 11, 1939.
* The appeals of their sentences by a number of the
defendants in the Moscow Trials.
* Pretrial statements by Grigori Zinoviev.
* Evidence of Trotsky's collaboration with Germany and
Japan confirming the genuine character of the Second and
Third Moscow Trials, since Trotsky was charged with these
crimes there. We have examined this fascinating question in
detail in Leon Trotsky's Collaboration with Germany and
japan. Here we discuss only:
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+ Marshal Semion Budyonny's letter to Marshal

Kliment Voroshilov.

* The Arao Document.

*

Nikolai Ustrialov's confessions.

Differential confessions
Many Moscow Trials defendants stubbornly denied some of the
accusations leveled at them by the Prosecution while confessing
guilt to other serious crimes. The most famous example of such
differential confessions is that of Bukharin, who confessed to a
number of specific, serious crimes but spent much of his testimony
and almost all of his final remarks stoutly rejecting his guilt in yet
other serious crimes with which the prosecution had charged him.
This itself is good evidence that Bukharin's confessions were not
the result of force.

Evidence and Conspiracy
The Oppositionist groups within the USSR, including the
Trotskyists, and Trotsky and his son Leon Sedov who were outside
the USSR, were engaged in conspiracies. The Trotsky archives at
Harvard and the Hoover Institution have revealed some
information about Trotsky's conspiracies during the 1930s.
However, there is a great deal that these archives do not disclose
to us. The Moscow Trials concern conspiracies carried on in secret,
of which little - if, indeed, any - written documentation can be
expected.
It would be absurd to blame Trotsky for using conspiratorial
techniques in his conspiracy (many would blame him for the
conspiracy itself, however). But we must take these conspiratorial
techniques fully into account when we discuss evidence. It is just
as absurd to expect the same level of evidence in the case of a
conspiracy as we would expect to find in documenting other kinds
of historical events.

Chapter One. The \lrn<cow Triab . \,: 1-\·idcncc
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To those who refuse to accept the logic of the evidence we put the
following question: What kind of evidence would you accept, from
among the kinds of evidence that it is reasonable to expect might
exist?

* There

is a huge amount of Soviet evidence. No evidence
exists that any of this Soviet evidence has been fabricated or
faked.

* We have significant non-Soviet evidence that corroborates
the Soviet evidence.
* Some of the non-Soviet evidence that corroborates the
Soviet evidence is from the Harvard Trotsky Archive - from
Trotsky and Sedov themselves.

*

Trotsky's archive at Harvard has been purged of
incriminating documents.

* Only Sedov and Trotsky knew the full extent of their
conspiracy.
We will consider all of these points in the present book.

Significance of Our Results
We can now verify many of the statements made in the testimony
of Moscow Trials defendants. We can also show that, in a few
cases, Moscow Trials defendants lied in their testimony. All the lies
we have identified, with one exception, concealed important
matters from the Prosecution. In each case (with the one exception
mentioned) this appears to be an attempt by the defendant to
shield himself in some way, not an attempt to confess to additional
wrongdoing.
The one exception is the so-called "mercury affair" (rtutnoe delo)
in the Third Moscow Trial. One of the defendants, P.P. Bulanov,
confessed that he and former NKVD chief G.G. Jagoda had
conspired to poison Nikolai Ezhov, head of the NKVD, with
mercury. The Prosecution in the Third Moscow Trial was indeed
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fooled. Subsequent investigation under Lavrentii Beria, the new
head of the NKVD, uncovered the fact that Ezhov himself had
instructed Bulanov to fabricate this lie in order to give himself,
Ezhov, additional credibility. The "mercury affair" was indeed a
fabrication foisted upon a Moscow Trials defendant by the NKVD.
But it was done behind the backs of the Prosecution and, of course,
of Stalin.
This first section of the present book is devoted to the source
criticism of the Moscow Trials testimony. Our research has
validated the Moscow Trials testimony as evidence. The
implications of this fact for this study may be stated simply. There
is no reason to believe that the defendants were forced to testify to
matters they knew were false or, therefore, that the defendants
were innocent of the crimes to which they themselves confessed.
Moscow Trials testimony may be cited as evidence alongside any
other evidence.
In the following chapters we will examine fact-claims made by
Moscow Trials defendants that can be checked in non-Soviet or
Soviet sources now available. The chapters are organized around
the examination of the non-trial evidence to be used as the control
or "check" on the Trials testimony.
In this book we are primarily interested in this non-Trials
evidence for the purpose of verifying the Trials testimony.
However, we will also discuss other important aspects of the
documents containing this non-Trials evidence. In many cases
these documents are of great interest not only for their usefulness
in providing a check on the Moscow Trials testimony, but as
evidence in the investigation of other important events in Soviet
history. We will provide some overview of the importance of this
evidence in the investigation of these other important events as
well.

Chapter 2. Non-Soviet Evidence - The
Harvard Trotsky Archive
In 1939, 1940, and again in 1953 Leon Trotsky's archives were
sold and transferred to Harvard University. Trotsky stipulated that
the personal section remain closed until 40 years after his death.
It was opened to researchers on January 2, 1980. (Van Heijenoort
History)
Among the first to study its contents was Pierre Braue (19262005), at that time the foremost Trotskyist historian in the world.
From 1980 until his death in 2005 Braue edited the journal
Cahiers Leon Trotsky (hereafter CahL T) in which he published
many articles outlining his discoveries in the Harvard Trotsky
Archive (TA). His 1987 biography of Trotsky made some use of
these discoveries, as did his 1993 biography of Leon Sedov. 1
Very soon after the TA was opened Braue and his team began to
discover that Trotsky had deliberately lied in his published works.
First they found evidence that the bloc of Oppositionists, including
Trotskyists, Zinovievists, Rights, and others, had really existed.
The activities of this bloc were the major allegation in all three of
the Moscow Trials. Trotsky and Sedov always denied that any such
bloc existed and claimed that it was an invention by Stalin. Braue
identified documents in the TA that proved that Trotsky and Sedov
had lied: the bloc had indeed existed.
In subsequent articles Braue disclosed other lies by Trotsky. Most
of his evidence was found in the Harvard TA. Some of it came from
' Trotsky. Paris: Fayard, 1987; Leon Sedov. Fils de Trotsky, Victime de Staline. Paris: Editions
Ouvrieres, 1993. A detailed discussion of Broue's life and activities can be read in the biobibliographical article "The Meaning of Pierre Broue (1926-2005). A biographical sketch."
At http://www.trotskyana.net/Trotskyists/Pierre_Broue/Pierre_Broue_Meaning.html The
publication Cahiers Leon Trotsky is discussed, with a table of contents of each issue, at
http:/ /www.trotskyana.net/Research_facilities/journals/journals.html#clt
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the collection of Trotsky-Sedov correspondence in the Nicolaevsky
Collection at the Hoover Institution. 2
Braue always claimed that these lies by Trotsky were of very
limited significance. He insisted that Trotsky and Sedov lied only
to protect those Trotskyists in the underground within the USSR.
But in fact Braue never explored the significance of Trotsky's lies
for evaluating the Moscow Trials testimony as evidence or for
understanding Trotsky's activities generally. Like non-Trotskyist
anticommunist researchers, he continued to assume, without
evidence, that the Moscow Trials testimony was fundamentally
false, coerced from innocent defendants by the NKVD
investigators, by the Soviet prosecution, and therefore by Stalin.
Braue wrote:
I think that the new data concerning the "Opposition
bloc," the organization of two Communist blocs of
Oppositions, the attempt to unify the Communist
Opposition, definitively destroys all the legends and
preconceived ideas about an all-mighty, blood-thirsty,
Machiavellian Stalin. The Soviet Union in the thirties
was passing through a serious economic and political
crisis. Stalin was more and more isolated and many
people, including some from the ranks of privileged
bureaucracy of which he was only the best expression
and the unifier, began to think about the necessity of
getting rid of him. The Moscow Trials were not a
gratuitous crime committed in cold blood, but a
counter-stroke in a conflict which was really, as
Trotskii wrote, "a preventive civil war." (Braue POS
110)

2

This collection is outlined at this page:
http://www.trotskyana.net/Research_facilities/PublicArchives_America/publicarchives_a
merica.html# hoover
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This remark by Braue is more than enigmatic. It begs the whole
question: had the conspiracies alleged in the Moscow Trials really
existed, or not? If, as Braue says here, the Moscow Trials were a
"counterstroke," then does this not imply that the originating
"stroke" was, or were, conspiracies by those who wanted to get rid
of him (Stalin)? And since the evidence on which Braue based this
paragraph was that of Trotsky's falsehoods, does that not mean
that Trotsky was also a party to these conspiracies?
In this article we see Braue carefully approach the question of a
completely new view of the Moscow Trials and the conspiracies
alleged in them. But then Braue retreats. He never develops this
idea. As far as we know, he never mentions it again.
In 1985 and 1986 American historian Arch Getty published the
evidence, also discovered in the TA, that Trotsky and Sedov had
lied about Trotsky's continued contact with some of his supporters
within the USSR. Trotsky had either maintained or renewed
relations with some of them long after he had claimed to have cut
off all contact with them. Getty identified evidence of this in the
TA.
Getty also discovered that the TA had been "purged" - materials
had been removed. Getty logically concluded that these materials
must have been incriminating, politically sensitive materials.
Braue, who knew and referred to Getty's research, never
mentioned this very important discovery by Getty. This is curious,
since Braue had himself suggested that other materials had been
removed from the TA. Later in this book we explore this pregnant
omission of Broue's.
Most of the falsehoods by Trotsky that Braue discovered are
directly or indirectly related to the Moscow Trials. Some of
Trotsky's lies that we ourselves have discovered concern the Kirov
Assassination of December 1, 1934. 3 Trotsky's lies about the Kirov
murder became relevant to the Moscow Trials subsequently, when

3

We have discussed these in Trotsky's 'Amalgams'.
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members of the bloc of oppositionists confessed to having planned
and executed Kirov's murder.
BroUE~'s interest in Trotsky's and Sedov's falsehoods was curiously
limited. We do not know why Braue never chose to explore the
implications of Trotsky's lies. This is a striking omission, as we will
point out in future chapters. It is possible that Braue sensed that
the full implications of the lies by Trotsky and Sedov that he had
discovered, plus those discovered by Getty, would necessitate a
more radical revision of Trotsky's activities during the 1930s than
he himself was prepared to face.

***
In the following chapters we will demonstrate that the lies by
Trotsky that Braue and Getty discovered, as well as some further
lies discovered by Swedish scholar Sven-Eric Holmstrom and some
that we ourselves have found, are directly relevant to our
evaluation of the validity of the Moscow Trials testimony.
Trotsky's falsehoods provide one of the major sources by which
we can verify Moscow Trials testimony.
In addition, Trotsky's falsehoods provide important evidence
about Trotsky's conspiracy within the USSR during the 1930s. We
will also explore this topic in subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3. Non-Soviet Evidence - The
Bloc of Oppositions
The earliest and most dramatic discovery emerged from the
Harvard Trotsky Archive within months of its opening to
researchers on January 2, 1980. This was the proof that the bloc of
oppositionists inside the Soviet Union had really existed. The
existence of the bloc was the chief framework for the conspiracies
charged against the defendants in all three Moscow trials. The bloc
was the link among the different conspiratorial oppositionist
groups in which the Moscow Trials defendants confessed
membership.
Pierre Broue, whose team made this discovery, minimized its
significance. He never explored the implications of his own
discovery of the bloc's existence for our understanding of the
Moscow Trials, of Trotsky's own activities, and of our
understanding of the high politics of the Soviet Union during the
1930s. All researchers after Broue have either done likewise, like
Vadim Rogovin, or have ignored the discovery altogether.
Gorbachev's men in the USSR, then Russian and Western
anticommunist researchers since 1991, have also ignored this
important revelation.
In this chapter we outline the discovery of the bloc and the
evidence for it, and explore its significance for our project of
verifying the testimony at the Moscow Trials.

The Bloc of Oppositions
Defendants in all three Moscow trials testified that Trotskyists,
Zinovievists, and other oppositionists inside the Soviet Union had
formed a bloc and agreed to carry out assassinations (in Russian,
to employ "terror") against Soviet leaders.
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In the transcripts of each of the three Moscow Trials the word
"bloc" occurs dozens of times. Here are just a few citations:

First Moscow Trial
The investigation has also established that the
Zinovievites pursued their criminal terroristic
practices in a direct bloc with the Trotskyites and
with l. Trotsky, who is abroad. (1936 Trial 11)
The testimonies of Zinoviev, Kamenev, Evdokimov,
Mrachkovsky, Bakayev and a number of others
accused in the present case, have established beyond
doubt that the only motive for organizing the
Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc was their striving to seize
power at all costs ... (12)
Another member of this centre, Reingold, during
examination on July 3, 1936, testified:
" ... The main thing on which all the members of the
bloc agreed was ... the recognition of the necessity of
consolidating all forces to capture the Party leadership.
I must admit that the fundamental aim of the
Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc was to remove by violence
the leadership of the C.P.S.U. and the Soviet
Government, and Stalin in the first place. At the end of
1932 the centre adopted a decision to organize the
fight against the leadership of the C.P.S.U. and the
Government by terroristic means. I know that the
Trotskyite section of the bloc received instructions
from L. D. Trotsky to adopt the path of terrorism and
to prepare attempts on the life of Stalin." (Vol. XXVII, p.
52) (13)
VYSHINSKY: What was the attitude of the Trotskyite
part of your bloc on the question of terrorism?
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ZINOVIEV: In our negotiations on the formation of a
united centre this question played a decisive part. By
that time the so-called Zinovievite part of the bloc was
fully ripe for such decisions.
VYSHINSKY: Did Smirnov display any activity in
relation to this, or not?
ZINOVIEV: Smirnov, in my opm1on, displayed more
activity than any one else, and we regarded him as the
undisputed head of the Trotskyite part of the bloc, as
the man best informed about Trotsky's views, and
fully sharing these views. (53)
KAMENEV: ... When we returned to Moscow, we made
no changes whatever in the basis of our bloc. On the
contrary, we proceeded to press forward the
terroristic conspiracy. (66)
ZINOVIEV: ... At the same time (says Zinoviev), I
conducted negotiations with Tomsky, whom I
informed about our bloc with the Trotskyites. Tomsky
expressed complete solidarity with us. (73)
SMIRNOV: I admit that I belonged to the underground
Trotskyite organization, joined the bloc, joined the
centre of this bloc, met Sedov in Berlin in 1931,
listened to his opinion on terrorism and passed this
opinion on to Moscow. (85)

Second Moscow Trial
RADEK: Pyatakov and I arrived at the conclusion that
this directive sums up the work of the bloc, dots all
the i's and crosses all the t's by bringing out very
sharply the fact that under all circumstances the
government of the Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc could
only be the government of the restoration of
capitalism. (6)
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PYATAKOV: Kamenev came to visit me at the People's
Commissariat on some pretext or other. He very
clearly and distinctly informed me about the
Trotskyite-Zinovievite centre which had been formed.
He said that the bloc had been restored; then he
mentioned the names of a number of people who
belonged to the centre ... (36)
PYATAKOV: It was during this conversation with
Radek that we discussed the question about the very
great predominance of Zinovievites in the main centre,
and whether we should not raise the question of
making certain changes in the composition of the main
centre.
VYSHINSKY: In which direction?
PY AT AKOV: In the direction of introducing more of
the Trotskyite faction in the Trotskyite-Zinovievite
united bloc.
RADEK: From the moment the bloc was formed the
circle of persons against whom it was intended to
carry out terrorist acts was known. (76)
LIVSHITZ: Yes. I considered that since we were
carrying on a struggle for the coming to power of the
Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc, it was necessary to do
this. (118)
ROMM: I was Tass correspondent in Geneva and Paris.
I went to Moscow on official business and met Radek
who informed me that in pursuance of Trotsky's
directives, a Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc had been
organized, but that he and Pyatakov had not joined
that centre. (139)
SOKOLNIKOV: In comparison with what we had had,
to some extent, since 1932 and, in the main, since
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1934, when the defeatist attitude of the bloc finally
took shape. (154)
SEREBRY AKOV: In the autumn of 1932, Mrachkovsky
came to see me and informed me about the creation of
a Trotskyite- Zinovievite bloc, told me who were the
members of this centre, and then informed me that the
centre had decided to create a reserve centre in the
event of its being exposed. (168)

Third Moscow Trial
The title of the transcript of this trial is:
"Report of Court Proceedings in the Case of the AntiSoviet 'Bloc of Rights and Trotskyites."'
... the accused in the present case organized a
conspiratorial group named the "bloc of Rights and
Trotskyites," ... (5)
GRINKO: Along with wrecking activities in the sphere
of capital construction and agriculture, the bloc of
Rights and Trotskyites carried on quite extensive
undermining activities in the sphere of trade turnover.
(81)
IVANOV: Fully and entirely. I consider myself
responsible and guilty of the gravest crimes. I was one
of the active members of the group of the Rights, the
"bloc of Rights and Trotskyites." (110)
VYSHINSKY: Ivanov states that he learnt from you of
the existence of a bloc between the Trotskyites, the
Right groups and the nationalist groups. Do you
corroborate this?
BUKHARIN: I do. (137)
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VYSHINSKY: Did you know that the program of this
centre and of the whole group of the bloc of Rights
and Trotskyites included terrorist acts?
ZUBAREV: Yes, I did know. (144)

VYSHINSKY: Will it be right or wrong to say that in the
period of the years 1932-33 a group was organized
which we may call the Anti-Soviet Bloc of Rights and
Trotskyites?
RYKOV: It was so in fact. Its organizational expression,
since 1933-34, was the so-called contact centre. (180)
VYSHINSKY: This bloc, you said, included the Rights.
Who else was included in this bloc?
RYKOV: The Rights,
Zinovievites. (181)

the

Trotskyites

and

the

VYSHINSKY: ... Were Tukhachevsky and the military
group of conspirators members of your bloc?
BUKHARIN: They were.
VYSHINSKY: And they discussed with the members of
the bloc?
BUKHARIN: Quite right. (189)
VYSHINSKY: As the preliminary investigation and the
Court proceedings in the present case have
established, the dastardly assassination of S. M. Kirov
on December 1, 1934, by the Leningrad TrotskyiteZinovievite terrorist centre was organized in
accordance with a decision of the "bloc of Rights and
Trotskyites."
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Trotsky always denied this accusation, as in the following passage
from his testimony to the Dewey Commission in April, 1937:
GOLDMAN: Did you ever discuss with anyone the
possibility of organizing a united center between your
political followers and the followers of Zinoviev and
Kamenev in the Soviet Union, after the break-up of
your bloc with Zinoviev and Kamenev?
TROTSKY: Never. My articles show that it is absolutely
impossible. My appreciation of them, my total
contempt after the capitulation, my hostility to them
and their hostility to me, excluded that absolutely.
GOLDMAN: Have you read the testimony of Zinoviev
and Kamenev and the other defendants in the first
Moscow trial?
TROTSKY: Yes.
GOLDMAN: Wherein these defendants claimed that
you instructed several of them to establish a united
center between your political followers and their
political followers? Have you read such testimonies?
TROTSKY: Yes.
GOLDMAN: What have you to say about that?
TROTSKY: It is a falsehood organized by the GPU and
supported by Stalin. (CLT 87-88)

Evidence of the Bloc in the Harvard Trotsky
Archive
In 1980 Trotskyist historian Pierre Broue discovered materials in
the Harvard Trotsky Archive that proved that a bloc of oppositions
was indeed formed with Trotsky's agreement.
C'est en effectuant a la Bibliotheque du College de
Harvard !es recherches documentaires prevues pour
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!'edition des volumes des oeuvres des annees 1936 et
1937 que Jes chercheurs et collaborateurs de l'Institut
Leon Trotsky ont ete amenes a une decouverte
d'importance: !'existence, en Union sovietique en
1932, d'un «bloc des oppositions» contre Staline.
Translated:
While doing documentary research at the Library of
Harvard College for the edition of the volumes of the
works of the years 1936 and 1937 the researchers and
assistants from the Institut Leon Trotsky made an
important discovery: the existence, in the Soviet Union
in 1932, of a "bloc of oppositions" against Stalin.
(Broue 1980, 5)
Trotsky and Sedov had lied about this, obviously for the purpose of
preserving their conspiracy. A Trotskyist as well as a scholar,
Broue explicitly excused Trotsky's lying on these grounds.
Broue denied that the parties in the bloc agreed upon "terror." He
also claimed that the bloc had been dissolved shortly after being
formed without having done anything. But Broue cited no
evidence to support these assertions. The evidence shows that the
bloc did continue to function. In Trotsky's 'Amalgams' and in Leon
Trotsky's Collaboration with Germany and japan we have examined
the evidence that the Rightists and Trotskyists in the bloc did
indeed agree to use "terror" against the Soviet leadership, as the
prosecution in the first and Second Moscow Trials alleged and as
the defendants admitted.

The "Bloc of Rights and Trotskyites" Existed
The evidence of the bloc's existence discovered by Broue is
contained in a complex of documents in the TA:
*A copy of a letter in German from Trotsky to his son Sedov.
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*This is accompanied by a letter from Trotsky's secretary Jean van
Heijenoort dated July 3, 1937, who made the copy of - retyped Trotsky's letter.
The original of Trotsky's letter is missing. It must have been
destroyed when the Trotsky Archive was "purged" of
incriminating materials. We know about this "purging" because it
was done imperfectly. We will discuss this "purging" later in this
study.
Broue reported that his team uncovered one more piece of
evidence concerning the bloc:
*A letter in invisible ink from Sedov to Trotsky in which the
formation and composition of the bloc is outlined.
Some curious statements in Broue's 1980 article suggest that he
and his team found other materials which they do not directly
identify.
* Broue states (7) that Trotsky replied on November 3, 1932, to
the letter in invisible ink written by his son. But the copy of
Trotsky's letter retyped by van Heijenoort and identified by Broue
bears no date. On the previous pages (5-6) Broue had dated it "at
the end of 1932, in October or November," by internal evidence.
Broue is unlikely to have simply imagined a date as precise as
"November 3, 1932." Therefore, this remark suggests either that
Broue had seen another letter by Trotsky that he does not further
identify, or that he has made an error here.
* Broue states that the letter from Sedov to Trotsky in invisible ink
enumerates the groups in, or about to enter, the bloc as follows:
Le lettre a I'encre sympathique de Leon Sedov fait
apparaltre !'existence des groupes suivants: le groupe
trotskyste
d'U.R.S.S.
(«notre
fraction»),
Jes
«zinovievistes," le groupe d'I.N. Smirnov, le groupe
Sten-Lominadze, le groupe «Safar( ov)-Tarkhan( ov ),"
«!es droitiers» et «!es liberaux.» (7)
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Translated:
The letter in invisible ink of Leon Sedov's revealed the
existence of the following groups: the Trotskyist
group in the USSR ("our fraction"), the "Zinovievists,"
the group of l.N. Smirnov, the group of StenLominadze, the group "Safar(ov)-Tarkhan(ov)," "the
Rights" and "the liberals." (7)
However, the letter in question does not mention Rightists
("droitiers") or liberals ("liberaux") at all. The letter of Trotsky to
Sedov referred to above does mention "Rightists" ("die Rechten"),
implying that they will "become more involved." None of the three
documents makes any mention of "liberals." Assuming again that
Broue did not simply imagine that "Rightists" and "liberals" were
mentioned, it follows that he conflated in his mind at least two
separate documents: the letter in invisible ink, in which the other
groups are mentioned, and another letter or document that
mentions "Rightists" and "liberals" as being part of the bloc.
We do not know who was meant by the term "liberals." Sedov
refers to l.N. Smirnov and those around him, including Eduard S.
Gol'tsman, by this term in his Red Book (Livre rouge sur le proces de
Moscou)1. But Sedov did this while he and Trotsky were denying
any contact with Smirnov. Broue discovered that Trotsky was
indeed in touch with Smirnov. Smirnov was in fact the leader of
the clandestine Trotskyist group inside the USSR and the central
figure in the bloc. That suggests that in calling Smirnov a "liberal"
in his book Sedov may have been "covering" for him.
The following cryptic remark of Broue's suggests that he and his
team located other documents that mention the bloc:
Elle a decouvert egalement d'autres allusions au
«bloc," toute une discussion sur !es conditions

1

Paris: Editions Ourviers, 1936, 97-98.
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nouvelles crees par son apparition, dans la
correspondence entre Trotsky et son fils, ainsi que des
textes, dont certains avaient ete publies, qui eclairent
cette periode de l'histoire de l'U.R.S.S. (7)
Translated:
The team [of researchers, led by Braue] has also
discovered other allusions to the bloc and a whole
discussion on the new conditions created by its
appearance, in the correspondence between Trotsky
and his son, as well as texts, of which some have been
published, that shed light on this period of the history
of the USSR.
According to Braue Trotsky discussed the "liberals" in a letter to
Sedov of October 12, 1932, which he identifies as No. 4 777 of the
Harvard Trotsky Archive. (16 and n. 42)
On the same page Braue suggests that there must have been other
documents that made clear who the "liberals" were and what they
had done for the Trotskyists - documents that, he suggests, "have
probably been destroyed." (16) This is an interesting remark by
Braue, for he deliberately omits any mention of the discovery by
Arch Getty that the Trotsky Archive has been "purged," with
incriminating documents removed from it.
As we shall see, Broue's further discussion of the bloc rests upon
several assumptions, one of which is that the bloc came to nothing
because there is no mention of it in the Trotsky Archive after these
documents of 1932. As Braue admits in passing in a later work,
even this latter claim is not true. Later we'll explore Broue's selfcontradictions on the question of the bloc.
Trotsky's remark that they must not "yield the field to the
Rightists" implies that the Rightists were already active on their
own accord. Writing in 1980 Braue stated that there was no
evidence of any activity by those known at the time as the
"Rightists" - Bukharin, Rykov, Tomskii and their followers. (12-13)
However, thanks to documents published since the end of the
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USSR we know today that the Rightists were indeed active at this
time.
BroUE~'s article thus supposes at least the following documents,
only some of which are extant and identified:

*Correspondence between Trotsky and Sedov about setting up the
bloc (not extant);
*A letter from Sedov to Trotsky of October 12, 1932, concerning
participation of the "liberals," no doubt in the bloc (#4777, Braue
p. 16, extant);
* Trotsky's letter to Sedov accepting the proposal of a bloc
(#13095, extant);
* Sedov's letter in invisible ink to Trotsky announcing that the bloc
has been formed (#4782, extant);
*Trotsky's response to this letter dated November 3, 1932 (Braue
p. 7; not further identified);
* Trotsky's letter of October 30, 1932, concerning the "liberals"
and mentioning the "Rightists." (#10047, Braue p. 16, extant);
* Another letter of Sedov to Trotsky in invisible ink naming
"Rightists" and "liberals" as among the groups in or about to join
the bloc (Braue p. 7 and p. 14; not further identified);
* Other documents "not found at Harvard and which were
probably destroyed" (Braue p. 16).
Judging from the one document by Trotsky that we have that
mentions the Rightists and from Broue's discussion of other
documents we have not seen, it seems clear that the Rightists were
in fact a part of the bloc from 1932. This accords with the
testimony of Valentin Astrov in January 1937. We will examine it
later.
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Soviet Rehabilitation Reports Lie About the Bloc
The existence of this bloc provides additional evidence that Soviet
"Rehabilitation" reports of both the Khrushchev and Gorbachev
eras are dishonest and untrustworthy, political whitewash jobs
rather than honest reviews of the cases and determinations of
innocence on the basis of evidence.
The "Zapiska" of the Shvernik Report, commissioned by
Khrushchev in 1962 and finished no later than February 18, 1963,
concluded that all the accusations against the accused at the
Bukharin Trial were falsified and denied the existence of a "bloc of
Rights and Trotskyites" itself. (RKEB 2 625-30)
HHKaKoro «AHTHcoBeTcKoro ITpaBo-TpOL\KHCTCKoro
6noKa» B .n.ettCTBHTeJibHOCTH He cyrn.ecTBOBaJIO H
ocy)K,D.eHHbie ITO 3TOMY ,D.eny KOHTppeBOJIIOl_\HOHHOH
,D.e.HTeJibHOCTblO He 3aHHMaJIHCb.
Translated:
No "Anti-Soviet bloc of Rights and Trotskyists" existed
in reality and those condemned in this case did not
engage in any counterrevolutionary activity. (630)
In 1989 the Gorbachev-era "Rehabilitation Commission" of the
Central Committee of the CPSU came to the same conclusion:
YCTaHOBJieHo, TaKHM o6pa30M, "ITO ITOCJie 1927 r.
6b!Bll1He TpOl_\KHCTbl H 3HHOBbeBl_\bl opraHH30BaHHOH
6opb6b! c ITapTHeH He ITpOBO,ll,HJIH, Me)K,D.y co6oi1 HH
Ha TeppopHCTH"!eCKOH, HH Ha ,n.pyroi1: OCHOBe He
o6be,[l.HH.HJIHCb,
a
,n.eno
06
«06be,D.HHeHHOM
TPOL\KHCTCK0-3HHOBbeBcKOM l_\eHTpe» HCKYCCTBeHHO
C03,ll,aHo opraHaMH HKB,l( ITO ITP.HMOMY yKa3aHHIO H
ITPH HeITocpe,n.cTBeHHOM J11aCTHH 11. B. CTaJIHHa.
Translated:
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It has been established therefore that after 1927 the
former Trotskyists and Zinovievists did not carry out
any organized struggle against the party, did not unite
with each other either on a terrorist or any other basis,
and that the case of the "United Trotskyite-Zinovievite
Terrorist Center" was fabricated by the organs of the
NKVD upon the direct order and with the direct
participation of J.V. Stalin. (Izv TsK KPSS 8 (1989) 94)

YCTaHOBJJeHo,

<iTo

«npeCTynHott CBH311» c
HBJJHeTCH

A

Heo6oCHOB3HHbIM.

cnel\113JJbHaH
CCCP B

06s11Hem1e

JI.

nposepK~

ocymAeHHbIX

TpOL\KHM 11
3TO

me

npoBeAeHHaH

JI. JI.

B

CeAOBbIM

noKa3aJJa

11

npoKypaTypo!'1

1988 r.

Translated:
It has been established that the accusation against the
accused of "criminal ties" with L.D. Trotsky and L.L.
Sedov are without foundation. This was also proven
by a special verification process of the USSR Procuracy
in 1988. (Izv TsK KPSS 9 (1989) 49)

KaK Tenepb c HeCOMHeHHOCTb!O ycTaHOBJJeHo, AeJJo TaK
H33bIB3eMoro

«3HTl1COBeTCKOro

npaBOTPOL\Kl1CTCKoro

6JJOK3» 6bIJIO noJJHOCTb!O c¢aJJbCHcp11L\11POB3HO

Translated:
As has now been established beyond any doubt, the
case of the so-called "Anti-Soviet Right-Trotskyite
Bloc" was completely fabricated... (Izv TsK KPSS 5
(1989) 81)
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,L\eHCTBl1TeJJbHOCTl1 Hl1 «6noKOB» Hl1 TaK Ha3bJBaeMbIX

«1\eHTpOB» He Cyll\eCTBOB3JJO.

Translated:
In reality, neither the "blocs" nor the so-called
"centers" existed. (RKEB 3 342).
Aleksandr Iakovlev, Gorbachev's expert who led the
anticommunist campaign from the Politburo, repeated the
falsehood that no bloc had existed .
.Hro,L\y

11CKYCCTBeHHO

BKJJI0'111JJl1

B

COCTaB

He

Cyll\eCTBOB3BWero «npaBOTP01\Kl1CTCKOrO» 6JJOKa.

Translated:
Yagoda was falsely included among the members of
the nonexistent "Right-Trotskyite Bloc." (RKEB 3 328)
This means that both the Shvernik Report and the Soviet
"Rehabilitation" reports are falsified. 2 Already in 1980 the Harvard
Trotsky Archive yielded to Braue unmistakable evidence that a
broad bloc of oppositionist forces, including Trotskyists,
Zinovievists, and others, did in fact exist. The NKVD of the 1930s
termed the complexly-interlocking set of oppositional conspiracies
the "klubok," or "tangle." If any of these conspiracies were
acknowledged to have existed, it would be difficult to deny the
existence of the rest, since all the defendants implicated others in a
chain that, directly or indirectly, connected them all.
The Gorbachev-era "Rehabilitation" report on the 1936 Trial
defendants is likewise falsified. Though it has not been officially
published and is still secret in Russia today the Decree of the

2

Parts of the 1988 "Rehabilitation" report on the Moscow Trial of August 1936 are copied
verbatim, or almost so, from the Shvernik Commission of twenty-five years earlier. No one
could know this in 1988, since the complete text of the Shvernik Report was not published
until 1993-1994.
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Soviet Supreme Court dated June 13, 1988, is in the Volkogonov
Archive. It states, concerning Gol'tsman:
3.C. fOJibl.\MaH B cy,D,e6HOM 3ace,D,amu1 ... 3aHBl1Jl, 'ITO ,ll,O
apeCTa

o

cyll\eCTBOBaH1111

TPOl.\KHCTCK0-311HOBheBcKoro

l.\eHTpa He 3HaJI. 3Tl1 o6bHCH€Hl1H 3.C. fOJlbl.\MaHa HH'leM
He onpoBeprnyThI.

Translated:
During the trial E.S. Gol'tsman ... declared that before
his arrest he did not know about the existence of the
Trotskyist-Zinovievist center. These explanations by
E.S. Gol'tsman remain without refutation. 3
This statement is false. Trotsky's and Sedov's correspondence in
1932, published in part in French translation by Braue, shows that
Gol'tsman was the person who carried messages concerning the
formation of the bloc to Smirnov inside the USSR (Broue 1980 3537; Braue POS 99). What's more, this information was available to
the Soviet authorities in 1988, when they began once again to deny
that the bloc had ever existed (Khrushchev's men had denied it
too).
In 1991 Getty's article was published, in Russian translation, in the
authoritative Party journal Voprosy Istorii KPSS. At the end of the
article Boris Starkov, acting for the Party journal, denied as best he
could the contents of Getty's article. 4 In today's Russia too many of
these investigative materials remain effectively classified. 5 This
proves that the "Rehabilitation" report itself is a fraud.

3

"Postanovlenie No. 79-88 Plenuma Verkhovnogo Suda SSSR. 13 iiunia 1988 g.," p. 7. (151).
Volkogonov Papers Reel 3 Container 4 Folder 16. In the author's possession.

4

Getti, Dz.A. "Trotskii v izgnanii. Osnovania IV lnternatsionala." Voprosy Istorii KPSS 5
(1991), 72-83. Starkov's "commentary" is at the end, pp. 82-83.

5

In volume two of this study we will discuss and publish some ofthes·e materials that have
become available only very recently.
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Valentin Astrov's Testimony
On January 11, 1937, Valentin Astrov, one of Bukharin's former
students and a participant in the conspiratorial meetings that
constituted the Rightist part of the bloc, gave a confession
statement to NKVD investigators. Two days later Astrov
confronted Bukharin and accused him directly.
In his January 1937 confession to the NKVD Astrov was specific
that the Rightists had joined a bloc with the Trotskyists in 1932.
B Ha'laJ1e

1932

ro.n;a CJlECTKOB y Hero Ha KBapn1pe Ha

COBell\aHl111
aKTl1Ba
opraHl13aL(l111
o60CHOBbIB3J1
Heo6xo.n;11MOCTb 3aKJ110'leH11R 6J1oKa c TpOL(Kl1CTaM11. OH
rOBOp11J1, 'ITO «TpOL(Kl1CTbl np11HRJ1l1 X03RKCTBeHHYIO
[]J1aTCp0pMy npaBbIX, a npaBbie BHyTp11napTl1KHYIO
nJ1aT¢opMy TpOL(Kl1CTOB. TaKT11Ka Teppopa 06be.n;11HReT
Hae.
Pa3Hornac11R
Me)K.n;y
HaM11
11
TpOL(Kl1CTaM11
HeCyll\eCTBeHHbI.

11

Ccb1J1aRcb Ha rnoi1 11 MAPEL(KOro onbIT MHorotI11cJJeHHb1x
no.n;noJ1bHbIX BCTpe'l c TpOL(K11cTaM11 B MoCKse, CaMape,
CapaToBe 11 JleH11Hrpa.n;e, CJIECTKOB yrnep)K.n;a11, 'ITO
TpOL(Kl1CTbl 3BOJ1IOL(l10Hl1PYIOT, np116J1!1)KaflCb K HaM.
CJlECTKOB C006ll\11Jl COBell\aHl1JO, 'ITO ero TO'lKa 3peHl1H Ha
Heo6XO,ll;l1MOCTb 3aKJ1JO'leHl1H 6JIOKa c TpOL(Kl1CTaMl1
cornacoBaHa c 6YXAP11Hb!M, T.e. c L(eHTpOM npaBbIX 11
COBell\aH11e np11HHJIO 3TY TO'IKY 3peHl1H. Y.epe3 HeCKOJibKO
.n;Hei1 6YXAPl1H Ha KBapT11pe y CJlEDKOBA B np11cyTcTs1111
MAPEL(KOro no.n;Tsep.n;11n Heo6xo.n;11MoCTb TaKoro 6J1oKa.

Translated:
In the beginning of 1932 in a meeting of the active
members of the organization in his apartment Slepkov
justified the necessity of forming a bloc with the
Trotskyists. He said that "the Trotskyists have
accepted the economic platform of the Rightists, and
the Rightists, the inner Party platform of the
Trotskyists. The tactic of terror unites us. Differences
between us and the Trotskyists are secondary."
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Referring to his and Maretskii's experience of
numerous underground meetings with Trotskyists in
Moscow, Samara, Saratov, and Leningrad, Slepkov
asserted that the Trotskyists were evolving, coming
close to us. Slepkov informed the meeting that his
views on the necessity of forming a bloc with the
Trotskyists had been agreed to by Bukharin, that is
with the Rightist center, and the meeting accepted this
view. A few days later in Slepkov's apartment and
with Maretskii present Bukharin confirmed the
necessity of such a bloc. (Lubianka 1937-1938 32)
Both Broue (13) and Astrov name Slepkov and Maretskii as
members of the Rightist part of the bloc. Broue says:
L'ensemble du materiel montre que le «bloc» ou, au
moins, I'une de ses parties constituantes etait en
contact avec le group Rioutine-Slepkov, <des droitiers».
(Broue 1980 16)
.. .Jes comptes rendus de reunions du secretariat
international de !'Opposition de gauche et quelques
Iettres de Leon Sedov font apparaltre qu'il designe
systematiquement a l'epoque par le terme de
«droitiers» ce que Jes historiens designent par
«groupe Rioutine," un groupe original apparu
precisement en 1932. Nous ne possedons sur son
existence et son activite que des temoignages indirects
et ses documents n'ont jamais ete connus, meme
partiellement. Rioutine ... avait, avec P. A. Galkin,
constitue un groupe dont personne ne nie le caractere
conspiratif organise, dans Iequel se retrouvaient des
elements d'origine diverse comme Jes disciples de
Boukharine, fleurons de I'Institut des professeurs
rouges,
Alexandre
Slepkov
et
Dimitri
Maretsky, ... (Broue 1980 13)
Translated:
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The material as a whole demonstrates that the bloc, or
at least one of its constituent parts, was in contact
with the Riutin-Slepkov group, "the Rights."
... the transcripts of the meetings of the International
Secretariat of the Left Opposition and a few letters of
Leon Sedov's make it clear that it [the term "droitiers',
or "Rightists" - GF] regularly designated at the time by
the term "Rightists" what the historians call the
"Riutin group," an original group that appeared
precisely in 1932. We have only indirect evidence
about its existence and activities, and its documents
have never been made public, even in part. Riutin ...
with P.A. Galkin, constituted a group whose organized
conspiratorial nature has never been denied by
anyone and in which persons of different origins could
be found, including pupils of Bukharin's, products of
the Institute of Red Professors, Alexander Slepkov and
Dmitri Maretsky , ...
Astrov himself was also a former student at the Institute of Red
Professors.

Did the Bloc Shut Down by Early 1933?
In 1980 Braue claimed that the bloc was no more by sometime in
early 1933 with the arrests of some of its leading members.
Pourtant, quand ces textes paraissent a Berlin dans le
Biulleten Oppositsii, le «bloc» -- si tant est qu'il ait pu
se traduire autrement dans la realite et, par exemple,
tenir des reunions formelles - est deja termine par
l'arrestation de ses principaux protagonists. La lettre
de Sedov qui indique Jes composantes du bloc
mentionne a la fois l'arrestation des dirigeants du
groupe d'I. N. Smirnov et de Smirnov lui-meme et
l'effondrement des « anciens » de !'Opposition de
gauche. (Braue 1980 19)
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Translated:
However, when these texts appeared in Berlin in the
Bulletin of the Opposition, the bloc - if it could be said
to have had a real existence and, for example, hold
formal meetings - had already been terminated by the
arrests of its principal protagonists. Sedov's letter
identifying the composition of the bloc mentions at
the same time the arrest of the leaders of l.N.
Smirnov's group and of Smirnov himself and the
collapse of the "old ones" of the Left Opposition.
Braue repeated this claim in his 1987 biography of Trotsky.
According to Braue Smirnov's arrest and imprisonment and the
exile of Zinoviev and Kamenev brought the bloc to an end.
Ce n'est que peu a peu que la verite s'impose a Iui et a
Sedov. L'exil de Zinoviev et de Kamenev, Ia
condamnation d'I.N. Smirnov, qui purge sa peine a
Souzdal, ant sonne le glas du bloc des oppositions. 6
Translated:
Only gradually did Trotsky and Sedov come to
understand the truth. The exile of Kamenev and
Zinoviev, the conviction of l.N. Smirnov, who was
serving his time at Suzdal, had sounded the funeral
bell of the bloc of oppositionists.
BroUE~'s

Misreading of Safarov's Deposition

Braue claims that Safarov testified "publicly" about the bloc's
"decomposition":

"Braue, Trotsky, Ch. 44 note 49. At
https:/ /www.marxists.org/francais/broue/works/1988/00 /PB_tky _44.htm#sdfootnote49
anc
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Safarov, ctefinitivement brise en prison et clairement
devenu informateur, sera le premier, en tant que
temoin a charge au proces de Zinoviev et Kamenev en
janvier 1935, a parler publiquement de la naissance et
de la decomposition du bloc49 . (Braue, Trotsky Ch. 44)
Translated:
Safarov, definitively broken in prison and clearly
turned informant, would be the first, as a witness at
the trial of Zinoviev and Kamenev in January 1935, to
speak publicly about the birth and decay of the bloc. 49
Note 49 to this passage reads as follows:
49 Deposition de Safarov au proces de Zinoviev et
Kamenev, L 'Humanite,7 17 janvier 1935.
Translated:
49. Deposition of Safarov at the trial of Zinoviev and
Kamenev, L'Humanite January 17, 1934.
But this is not true. In the corresponding passage in L'Humanite of
January 17, 1935, Safarov said nothing about any "decay"
(decomposition) of the bloc:
Caracterisant les methodes contre-revolutionnaires
employees par le groupe illegal Zinoviev dans sa lutte
contre le pouvoir sovietique, un des participants,
Safarov (dont l'affaire est soumise a une instruction
complementaire et sera exammee separement)
declara «Apres des rencontres particulierement
frequentes et animees en 1932, quand les
conspirateurs comptaient inscrire a leur actif
certaines difficultes temporaires qui eurent lieu
durant la transition du premier au second plan

7

Humanite was (and still is) the daily newspaper of the French Communist Party
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quinquennal, tous les cercles du groupe illegal,
effrayes par la debacle du groupe contrerevolutionnaire de Rioutine, revinrent a leur
activite secrete, a la contre-revolution rampante.»8
Translated:
Characterizing the counterrevolutionary methods
used by the illegal Zinoviev group in its struggle
against Soviet power one of the participants, Safarov
(whose case has been submitted to further
investigation and will be examined separately)
declared: "After especially frequent and lively
meetings in 1932, when the conspirators had to take
account of certain temporary difficulties that occurred
during the transition between the first and second
Five-Year Plans, all the circles of the illegal group,
frightened by the downfall of the Riutin
counterrevolutionary group, returned to secret
activity, to rampant counterrevolution.
Far from attesting to any "decay" of the bloc Safarov stated that
"all the circles" (the cells) "of the illegal group" (the bloc) returned
to secret activity, meaning to "rampant counterrevolution."
Safarov claimed that the bloc continued to exist and to be active the opposite of what Braue claimed.
We will leave aside the question of whether Braue somehow
misread this passage or whether he deliberately falsified Safarov's
words in order to convince his readers that the bloc really had
ceased to function. Even if Safarov had testified to the court that
the bloc had ceased to function, that would not mean it really had
ceased, for such testimony could simply be an attempt at self-

8

"Zinoviev, Kamenev et 17 complices devant le tribunal militaire de l'U.R.S.S .. " L'Humanite
17 janvier 1935 p.3 col 7.
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protection. But in fact Safarov stated just the opposite: the bloc
continued its work, only in a more clandestine manner.
Braue continued to repeat this claim that the bloc was
"dismantled" shortly after February 1933. 9 However, Braue has no
evidence that the bloc came to an end. We discuss what we call
Broue's, and Vadim Rogovin's, "cover-up" in the chapter on the
purging of the Harvard Trotsky archive.
Broue's main error here is his assumption that the bloc was ended
when some of its principal members were arrested. This
assumption is false. Astrov testified that the bloc continued even in
prison:
B Cy3,D;aJibCKOH nopbMe H 11 ylJaCTHHKH Haweii
11
COMOB
opraHH33l\HH
XAXAPEB,
,ll;OMAWl1H...
yCTaHOBHJIH CB5l3b H ,D;py)K6y c CH,D;eBWHMH TaM
TPOl\KHcTaM11:
rAEBCKl1M,
EOJIOTHl1KOBbIM
YI
Ml1XAJIEBl1YEM. Mb! BCe CXO,ll;YIJIYICb Ha CTOlJBe B33YIMHOro
npY13H3HYl5l Teppopa KaK MeTO,D;a 6opb6b! c napTYleH YI
coBeTcKoii BJiaCTb!O .... AHa11orwrnb1e TeppopY1CTY1lJeCKHe
HaCTpoeHY15l BhICKa3hJBaJIYICb TPOI.\KYICTOM COMEPOM,
npaBbIM PA,ll;l1811Jil1HblM, TPOI.\KYICTOM rAEBCKl1M.

Translated:
In Suzdal' prison I and the participants of our
organization Khakharev, Domashin ... and Somov
established contact and friendship with the
Trotskyists also
imprisoned there:
Gaevskii,
Bolotnikov, and Mikhalevich. All of us came together
on the basis of mutual acceptance of terror as a
method of struggle with the party and Soviet power ....
Analogous terrorist attitudes were expressed by the
Trotskyist Somer, the Rightist Radivilin, and the
Trotskyist Gaevskii. (Lubianka 1937-1938 37)

9

E.g. Braue, "Liova, le 'fiston"'. CahLT 13 (1983), 17.
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We know that Astrov's testimony here was truthful because he
confirmed it in 1993, after the end of the Soviet Union, when he
could have denied it and no one would have known. We examine
Astrov's testimony as evidence in another chapter.
Astrov claimed that the bloc of Rights and Trotskyists which, he
repeats, was explicitly organized around terror continued to be
active in Suzdal' prison, a political "isolator," or special prison with
better conditions for political prisoners. In his biography of
Trotsky Braue states that Smirnov was also in Suzdal' prison:
L'exil de Zinoviev et de Kamenev, la condamnation
d'l.N. Smirnov, qui purge sa peine a Souzdal, ont sonne
le glas du bloc des oppositions. (Broue Trotsky
Chapter 44)
Translated:
The exile of Zinoviev and Kamenev, the conviction of
l.N. Smirnov, who was serving his sentence in Suzdal,
sounded the death knell of the opposition bloc.
Braue is correct that l.N. Smirnov was imprisoned in Suzdal'
prison. Biographical accounts of Smirnov's life and a
commemorative plaque at the former site of the prison itself attest
to that fact. 10 We know that the Tratskyists whom Astrav names as
participants of the bloc with him while they were in Suzdal' prison
were adherents of Smirnov's group. Gaevskii and Bolotnikov are
identified as members of Smirnov's Trotskyist group in a
Gorbachev-era "Rehabilitation Commission" meeting of May 29,
1990.11

10
Biographical accounts of 1.N. Smirnov's life that mention his imprisonment in Suzdal'
prison include: the Russian language Wikipedia on him:
http:/ /ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/CMHpHOB,_!1satt_HHKHTHY ; The "Memorial Society'"s list of
"victims ofStalinism," at http://lists.memo.ru/d30/f361.htm#n199. The plaque at the site
of the former prison may be seen at
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d//d4/MeMopHaJibHaH_nJIHTa_s_Cnaco
-EsqmMHeBOM_MOHaCTbipe.JPG
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Astrov's statement proves that the bloc of Rights and Trotskyists
did not end but continued to plan terrorist activities in Suzdal'
prison. l.N. Smirnov, the leader of the Trotskyist group and
imprisoned at the same prison, may have participated in it too. At
the first Moscow trial in August 1936 Smirnov said that after 1931,
when he "received Trotsky's instructions on terrorism" and passed
them on, he did not resign from the bloc but "did no work." It may
be that Smirnov did not participate in meetings of the bloc while in
Suzdal'. But there can be no doubt that the bloc continued to meet
"on the basis of mutual acceptance of terror." And in fact we do
have some evidence that Smirnov had remained active in prison,
from a remark by Sedov of May 1934.

Sedov's remark of May 1934
In his short biography of Sedov published in 1993, in the midst of a
discussion of the events of 1932, Braue quotes a report Sedov
made in May 1934 to the "international secretariat" of Trotsky's
Fourth International. Sedov wrote:
II faut indiquer que, parmi ces camarades, se trouvent
aussi l.N. Smirnov et d'autres, qui nous ont quittes
dans le temps, mais qui sont revenus et qui, voici plus
d'une annee deja, se trouvent emprisonnes sous le
regime d'isolement le plus severe. 12
Translated:
It should be noted that among these comrades are also
I.N. Smirnov and some others who left us in the past
but who have returned and who have now been

11

Reabilitatsiia. Kak Eta By/a. Seredina 80-kh godov -1991. Moscow: MDF, 2004. Razdel IV.
No. 13, pp. 337 ff. At http://www.alexande1yakovlev.org/fond/issues-doc/67974

12
The report is published in Leon Sedov, "La situation des bolcheviks-leninistes russes,"
CahLT 24 (1985), 116-120; the quote is on page 120. It is also quoted by Pierre Braue, Leon
Sedov. Fils de Trotsky, Victime de Staline. Paris: Editions Ouvrieres, 1993, p. 79.
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imprisoned under conditions of the severest isolation
for more than a year. 13
Braue assumes that Sedov is referring here to the events of 1932.
This appears to reflect Broue's conviction that the bloc was
finished by the beginning of 1933. In reality there is no reason to
think that Sedov was referring here to the formation of the bloc in
1932. Braue characterizes Sedov's tone as "modest and
triumphant" (79). Why would Sedov have been "triumphant"
about a bloc that had collapsed more than a year beforehand? In
terms of psychology, as well as of chronology and simple logic, we
must assume that Sedov was referring to the contemporary
situation in May 1934.
At that time Smirnov had been in prison for about 16 months. Why
would Sedov report that he "and some others" had "returned"
unless they were still active in May 1934? As we have seen, Astrov
testified that he was still discussing "terror" with Trotskyists in
Suzdal' prison. And Smirnov never denied that he remained a part
of the Trotskyist conspiracy after 1932, only that he "did no work."
There is no reason to think that Smirnov was being truthful here.
So Braue and Rogovin are guilty at least of the fallacy of presuming
that the bloc was no longer active after 1932 because there was no
further evidence of it in the Trotsky Archives. It is also possible
that they did recognize the significance of Sedov's May 1934
remark but deliberately hid it from their readers. For Braue and
Rogovin crossed the line from logical error into the realm of
deliberate deception when they ignored Getty's discovery that the
Harvard Trotsky Archive had been purged (we discuss their coverup of Getty's discovery at the beginning of Chapter 6, below).
Thanks to Getty we know that evidence of Trotsky's contacts with
oppositionists, supporters, and others in the USSR was among the
materials purged.

13
As we will see, Ante Ciliga's memoir shows that the "isolation" in the Suzdal' isolator was
anything but "severe."
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Again, suppose the purging of the Trotsky archive had been
thorough enough to remove not only the letters Trotsky sent to
Oppositionists in the USSR but also the certified mail receipts that
Getty found. We would not know that Radek was telling the exact
truth when he said he had received a letter from Trotsky in the
spring of 1932. Trotsky and Sedov both denied such contact. Many
people would reject Radek's claim at trial and "believe" Trotsky
and Sedov. Yet the contact - the correspondence - would still have
taken place. We discuss this letter in another chapter.

The "Conspiracy" Factor
Conspirators commit as little as possible - ideally, nothing at all to writing. They confine knowledge of details of the conspiracy to
as few persons as they can. This was the case even with Trotsky
and Sedov, who were outside the USSR but always aware that they
were under surveillance and that their correspondence could be
stolen - as, indeed, some of Sedov's archives were stolen in Paris.
Vadim Rogovin identified one letter that Sedov wrote to Trotsky
on the eve of the First Moscow Trial in which "some peculiarities,"
such as the use of the formal vy for "you" instead of the familiar ty
suggest Sedov thought it might be intercepted. In it Sedov repeats
his and his father's version of the Gol'tsman-Smirnov story, i.e. that
Gol'tsman did not meet with Trotsky. But the fact that Sedov wrote
it in anticipation that it might be "seized" compromises it as
evidence: it is not secure, let alone secret, correspondence. 14
Anyone who studies Jean van Heijenoort's memoir or NKVD agent
Marc Zborowski's notes to his handler will realize that these
trusted secretaries actually knew very little about Trotsky's and
Sedov's contacts with the USSR. In February 1980 Trotskyist
historian Pierre Braue interviewed Lilia (Lola) Dallin, formerly
Estrina, Sedov's most trusted secretary during the 1930s. She told
Braue:

14

Rogovin 1937 64-65. The document is identified as Trotsky Archives, document n. 4858.
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II est faux qu'Etienne ait pu trahir autre chose que
Sedov ou des archives: !es adresses du BO qu'il avait
etaient celles de l'exterieur de la Russie. Sedov
cloisonnait tout. II etait seul asavoir, par exemple. qui
allait en Russie, Jes gens qui en sortaient etc. Je ne
savais pas ce que faisait Etienne et reciproquement.
En fait, pour "savoir," ii aurait fallu faire parler LD et
Liova. (Broue Leon Sedov 210)
Translated:
It is not true that Etienne [the name Zborowski used GF] could have betrayed anything except Sedov or the
archives: the addresses of the B[ulletin of the]
O[pposition] that he had were those outside of Russia.
Sedov compartmentalized everything. He was the only
person who knew, for example, who was going to
Russia, the people who were coming out of Russia, etc.
I did not know what Etienne was doing and vice versa.
To "know" you would really have had to make LD
[Trotsky] and Lyova [Sedov] tell you.
Broue too was of this opinion: only Trotsky and Sedov knew about
political activity and contacts with the Soviet Union:
Bien que rien ne prouve qu'il ait ete au courant du
detail de I'activite politique de Sedov, notamment de
ses liens avec des oppositionnels russes ... 15
Translated:
Although there is no evidence that he was familiar
with the details of Sedov's political activity, especially
of his ties with the Russian oppositionists ...

13

Braue, "Le GPU

a la chasse aux trotskystes." CahLT 70 (2000), 91.
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Again, according to Broue Sedov even refused to give Zborowski,
his own personal address!
En fait, cet homme jeune etait un vieux conspirateur:
Lola Estrine nous a confie qu'elle n'a jamais su, par
exemple, de quelles taches etait charge Etienne et que
ce dernier ne savait rien de ses taches a elle. En 1955,
Etienne lui-meme a raconte que Sedov avait refuse de
Jui donner son adresse personnelle, et qu'il l'avait
finalement obtenue en passant par "Jes Franc;ais" ce
qui avait provoque une grande colere de Sedov. 16
Translated:
In fact this young man was an old conspirator. Lola
Estrine has told us that she never knew, for example,
what assignments Etienne had been charged with and
that he knew nothing about her own assignments. In
1955 Etienne himself told how Sedov had refused to
give him his own personal address, and that he had at
last obtained it through "the Frenchmen," which had
made Sedov very angry.
Dallin/Estrina was a devoted worker for Sedov. It was she who
told Sedov to "keep his mouth shut" when Sedov expounded to
Zborowski upon the need to assassinate Stalin. When, in the
1950s, Zborowski met with her again and explained that he had
spied on Sedov for the NKVD Dallin/Estrina immediately severed
all ties with him.17
This kind of secretive behavior is, of course, to be expected in the
case of any conspiracy, including Trotsky's. It would be absurd to
blame Trotsky for using conspiratorial techniques in his
conspiracy. But we must take these conspiratorial techniques fully

16

"Liova, le 'fiston"' 19.
See "Testimony of Mrs. Lilia Dallin, New York N.Y." Scope of Soviet Activity in the United
States ...," March 2, 1956. Part 5. (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1956), 136150.
17
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into account when we discuss evidence. It is just as absurd to
expect the same level of evidence in the case of a conspiracy as we
would expect to find in documenting other kinds of historical
events.

Chapter 4. Non-Soviet Evidence Trotsky's Contacts Inside the USSR
Testimony of defendants in the Moscow Trials claimed that
Trotsky was in contact with Radek, Sokol'nikov, Gaven, Piatakov,
and Preobrazhensky. Trotsky denied contact with them after his
exile (with Preobrazhensky, by implication). But evidence in the
TA confirms that Trotsky lied: he did in fact have contact with all
these men.
During the First Moscow Trial Gol'tsman claimed he had met with
Leon Sedov multiple times. Trotsky at first denied any contact with
Gol'tsman. But Sedov had already admitted such contact, so
Trotsky changed his story. Trotsky and Sedov at first claimed only
one meeting between Sedov and Gol'tsman. Later they admitted
that there had been a number of such meetings.
Each of these cases represents a verification that Moscow Trial
testimony was accurate and Trotsky was lying.

***
In January 1986 American historian Arch Getty revealed that the
Harvard Trotsky Archive 1 had been "purged." Someone had
removed materials from it at some point before it was opened to
the public on January 2, 1980. In Getty's words
At the time of the Moscow show trials, Trotsky denied
that he had any communications with the defendants
since his exile in 1929. Yet it is now clear that in 1932
he sent secret personal letters to former leading
oppositionists Karl Radek, G. Sokol'nikov, E.

1

This used to be known as the "Closed Archive," since it was closed by Trotsky's
instructions until 40 years after his death. (Van Heijenoort, History 295)
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Preobrazhensky, and others. While the contents of
these letters are unknown, it seems reasonable to
believe that they involved an attempt to persuade the
addressees to return to opposition. 18 (Getty TIE 27-8)
(TIE n.18 p. 34) Trotsky Papers, 15821. Unlike
virtually all Trotsky's other letters (including even the
most sensitive) no copies of these remain in the
Trotsky Papers. It seems likely that they have been
removed from the Papers at some time. Only the
certified mail receipts remain. At his 1937 trial, Karl
Radek testified that he had received a letter from
Trotsky containing 'terrorist instructions,' but we do
not know whether this was the letter in question.
In his 1985 book Getty was less hesitant in concluding that the
archive had been purged. He discovered certified mail receipts of
letters to five persons of whom three were Trotsky supporters and
two, Kollontai and Litvinov, never had been. He also revealed some
new information about dates and destinations for some of the
missing letters.
Although Trotsky later denied that he had any
communications with former followers in the USSR
since his exile in 1929, 19 it is clear that he did. In the
first three months of 1932 he sent secret letters to
former
oppositionists
Radek,
Sokolnikov,
Preobrazhenskii, and others. 20 Although the contents
of these letters are unknown, it seems reasonable to
believe that they involved an attempt to persuade the
addressees to return to opposition. (Getty Origins 119.)
(Origins n. 19 p. 245) The Dewey Commission, The
Case of Leon Trotsky, New York, 1937, 91, 264, 273.
See also Biulleten' Oppozitsii, no. 52-3, Oct. 1936, 3841."
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(Origins n. 20 p. 245) Trotsky Papers JI, 15821. The
letters are dated from April 1932 to December 1932.
Those to Sokolnikov and Preobrazhenskii were sent to
London, that to Radek in Geneva. Other letters were
sent to Kollontai and Litvinov. Copies of these letters
have been removed from Trotsky's papers, but
whoever removed them failed to retrieve the certifiedmail receipts signed by Trotsky's secretaries.

Trotsky's Letter to Radek in February-March 1932
Getty wrote:
At his 1937 trial, Karl Radek testified that he had
received a letter from Trotsky containing 'terrorist
instructions,' but we do not know whether this was
the letter in question. (TIE n.18 p.34)
In fact we can be certain that this was indeed the letter in question.
In his testimony at the January 1937 trial Radek mentioned a
number of letters from Trotsky, beginning with one that he
received in February 1932. A little later Radek said "The letter
from Trotsky was received in February or March 1932." (1937
Trial p. 92). Postal imprints on the certified mail receipt of
Trotsky's letter to Radek, consulted in Harvard's Houghton
Library, show that it was delivered on March 3, 1932. This
corresponds exactly to Radek's account during the 1937 trial:
VYSHINSKY: How are these dates to be reconciled February 1932 and the spring?
RADEK: February in Geneva is already the beginning
of the spring, and so I conceived this period as the
spring. It may have been in March. (1937 Trial 93)
Radek described the contents of this letter of Trotsky's as follows:
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Trotsky wrote that the information he possessed led
him to conclude that I had become convinced that he
was right, and that without the realization of the
Trotskyist demands the policy would find itself at an
impasse. Trotsky further wrote that since he knew me
to be an active person he was convinced that I would
return to the struggle .... At the end of the letter
Trotsky wrote approximately as follows: "You must
bear in mind the experience of the preceding period
and realize that for you there can be no returning to
the past, that the struggle has entered a new phase
and that the new feature in this phase is that either we
shall be destroyed together with the Soviet Union, or
we must raise the question of removing the
leadership." The word terrorism was not used, but

when I read the words "removing the leadership,"
it became clear to me what Trotsky had in mind . ...
Trotsky informed me that not only the Trotskyites
but also the Zinovievites had decided to return to
the struggle and that negotiations for union were
under way. I sent no reply, believing that the matter
must be thought over very thoroughly. (1937 Trial 867.)
Sedov's letter to Trotsky, partially reprinted in French translation
by Broue, confirms Radek's words about the Zinovievists.
The [bloc] has been organized. It includes the
Zinovievists, the Sten-Lominadze group, and the
Trotskyists (the former "[capitulators]").
Radek testified that he had confirmed that Trotsky intended
"terrorism" in a talk with Sergei Mrachkovsky that took place at
the end of October or beginning of November 1932.
VYSHINSKY: What did Mrachkovsky reply?
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RADEK: He replied quite definitely that the struggle had
entered the terrorist phase and that in order to carry out
these tactics they had now united with the Zinovievites
and would set about the preparatory work .... It was clear
that since terrorism was the new position, the
preparatory work must consist in assembling and forming
terrorist cadres. (1937 Trial 88.)
According to Radek's testimony here it was only later in 1932 that
Trotsky explicitly used the word "terror." This corresponds with
information from Valentin Astrov. In January 1937 Astrov testified
that the Rightists formally decided to form a bloc with the
Trotskyists and others at their August 26-September 1, 1932,
conference. Only at this time was terror specifically approved as a
method of struggle. The fact that in 1932 the main members of the
bloc were the Trotskyists and the Zinovievists is confirmed in the
letter from Sedov to Trotsky that Broue and Getty found in the
Harvard Trotsky archive.
Radek:
When the question arose against whom terrorism should
be directed, it concerned terrorism directed against the
leading core of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U, and
the Soviet government. And although not a single name
was mentioned during this conversation, I ... did not have
the slightest doubt that the acts were to be directed against
Stalin and his immediate colleagues, against Kirov,
Molotov, Voroshilov and Kaganovich. (89)
As a result, Radek testified, a plot to assassinate Sergei Kirov, Party
leader in Leningrad, was hatched in April 1933.
RADEK: The conversation about Kirov was connected
with the fact that in April 1933 Mrachkovsky asked
me whether I could mention any Trotskyite in
Leningrad who would undertake the organization of a
terrorist group there.
VYSHINSKY: Against whom?
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RAD EK: Against Kirov, of course. (1937 Trial 90)
Kirov was actually killed in December 1934 by Leonid Nikolaev, a
member of a clandestine terrorist Zinovievist opposition group in
Leningrad. 2
Getty surmised that the letter Radek said he had received from
Trotsky in February or March 1932 while he, Radek, was in
Geneva, "involved an attempt to persuade the addressee[s] to
return to opposition." Radek confirmed that Trotsky's letter did
contain such an appeal but that it closed by saying "We must raise
the question of removing the leadership."
The terms "remove" (ustranit', ubrat', ustranenie) are used several
times by the defendants in the Moscow Trials.
Mrachkovsky goes on to say that already in 1931 this
Trotskyite group openly discussed the question of
terrorism.
I. N. Smirnov, who had visited Berlin, brought back
instructions from Trotsky, which he received through
Trotsky's son, L. Sedov, to the following effect: "Until
we put Stalin out of the way ("uberem"), we shall not
be able to come back to power."

VYSHINSKY: What do you mean by the expression:
"Until we put Stalin out of the way ("uberem")"?
MRACHKOVSKY: Until we kill ("ub'iem") Stalin. At
that very meeting, in the presence of Smirnov, myself,
Ter-Vaganyan and Safonova, I was given the task of
organizing a terrorist group, that is to say, to select

2
Though the fact is denied by Alla Kirilina and Matthew Lenoe, the two 1nost recent
scholars of the Kirov assassination, the evidence that Nikolaev was indeed a member of a
clandestine Zinovievite group in Leningrad is unequivocal. See Furr Kirov.
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reliable people. (1936 Trial 41; Russian original:
Pravda August 20, 1936, p. 4)

VYSHINSKY: That is to say, you received a letter from
Trotsky through Sedov and Shestov?
PYATAKOV: Yes.
VYSHINSKY: What was in this letter?
PYATAKOV: In this letter, which was written in
German, ...
VYSHINSKY: You know German fairly well?
PYATAKOV: Yes.
VYSHINSKY: And you write and read it quite fluently?
PY ATAKOV: I do not write it quite grammatically, but I
read it quite fluently and also converse.
VYSHINSKY: What did the letter say?
PY AT AKOV: The letter, as I now recall, began as
follows: "Dear friend, I am very glad that you have
followed my request..." It went on to say that
fundamental tasks were facing us, which he briefly
formulated. The first task was to use every means

to remove ("ustranit"') Stalin and his immediate
assistants. Of course, "every means" was to be
understood above all as violent means. Secondly, in
this same note Trotsky spoke of the necessity of
uniting all anti-Stalin forces for this struggle. (1937
Trial 32; Russian edition 27-28)
We have already quoted Radek's statement that in 1932
Trotsky wrote him "we must raise the question of
removing ("ustranenii") the leadership ... when I read the
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words "removing ("ustranenie") the leadership," it
became clear to me what Trotsky had in mind." (1937 Trial
87; Russian edition 52)
Astrov confirmed that these were the terms used among the
Rightists. It appears that all who used this term claimed that they
understood it in the way Radek did - as meaning assassination. It
was natural that they did so, for the only other means of "removing
the leadership" was by winning a majority of the Central
Committee - something they had been unable to do during the
1920s when they could campaign openly within the Party in the
USSR. In a later chapter we discuss the "Remove Stalin" issue in
more detail.

Trotsky Denied Contact with Radek
If the letter that Trotsky unquestionably sent to Radek in Geneva
in the spring of 1932 had been an innocent one Trotsky could have
simply published it, or presented it to the Dewey Commission 3 as
proof that Radek was falsifying the content of that letter. Trotsky
and others presented a great many documents to the Commission
which were retained in its exhibits.
Instead, Trotsky lied. He claimed that he had not been in touch
with Radek or with Piatakov since 1929, when he had been exiled
from the USSR. In his opening statement to the Dewey Commission
Trotsky's lawyer, Albert Goldman, stated:
The testimony will show that Trotsky has had no
connection either direct or indirect with Radek since
the time of his expulsion from the U.S.S.R., and that he
has neither received from Radek nor written to him a
single letter. (CLT 10)

3
The Dewey Commission held hearings in 1937, supposedly to investigate the charges
against Trotksy and his son at the Moscow Trials. We discuss its proceediiigs in two later
chapters.
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Trotsky did indeed make that statement in his testimony.
GOLDMAN: Now, were you in communication with
Radek, either directly or indirectly, since you left the
Soviet Union, Mr. Trotsky?
TROTSKY: The only communications are represented
by the quotations; no other communication.
GOLDMAN: You mean that you wrote about him, but
you did not write to him?
TROTSKY: Never.
GOLDMAN: Did you receive any letters from him?
TROTSKY: Never.
GOLDMAN: Did you send letters to him through an
intermediary?
TROTSKY: No. (CLT 116)
Goldman's assertion is false. Trotsky's testimony did not show that
Trotsky had had no communication with Radek. Nor could he do
so. Trotsky just asserted that he had not and the Dewey
Commission accepted Trotsky's assertions.
Goldman was Trotsky's lawyer. Perhaps he assumed it was his
duty to "defend" Trotsky - to interpret his client's statements and
evidence in the most positive light for his client. That makes sense
in a trial at law, where there would also be a prosecutor to set
forth the argument against the defendant. It was up to the Dewey
Commission members to perform this function. This they failed to
do.
Throughout the Dewey Commission hearings Trotsky acted as
though he would simply, gullibly, be believed with respect to
charges made in the Moscow Trials. The very friendly Dewey
Commission members did not call him on any of these attempts, as
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any objective student, much less a prosecutor or "devil's
advocate," certainly would have done.

The Sten-Lominadze Group
At a meeting, which Astrov says took place between August 26 and
September 1, 1932, the "leftists" Sten, Lominadze, Shatsky "and
others" joined a bloc with the Rightists.
Ha

nepBOM

'.IKe

3aceAaH1111

KOHcpepeHI-11111

CJIEflKOB

11HcpopM11pOBaJJ 11p11cyTCTBYIDW,l1X 0 TOM, YTO K HeMy Ha
AHHX 11p11XOAl1J1 CT3H 11 OT 11MeH11 rpynnw «JJeBaKOB»
npeAJJO'.IKl1Jl

HaM

3aKJJIQYl1Tb c Hl1Ml1

6noK. CJIEflKOB

BCTYlll1Jl c Hl1M B CBH3b, CKa3aB, YTO llOCTaBl1T 3TOT Bonpoc
Ha

06cy'.IKAeH11e

aKTl1Ba

opraH113al\1111.

Bonpoc

3TOT

o6cy'.IKAaJICH Ha BTOpOM 3aCeAaHl111 KOHcpepeHl\1111, 11 6bIJIO
llOCTaHOBJleHO

33KJllQYl1Tb

6JJOK

c

rpynnol'i

JJeBaKOB

(JIOMl1HA,LJ;3E, CT3H, WA~Kl1M 11 Ap.).

Translated:
At the very first session of the conference Slepkov
informed those present that a few days earlier Sten
had come to him and in the name of the group of
"Leftists" had proposed that we form a bloc with them.
Slepkov entered into contact with them, saying that he
would put this question up for discussion among the
active participants of the organization. This question
was discussed at the second session of the conference
and it was decided to conclude a bloc with the group
of Leftists (Lominadze, Sten, Shatsky and others).

6) ITo,1J,TBep,n;i1Tb npaBHJibHOCTb npHHHTOH 11,eHTpoM
npaBbIX TaKTHKH 6JIOKa c TpOU,KHCTaMH 11 3aKJIIOlfl1Tb
6JioK c JieBaKaMH (JIOMI1HA~3E, CT3H, WAUKI111).
Translated:
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6) To confirm the correctness of the tactic, taken by
the center of the Rightists, of a bloc with the
Trotskyists and to conclude a bloc with the Leftists
(Lominadze, Sten, Shatsky). (Lubianka 1937-1938 3536)
This confirms what we know from Sedov's letter to Trotsky, where
Sedov says that the Sten-Lominadze group is part of the bloc.
[The bloc] is organized. In it have entered the
Zinovievites, the Sten-Lominadze group and the
Trotskyists (former "[capitulators]."
There can be no doubt that these two completely independent
sources - Sedov and Trotsky, on the one hand, and Astrov, on the
other - are describing the formation of the same bloc and agree
that it was formed in the second half of 1932. According to Broue
the Rightists also entered the bloc with the Trotskyists.
Here the words bloc and "capitulators" have been physically cut
out from the original with a knife or razor but have been added by
Broue and are undoubtedly correct. 4 The quotation marks around
the excised word "capitulators" are in the original. The
"capitulators" had only pretended to capitulate to Stalin, as Broue
recognized:
Lev Sedov called the Smirnov group either the "former
capitulators" or the "Trotskiite capitulators."
Everybody had known, from 1929 on, that people in
the Smirnov group had not really capitulated but were
trying to fool the apparatus, and were capable of
organizing themselves as an Opposition within the
party: the fact was so universally known that Andres

4

Braue says nothing about these excisions except to note them. It seems likely that they
were done by Broue's assistants. Trotskyists had a clear motive to hide evidence that
Trotsky had lied. Broue's team had been the first to study the TA in detail after its opening
in Janua1y 1980. The person or persons who had earlier "purged" the Trotsky Archive
would have simply removed the whole document.
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Nin, the Spaniard deported from the Soviet Union in
August 1930, explained it openly to his German
comrades of Die permanente Revolution who printed
his declaration without apparent problem. (POS 104)
Braue does not say whom he means by "everybody" here. Stalin
certainly did not know that Smirnov's "capitulation" was phony.
Between 1929 and his arrest in January 1933 Smirnov held highranking positions in the People's Commissariat for Heavy Industry,
as did Iurii Piatakov. They would never have obtained those or any
other positions of influence and trust if their "capitulation" disavowal of Trotskyism and pledge that they now supported the
Party line - had been recognized as dishonest.
We have seen that both Sedov and Astrov mention the StenLominadze group, which is also mentioned repeatedly in the First
Moscow Trial of August 1936.
1 .N .Smirnov stated: ...

"I admit that Ter-Vaganyan, who with my knowledge
conducted negotiations with the Leftists and the
Zinovievites in the name of the Trotskyite group,
formed in 1932 a bloc with Kamenev, Zinoviev and
the Lominadze group for joint struggle against the
C.P.S.U. and the Soviet Government, and that L.
Trotsky's instructions regarding terror against the
leaders of the C.P.S.U. and the Soviet state were made
the basis of this bloc." (Vol. XXIX, pp. 93, 104.) (1936
Trial 17)
The accused Mrachkovsky testified as follows:
" ... In the middle of 1932, I. N. Smirnov put before our
leading trio the question of the necessity of uniting
our organization with the Zinoviev-Kamenev and
Sten-Lominadze groups ... It was then decided to
consult L. Trotsky on this question and to obtain his
directions. L. Trotsky replied, agreeing to the
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formation of a bloc on the condition that the groups
uniting in the bloc would agree to the necessity of
removing by violence the leaders of the C.P.S.U. and
Stalin in the first place." (Vol. XVIII, pp. 44, 45) (1936
Trial 21-22)

Mrachkovsky then goes on to tell the Court about the
activities of the Trotskyite-Zinovievite terrorist centre.
The members of this centre were Zinoviev, Kamenev,
Lominadze, Mrachkovsky, Ter-Vaganyan and others.
(1936 Trial 44)

In connection with Mrachkovsky's testimony, the
accused Ter-Vaganyan is examined. He admits that
negotiations for the formation of a united TrotskyiteZinovievite terrorist bloc were started as far back as
June 1932 and that in the first stages of the
negotiations he, Ter-Vaganyan, had served as
intermediary between Lominadze and Kamenev, and
between Smirnov and Zinoviev. (1936 Trial 45)
... Reingold says: "I can confirm that Zinoviev,
Kamenev,
Bakayev,
Evdokimov,
Smirnov,
Mrachkovsky, Ter-Vaganyan and Sokolnikov were
members of the Trotskyite-Zinovievite centre.
Negotiations were carried on about joint activity with
the 'Leftists': Shatsky, Lominadze and Sten, and also
with the representatives of the Right deviation: Rykov,
Bukharin and Tomsky." "The idea of the Zinovievites
uniting with the Trotskyites," says Reingold, "arose as
far back as 1931. Meeting Zinoviev in his apartment
and in his villa that year, I heard him say that it was a
pity that we had fallen out with Trotsky." Continuing
his testimony, Reingold states that in discussing the
general political situation, Zinoviev emphasized that
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the economic position of the Soviet Union had become
stronger and that it was absolutely no use talking
about collapse. It was necessary to unite all the forces
opposed to the present leadership. That is how the
way was paved for a bloc with the Trotskyites. The
basis for the union of the Trotskyites with the
Zinovievites, emphasizes Reingold, was terrorism.
(1936 Trial 54-55)

Continuing, Zinoviev says: "At the same time certain
underground groups of the Right as well as of the socalled 'Left' trend, sought contact with me and
Kamenev. Approaches were made by the remnants of
the 'Workers' Opposition': by Shlyapnikov and
Medvedyev. Approaches came from the groups of the
so-called 'Leftists': that is, Lominadze, Shatsky, Sten
and others. Approaches also came from the so-called
'individuals,' to whose numbers belonged Smilga, and
to a certain extent, Sokolnikov. (1936 Trial 71-72)

TER-VAGANYAN: Yes, it was terrorist.
"In the autumn of 1931," continues Ter-Vaganyan, "my
very close connection and friendship with Lominadze
began. I met Lominadze frequently, and on these
occasions we talked about a bloc." Continuing his
testimony, Ter-Vaganyan says that at that period the
Trotskyites began negotiations for union with the
Zinovievites and the "Leftists," and that the terroristic
stand was perfectly clear.
VYSHINSKY: When was that?
TER-VAGANYAN: After Smirnov came back from
Berlin.
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VYSHINSKY: At that period was the terroristic stand
clear?
TER-VAGANYAN: Yes, it was clear, because the
instructions had already been brought. (1936 Trial
110-111)

In clarifying the question as to the basis on which the
bloc with the "Leftists" was formed, Comrade
Vyshinsky puts a number of questions to the accused
Smirnov. Smirnov's replies make it clear that the bloc
was formed on a terroristic basis.
VYSHINSKY (to Smirnov): Did you organize the bloc or
not?
SMIRNOV: I instructed Ter-Vaganyan to negotiate
with Lominadze.
VYSHINSKY: What for?
SMIRNOV: For a union.
VYSHINSKY: Did the union take place?
SMIRNOV: Yes.
VYSHINSKY: With the "Leftists"?
SMIRNOV: Yes.
VYSHINSKY: Did you join the bloc?
SMIRNOV: Yes.
VYSHINSKY: At the time the instructions regarding
terrorism were in operation?
SMIRNOV: Yes. (1936 Trial 111)
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According to Valentin Astrov the bloc was formed around an
agreement to use "terror" against Stalin and the Soviet leadership
associated with him.
B Hacrane 1932 roAa CJIEOKOB y Hero Ha KBapn1pe Ha
COBell.\aHl1l1
aKT!1Ba
opraH!13a~l1l1
o60CHOBbIBaJJ
Heo6xoAHMOCTb 3aKn10creH11H 6noKa c Tpo~Kl1CTaM11. OH
rosop!1JJ, '1TO «TpO~Kl1CTbl rrpl1HHJ111 X03HHCTBeHHYIO
nJJaT<popMy rrpaBbIX, a rrpaBbie BHyTp11rrapT!1HHYIO
rrnaT¢opMy Tpo~KHCTOB. TaKT11Ka Teppopa o6beAHHHeT
11
Tpo~K11cTaM11
Hae.
Pa3Hornac11H
Mell<AY
HaMH
11
HeCyll.\eCTBeHHbl.

Translated:
At the beginning of 1932 Slepkov in a meeting of

activists of the [Rightist] organization in his
apartment was justifying the necessity of forming a
bloc with the Trotskyists. He said that "the Trotskyists
have accepted the economic platform of the Rights,
and the Rights the Party platform of the Trotskyists.
The tactic of terror unites us. The disagreements
between us and the Trotskyists are secondary."
(Lubianka 1937-1938 32)
This is not mentioned in the documents discussed by Broue. This
is not surprising, however, since the Trotsky archive has been
purged. We shall return to the questions of Trotsky's attitude
towards terror and the post-Soviet verification of Astrov's
testimony.

Contact with Other Oppositionists: The Case of
Yuri Gaven
In 1990 Pierre Broue announced that he had discovered that
Trotsky and Sedov had lied concerning their ties to some Party
members inside the USSR. One of these figures was Yuri Petrovich
Gavenis or, in its Russian form, Gaven, an Old Bolshevik of Latvian
background. At the 1936 Moscow Trial Gaven was named by I.N.
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Smirnov, one of the chief defendants and leader of the clandestine
Trotskyists in the Soviet Union, as the person who had met with
Trotsky in 1932 and received terrorist instructions from him that is, instructions to assassinate Stalin and, perhaps, others.
Vyshinsky, quoting Smirnov:
" ... I admit that the attitude which regarded terrorism
as the only way of changing the situation in the Soviet
Union was known to me from a conversation with
Sedov in Berlin in 1931 as his own personal position. I
admit that this line on terrorism was confirmed by L.
Trotsky in 1932 in his personal instructions conveyed
to me through Y. Gaven." (1936 Trial 17)

VYSHINSKY: Another question to Smirnov. Do you
corroborate the testimony of Mrachkovsky that in
1932 you received a reply from Trotsky through
Gaven?
SMIRNOV: I received a reply from Trotsky through
Gaven.
VYSHINSKY: And in addition, did you receive verbal
information on the conversation with Trotsky?
SMIRNOV: Yes, also verbal conversation.
VYSHINSKY: You, Smirnov, confirm before the
Supreme Court that in 1932 you received from Gaven
the direction from Trotsky to commit acts of terrorism?
SMIRNOV: Yes.
VYSHINSKY: Against whom?
SMIRNOV: Against the leaders.
VYSHINSKY: Against which?
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SMIRNOV: Stalin and others. (1936 Trial 42)
Smirnov stated that he had also had contact with Sedov but that
Gaven had conveyed to him a letter from Trotsky himself.
VYSHINSKY: Was the letter you received through
Gaven sent by Sedov or by Trotsky?
SMIRNOV: Gaven brought a letter from Trotsky.
(1936 Trial 83-84)

VYSHINSKY: What then do you admit?
SMIRNOV: I admit that I belonged to the underground
Trotskyite organization, joined the bloc, joined the
centre of this bloc, met Sedov in Berlin in 1931,
listened to his opinion on terrorism and passed this
opinion on to Moscow. I admit that I received
Trotsky's instructions on terrorism from Gaven and,
although not in agreement with them, I communicated
them to the Zinovievites through Ter-Vaganyan.
(1936 Trial 85)
Smirnov insisted that though he passed on the instructions about
terrorism to the Zinovievites and was a member of the center, or
leadership of bloc, he "did no work" in it - a point Vyshinsky
energetically contested. (85)
Smirnov returned to this topic in his last plea.
This was the mistake I made, which later grew into a
crime. It induced me to resume contact with Trotsky,
it induced me to seek connections with the Zinovievite
group, it brought me into a bloc with the group of
Zinovievites, into receiving instructions on terrorism
from Trotsky through Gaven in November 1932, it
brought me to terrorism. I communicated Trotsky's
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instructions on terrorism to the bloc to which
belonged as a member of the centre. The bloc accepted
these instructions and began to act. (1936 Trial 171)
Both Sedov and Trotsky denied any meetings with Gaven. But
Sedov's letter confirms that Smirnov was telling the truth about
the bloc with the Zinovievites. Broue found evidence that Trotsky
did meet with Gaven and send a message back to the USSR with
him.
Sedov:
Faut-il repeter que Trotsky n'a pas transmis par
l'intermediare de I. Gaven, pas plus que par
l'intermediare de quelqu'un d'autre, des instructions
terroristes et ne s'est pas rencontre a l'etranger avec
Gaven, pas plus qu'il ne s'est rencontre avec aucun des
accuses? (Livre rouge 100)
Translated:
Is it necessary to say that Trotsky did not transmit
through I. Gaven, any more than through anyone else,
any kind of terrorist instructions and did not meet
with Gaven abroad, any more than he met with a
single one of the defendants?
Trotsky, at the Dewey Commission hearings:
GOLDMAN: Did you ever hear of a man by the name of
Gaven?
TROTSKY: Yes.
GOLDMAN: Who is he?
TROTSKY: He is a Latvian Bolshevik. He, if I remember,
gave all his sympathies at a certain time to the
Opposition. As Holtzman, for example. In 1926 or
1927, he was connected for a time with Smilga, a
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member of the Central Committee. But he disappeared
from my eyes absolutely after 1926.
GOLDMAN: In the testimony of Mrachkovsky, and also
Smirnov, there is a reference that you sent
communications through Gaven to Smirnov about the
necessity of killing Stalin.
TROTSKY: I don't know anything about it. No, it is an
absolute falsehood. He is not among the defendants.
GOLDMAN: No, he is not. He is a witness.
TROTSKY: Not even a witness.
GOLDMAN: That's right.
TROTSKY: He disappeared.
GOLDMAN: It is simply mentioned by Mrachkovsky, by
the defendant Mrachkovsky. (CL T 225-226)
In 1985 and again in 1990 Braue revealed that Trotsky and Sedov
had lied.
Gaven est «Sorokine," comme Holzman est «Orlov," et
Smirnov «Kolokoltsev," dans la correspondance de
Sedov et de son pere.
Translated:
Gaven is "Sorokin," as Holzman is "Orlov," and
Smirnov is "Kolokoltsev," in the correspondence
between Sedov and his father. 5
In another article (published in English) Braue states:

5

"Complements a un article sur les trotskystes en U.R.S.S," CahLT 24 (1985), 69.
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In 1936 Trotskii and Sedov denied having any contact
with him [Gaven]. In fact, they had. Allowed to go to
Germany in order to receive medical care, Gavenis
wrote to Trotskii and got an interview with Lev Sedov,
who wrote an account of it. Gavenis gave information
about the bloc, supplementing Holzman's. He also
gave information about his own "O"-group (probably
Osinskii) and seems to have agreed to bring back to
the Soviet Union a message to the Trotskiite group
itself - in spite of his worry about the latter having
been infiltrated by the OGPU. (POS 99)
Braue does not identify the letter or letters either in the Sedov
Papers at the Hoover Institution or in the Trotsky Archive at
Harvard in which Trotsky and his son discuss Gaven. 6 In Broue's
1988 biography Trotsky we read only this:
Gaven, l'ancien «emissaire» de Trotsky, est fusille sur
une civiere. 7
Translated:
Gaven, Trotsky's old "emissary," was shot on a
stretcher.
The detail of being shot "on a litter" is taken from Roy Medvedev,
Let History judge, a completely unreliable book full of Khrushchevera falsifications. This is only a rumor, though treated as "fact" by
Broue, Medvedev, and Conquest. It is interesting to note how the
6

Broue suggests that the information that Sedov did meet with Gaven is in a letter in the
Hoover collection, but does not give further details. Cf. Broue, Trotsky. Ch. XLIV note 34: "34
Lettre de Gaven a Moscou et rapport de Sedov aTrotsky sur son entretien avec Gaven,
A.H.F.N. Egalement, P. Broue «Complements sur !es trotskystes en U.R.S.S. », CahLT, n° 24,
decembre 1985, p. 69." But this final citation does not identify the letter. The abbreviation
A.H.F.N. used by Broue means "Archive Hoover Fonds Nicolaevsky" - Hoover Archive,
Nicolaevsky Collection. Broue does not identify any specific letter. In POS 111, note 4, Broue
announces his plan to publish all the Trotsky-Sedov correspondence, but this project was
never realized.
7

Chapter 56. At http://www.marxists.org/francais/broue/works/1988/00/PB_tky_56.htm
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story becomes elaborated. Medvedev writes: "In the thirties he
was carried on a stretcher to be shot." Conquest paraphrases
Medvedev's account. But Braue states flatly that Gaven was
actually on a stretcher when he was shot. 8
In the same chapter of his biography of Trotsky Braue also accepts
Medvedev's account that Stalin had Sergo Ordzhonikidze
assassinated - a story for which there is no evidence at all and
which has long been abandoned even by anticommunists who
insist that Sergo committed suicide. But, as Vladimir Bobrov has
recently demonstrated, this "suicide story" is also a falsehood
invented during the Khrushchev era. There is no reason to doubt
the official story that appeared in the Soviet press the day
afterwards, that Ordzhonikidze had died of a heart attack. 9
Braue writes:
The correspondence between Trotskii and Sedov
demonstrates that father and son were astounded at
the beginning of the trial when they saw that Smirnov
and Holzman, already guilty in Stalin's eyes, did not
content themselves with confessing the truth but
accused themselves of fantastic crimes. (POS 99)
It would be important to see the text of such letters, as they might
constitute evidence that Smirnov's and Gol'tsman's testimony was
false. But in this article Braue neither quotes the text nor cites the
specific letters in which this exchange supposedly took place. In
his biography of Trotsky Broue identifies the document as Harvard

8

Roy Medvedev, let History judge: the origins and consequences ofStalinism. (New York,
1971), p. 273. This is Robert Conquest's only source for this "fact" as well: The Great Terror:
A Reassessment (Oxford University Press, 2008), p. 104 and n. 159, p. 500.
9

Vladimir L. Bobrov, "Taina smerti Ordzhonikidze," at
http://vif2ne.ru/nvz/forum/archive/238/238967.htm; fully footnoted Russian version at
http://msuweb.montclair.edu/-furrg/research/bobrov-ordzhon08.html ; English
translation at msuweb.montclair.edu/-furrg/research/bobrov-ordzhon08eng.html See
also Furr, Khrushchev Lied 116-118.
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4868. (Braue, Trotsky, Ch. Liii n.15) Rogovin, who also cites it,
puts it in context:
nocne rroHsnemrn rrepsbrx coo611\eHHl'i o rrpol.\ecce 16-TH
CeAOB oTrrpaBHJJ c HapoYHhIM rrHCbMO TpOI..\KOMy.

OnaceuHeM Toro, qTo OHO MO)KeT 6bITb KaKHM-TO
o6pa30M
nepexsaqeuo,
o6bHCHHIOTCH
HeKOTOpb1e
oco6eHHOCTH 3TOro ITHCbMa (o6pall\eHHe K 3ApecaTy Ha
"Bbl" l1 T. A).

Translated:
After the appearance of the first announcements about the
Trial of the Sixteen [the August 1936 Zinoviev-Kamenev
Trial], Sedov sent a letter by special courier to Trotsky.
Fear that it might somehow be seized explains some of
the peculiarities of this letter (using the formal "vy," etc.).
(Rogovin 1937 64)
Therefore we cannot consider this letter as evidence that Trotsky
and Sedov really were "astounded," as Braue claims. A letter
written with a special style for fear it might be intercepted is,
obviously, a letter that does not reveal anything secret, as actual
terrorist communications would.
Judging from the number of citations to the Harvard and Hoover
Trotsky archives in his books Rogovin appears to have had
extensive access to both. Yet he cites only a letter in which Sedov
discusses what he and Trotsky should admit and what they should
conceal. This would not constitute evidence that they thought
Smirnov's and Gol'tsman's testimony false.
The question is not whether Smirnov brought a letter from
Trotsky to the Trotskyists within the USSR - all agree that he did -but whether that letter contained terrorist instructions. Braue and
Rogovin deny this but neither has any evidence to support his
denial. And without evidence, how could they possibly know this?
This is their Trotskyist bias speaking. Neither Braue nor Rogovin
makes any attempt to maintain that objectivity without which no
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historian's work is of any value. This ruins their works as
historical studies.
We have evidence that Trotsky and Sedov lied when they publicly
claimed that Trotsky had not met with Gaven. Gaven had indeed
met with Sedov and, in Broue's words, Gaven "seems to have
agreed to bring back to the Soviet Union a message to the
Trotskyite group itself." Smirnov confessed that this letter, which
he dates to November 1932, contained terrorist instructions.
The volume Politbiuro i Lev Trotskii t.2 published in 2013 contains
many interrogations and statements in which Gaven's role is
exactly as Smirnov outlines in his trial testimony - that is, that
Gaven carried a message from Trotsky that "terror" must be the
new tactic for the opposition. We will examine these very
important materials in the second volume of the present work.

Trotsky's Contacts with Trotskyists inside the
USSR
Contact with Sokol'nikov
TROTSKY: Sokolnikov has original ideas. He has a very
inventive mind, and that is the reason why he is not fit, he
does not fit into the bureaucratic regime.
GOLDMAN: Did you ever have any communication from
him when you left Russia?
TROTSKY: Never.
GOLDMAN: Did you in any way communicate with him
since you left Russia?
TROTSKY: No.
GOLDMAN: Either directly or indirectly?
TROTSKY: No. (CL T 123)
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We can now confirm that the following statement made by
Sokol'nikov in his final statement at trial, is false:
I can add nothing to the information and the evaluations
which were here given by the members of the centre Pyatakov and Radek. I think that these evaluations have
been sufficiently frank, and I fully share them. But I cannot
add anything of my own, because I was not in direct

communication with Trotsky, I was not directly
connected with him, and received information through
third persons. (1937 Trial 555.)
Getty found a certified mail receipt of a letter to Sokol'nikov in
London that Trotsky mailed sometime during 1932. Assuming the
letter reached him - a similar letter did reach Radek - it follows
that Sokol'nikov falsely denied having been in contact with
Trotsky in 1932, although Radek admitted he had received
Trotsky's letter in the same year. We don't know why Sokol'nikov
did this.

Contact with Piatakov
Trotsky also specifically denied any contact with Piatakov since
1928:
TROTSKY: He capitulated openly, publicly; he
capitulated in February, 1928. He was the first
"Trotskyite" who capitulated publicly.
GOLDMAN: And after that did you
correspondence with him at all?

have

any

TROTSKY: None.
GOLDMAN: Either when you were in the Soviet Union
or outside of the Soviet Union?
TROTSKY: Exactly. (CLT 117)
As we have seen, Trotsky also denied any contact with Radek. We
know Trotsky was lying because Getty found the certified mail
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receipt of a letter to Radek in the Trotsky archive. There is no such
evidence in the archive of letters to Piatakov. However, we must
be mindful of the fallacy of the argument from silence. "Absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence" - especially since Getty
discovered that the Harvard Trotsky Archive has been purged.

Sedov's "Slip of the Tongue"
But Holmstrom has uncovered other evidence of Trotsky-Piatakov
contact in the pages of Het Volk, the newspaper of the Dutch socialdemocratic party Arbeiderspartij. On January 28, 1937, Het Volk
published an account of an interview with Trotsky's son and
principal political assistant Leon Sedov. In it Sedov says:
Dit tweede proces is veel beter dan het eerste in
elkaar gezet. De tegenstanders worden nu niet
voornamelijk als belagers van Stalin, als politieke
tegenstanders voorgesteld. En juist het omgekeerde is
erder het geval. De beschuldigden in het eerste proces
waren het in hun hart niet eens met Stalin, al
capituleerden zij dan ook vor hem. Zij waren om hun
critiek en politieke activiteit jaren voor het begin van
het proces verbannen of gearresteerd: Smirnow 3 1/2
jaar tevoren, Zinowjew en Kamenew anderhalf jaar
voordien. Radek en Pjatakow waren echter tot het
laatste toe aanhangers van Stalin en waren zijn ideeen
volledig toegedaan. Met hen hebben de Trotzkiisten
veel minder in verbindiging gestaan dan met de
anderen. Om het precies uit te drukken: in geen enkel
verband.
Translated:
The second trial has been organized much better than
the first. The defendants are now not presented as
enemies of Stalin, as political opponents. Just the
opposite is clearly true. The defendants in the first
trial were in their hearts not in agreement with Stalin,
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even though they capitulated to him. They had been
exiled or arrested years before the start of the trial for
their criticism and political activity: Smirnov 3 1/z
years earlier, Zinoviev and Kamenev one and a half
years before. Radek and Piatakov were two of the last
supporters of Stalin and were totally committed to his
ideas. The Trotskyists have had much less contact
with them than with the others. To be more exact: no
contact at all. 10
This interview, in a provincial edition of the newspaper, was
noticed by the Communist press, which called Sedov's remark a
"slip of the tongue." (Arbeideren, Oslo, February 5, 1937;
Arbejderbladet, Copenhagen, February 12, 1937.) Thanks to Getty
we now know that the Communist press was correct. Sedov's first
remark, about "much less contact" - that is, some contact - was
accurate: Trotsky had indeed been in touch with Radek.
Sedov tried to withdraw his "slip" about Radek and Piatakov. But
he did not even attempt to retract the information that preceded it,
that "the Trotskyists" had indeed been in contact with "the others":
Smirnov, Zinoviev, and Kamenev. Braue agrees that Gol'tsman
carried at least one letter from Trotsky to Smirnov. Sedov's 1932
letter in invisible ink to his father about the bloc revealed that
Zinoviev and Kamenev had joined the bloc. This is perhaps enough
to show that Trotsky, or at any rate "the Trotskyists," had indeed
been in touch with them. Moreover, unless they had been in touch
with them how could Sedov or Trotsky have known that the
defendants at the First Moscow Trial, Kamenev, Zinoviev, Smirnov,
Mrachkovsky, and others, "were in their hearts not in agreement
with Stalin"?

10

"Het process te Moskou. Wie Niet Wil Bekennen Al Doodgeschoten? Trotski Jr. uit zijn
opvatting." ("The Moscow Trial. Not all who want to confess are shot? Trotsky Jr. about its
conception.") Het Volk, Haarlem edition, January 28, 1937, p. 5. My thanks to Sven-Eric
Holmstrom for providing me with this article.
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The Het Volk interview would have revealed a great deal if anyone
had taken it seriously. But the capitalist media did not notice or
publicize Sedov's slip. Only the communist press caught it. The
Dewey Commission and Trotsky himself ignored it. No one else
paid it any attention. Trotsky was lucky.
In 2015 we obtained a part of Piatakov's NKVD investigation file.
Among other materials it includes a long statement Piatakov wrote
to Ezhov in December 1936. In it Piatakov goes into considerable
detail about his own oppositional activities. It includes a lengthy
account of Piatakov's secret visit in December 1935 to Trotsky in
Norway, in which Piatakov outlines in some depth Trotsky's views
and instructions. In a future volume I will include a careful study of
this statement and an English translation of it.

Contact with Preobrazhensky
In the Second and Third Moscow Trials, defendants named Evgeny
A. Preobrazhensky as one of the clandestine Trotskyist members
of the bloc. It appears that Trotsky did not explicitly state that he
had not been in touch with Preobrazhensky. Getty discovered that
Trotsky had written Preobrazhensky in 1932: one of the certified
mail return receipts in the TA is of a letter to Preobrazhensky.

Contacts with Gol'tsman
At the August 1936 Moscow Trial defendant Gol'tsman - his name
is often Anglicized as "Holtzman" - claimed that he had met with
Trotsky's son Sedov "many times." He further claimed that, at
Sedov's suggestion, he had travelled to Copenhagen in late
November 1932, when Trotsky was visiting that city to make a
public speech, and met with both Sedov and Trotsky. This alleged
visit is known as the "Hotel Bristol" affair.
At the Dewey Commission hearings in April 1937 in Mexico
Trotsky firmly denied any contact with Gol'tsman.
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GOLDMAN: Have you in any way had any
communications with any Holtzman since you left
Russia?
TROTSKY: Never.
GOLDMAN: Directly or indirectly?
TROTSKY: Never. (CLT 91)
However, in late 1936 Sedov had already admitted meeting with
Gol'tsman. In Chapter 14 of the Red Book the French reads "these
meetings"; the English, "this meeting."
Par tout le caractere de ces rencontres, ii est
absolument evident que Goltzman ne re<;:ut ni
«instructions» ni lettre, et qu'il n'en demanda pas non
plus. (Livre rouge 98)
Translated:
From the entire character of this meeting, it is
absolutely clear that Holtzman received neither
"instructions" nor a letter, and did not ask for any
either.
Trotsky was compelled to send a correction to the Dewey
Commission on June 29, 1937, noting this indirect contact. We will
return to it below.
In the third volume of his biography of Trotsky Isaac Deutscher
wrote as follows:
Lyova and Goltzman often met and discussed
developments in the Soviet Union. 1 (165)
Deutscher says these meetings occurred "early in the autumn" of
1931. This is an error. Getty and Sedov himself agree that contact
with Gol'tsman occurred in the fall of 1932. Getty says "sometime
in October" (TIE 28); Sedov "in the fall of 1932" ("en automne
1932," Livre rouge 97)
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In the footnote appended to the sentence above Deutscher wrote:
This account is based on Lyova's correspondence with
his father, and on his deposition to the French
Commission of Inquiry which, in 1937, conducted
investigations preparatory to the Mexican countertrial. The Archives, Closed Section.
Deutscher's account agrees with what Gol'tsman testified at trial:
"Thus I met him six or eight times in the course of four months."
(1936 Trial 100) According to the published account of Sedov's
testimony to the French Commission of Inquiry to which
Deutscher refers Sedov said:
Je ne suis pas a meme de preciser combien de fois j'ai
rencontre Holzman, mais ii ne fait pas de doute que je
l'ai rencontre plusieurs fois. 11
Translated:
I cannot now be precise about the number of meetings
I had with Holzman, but there's no doubt that I met
him several times.
In his Red Book Sedov suggests that he had only one meeting with
Gol'tsman, although there is a bit of vacillation in the French
edition. The Russian version, published in Trotsky's Biulleten'
Oppozitsii No. 52, uses the singular - vstrecha (genitive singular
vstrech1):
J.13 Bcero xapaKTepa ecmpeLtu coBeprneHHO oYeBH~Ho,
YTO HHKaKHX HHCTPYK~HH HJIH rrnceM f OJib~MaH He
IlOJiyYaJI ...
11

11

The English version also uses the singular here:

11

"Sedov et V. Serge devant la commission rogatoire." CahLT No. 41 (July 1990), p. 89.
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From the entire character of this meeting, it is
absolutely clear that Holtzman received neither
"instructions" nor a letter ...
The French version, published as livre rouge sur le process de
Moscou, equivocates. At the passage above it uses the plural one
time, "these meetings":
Par tout le charactere de ces rencontres, ii est absolument
evident que Goltzman ne re~ut ni «instructions» ni Iettre, ...
(98)
Translated:
By the whole nature of these meetings, it is absolutely
obvious that Goltzman did not receive either "instructions"
or a letter ...
But the referent is vague because the meeting between Sedov and
Smirnov had been discussed immediately before this. So the term
"these meetings" could be construed as referring to meetings with
both Smirnov and Gol'tsman and not necessarily more than a
single meeting with Gol'tsman. Furthermore, Sedov immediately
reverts to the singular, unmistakably indicating a single meeting:
Main comme pour Jes buts de la Guepeou, cette
entrevue de Goltzman avec Sedov ne donnait rien ...
(98)
Translated:
But since for the goals of the G.P.U. this interview of
Goltzman with Sedov did not give anything ...
The Russian version also uses the singular here (svidanie):
Ho TaK KaK .z:vrn: J_\eneH: rnY 3mo CBUOQHUe ronbl_\MaHa
c Ce,n;oBbIM Hff'lero He ,n;asano, ... 12

12

Biulleten' Oppozitsii No. 52 (oKrn6pb 1936 ), «CBH3b TpOL\KOro c nop,cyp,HMbIMH»,
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... while the English also uses the singular "meeting" instead of the
more technically correct word "interview."
The French version is the only one that even gives a hint that there
was more than one meeting between Sedov and Gol'tsman before
reverting to the singular. But which is the original? The Russian
version was published in the October 1936 issue of the Biulleten'
with a note that it is a translation from French:
(nepeso~

c

HHTepH11poBaHHbIH
rrncaTb no-pyccK11).

cppaHI_\y3CKOro.
JI.
TpOl\KHH,
B Hopser1111, n11weH B03MO)KHOCTH

Translated:
(A translation from the French. L. Trotsky, interned in
Norway, is deprived of the possibility of writing in
Russian.)
On the face of it this is absurd: Trotsky claims that while in
Norway he is not permitted to write in Russian but, therefore,
somehow he is allowed to write in French? A possible explanation
for this is that Sedov had had to promise the French authorities
that he would stay aloof from politics during this stay in France.
But Trotsky had been obliged to make a similar pledge to the
Norwegian authorities. Evidently Sedov and Trotsky soon decided
that claiming that Sedov wrote the Red Book would not endanger
the status of either of them.
The French edition, dated October 28, 1936, by Sedov, states that
the French is a revised version of the Russian text:
II a deja paru en langue russe, comme article
redactionnel dans le Bulletin de /'Opposition; !'auteur
!'a revu pour !'edition fran~aise. (7)
Translated:
«CMHpHoB

11

foJihl\MaH». At http://web.mit.edu/fjk/www /FI/BO/B0-52.shtml
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It has already appeared in Russian as an editorial
article in the Bulletin of the Opposition; the author has
reviewed it for the French edition.
This vacillation concerning the number of meetings between
Sedov and Gol'tsman in a text that has admittedly been revised and
translated numerous times suggests that Sedov and Trotsky had
not decided whether to admit to more than a single meeting. At the
Dewey Commission hearing Sedov used the singular only
(rencontre) until directly asked how many times he had met with
Gol'tsman.
When questioned about the notes to which he kept referring, he
said that they pertained only to the first meeting. The questioner
did not pursue the matter of what Sedov and Gol'tsman had
discussed during their other meetings.
This was - to say the least - curious and unfortunate, since it left
the main issue completely unexplored. We know from the Harvard
Trotsky Archive that Gol'tsman had been the "informer"
(informator) who had been the mediator between I.N. Smirnov and
Sedov. It was Gol'tsman who had brought Smirnov's idea of a bloc
to Sedov, who then obtained his father's permission.
Braue says that Smirnov brought "at least one document from the
pen ofone of the leaders of the groups in the bloc":
L' «informateur» a incontestablement apporte a Sedov
au rnoins un document de Ia plume d'un des
dirigeants des groups constituant le bloc ... (Braue
1980, 17.)
Translated:
The messenger had certainly brought to Sedov at
least one document from the pen of one of the leaders
of the groups that comprised the bloc ...
Sedov and Trotsky admitted only to this document. Even Braue
suspected there may have been more. Given the plurality of
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meetings between Sedov and Gol'tsman and Sedov's reluctance to
discuss them, Brom~'s suspicion is reasonable.
At the 1936 trial Gol'tsman confessed to bringing "Trotsky's
personal instructions to organize terrorist acts" back to the bloc.
(1936 Trial 40) Gol'tsman testified that Trotsky had used the term
"remove Stalin," saying this could only be done by terrorism (i.e.
violence). A turn to "terror," together with the discussions
necessary to justify it in Marxist terms, at the present conjuncture,
and perhaps arrangements for Gol'tsman to hear it from Trotsky
directly, might well have occupied those several mysterious
meetings.
It appears that Sedov had gone into the hearing intending to claim
that he had met Gol'tsman only once. Then, when asked directly,
he changed his mind and decided to admit to the multiple
meetings. In effect Sedov counted on the Dewey Commission not
to follow up on this matter and probe him about what was
discussed in the other meetings, and they did not. The Dewey
Commission's final report, Not Guilty, states that after Sedov's first
meeting with Gol'tsman there were "several subsequent
meetings." (Not Guilty 61) Sedov's two accounts contradict one
another, and the earlier account in the Livre rouge, as well as all
the text in the English Red Book and that in the Russian Biul/eten'
Oppozitsii, are false.
In his book Deutscher did not mention that Gol'tsman had brought
a proposal for a bloc of Trotskyists with Zinovievists and others.
But we know that he did; both Getty (TIE 28; Origins 119) and
Broue (1980) discuss this. Broue published an excerpt from a
letter of Sedov to Trotsky (1980 36-37) and the full text of a letter
of Trotsky's to Sedov (1980 35-36) in which Gol'tsman's role is
discussed.
This is one of the matters we know Sedov refused to disclose to
the French Commission. Like Trotsky, Sedov lied to the Dewey
Commission as well as in the Red Book. Sedov and Trotsky both
denied sending terrorist directives through Gol'tsman. Of course
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they would deny doing this whether they had done so or not.
Trotsky and Sedov lied when they thought it was expedient to do
so. They had to lie, as eve1·y conspirator must. But it does mean
that we cannot believe what they said or wrote.

Chapter 5. Non-Soviet Evidence - Other
Lies By Trotsky
The "Hotel Bristol" story in the First Moscow Trial
At the First Moscow Trial Gol'tsman testified as follows:
In November I again telephoned Sedov and we met once
again.
Sedov said to me: "As you are going to the U.S.S.R., it would
be a good thing if you came with me to Copenhagen where
my father is."
VYSHINSKY: That is to say?
H0 LTZMAN: That is to say, Trotsky.
VYSHINSKY: Did you go?
HOLTZMAN: I agreed, but I told him that we could not go
together for reasons of secrecy. I arranged with Sedov to
be in Copenhagen within two or three days, to put up at the
Hotel Bristol and meet him there. I went to the hotel
straight from the station and in the lounge met Sedov.
About 10 a.m. we went to Trotsky. (1936 Trial 100)
Shortly after the trial the fact was widely publicized that there was
no "Hotel Bristol" in Copenhagen. Trotsky utilized this fact to
attack the credibility of the trial itself. Testimony about the "Hotel
Bristol" issue took up a good deal of space in the Dewey
Commission hearings.
In his 2008 article "New Evidence Concerning the 'Hotel Bristol'
Question in the First Moscow Trial of 1936" Sven-Eric Holmstrom
examined this issue carefully. Holmstrom suggested that
Gol'tsman could have misidentified the Grand Hotel Copenhagen
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as the "Bristol" because of the large sign beside its door for the
adjacent "Bristol" Konditori (cafe and pastry shop). We refer
interested readers to this article rather than repeat here the
quotations and documentation carefully amassed and reproduced
by Holmstrom.
In view of the many lies that Trotsky and Sedov told concerning
the Moscow Trials it is interesting to note that they did not bother
to get the correct story about the former Hotel Bristol. Trotsky
said that "the Hotel Bristol was demolished in 1917," 1 "torn down
as far back as 1917." 2 During the Dewey Commission hearings
Albert Goldman, Trotsky's lawyer, stated that the Hotel Bristol
"was burned down in 1917." (CLT 167) But the Hotel Bristol had
neither been torn down nor burned in 1917. It was sold to an
insurance company, which maintained the building. It is hard to
understand why Trotsky and his supporters never bothered to
verify what had in fact happened to the Hotel Bristol. 3

The "Hotel Bristol" story in the Bulletin of the
Opposition
Holmstrom has shown that Esther Field, one of the witnesses at
the Dewey Commission hearings, lied about the relative positions
of the Grand Hotel Copenhagen and the Konditori Bristol,
testifying that they were not next to each other when she had
visited them in 1932.4 Since her testimony was designed to help
Trotsky, Trotsky must have known about her lie in advance.
Perhaps he had even asked her to lie for him.

1

"An Interview for Americans," (January 1937). WLT 1936-1937, 97.

2

"A New Moscow Amalgam," (January 21, 1937), Ibid. 125.

3

See Holmstrom for all the appropriate documentation. On this point seep. 13, note.

4

Sven-Eric Holmstrom, ""New Evidence Concerning the 'Hotel Bristol' Question in the First
Moscow Trial of 1936." Cultural Logic 2008. At
http://clogic.eserver.org/2008/Holmstrom.pdf
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Three months after his testimony to the Dewey Commission
Trotsky published yet another version of the "Hotel Bristol" story
in which he contradicted this earlier account. In an article titled
"Hotel Bristol" published in July 1937 but dated March 13, 1937,
Trotsky wrote:
Only in February of this year the press of the
Comintern made a discovery that saved them: true,
there is no Hotel Bristol in Copenhagen, but there is a
Bristol pastry-shop [NOTE: konditerskaia, in Danish
Konditori], which is attached to the hotel by one wall.
True, this hotel is called "Grand Hotel Copenhagen,"
but it is a hotel. True, a pastry-shop is not a hotel, but
it is called "Bristol." According to Gol'tsman's words
the meeting took place in the vestibule of the hotel.
True, the pastry-shop has no vestibule. But the hotel,
which is not called Bristol, does have a vestibule. In
addition it must be added that, as is clear even
from the drawings printed in the Comintern press,
the entrances of the pastry-shop and the hotel are
on different streets. Where then did the meeting take
place? In the vestibule without the Bristol, or in the
Bristol, without the vestibule?
In one respect this version is more accurate than Trotsky's account
to the Dewey Commission. There Trotsky's witnesses Esther Field
and A. Vikels0 Jensen testified that the Bristol Konditori was not
adjacent to the Grand Hotel Copenhagen. Holmstrom has proven
this to be untrue. Here Trotsky admitted that they were indeed
attached to each other.
The only "Comintern press" account we know of is that of the
Danish Communist Party newspaper Arbejderbladet. It printed a
single drawing - Trotsky mentions "drawings." As Trotsky admits,
the drawing clearly shows that the pastry-shop and hotel are
adjacent. However, Trotsky added the curious, and false, statement
that the entrances are "on different streets." This explains why
Trotsky did not refer specifically to the drawing he mentioned,
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much less reprodttce it. The drawing shows that the entrances are
side by side and on the same street, Vesterbrogade. Trotsky's
readers would have had no way of locating the drawing from the
5
vague description Trotsky gave.
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Revolving door entrance to hotel beside entrance to Bristol
Konditeri, showing door connecting Bristol Konditori to hotel. From
Holmstrom 2009 (Arbejderbladet January 29, 1937, p. 8)

Trotsky also failed to mention that the drawing in question shows
an interior passageway between the pastry-shop and hotel. One
could access the hotel and its vestibule by entering the pastryshop door, the one immediately beside the large ''Br·istol'' sign.
However, it is not necessary to assume Gol'tsman did that.

5

Holmstr61n has confir111ed this fact witl1 gi·eat care. The drawing in question is i·epr·oduced
on p. 21. Holmst1·0111's whole ai·ticle 1·epays careful stt1dy.
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Holmstrom has verified that the entrances of both pastry-shop and
hotel were also right next to each other, and that it would have
been natural for anyone to confuse the large sign "Bristol" with the
name of the hotel and go directly into that entrance.
Not only are Trotsky's two accounts of the "Hotel Bristol" matter
both false; they also contradict each other. Trotsky did not bring
his two mutually contradictory versions into agreement. He could
easily have done so: the second version was not published till
three months after the Dewey Commission hearings. He could also
have sent a letter of correction to the Dewey Commission as he did
about his indirect contact with Gol'tsman (CL T 592-3). But he did
neither.

Why did Trotsky lie about "Bristol"?
Trotsky took a terrible risk in permitting both stories to stand.
Once again he was lucky. Aside from the communist press no one
seems to have noticed the contradiction between Trotsky's two
versions. Had they done so Trotsky's Dewey Commission
testimony and Trotsky's general truthfulness would have been
called into question at a crucial time. Why did Trotsky take such a
risk?
Trotsky had certainly been in Copenhagen at the end of November
1932. He tried to prove Sedov had not been able to get to
Copenhagen, even though Sedov's wife did manage to do so (Not
Guilty 88). In light of Trotsky's other falsifications to the Dewey
Commission there is no reason to simply "accept" Sedov's alibi. But
even if Sedov was not in Copenhagen, why did Trotsky not stop
there? That would have been enough to refute Gol'tsman's claim
that he had met Sedov in the vestibule of the "Bristol Hotel." Why
did Trotsky proceed to falsify the relative positions of the Bristol
Konditori and the Grand Hotel Copenhagen (Esther Field's
testimony to the Dewey Commission), and then, three months
later, proceed to publish an account in Bulletin of the Opposition
that both contradicted this version and also contained yet another
falsehood?
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Why tell a lie when the truth is on your side? It is very unlikely
that Trotsky would take such a risk, tell falsehoods that could
easily have been discovered, unless he were trying to hide
something important. So let us suppose Trotsky had something to
hide. The question is: What? The most obvious thing Trotsky could
possibly be hiding that was worth the risk of being caught in a
serious lie was that he had in fact met with Gol'tsman much as
Gol'tsman had testified.
But why did Trotsky not admit to meeting with Gol'tsman?
Apparently Sedov did not have a prepared story ready for the
Dewey Commission. As we have seen, Sedov at first lied to the
Commission by saying that he and Gol'tsman had met only once.
Only at the last moment of his testimony did he change his mind
and admit to a number of meetings with Gol'tsman. Sedov was
only able to get away with remaining silent about the content of
these subsequent meetings through the complaisant attitude
towards him on the part of the Dewey Commission members, who
simply let the matter drop. Aggressive questioning of Sedov
concerning the contents of his numerous other meetings with
Gol'tsman might well have turned up something interesting.
We have already suggested a reason for Sedov's insistence, which
he maintained until almost the very end of his Dewey Commission
testimony, that he had met only once with Gol'tsman in Berlin.
Gol'tsman testified that he met with Sedov "six or eight times in
the course of four months." So many meetings over such a period
of time would certainly suggest that a good deal of business was
being conducted. Trotsky and Sedov had admitted only that
Gol'tsman had delivered an article on the economic situation in the
USSR that Trotsky published in the Bulletin in November 1932.
Sedov stated that this information had been conveyed during the
first meeting, which he initially said had been the only meeting.
At the 1936 Moscow trial Gol'tsman testified that he brought back
terrorist instructions from Trotsky. This would explain the
numerous meetings with Sedov. It would also explain the
subsequent meeting of Gol'tsman with Trotsky in Copenhagen in
November, 1932. As he testified during the First Moscow Trial of
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August 1936, Smirnov did not consider Sedov to be an "authority."
He wanted to get the instructions for terror via Gol'tsman from
Trotsky himself.
There appears to be no explanation for the fact that Trotsky took
the risk of flagrantly lying about the "Bristol" affair when he could
have simply told the truth without endangering anyone - unless
the meeting was not an innocent one, unless "something
happened" that Trotsky did not wish brought to light. In any case,
Trotsky's denial of meeting with Gol'tsman in Copenhagen cannot
be trusted. Braue and Getty have established that Trotsky lied
whenever he considered it in his interest to do so.
Did Gol'tsman meet with Sedov first, as he claimed? We do not
know. None of the evidence that Trotsky submitted in an effort to
prove that his son was not in Copenhagen is definitive. Neither is
Gol'tsman's unsupported word. We know that Trotsky lied very
frequently both when he wrote about the Moscow Trials and about
other issues as well. But that does not in itself mean that he was
lying here.
Ongoing research by Sven-Eric Holmstrom suggests the possibility
that Gol'tsman may have said he had met with Sedov in order to
conceal the identity of some person or persons he had really met
with but whose identity he wished to conceal. Everyone already
knew Sedov was his father's chief representative, so perhaps
Gol'tsman named Sedov instead of another person. According to
Holmstrom, who has been researching this question for years now,
something like that appears to be involved in the case of Iurii
Piatakov's alleged flight to Norway to meet personally with
Trotsky in December 1935.
We can establish that some of the other Moscow Trial defendants
lied deliberately to the court. For example, at the January 1937
trial Karl Radek let slip the name of Marshal Tukhachevsky, but
was then quick to assure the court that he knew Tukhachevsky to
be a completely loyal Party member. This was of course untrue
and Radek had to know it - for Bukharin knew it, and Bukharin
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was closely in touch with Radek. Again, Bukharin claimed he had
"made a clean breast of things" not only at the 1938 Moscow trial
but also in pre-trial interrogations and statements that we now
have and were never intended for publication. Yet we know now
that Bukharin knew that Nikolai Ezhov, the Commissar of Internal
Affairs, was a member of the bloc of conspirators, yet Bukharin
said nothing about it. We discuss this issue later in the present
book.
Therefore Gol'tsman too may have told a story that was partly true
- a real meeting with Trotsky in Copenhagen - but partly false that Sedov met him there. That would account for the following
facts:

* Gol'tsman's

error in confusing the name of the hotel with
that of the Konditori "Bristol" - a mistake that, as Holmstrom
has convincingly shown, could never have been invented by
anybody, but could only have been made by someone who
had actually been there briefly, as Gol'tsman claimed he had
been.
The NKVD file on Gol'tsman has recently been declassified. Thanks
to my Moscow-based colleague Vladimir Bobrov I have obtained a
copy. It fully confirms Holmstrom's conclusions here. We will
discuss it, and reproduce the relevant texts, in the third volume of
this study.

* Trotsky's lying -

twice - about the "Hotel Bristol" matter in
a way that could have caused him serious embarrassment if
anyone had done the slightest checkup on his story.

* The fact that Sedov and Trotsky concentrated all their effort
on trying to establish that Sedov could not possibly have
been in Copenhagen during this period of time.
This was a "red herring." The essence of the matter was, of course,
not yet another meeting between Gol'tsman and Sedov, but a
meeting between Gol'tsman and Trotsky. At the Dewey
Commission hearings Trotsky was successful in keeping the focus
on the question of whether Gol'tsman had met with Sedov. The
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real issue - whether Gol'tsman had met with Trotsky and received
terrorist instructions, as Gol'tsman claimed at the 1936 Moscow
Trial, was barely mentioned.

* Sedov's claim that he had met with Gol'tsman only once - a
story that he changed at the last minute, when he had no
"cover story" ready about what was discussed at all the
meetings after the first one.
Why would Sedov have not just freely admitted that Gol'tsman was
correct when he referred to "six or eight" meetings? The only
plausible reason would be an attempt to hide something - an
attempt nearly botched by, it seems, indecision and lack of
planning.
The obvious purpose of Gol'tsman's visit to Trotsky in Copenhagen
would have been to hear Trotsky's instructions for terror from
Trotsky's own lips. At the 1936 Moscow trial Smirnov and
Mrachkovsky both said that Sedov was not an authority for them,
but Trotsky was.
VYSHINSKY: Did Smirnov speak about Trotsky?
MRACHKOVSKY: Yes, he spoke about Trotsky, since Sedov
was no authority either for him or for us.
VYSHINSKY: Accused Smirnov, is it true that Sedov was not
an authority for you?
SMIRNOV: No, Sedov was not an authority for me. (1936
Trial 80)
Smirnov then testified that he had accepted Gaven's message
because it had come directly from Trotsky rather than from Sedov.
Likewise Gol'tsman would have wanted, or have been instructed,
to get the terrorist instructions not just from Sedov but from
Trotsky himself. Gol'tsman's testimony was that Trotsky told him
orally to convey to Smirnov that "it was 'necessary to remove
Stalin."' (1936 Trial 100)
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Reich-Johannsen
Trotsky does not comment on Reich-Johansson, who figures
significantly in Bessonov's testimony. On pp. 45-47 of the
transcript of the Third Moscow Trial Bessonov relates the story of
a Soviet citizen, an engineer named Reich who worked for the
Berlin Trade Representation and had been a Trotskyist since 1923
(45). Bessonov claimed that Reich became a Danish citizen in
order to make it easier for him to go from one European country to
another without attracting attention, and was afterwards known
as Johannson [sic]
VYSHINSKY: What sort of a naturalization was it if he
had never been to Denmark?
BESSONOV: The passport was an official one, a real
one.
VYSHINSKY: But actually?
BESSO NOV: Actually there was a double citizenship. At
the end of 1931, or the beginning of 1932, Reich, while
a Soviet citizen and a member of the staff of the Trade
Representation, thanks to the assistance of the
Trotskyites and money, became a Danish citizen. In
the spring of 1932 he was commissioned to go to
Moscow, but he did not return to Moscow and became
a deserter. And from that time I knew him as
Johannson, who served as liaison man between me
and Trotsky.
VYSHINSKY: Reich became a Dane and a deserter. He
was a double.
BESSONOV: For some period of time he had two
citizenships, of which one Soviet citizenship was open,
and the Danish citizenship was secret.
VYSHINSKY: Which citizenship was open?
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BESSONOV: The Soviet citizenship, but the Danish
citizenship was secret.

VYSHINSKY: Did this Reich play an important role as a
liaison man in Trotskyite affairs?
BESSO NOV: Undoubtedly, he played an important role.
I know that Reich carried out commissions for Trotsky
in a number of other countries. I want to speak only
about what I know.
(1938 Trial 4 7)
The activities of Reich-Johannson are mentioned frequently in
other passages of testimony by Bessonov. (48; 62; 63; 65). He is
also mentioned by Krestinsky:
KRESTINSKY: No, that was an entirely different
person.
Reich-Johannson was Bessonov's man, with whom he
maintained connections. (1938 Trial 265)

KRESTINSKY: ... Bessonov conveyed this letter to
Trotsky, who at that time was still in Norway. My
impression then was that Bessonov did it by sending
for Sedov, but as it turns out he sent the letter through
Reich-Johannson, and a reply was received to this
letter. Trotsky replied that he agreed. (1938 Trial 282)
This strange story sounds false on its face. But in 1985 Pierre
Braue made a discovery that led him to conclude that it was most
likely true.
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Le compte rendu du proces Boukharine mentionne
deux autres «trotskystes» dans !es services de Berlin,
Birkengof et Reich. Nous ne savons rien d'autre du
premier. L'accuse-temoin de !'accusation, Bessonov,
assure
que
Reich,
ingemeur
metallurgiste,
organisateur des «voyages» en U.R.S.S. refusa de
revenir en U.R.S.S. a son rappel en 1932 et devint
citoyen danois, avec un passeport au nom de
«Johanson.» Les trotskystes ont nie a I'epoque cette
affirmation, mais il y a a cette epoque, a Copenhague,
un abonne du Biulleten qui s'appelle Reich et Jo
Jacobsen, qui utilise en 1933 Ia boite a Iettres d'un
autre Reich celebre, Wilhelm, le pere de la «sexpol».
On note aussi la presence, mais beaucoup plus tot, au
debut des annees 20, d'un Ilya Reich dans la
delegation commerciale sovietique. 6
Translated:
The Report of Court Proceedings of the Bukharin trial
mentions two other "Trotskyists" ... in the service of
Berlin, Birkengof and Reich. We know nothing else
about the first. The accused witness, Bessonov,
asserted that Reich, a metallurgical engineer and
organizer of "trips" to the USSR, refused to return to
the USSR when he was recalled in 1932 and became a
Danish citizen with a passport in the name of
"Johanson." The Trotskyists denied this statement at
the time but there was, at that time, in Copenhagen, a
subscriber to the Biulleten' named Reich and Jo
Jacobsen, who in 1933 was using the postal box of
another famous Reich, Wilhelm, the father of "sexpol."
We also note the presence, though much earlier, at the
beginning of the 1920s, of an Ilya Reich in the Soviet
trade delegation.

6

Broue, "Complements a un article sur !es trotskystes en U.R.S.S," CahLT 1985 (24), 65-66.
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Broue repeated this discovery in an article published in English in
1990.
Victor Serge, who was personally acquainted with all
the defendants in the second trial, wrote to Sedov that
he thought it necessary to discover real "discussions"
and real "grouplets" as the only way to throw some
light on what he thought to be more "provocation"
than "lies." One example will be enough to
demonstrate the necessity of such an investigation:
Procurator Vyshinskii mentioned in the third trial as a
"Trotskiite agent" a Russian engineer named Reich,
who later became, according to him, a Danish citizen
under the name of Johanson. Trotskii and his friends
denied any knowledge of a Dane, formerly named
Reich and now called Johanson. However, we can find
in the list of subscriptions to Biulleten Oppositsii in
Denmark the name of Reich, also called Jacobsen. We
must admit that a bit of truth was hidden behind the
false charge. (POS 108)
Trotsky fails to comment on the story about Reich-Johannson/
Jacobsen at all, though it occupies two pages in Bessonov's
testimony. Anyone who might be reading the trial transcript with
care might well have noted this curious omission. After all, if no
such person existed, why would Trotsky miss the chance of
exposing yet another "amalgam" of Stalin's?
Thanks to Broue's research we know that such a person did exist.
It is expecting too much of coincidence to think that Bessonov was
lying about a Copenhagen "Reich-Johannson" and yet, by
coincidence, a different person known as "Reich-Jacobsen," who
lived in Copenhagen, read Russian, and subscribed to Trotsky's
Russian journal, did exist.
Perhaps Trotsky did not wish to draw attention to this person.
Broue states that Reich-Johannson had a subscription to Trotsky's
Bulletin, which was published in Russian. There could not have
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been many Danes who did, and so Trotsky had to assume he might
be known to the Danish police. Even a denial by Trotsky might
lead the police to investigate Reich-Jacobsen (or Reich-Johanssen)
and imperil his usefulness to Trotsky.7

lakov Bliumkin
In 1929 Iakov Bliumkin was tried and convicted in the USSR for
being a spy for Trotsky, who by this time was in exile in Turkey.
Bliumkin had been Trotsky's adjutant when the latter was People's
Commissar for the Army and Navy. Bliumkin had edited Trotsky's
book How The Revolution Armed Itself (1923). Bliumkin then
became an agent in the foreign division of the OGPU under Feliks
Dzerzhinsky. In 1929 he was OGPU resident in Constantinople.
In 1929 Bliumkin contacted Trotsky. Evidence now available
suggests that he worked for Trotsky there. The OGPU discovered
this and, upon his return to the USSR, Bliumkin was arrested, tried,
and executed. Trotsky admitted that he had met with Bliumkin
after the latter had met his son Leon Sedov by chance on a street in
Constantinople. Trotsky told the Dewey Commission that it was
Radek, in whom Bliumkin had confidence, who had informed on
Bliumkin.
Trotsky wrote extensively about Bliumkin immediately after he
had been executed. He interpreted Bliumkin's execution as
evidence that Stalin was very much afraid of the Trotskyist
movement, "which abroad, in a number of countries, was having
serious success in ideological and organizational ways." (Biulleten'
No. 9, January - March 1930)
In the same issue of his Bulletin Trotsky claimed that a "rumor"
was current that Bliumkin had gone first to Radek but that Radek,

7

Sayers and Kahn state t11at Reich-Johannsen was the same person who in December 1935
under the name Gustav Stirner arranged for Piatakov's passport and clandestine flight to
Norway to see Trotsky. They cite no evidence for this statement. See Michael Sayers and
Albert E. Kahn, The Great Conspiracy: The Secret War Against Soviet Russia. Boston: Little,
Brown & Company, 1946, p. 279, note.l.
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as a "capitulator," had insisted that Bliumkin turn himself in to the
OGPU. Thanks to discoveries in the Harvard Trotsky Archive, we
now know that Radek had not, in fact, genuinely "capitulated" to
Stalin at all. Trotsky also speculated that I.N. Smirnov and
Preobrazhensky might have played some role in Bliumkin's
demise. We know now too that Smirnov was the head of the
Trotskyist underground in the USSR and that Preobrazhensky was
a part of it as well. Trotsky's naming of Radek, Smirnov, and
Preobrazhensky was therefore a "cover," an attack intended to
disguise the fact that they were really part of the Trotskyist
movement.
According to Soviet Prosecutor Vyshinsky, Radek, in interrogations
before the Second Moscow Trial of January 1937, had testified that
he, Radek, was helping Bliumkin distribute smuggled Trotskyist
literature within the USSR:
In 1929, according to Radek, "he, Trotsky, having
persuaded the Trotskyite Blumkin to organize the
smuggling of literature into the U.S.S.R., sent his son
Sedov to Radek's hotel with the instruction to
organize raids on Soviet Trade Representations
abroad for the purpose of obtaining money which
Trotsky needed for his anti-Soviet activities." (1937
Trial 485-486)
Perhaps in revenge for Radek's testimony and final denunciation
of him Trotsky began to claim that it was Radek who had
denounced Bliumkin.
TROTSKY: Blumkin, a member of the Bolshevik Party
and a former member of my military secretariat, was
in Constantinople on an official mission.
GOLDMAN: When?
TROTSKY: In Constantinople, he visited me and also
met my son in the street.
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GOLDMAN: In Constantinople?
TROTSKY: In Constantinople. He took him to his room,
to his hotel. My son saw Blumkin.
Blumkin said: "I will see the old man." My son came to
me and said: "He will see you." I said,
"Absolutely impossible. It is too risky." He insisted so
that I had to accept, but very secretly. He went to
Russia, to Moscow. Radek came from Siberia as a
capitulator. He had absolute confidence in Radek - an
old confidence.
GOLDMAN: You mean Blumkin had?
TROTSKY: Yes, Blumkin. He was younger than Radek.
He visited him, and Radek denounced Blumkin
immediately to the GPU.
GOLDMAN: Blumkin visited Radek, and, according to
your information, what did Blumkin say to Radek?
TROTSKY: He informed him about his visit to me, on
his own initiative. Because, if he had asked me about
telling of this visit, it would have been absolutely
impossible for him to do such a stupid thing.
GOLDMAN: What did Radek
informed him of his visit to you?

do

after

Blumkin

TROTSKY: He denounced him for his visit to me.
GOLDMAN: What happened to Blumkin?
TROTSKY: He was shot. (CLT 105-106)
Pierre Braue discovered that all of Trotsky's stories about
Bliumkin were lies, probably intended to cover up Bliumkin's close
collaboration with Trotsky.
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La version donnee en 1930 de l'affaire Blumkine par
Trotsky et Sedov etait une version defensive, en
realite destinee a limiter !es degats apres cette
arrestation catastrophique 8 . Les mencheviks avaient
probablement raison sur le fond quand ils assuraient
alors que Blumkine travaillait pour Trotsky, effectuant
!es liaisons !es plus importantes, et que la visite de
I'ete ou de I'automne 1929 n'etait pas un hasard
resultant d'une rencontre fortuite avec Sedov dans Ia
rue a Istanbul. Blumkine rendit effectivement visite a
Trotsky, probablement en aout, ce qui nous a ete
confirme par plusieurs de ses visiteurs qui I'ont
rencontre et a qui fut donnee la version du hasard 9 •
Mais Sedov a fait savoir le contraire a Ia posterite en
precisant de sa main sur le document en question que
c'etait Blumkine qui avait redige, le 2 avril, a sa
demande et celle de Trotsky, une notice necrologique
sur Dreitser qui avait ete son compagnon d'armes,
mais qu'eux ne connaissaient pas 10 • (Broue
Complements 64.)
Translated:
The story given out in 1930 about the Bliumkin affair
by Trotsky and Sedov was a defensive story, in reality
aimed at limiting the damage after this catastrophic
arrest. The Mensheviks were probably basically
correct when they asserted at that time that Bliumkin
was working for Trotsky, maintaining the most
important contacts and that his visit in the summer or
fall of 1929 was not an accident resulting from a
chance meeting with Sedov on a street in Istanbul. In
reality Bliumkin was visiting Trotsky, probably in
August. This has been confirmed to us by several of his
visitors who met him (Bliumkin) and were told the
story of the chance meeting. But Sedov informed
posterity of the opposite when he put in his own
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handwriting on the document in question that it had
been Bliumkin who had edited, on April 2, at his
request and that of Trotsky, an obituary notice on
Dreitser who had been his companion-in-arms but
whom they [Sedov and Trotsky] did not know.
This account of Brow~'s is sufficient to show that Trotsky was lying
again. Curiously, Brout~'s account has its own inaccuracies as well.
At the Dewey Commission hearings Trotsky admitted that he did
know Dreitser (spelled "Dreitzer" in the hearings volume.)
Dreitser was later a defendant in the First Moscow Trial of August
1936.
GOLDMAN: ... Do you know E.A. Dreitzer, Mr. Trotsky?
TROTSKY: Yes, he was of the younger generation.
Dreitzer was an officer of the Red Army. During and
after my expulsion from the Party he had, together
with ten or twelve officers, organized a guard around
my home. He was among them. (CLT 89)
Bliumkin's confession to the OGPU was published in 2002. 8 In it he
stated that he met Trotsky only once, on April 16, 1929, in Turkey.
According to Broue here, Sedov stated that he was already
working with Bliumkin on April 2, 1929. So Bliumkin lied in his
confession.
According to the annotations by Oleg Mozokhin, the FS8 9
researcher who edited and published Bliumkin's confession,
Bliumkin told a number of other lies in his confession. This
probably had something to do with the decision to execute him. In
1918, when he had been a member of the Socialist-Revolutionary
Party, Bliumkin had murdered the German ambassador Count
Mirbach, in an attempt to sabotage the Bolsheviks' attempt to
make a separate peace with Germany. Bliumkin had been

8

"Ispoved' terrorista." Voenno-/storicheskii Arkhiv No. 6 (2002), 25-59.
"Federal'naia Sluzhba Besopasnosti" - Federal Security Service, the continuer of the KGB,
MGB, NKGB, and ultimately of the security divisions of the NKVD.
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amnestied, evidently on condition that he work as a foreign agent.
No doubt it was understood that he refrain in future from any
other attempts to undermine Soviet policy. That alone might well
have been enough to account for his execution.
But Bliumkin did state that Radek, along with Smilga, tried to draw
him (Bliumkin) "into some new fractional work." Since both Radek
and Smilga were Trotskyists, this could only have been Trotskyist
work. So Trotsky's claim that it was Radek who denounced
Bliumkin to the OGPU is another lie.
Moreover, how could Trotsky possibly know who, if anyone, had
denounced Bliumkin? If the Dewey Commission members had
really been what they claimed to be, objective investigators
carrying out an honest investigation to see whether Trotsky were
guilty or not, they would have at least asked him this question. We
discuss the Dewey Commission and its problems in another
chapter of the present work.

The Slogan "Remove Stalin"
According to testimony at the First Moscow Trial and the 1937
statements of Valentin Astrov the oppositionists in the bloc used
the slogan "remove Stalin" as a euphemism meaning "assassinate
Stalin." Evidence in two Trotsky Archives, as cited by Braue, shows
that Trotsky and Sedov were discussing the relative merits of
employing this slogan in the second half of 1932, at exactly the
same time as the bloc of oppositionists was being formed inside
the Soviet Union and its members were discussing the same slogan
in the sense of "assassination."
During the Second Moscow Trial of January 1937 Radek described
the contents of this letter of Trotsky's as follows:
Trotsky wrote that the information he possessed led
him to conclude that I had become convinced that he
was right, and that without the realization of the
Trotskyite demands the policy would find itself at an
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impasse. Trotsky further wrote that since he knew me
to be an active person he was convinced that I would
return to the struggle .... At the end of the letter
Trotsky wrote approximately as follows: "You must
bear in mind the experience of the preceding period
and realize that for you there can be no returning to
the past, that the struggle has entered a new phase
and that the new feature in this phase is that either we

shall be destroyed together with the Soviet Union,
or we must raise the question of removing
("ustranenii") the leadership." The word terrorism
was not used, but when I read the words
"removing the leadership," it became clear to me
what Trotsky had in mind . ... Trotsky informed me
that not only the Trotskyites but also the
Zinovievites had decided to return to the struggle
and that negotiations for union were under way. I
sent no reply, believing that the matter must be
thought over very thoroughly. (1937 Trial 86- 7 /
Russian ed. 52)
Sedov's letter to Trotsky partially reprinted in French translation
by Broue confirms Radek's words about the Zinovievites.
The [bloc] has been organized. It includes the
Zinovievists, the Sten-Lominadze group, and the
Trotskyists (the former "[ capitulators ]").
Radek testified that he had confirmed that Trotsky intended
"terrorism" in a talk with Sergei Mrachkovsky that took place at
the end of October or beginning of November 1932.
VYSHINSKY: What did Mrachkovsky reply?
RADEK: He replied quite definitely that the struggle had
entered the terrorist phase and that in order to carry out
these tactics they had now united with the Zinovievites
and would set about the preparatory work .... It was clear
that since terrorism was the new position, the
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preparatory work must consist in assembling and forming
terrorist cadres. (1937 Trial 88.)
According to Radek's testimony here it was only later in 1932 that
Trotsky explicitly used the word "terror." This corresponds with
the information from Astrov. In January 1937 Astrov testified that
the Rightists formally decided to form a bloc with the Trotskyists
and others at their August 26 - September 1, 1932, conference.
Only at this time was terror specifically approved as a method of
struggle. The fact that in 1932 the main members of the bloc were
the Trotskyists and the Zinovievists is confirmed in the letter from
Sedov to Trotsky that Broue and Getty found in the Harvard
Trotsky archive.
Radek:
When the question arose against whom terrorism
should be directed, it concerned terrorism directed
against the leading core of the Central Committee of
the C.P.S.U, and the Soviet government. And although
not a single name was mentioned during this
conversation, I ... did not have the slightest doubt that
the acts were to be directed against Stalin and his
immediate colleagues, against Kirov, Molotov,
Voroshilov and Kaganovich. (1937 Trial 80)
As a result, Radek testified, a plot to assassinate Sergei Kirov, Party
leader in Leningrad, was hatched in April 1933. Kirov was actually
killed in December 1934 by Leonid Nikolaev, a member of a
clandestine terrorist Zinovievist opposition group in Leningrad. 10
Getty surmised that the letter Radek said he had received from
Trotsky in February or March 1932 while he, Radek, was in

10 Though the fact is denied by Alla Kirilina, Matthew Lenoe, and Asmund Egge, the three
most recent students of the Kirov murder who work within the "anti-Stalin paradigm,"
there is overwhelming evidence that Nikolaev was indeed a member of a clandestine
Zinovievist group in Leningrad. For a detailed discussion see Furr, Kirov.
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Geneva, "involved an attempt to persuade the addressee[s] to
return to opposition." Radek confirmed that Trotsky's letter did
contain such an appeal but that it closed by saying, "We must raise
the question of removing the leadership."
The terms for "remove" (ustranit', ubrat', ustranenie) are used
several times by the defendants in the Moscow Trials.
Mrachkovsky goes on to say that already in 1931 this
Trotskyite group openly discussed the question of
terrorism.
I. N. Smirnov, who had visited Berlin, brought back
instructions from Trotsky, which he received through
Trotsky's son, L. Sedov, to the following effect: "Until
we put Stalin out of the way ("uberem"), we shall not
be able to come back to power."

VYSHINSKY: What do you mean by the expression:
"Until we put Stalin out of the way ("uberem")"?
MRACHKOVSKY: Until we kill ("ub'iem") Stalin. At
that very meeting, in the presence of Smirnov, myself,
Ter-Vaganyan and Safonova, I was given the task of
organizing a terrorist group, that is to say, to select
reliable people. (1936 Trial p. 41; Russian original:
Pravda, August 20, 1936, 4)
We have quoted Piatakov's and Radek's comments on the question
of "removing" Stalin in a previous chapter and will not repeat them
here.
At the 1936 trial Gol'tsman confessed to bringing "Trotsky's
personal instructions to organize terrorist acts" back to the bloc.
(1936 Trial 40) Gol'tsman testified that Trotsky had used the term
"remove Stalin,'' saying this could only be done by terrorism (i.e.
violence). A turn to "terror,'' together with the discussions
necessary to justify it in Marxist terms, at the present conjuncture,
etc., and perhaps arrangements for Gol'tsman to hear it from
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Trotsky directly, might well have occupied those several
mysterious meetings with Sedov.

The Slogan "Remove Stalin" in the Trotsky
Archive
At the January 1937 trial Karl Radek testified that, in his letter of
the spring of 1932, Trotsky had said that once "union" with the
Zinovievists had been achieved "the question of removing the
leadership" would have to be raised. This term - "remove Stalin" can be partially traced in both the Trotsky-Sedov correspondence
of late 1932 and in Astrov's confession and confrontation with
Bukharin of January 1937.
We say "partially traced" because, in reality, only excerpts - called
"vyderzhki" or "vypiski" at the top of each document - from the
correspondence on this subject remains in the Trotsky-Sedov
correspondence in the Harvard Trotsky Archive. Evidently these
excerpts - all have been retyped in a uniform manner - were
prepared by a secretary, probably Jean van Heijenoort, for possible
use at the Dewey Commission hearings in Paris, which took place
later than those in Mexico.
The full texts of these letters is not in the Archive. They have been
removed at some time. This is further evidence of what Getty
called the "purge" of the Trotsky Archive, involving incriminating
materials.
Broue outlines the discussion between Trotsky and Sedov
concerning the use of this slogan in several of his published works.
In the documents we have, Sedov appears to have been the more
ardent partisan of the slogan "remove Stalin." Trotsky agreed with
the concept but in October 1932 told Sedov that they should not
adopt it as yet, in order not to alienate other potential allies.11
Broue concedes that "we do not know which one convinced the

11

Broue, Trotsky et le bloc 20-22; Broue, "Liova le 'fiston"' 15.
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other" (Leon Sedov 81). Writing in Russian Rogovin puts quotation
marks around the phrase: "ubrat' Stalina." 12
Trotsky also says that the "allies" and the "Rightists" support the
slogan "remove Stalin." (Broue 20) This corresponds exactly to
Astrov's assertions:
... nono11<em1e He 113MeH11Trn
6y,n,eT y6paH 113 ~K»

,n,o Tex nap,

noKa CTAJH1H «He

Translated:
... "the situation will not change until Stalin is removed
(ubran) from the CC" [Bukharin in 1928]

l103yHr «y6paTb CTAJII1HA» y11<e Ha 3TOH CTa,n,1111
,n,eHTeJJbHOCTl1 opraH113a[.\1111 Bcw1ecK11 KYJJbTl1B11poBanrn
B [.\eJJOM pH,n,e BCTpe'-l 11 6ece,n, ...

Translated:
The slogan "remove (ubrat1 Stalin" was already cultivated
in every way at this stage of the organization's activity in a
whole series of meetings and conversations ... [from 1928
on]

OH no,n,Bepr pe3Kl1M Hana,n,KaM CTAJII1HA, KOTOpbIH
«ry611T CTpaHy 11 ,ll,OJJll<eH 6b!Tb BO lJTO 6b! TO Hl1 CTaJJO
11
y6paH.

Translated:
He [Bukharin in 1928] subjected Stalin to harsh attacks,
saying that he "is leading the country to ruin and must be
removed (ubran) at any cost."

12

Rogovin, 1937. Ch. 44.
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MATBEEB 3aMeTJrn, YTO rnaBHaH 3a~aYa - 3TO y6paTb
CTAJH1HA JI1D6b1M11 cpe~cTBaM11, B TOM Y11cne 11 TeppopoM.

Translated:
[In 1931] Matveev remarked that the main task is to
remove (ubrat') Stalin by any means, including by terror.

OcTaHoB11Bw11cb Ha Kpy1rneiiwei1 pon11 CTAJ111HA,
6YXAPl1H cKa3aJI, YTO CTAJ111HA KaK rnaBHYID rnny B 3TOM
PYKOBO~CTBe Heo6xo~l1MO 6y~eT BO YTO 6b! TO Hl1 CTaJIO
yCTpaHl1Tb.

Translated:
[In 1930] Speaking about Stalin's role, one of the greatest
importance, Bukharin said that it was essential to get rid of
(ustranit') Stalin at any cost, as he was the main force in
this leadership.
(Lubianka 1937-1938 23, 24, 30, 27)
Astrov repeated this in his confrontation with Bukharin two days
later:
DKOB. B rno11x 110Ka3aH11Hx Bbl roBop11Te OTHoc11TeJibHO
Toro, YTO BllepBble BO!lpoc 0 CMeHe napT11HHOro
pyKoBo~crna B pe3KOH ¢opMe, B ¢opMe y6paTb CTaJI11Ha
B03Hl1K Ha coBell\aH1111 B 1928 ro~y Ha ~aYe B 3y6anoBe,
r~e
11p11cyTcTBOBan11
6yxap11H,
Cne11KOB
11
Bbl.
CTO~TBep>K~aeTe Bbl 3Tl1 llOKa3aHl1H7
ACTPOB. ,ll;a .... 3aTeM 6yxap11H cKa3aJI, YTO 11ono>1<eH11e He
113MeH11Trn, ecn11 CTamrn He 6y~eT y6paH.13

13

"' ...

Ni razu ne govorilos" otnosiltel'no terrora.' Stenogramma ochnoi stavki N.I.
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Translated:
EZHOV: In your confessions you say that the question of
replacing the Party leadership in its sharpest form, in the
form "remove (ubrat') Stalin," arose for the first time at a
meeting in 1928 in the dacha in Zubalovo, where Bukharin,
Slepkov, and you were present. Do you confirm this?
ASTROV: Yes .... Then Bukharin said that the situation will
not change if Stalin is not removed (ubran) ..
Astrov did say that in 1928 "most Rightists" did not understand
the word "remove" as meaning "kill."
DKOB.

lJTo

TOrAa

HMenocb

B

BHAY

TIOA

TepMHHOM

y6paTb?**
ACTPOB. Ha 3TOM 3Tane, BO BrnKOM cnyYae, KaK H noH11MaJ1,
11

AYMalO,

'ITO

6oJJblllHHCTBO

npaBbIX

TaK

noH11MaJ111,

TeppopHCTH'leCKHH aKT TIOA 3THM He TIOApa3yMeBaJJrn.

(90)

Translated:
EZHOV: What was meant at that time by the term "remove"
(ubrat')?
ASTROV: At this state, at any rate as I understood it, I think
that the majority of the Rights understood it not as an act
of terrorism.

Eyxap11H CKa3aJJ, 'ITO CTaJJHH CBOHM pyKoBOACTBOM ry611T
CTpaHy 11 TI03TOMY AOJJ)KeH 6bITb ycTpaHeH.
E)KOB. CTOApa3yMeBaJJOCb JIH TOrAa
HY)KHO

6onee

KOHKpeTHO, 'ITO

CAenaTb?

ACTPOB. HeT eli\e.

(91)

Bukharina s V.N. Astrovym v Politburo TsK VKP(b) 13 ianvaria 1937 g." lstochnik
No. 2, 2001, 99.
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Translated:
Bukharin said that Stalin, by his leadership, is ruining the
country and therefore must be gotten rid of (ustranen).
EZHOV: Was this understood at that time more concretely,
as to what should be done?
ASTROV: Not yet.
This too corresponds with the excerpts from the Trotsky Archive.
It does seem that, at first, Trotsky may not have wished the slogan
"remove Stalin" to mean assassination. Of course, Trotsky may
well have been lying on this point, as he did on so many others.
Also, we have only "excerpts" from the Trotsky-Sedov
correspondence concerning the slogan "Remove Stalin." It is
always possible that the aim of assassination was contained in
other correspondence. The full correspondence, and even the full
texts of the letters excerpted, is no longer in the Trotsky Archive.
These items were among the materials "purged."
In a report published in the book Politbiuro i Lev Trotskii. Tom 2,
NKVD chief Jagoda stated that a letter from Trotsky seized in the
USSR revealed the "unexpected" discovery that in 1931 Trotsky
did not endorse the slogan "Remove Stalin." This corresponds with
the materials in the Trotsky archive identified by Braue and also
with Astrov's testimony that "terror" was not decided on until
1932. (PiLT 2, 37) Its existence is good evidence that in 1931 the
GPU was looking for the truth, not trying to "frame" Trotsky. We
will discuss this valuable collection of materials in volume two.
Astrov said that Bukharin repeated this to him privately when they
were together on a hunting trip in 1931or1932:
5I rroMHID, '-!TO Mb! rosop11n11 o pon11 CTaJ111Ha B napT1111.
6yxap11H cKa3aJJ, '-!TO c TO'-IKl1 3pemrn npaBbIX Heo6xo~11Mo
y6paTb CTaJ111Ha. (92)

Translated:
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I recall that we were talking about Stalin's role in the Party.
Bukharin said that from the point of view of the Rightists it
was essential to remove (ubrat') Stalin.
Bukharin at a meeting of his supporters in 1930 or 1931:
EyxapHH

cKa3aJJ,
lJTO
CTaJJHHa,
KaK
rnaBHY!O
rnJJy B riapTHHHOM pyKoBo~cTBe, B
ripOL(ecce 3TOH 6opb6b! ripH~eTCH yCTpaHHTb. (94)

pyKoBO~Hll\YIO

Translated:
Bukharin said that Stalin, as the main leading force in the
Party leadership, must be gotten rid of (ustranit') in the
process of this struggle.
There are a number of striking correspondences between
documents in the Harvard Trotsky Archive, on the one hand, and
Astrov's and Radek's testimony on the other. The chief difference
we wish to consider now is the question of assassination - in
Russian, "individual terror" or just "terror."
Both Radek and Astrov claim that Trotsky (Radek) and the
Trotskyists, like the Rights with whom they were in a bloc
(Astrov), supported "terror." In their public statements Trotsky
and Sedov strongly and consistently denied the accusation that
they advocated terror and argued that it was inconsistent with
Marxism. There is no indication in the Trotsky Archive documents
that Trotsky or Sedov urged their followers or the bloc generally
to kill Stalin or others.
Braue regards this as definitive. But why? Getty discovered that
the Trotsky Archive at Harvard has been purged. As we argue in
the present essay, it is most likely that the materials removed were
considered incriminating by those who removed them. Trotsky's
and Sedov's lies and falsifications, which we also discuss
elsewhere in the present essay, suggest that they were anxious to
keep some of their actions hidden. If they were advocating that
Stalin and other Soviet leaders associated with him be murdered it
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is logical that Trotsky and Sedov would have wanted to deny this
fact publicly in order to keep it secret.
In the next chapter we examine Broue's attempt at what can only
be called a cover-up, an attempt to conceal from his readers
Getty s important discoveries. The obvious motive for this coverup is to leave unchallenged the notion that the bloc ended shortly
after it had begun and consequently that Trotsky could not have
instructed his followers to resort to ''terror'' against the Stalin
leadership, as alleged in the Moscow Trials.
1

Chapter 6. Non-Soviet Evidence - The
Trotsky Archive Purged
Pierre Broue's cover-up
When he wrote his biography of Trotsky Braue knew and cited
Getty's research on the Harvard Trotsky Archive. 1 He refers to it
as follows:
On pourrait faire Jes memes remarques a propos du bloc
des oppositions de 1932 que d'autres chercheurs ant
apen;:u sans le reconnaitre, faute d'un outil chronologique
suffisant au du fait de prejuges solides et d'idees
precorn;:ues. Comment expliquer la difficulte a donner a
cette decouverte la publicite qu'elle meritait? Le premier
echo a !'article de 1980 OU je mentionnais le bloc et
reproduisais Jes documents qui I'attestent 20 est de
l'Americain Arch J. Getty et date de 1985. 21
Translation:
One could make similar remarks concerning the bloc of
oppositions of 1932, which other researchers have noticed
without recognizing it for lack of a suitable chronology or
because of firm prejudices and preconceived ideas. How
else to explain the difficulty of giving this discovery the
publicity that it deserves? The first echo of the 1980 article
in which I mentioned the bloc and reproduced the
documents that attest to it 20 is by the American Arch J.
Getty [sic] and dates from 1985. 21

1
Pierre Braue. Trotsky. Paris: Fayard, 1988. Online edition at
https://www.marxists.org/francais/broue/works/1988/00/index.htm This citation at
https://www.marxists.org/francais/broue/works/1988/00/PB_tky _48.htm, note 21.
(Broue Trotsky)
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Brow~'s note 20 is to his own 1980 article. His note 21 that follows
only a few words later reads:

"]. Arch Getty, Origins of the Great Purge. The Soviet
Communist Party Reconsidered. Cambridge, Ma., 1985, pp.
119 & 245, n. 24."
Getty's note 24 again cites Broue's 1980 article.
But Broue does not cite Getty's note 20, the one that documents
the purging of letters from Trotsky's archive. In his book at note 20
Getty's statement is definite, conclusive - the archive has indeed
been purged. 2 Broue also ignores the second of the striking
discoveries in Getty's article: the certified mail receipts that prove
Trotsky was in touch with at least Radek, Sokol'nikov, and
Preobrazhenskii. Broue does not challenge Getty's conclusion that
the archives opened in 1980 had been purged. Instead he ignores
it, together with the certified mail receipts which are the evidence
for it.
It is obvious that Broue "covered up" - deliberate concealed - from
his readers the fact that the archive was purged and the evidence
that proves it. The purging of the archive is as significant a
discovery as was the proof that a bloc had really existed.
Why did Broue cover up such an important discovery? Perhaps
because the fact that the archive was purged would invalidate
Broue's central conclusion: that the bloc was "ephemeral," that it
had collapsed almost immediately, that it had led to nothing. It
would also leave open the possibility that Trotsky had indeed
plotted "terror" against Stalin and other Soviet leaders and had
collaborated with Germany and Japan.
Only if the archive had not been purged could Broue submit the
lack of further references to the bloc as evidence that the bloc did

2

See Chapter Four above for the text of Getty's notes.
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indeed collapse. Getty's discovery that the archive had been
purged removes the basis for Brow~'s notion that the bloc had
ceased to function soon after it had been formed.
This, therefore, is the likely reason for Broue's cover-up. The
pretense that the archive had not been purged was necessary for
Braue to preserve his belief that the charges in the first and
subsequent Moscow trials were fabrications. For Braue to admit
that the archive had been purged would entail the corollary that
the bloc might well have continued but that evidence of its
continuation had been among the purged materials.
If the bloc had continued, the possibility would exist that it could
have had terrorist aims. If Trotsky's archive was purged, the
possibility would exist that Trotsky had been in contact with his
Soviet followers after 1932 and been advocating "terror," as the
Trotskyists in the Moscow trials confessed. The dominant
Trotskyist-anticommunist paradigm of Stalin would be seriously
crippled.

Vadim Rogovin's account
In his own discussion of the bloc Vadim Rogovin cites Broue's
work. Like Braue Rogovin ignores Getty's discoveries of Trotsky's
missing letters to Radek, Sokol'nikov and others and of the purging
of the archive. Rogovin does not explicitly take up the question of
whether the bloc lasted after 1932. But he does refer to the bloc as
"the 1932 bloc," thus tacitly accepting Broue's contention that the
bloc did not survive.
In a lecture he delivered in May 1996 Rogovin stated:
Although many members of these opposition tendencies
were arrested at the end of 1932 and in early 1933, not a
single one of them gave information about the formation of
this single united anti-Stalinist bloc. Only in 1935 and
1936, when a new wave of arrests followed the murder of
Kirov in December of 1934 and many people were
subjected to the worst tortures, did the secret police, the
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GPU, find out about the existence of the united bloc from
1932. This was one of the main factors which drove Stalin
to unleash the Great Terror. 3
In his book 1937 published in Moscow the same year (1996)
Rogovin elaborated this same point:
AHTHCTaJIHHCKHH 6JIOK OKOH'-laTeJibHO CJIO)f{HJICH B HIOHe
1932 ro,n;a. Cnycni: HeCKOJibKO Mernl.\eB foJibl.\MaH
nepe,n;aJI Ce,n;osy 11H¢opMal.\HIO o 6JioKe, a 3aTeM np11se3 s
MoCKBY OTBeT Tpo~Koro o cornac1111 coTpy,n;HHYaTb c
6JIOKOM.

B

OTHorneHHHX
TpOI.\KOro
11
Ce,n;osa
c
11x
e,n;HHOMbIWJieHHHKaM11 s CCCP 6bIJia OTJIH'-IHO OTJia)KeHa
KOHcnHpal.\HH. XOTH fOY BeJIO T~aTeJibHYIO CJie)f{Ky 3a
HHMH, OHO He CMOrJIO o6Hapy)f{HTb HHKaKHX BCTpe'-1,
nepenHCKH H HHbIX ¢opM HX CBH311 c COBeTCKHMH
onno3HI.\HOHepaM11. ~aJieKo He see onno3H~HOHHbie
KOHTaKTbI 6b1JI11 npocJie)f{eHbI H BHYTPH CoseTcKoro
COI03a. XoTH B KOH~e 1932 - Ha'-!aJie 1933 ro,n;a 6bIJia
ocy~eCTBJieHa cep11H apeCTOB yYaCTHHKOB HeJieraJibHbIX
orrn03HI.\110HHbIX rpyrrrr, HH O,IJ;HH H3 apeCTOBaHHbIX He
yrroMHHYJI o neperosopax no noso,n;y co3,n;aH11H 6JioKa.
003TOMY HeKOTOpbie yYaCTHHKH 3TJ1X neperosopoB
(JlOMHHa,n;3e, illal.\KHH, fOJibl.\MaH H ,n;p.) ,n;o 1935-1936
ro,n;os OCTaBaJIHCb Ha cso6o,n;e. JlHWb noCJie HOBOH BOJIHbl
apecToB, pa3sepHysw11xrn BCJie,n; 3a y6HHCTBOM Kttposa,
nocJie
,n;onpocos
H
nepe,n;onpocos
,n;ernTKOB
onn03H~HoHepos CTaJIHH noJiyYHJI HHcpopMal.\HIO o 6JioKe
1932 ro,n;a, noCJI~HBWYIO O,ll;HHM 113 rJiaBHbIX HMnyJibCOB
,ll;JIH opraHJ13a~HH BeJIHKOH '-IHCTKH. 4

3

Rogovin, "Stalin's Great Terror: Origins and Consequences.'' University of Melbourne, May
28 1996. At http://www.wsws.org/exhibits/1937 /lecturel.htm

"Rogovin, 1937. Ch. 9. At http://trst.narod.ru/rogovin/t4/ix.htm
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The anti-Stalinist bloc finally took form in June 1932. After
a few months, Goltsman passed information to Sedov
about the bloc, and then brought back to Moscow Trotsky's
reply about agreeing to collaborate with the bloc.
In relations between Trotsky and Sedov and their
cothinkers in the USSR, the conspiracy was outstandingly
maintained. Although the GPU conducted careful
surveillance of them, it was unable to uncover any
meetings, correspondence or other forms of their contact
with Soviet oppositionists. And far from all of the
opposition contacts inside the Soviet Union were tracked
down. Although there was a series of arrests of
participants in illegal opposition groups at the end of 1932
and the beginning of 1933, not a single one of those
arrested mentioned negotiations about the creation of a
bloc. For this reason several of / 64/ the participants in
these negotiations (Lominadze, Shatskin, Goltsman and
others) remained at liberty until 1935-36. Only after a new
wave of arrests following Kirov's assassination, after
interrogations and reinterrogations of dozens of
Oppositionists, did Stalin receive information about the
1932 bloc, which served as one of the main reasons for
organizing the Great Purge. 5
In his 1996 lecture Rogovin alleges that the arrestees who did
confess about the bloc's existence were tortured into doing so.
Neither Rogovin nor anyone else has ever had any evidence that
these prisoners were tortured at all, much less "subjected to the
worst tortures." And Rogovin later dropped this claim.
This is not only a lie. It is a "tell" - a sign that Rogovin was
dishonest, not above fabricating falsehoods when he needed to do
so. But why did he feel that he needed to do so in this case?

5

Rogovin, 1937. Ch. 9. At http://trst.narod.ru/rogovin/t4/ix.htm (Rogovin 1937); Rogovin.
1937. Stalin's Year of Terror. Translated by Frederick Choate. Oak Park, MI: Mehring Books,
1998, 63-64.
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Perhaps because the defendants in the Moscow Trial confessed to
something truthful, something Rogovin could not deny: the
existence of the bloc. To preserve his belief that the rest of the
defendants' confessions were false Rogovin felt impelled to posit
that they had been tortured.
But let us consider the logic of this specific falsehood of Rogovin's.
It is particularly revealing. Rogovin falsely assumed that the NKVD
had tortured the prisoners - and then the prisoners had told the
truth! In fact we have no evidence that the prisoners were
tortured. But even if they had been tortured, they revealed
something truthful - the existence of the bloc. That would logically
suggest that (a) the NKVD was attempting not to fabricate false
stories, but to discover the truth; and therefore (b) other parts of
the confessions made by these prisoners, including Moscow Trial
defendants, were also true.
Perhaps Rogovin belatedly realized the logic of his lie about
torture. That would explain why he omitted the claim about
torture in the account in his book, where he only mentions
"interrogations and reinterrogations." His lie about torture
contradicted his central thesis that the defendants had lied about
Trotsky's conspiracy.
In reality Rogovin had no evidence whatever that the defendants
had been tortured. Nor did he have any evidence that the rest of
what they confessed - Trotsky's involvement in conspiracies to
murder Kirov and other Soviet leaders - was false. Like Braue,
Rogovin seems to have thought it unacceptable to admit the
possibility that Trotsky had been plotting these murders, and
therefore that the testimony to that effect by the Moscow Trial
defendants was true. This must have been a very important value
to these two Trotskyite researchers for them to have recourse to
such blatant falsifications and illogicalities.
Despite some minor differences Rogovin's overall analysis is the
same as Broue's. Both claim the Moscow Trials were an
"amalgam": not pure fiction, but 90% falsehoods combined with
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10% truth. Neither has any evidence - none whatever - to support
the "90% falsehood" part of their assertion. The "10% true" is
taken from the title of the tenth chapter of Rogovin's book 1937.
Stalin's Year of Terror: "Ten Percent of the Truth, or What Really
Happened." Rogovin took it from a statement by A.N. Safonova, the
former wife of I.N. Smirnov, who in 1956 told Khrushchev's KGB
and Procuracy that her confessions and those of Mrachkovskii,
Zinoviev, Kamenev, Evdokimov, and Ter-Vaganian "to the degree
of 90% did not reflect reality." 6
Neither Broue nor Rogovin considers the possibility, even
theoretically, that Trotsky may have been lying when he claimed
he did not instruct his followers to engage in "terror." But why
not? After all, both Broue and Rogovin admit that Trotsky and
Sedov lied about the bloc and about Gaven. Both ignore Getty's
discovery that Trotsky lied about being in contact with Radek and
others, though they certainly knew about it.
Both Broue and Rogovin excuse Trotsky's recourse to falsehood as
a necessity imposed by the need to act in a conspiratorial manner.
However, if Trotsky had in fact instructed his Soviet followers to
engage in "terror" and sabotage, he would certainly have denied it.
After all, he denied much less serious accusations such as the
formation of the "bloc" and his correspondence with Radek and
others. Here as elsewhere, then, the fact that Trotsky denied
advocating "terror" means nothing.
There are no rational grounds to reject out of hand the hypothesis
that Trotsky may have indeed advocated "individual terror" individual violence - against Stalin and his associates, as charged
in the Moscow Trials. Trotsky was well acquainted with violence.
He participated in a great deal of it during the Civil War. Trotsky
used the strongest possible language against Stalin. And we have
Zborowski's reports to his NKVD handlers. We will examine them
in a later chapter.

6

Safonova's remark is quoted in Reabi/itatsiia. Politicheskie ProtsessY, p.181.
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Broue's and Rogovin's refusal to consider this possibility can be
explained only by their strong preconceived bias in favor of
Trotsky. They both take it for granted that Trotsky would never
have done this, though they have no grounds for this assumption.
They could have even claimed that plotting to kill Stalin was the
right thing to do, as van Heijenoort stated to his biographer Anita
Burdman Feferman.
We can't be certain why Broue and Rogovin found admitting this
possibility so distasteful that they were willing to lie in order to
avoid it. Whatever the reason, though, Broue and Rogovin are not
alone. Virtually every mainstream anticommunist historian
assumes, without evidence, of any kind, that the defendants at the
Moscow Trials, Trotsky and Sedov included, were innocent.
Trotsky's innocence of any conspiracy to use "terror" is a
constituent part of the "anti-Stalin paradigm" of Soviet history the paradigm that Trotsky did much to inaugurate but that did not
achieve widespread acceptance until Nikita Khrushchev's "Secret
Speech" at the ZOth Party Congress in February 1956.

The Purge of the Harvard Trotsky Archive
Getty discovered that the Harvard Trotsky Archive has been
purged. But who did the purging?
There are only four persons who could possibly have purged the
Trotsky archive. One is Trotsky himself. This can't be completely
ruled out. But Jean van Heijenoort, who managed the Trotsky
archive in the 1930s, prepared it for shipment to Harvard, and
then oversaw the cataloguing of the entire archive, does not
mention that Trotsky was involved in the archive. As far as we
know he relied on his secretaries to manage his archive for him.
This hypothesis also fails to explain Deutscher's and van
Heijenoort's silence about what we know had remained in the
archive - a matter we discuss below.
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Natalia Sedova
Trotsky's widow Natalia Sedova had access to the Harvard Trotsky
Archive. In 1959 she gave Isaac Deutscher access to what was then
referred to as the "closed archive." But Sedova spent no time at
Harvard. She lived the last years of her life in Mexico and in Paris.
Van Heijenoort testified that she did not use the archive in
connection with her work with Victor Serge on a biography of her
husband, of which he writes:
Long passages printed between quotation marks were
written or dictated by Natalia Sedova. They contain
valuable information but ... she did not have the
opportunity of using the archives in order to refresh
her memory. Hence these texts contain inaccuracies,
in particular glaring errors of chronology. (WTIE p.
151)
In a previous article I wrote:
Trotsky's wife also had access. But at least one very
personal letter of Trotsky's to his wife remains in the
archives - something that his wife might be expected
to have removed. (Furr, Evidence 38 at note 35)
It is unlikely that Sedova purged the archive.

Deutscher and van Heijenoort
Both Deutscher and van Heijenoort omit any mention of the
materials found by Getty and Braue, such as the existence of the
bloc of oppositionists; Sedov's and Trotsky's discussion and
approval of it; Trotsky's correspondence with Radek, Sokol'nikov,
and others whom he denied having any contact with; etc.
Obviously the materials found in the archive in the early 1980s
must have been there when van Heijenoort worked with the
archive over many years and when Deutscher used it. Braue even
published the letter from van Heijenoort to Sedov of July 3, 1937,
in which the former reminds Sedov of the other two documents
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concerning the bloc: the letter from Trotsky to Sedov and another,
probably the answering letter, of Sedov to Trotsky.
One might wonder why either Deutscher or van Heijenoort would
fail to mention the materials found by Getty and Braue when they
knew that this failure would show them to be liars after January
1980, when the archive was scheduled to be opened. Deutscher
was born in 1907. He could have reasonably expected to be alive at
the age of 73 in 1980 (in fact he died in 1967, only sixty years of
age).

Isaac Deutscher
Deutscher gained access to the "closed archive" of correspondence
in 1959 in time for his research on the third volume of his trilogy
on Trotsky's life The Prophet Outcast: Trotsky, 1929-1940 (pp. x,
xii). Deutscher wrote that there was nothing surprising in the
"closed archive."
... there was little or nothing strictly confidential or
private in the political content of that correspondence.
Indeed, with much of it I had become familiar in the
nineteen-thirties - I shall presently explain in what
way - so that re-reading it in 1959 I found hardly
anything that could startle or surprise me. (xii)
Deutscher does not mention the materials documenting Trotsky's
approval of the bloc of Rights and Trotskyites. Nor does he
mention the secret letters of 1932 to Radek, Sokol'nikov,
Preobrazhensky, Kollontai and Litvinov identified by Getty from
their certified mail receipts.
How can we account for these striking omissions by Deutscher?
There are a limited number of possible explanations. It may be
that Deutscher did a quick, careless job and missed a great deal of
evidence, including the material in question. In van Heijenoort's
opinion Deutscher made many errors:
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I must also say that, at the beginning, Mr. Miehe used,
in good faith, Isaac Deutscher's book, and this book is
notoriously deficient as far as dates, places, spelling of
names and so on, are concerned. 7
In his memoir van Heijenoort gives almost two pages of
corrections to Deutscher's account (153-155). He attempts to
explain Deutscher's errors in the following way:
My impression is that Deutscher worked hurriedly in
the archives, more like a reporter who grabs any
information than a historian who sifts the documents.
(WTIE 154)
We may also attribute Deutscher's omissions to his strong proTrotsky bias. His biography often lapses into hero-worship. He
seldom draws upon historical sources - for example, on
contemporary newspaper and magazine accounts - other than
Trotsky's own writings and papers. Nor does Deutscher note
contradictions in Trotsky's own writings and statements of the
kind we and Holmstrom have pointed out.
A work of history like this in any other field would have long ago
been dismissed as shoddy, incompetent, and unreliable. But in the
topsy-turvy world of Soviet history, where books are too often
judged according to whether they have reached acceptably
anticommunist and anti-Stalin conclusions rather than on the
merits of their scholarship, Deutscher's biography has always
enjoyed a respect that is entirely unmerited.
Deutscher's pro-Trotsky bias could coexist easily with a rushed
and slipshod approach. The work of a researcher in a hurry would
be guided by the biases he already possessed. Although it may
have been Deutscher who purged the Trotsky archive, it is also
possible that Deutscher did not study the archive thoroughly. His
7

Van Heijenoort, ). "The Histo1y of Trotsky's Papers." Harvard library Bulletin July 1980,
296. (van Heijenoort 1980) Patrick Miehe catalogued the papers for Harvard Library.
(Feferman 297)
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omissions may have been due to hasty and careless work rather
than, or in addition to, deliberate suppression.

Jean van Heijenoort
Van Heijenoort was Trotsky's secretary longer than anyone else.
He was in charge of putting together the Trotsky archive, including
the "closed archive." He too omitted any mention of Trotsky's
letters to Opposition figures or the purging of this archive as noted
by Getty, or the evidence of the bloc that both Broue and Getty
examined.
The most detailed account of the Trotsky Archive is chapter
fourteen of Feferman's 1993 book. Feferman took most of the
information for her book from interviews with van Heijenoort
himself. But in this chapter she also cites independent sources, so
we can be sure van Heijenoort did in fact know the archive,
including the "closed archive," extremely well - better than
anybody else, Trotsky included. Van Heijenoort himself had
written some of the materials in it. He had gone through
everything many times: probably multiple times when he was
Trotsky's secretary from 1932 to 1939, again when he put the TA
together for shipment to Harvard in 1939 (290), again during
several trips to Harvard beginning in 1940 (291). He went through
it yet again "in the early 1950s" (291) "to organize it, to catalogue
it, and to make its contents accessible" (292).
There was no one who knew more about the archives
or their creator than he, no one who had the proximity
and, at the same time, the neutrality ... As for the
archive itself, as in all things, he had an intense desire
to be exact, to correct the mistakes others had made,
and to insure that the record was as complete as
possible. (292-3)
Feferman doesn't tell us what she meant by van Heijenoort's
"neutrality." She rather naively depicts him as both non-political
and as a far-Rightist who nevertheless retained a great deal of
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regard for Trotsky. Perhaps these views appeared to Feferman to
cancel each other out and leave "neutrality"? Whatever Feferman
may have believed, van Heijenoort was anything but objective in
his handling of the Trotsky archive.
Feferman quotes the words of Douglas Bryant, head of Harvard
libraries, spoken at a memorial gathering for van Heijenoort at
Harvard in April 1986. Bryant had begun his career at Harvard
working on the Trotsky archive. According to Bryant,
"He [van Heijenoort] alone organized and directed the
immense job of cataloguing the vast and complex
archive of Leon Trotsky which Harvard had acquired
in two parts." (294)
Van Heijenoort published his memoir, With Trotsky in Exile
(WTIE), in 1978 and his essay on the archive in the Harvard
library Bulletin in 1980. Thus he wrote about the archive on the
threshold of its being made public, and again when it opened.
In his 1978 memoir van Heijenoort wrote of the preparation for
the Dewey Commission, in the course of which he once again went
through the whole of Trotsky's archive,
Needless to say, in all this work [in searching the
archives and preparing materials for the Commission
hearings - GF], there was nothing falsified, nothing
hidden, no thumb pressed upon the scales. (WTIE 109)
In a talk delivered on the occasion of the opening of the archive
van Heijenoort said:
Finally, I want to speak on the significance of the
correspondence, that is, of the part of the archives that
has just been opened. One should not expect startling
revelations on the political plane. Trotsky was not a
man to have two sets of ideas, one presented in his
published writings and one reserved for his private
letters. The continuity on the political plane between
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the published writings and the correspondence will be
apparent to all. There is no contradiction. (Van
Heijenoort 1980, 297)
We know today that this is not true at all, for we have van
Heijenoort's letter to Sedov in which he discusses the bloc of 1932
and states that he will not submit it to the Paris session of the
Dewey Commission hearings (Broue 1980 34-5). In that letter van
Heijenoort refers to the other two letters, also reproduced by
Broue, in which Trotsky discusses the bloc. As the person who
prepared the TA van Heijenoort must have also known the letters
to Soviet Oppositionists whose certified mail receipts Getty found
and about which Broue remained silent. We also know that van
Heijenoort copied excerpts from letters between Trotsky and
Sedov. But the full texts of those letters is not in the TA. Van
Heijenoort must have known that too.
Therefore van Heijenoort lied in his memoir. He knew that very
important materials were withheld from the Dewey Commission.
Contrary to what van Heijenoort wrote in 1978 and said in 1980,
Trotsky did indeed publicly deny what he was doing in private. He
did indeed have "two sets of ideas, one ... in his published writings
and one reserved for his private letters." Van Heijenoort knew this.
He chose to deliberately mislead his readers.
Let us consider van Heijenoort's claim of 1980: "One should not
expect startling revelations on the political plane." How could he
have made this statement when the doors to the formerly "closed
archive" had been thrown open and it would be subject to the
closest scrutiny? We cannot attribute it to a superficial, careless, or
hurried acquaintance with the archive, as van Heijenoort himself
assumed of Deutscher. Van Heijenoort could have made these
statements only if he had first assured himself that the horde of
students about to scrutinize the newly-opened archive would not
immediately prove him a liar.
The most likely explanation may be that van Heijenoort assumed
the second sentence was literally true. Those who would consult
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the TA "should not expect startling revelations" because van
Heijenoort was certain that those revelations were no longer there
- because he himself had taken them out. Getty discovered that
someone had purged the Trotsky Archive. That person must have
been Jean van Heijenoort.
It may be objected that this conclusion assumes van Heijenoort did
not do a "perfect job." Obviously whoever did the purging did not
do it perfectly - or we would have no evidence internal to the
archive itself that it had been purged. Despite an attention to detail
for which he was evidently well-known van Heijenoort failed to
find and destroy all the traces of his expurgations.
It is conceivable that Isaac Deutscher confiscated some materials
while working on the last volume of his trilogy. I consider this
unlikely for the reasons I examined above. Moreover, Deutscher
could simply not have done so without van Heijenoort's collusion
since van Heijenoort might well have noted that some documents
were missing. Most likely Deutscher did no more than fail to
mention anything that conflicted with Trotsky's own published
accounts and with his own romanticized vision of a heroic, tragic
Trotsky. Therefore, the overwhelming likelihood is that the
"purger" of the Trotsky archive was van Heijenoort. If Deutscher
were involved in the purging van Heijenoort was a party to it as
well.
Van Heijenoort had an additional motive, one shared by no other
person, for purging the Trotsky archive of incriminating materials.
For if Trotsky's deceptions came to light, Trotsky's would not be
the only reputation adversely affected. Van Heijenoort had known
Trotsky's archive at the time it was being formed more closely
than anyone else. He had prepared it for shipment and then gone
through it again and again. Of all living persons only van
Heijenoort would be called upon to account for any of Trotsky's
secret deceptions, should they come to light.

Chapter 7. Non-Soviet - Soviet Evidence Frinovsky, Liushkov, Mastny
The commission of the Central Committee set up by Mikhail
Gorbachev to study and, in essence, to find evidence that Bukharin
had been unjustly convicted at his trial in 1938 was unable to find
any such evidence at all. The proceedings of this commission
published in 2004 show the commission members' consternation
at this failure.
The result was that the decree (Postanovlenie) of the Plenum of the
Soviet Supreme Court which was issued on February 4, 1988, and
which declared that Bukharin had been forced to make a false
confession was never published and remains secret in Russia to
this day. Its text, only recently discovered, shows that the central
piece of evidence of Bukharin's innocence cited in it is, in fact, a
deliberate falsification. 1
In it the confession-statement of Mikhail Frinovsky, a document
that provides strong evidence of the guilt of Bukharin and other
defendants in the First and Third Moscow Trials, was deliberately
misquoted so it could be employed as evidence that Bukharin was
innocent. 2 In fact Gorbachev's experts could find no evidence
whatever to support their theory that Bukharin was innocent.

1
Vladimir L. Bobrov and I have prepared an edition of this document and an accompanying
article as Chapter Two in our book 1937. Pravosudie Stalina. Obzhalovania ne podlezhit!
Moscow: Eksmo, 2010. Glava 2. '"Reabilitatsionnoe" moshenichestvo, 64-84.
2 Frinovsky's confession-statement was published in early 2006 and is available on the web
at https://msuweb.montclair.edu/ -furrg/research/frinovskyru.html . I have put an
English translation of it on the web here
https://msuweb.montclair.edu/-furrg/research/frinovskyeng.html Both Russian and
English web versions have the full bibliographical information of the original publication.
For Frinovsky's statement of Bukharin's guilt see pp. 40, 42, 47-8, or just search for the
word "Bukharin" («EyxapHH»).
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We now have a number of statements from other high-ranking
conspirators who implicate Zinoviev and Kamenev in their own
confessions.
For instance, Mikhail Frinovsky stated:
Bo BpeMH npol.\ecca 3l1HOBbEBA, KAMEHEBA 11 ,L\pyrnx,
KOr,[\a 6bIJIO ony6Jil1KOB3HO B neciaT11 0 6YXAPI1HE, nepe,L\
KOH!.\OM npol.\ecca, EB~OKI1MOB 6bIJI B MoCKBe. OH ocieHb
BOJIHOBaJICH 11, B pa3roBope co MHOM, r0Bop11JI: «YepT ero
3HaeT, KaK y,[\acTrn BbIKPYTl1TbCH 113 scero 3TOro ,[\eJia.
H11KaK He ITOH11M3!0 }ffO~Y, '-!TO OH TaM ,[\eJiaeT, 3acieM
pacw11pHeT Kpyr JIJO,L\el'i ,L\JIH penpecrnl'i, 11Jil1 y 3Tl1X
ITO,L\)!{11JIKl1 CJia6bI BbI,L\3JOT. Ho MO)!{HO 6bIJIO 6b1
ITOCT3Bl1Tb T3Kl1M o6pa30M XO,[\ CJie,[\CTBl1H, LIT06bi
srnciecK11 06e3onac11Tb ce6H».

Translated:
At the time of the trial of Zinoviev, Kamenev and
others, when the testimony about Bukharin was
published in the press, Evdokimov was in Moscow. He
became very upset and in a conversation with me, said:
"The devil only knows how he [Iagoda] will be able to
extract himself from this whole affair. I just don't
understand lagoda at all, what he is doing, why he is
broadening the circle of persons for repression, or
maybe the nerves of these people are weak - they will
give out. But it could have been possible to direct the
course of the investigation in such a manner as to
leave oneself safe in any case." (41)

Zinoviev and Kamenev
Zinoviev and Kamenev knew about NKVD Commissar Iagoda's
involvement in the conspiracy of Rightists but did not reveal that
fact before or at their August 1936 trial. We know this now
because in 1997 eight pretrial interrogations of Iagoda were
published in Russia in the provincial city of Kazan' in a tiny press
run of only 200 copies. In 2004 a semi-official volume of
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documents co-published by Yale University and the Aleksandr N.
Iakovlev Fund also published one of these interrogations, making
it clear that they are genuine.
Jagoda rushed Kamenev and Zinoviev to execution before they
could expose yet more of the conspiracy. From other similar
events Stalin concluded that the Oppositionists had an agreement
to kill any of their number who named names. Stalin concluded
that the unsupported word of a former Oppositionist should no
longer be accepted at face value. We have reproduced Iagoda's and
Stalin's statements in other chapters of the present study. 3 Like
Bukharin Jagoda certainly knew about Ezhov's participation in the
conspiracy as well, and like Bukharin he did not tell "the whole
truth" at his trial. 4

Rehabilitation Documents of Bukharin
The decree of the Plenum of the Soviet Supreme Court of February
4 1988 by which Bukharin and other defendants in the March
1938 Moscow Trial were "rehabilitated" is still secret in Russia.
Only very short fragments of it have been published.
Some years ago I discovered a copy of the original Rehabilitation
Decree in the Volkogonov Archives, on microfilm at the Library of
Congress. 5 It bears the title "Decree of the Plenum of the Supreme
Court of the USSR of 4 February 1988." 6

3

For Stalin's remarks online see
http://msuweb.montclair.edu/-furrg/research/stalinonoppsvi 11995.html
4
This is confirmed both in lagoda's confessions in the 1997 volume Genrikh Jagoda. Narkom
vnutrennikhdel SSSR, General'niy komissar gosudarstvennoi bezopasnosti. Sbomik
dokumentov. Kazan', 1997, and in the April 11, 1939 confession-statement by Ezhov's righthand man Mikhail Frinovsky, a translation of which may be consulted at
http://msuweb.montclair.edu/-furrg/ research/ frinovskyeng.html
5 General Dmitri Volkogonov was given unprecedented access by Mikhail Gorbachev to
official, secret archives of the Soviet period. With their aid he wrote highly tendentious
works including biographies of Lenin, Stalin, and Trotsky. Volkogonov photocopied
thousands of pages of documents, and somehow many or all of them were transmitted to
Western libraries, including the Library of Congress. For a brief summary ofVolkogonov's
career and his relationship with politics and archives, see Amy Knight, "U.S. POWs and
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The Rehabilitation Decree quotes the statement-confession made
by Mikhail Frinovsky, Deputy Commissar of Internal Affairs under
Nikolai Ezhov. Together with Ezhov and other of his men
Frinovsky was arrested for massive fraudulent repressions and
murders, and was tried and executed with Ezhov on these charges
in February 1940.
Frinovsky's statement was first published in early 2006. We can
now see that the Soviet Supreme Court's Rehabilitation Decree
falsifies what Frinovsky wrote.
The Rehabilitation Decree reads:
According to Frinovsky's confessions Ezhov talked
with Bukharin, Rykov, Bulanov and others of the
accused several times; he assured each of them that

the court would preserve their lives if they
confessed their guilt. (Postanovlenie 1988, 6)
This is a lie. Frinovsky did not say this at all. Instead he confirmed
the guilt of Bukharin and Rykov as participants in a Right
conspiracy, while also confirming that Ezhov and he himself were
also involved in a similar and related conspiracy.
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eJJl1KO B03MO)KH0, coxpaHHTb 11paBb!e KaApb!.

Russian Archives," Perspective Volume IX, Number 3 (January - February 1998), at
http:/ /www.bu.edu/iscip /vol9 /Knight.html
"Postanovlenie Plenuma Verkhovnogo Suda SSSR OT 4 fevralia 1988 g." Volkogonov
Archives, Library of Congress, Washington DC.
6
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Translated:
Before the arrests of BUKHARIN and RYKOV, speaking
frankly with me EZHOV began to talk about his plans
for Chekist [= NKVD, GF] work in connection with the
situation that was taking shape and the imminent

arrests of BUKHARIN and RYKOV. EZHOV said that
this would be a serious loss for the Rights. After
this, whether we like it or not, by direction of the
Central Committee there might be undertaken
large-scale measures concerning the Rightist
cadres, and that in connection with them his and
my fundamental task was to guide the
investigations in such a matter that, to the extent
possible, the Rightist cadre would be preserved
safe. (Lubianka 3 42)
Frinovsky discussed the "preparation" for the Bukharin trial a
second time in another part of his statement. Here too he made it
clear that Bukharin and the rest were guilty. There is nothing
about "preparing" the defendants to make false confessions
implicating themselves. Frinovsky said that Ezhov's falsifications
concerned keeping Ezhov's own ties with the leaders of the Rights
out of the defendants' statements at trial.
Tio,ll.rOTOBKa
npo~ecca
KPECTY!HCKoro, 5If0,l(bl

11

Pb!KOBA,
,ll.pyrnx

EYXAPY!HA,

AKTl1BHO yt.1acTBYH B cne,n;cTB1111 B006ll.\e, DKOB OT
no,n;roTOBKl1 3Toro npol.\ecca caMoyCTpaH11JJCH. ITepe,n;
npol.\eCCOM COCTOHJJl1Cb Ot.!Hble CTaBKl1 apeCTOBaHHblX,
,n;onpocb1, yTot.1HeH11H, Ha KOTOpbIX DKOB He yt.1aCTsosan.
4onro fOBOp11JJ OH c 5IrOtJ,Ot1, 11 pa3roBop 3TOT KaCaJJCH,
rnaBHbIM o6pa30M, y6e)!{,n;eHl15I 5Ir0j],bl B TOM, t.!TO ero He
pacCTpenHIOT.
E)f{OB HeCKOJJbKO pa3 6ece,n;oBaJJ c 6YXAPl1Hb!M 11
Pb!KO BblM 11 TO)!{e B nopH,n;Ke 11x ycnoKoeH11H 3aBepHJJ,
t.!TO 11X HH B KOeM CJJyt.1ae He pacCTpeJJH!OT.
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Pa3 DKOB 6ece!'l,OBaJI c 6YJlAHOBblM, np11<1eM 6ece!'l,y
Ha<iaJI B np11cyTCTBl1l1 CJie!'l,OBaTeJl5J 11 MeHH, a KOH<il1JI
6ece!'l,y Oi'J,11H Ha Oi'J,HH, nonpoCHB Hae BblHTl1.
CTp11<1eM 6Y JlAHOB Ha<iaJI pa3roBOp B 3TOT MOMeHT 06
OTpaBneH1111 DKOBA. 0 <ieM 6hIJI pa3roBop, E:>KOB MHe He
CK333JI. Kor!'l,a OH nonpOCHJI 3aHTl1 BHOBb, TO roBop11n:
«,Aep)K11Cb xopowo Ha npol\ecce - 6y!'l,y npornTh, <1T06h1
Te6H He pacCTpeJI11BaJI11." CToCJie npol\ecca E:>KOB Bcer!'l,a
BbICKa3bIBaJI co)KaJieH11e o 6YJlAHOBE. Bo BpeMH )Ke
pacCTpeJia E)f{O B npe!'l,JIO)Kl1JI 6YJlAH 0 BA paccTpeJIHTb
nepBbIM 11 B noMell\eH11e, r!'l,e pacCTpeJI11BaJ111, caM He
BOWeJI.
6e3ycJIOBHO, TyT E:>KO Bb!M pyKOBO!'l,11Jia Heo6xo!'l,11MocTb
np11Kpb!Tl15l CBOl1X CBH3ei1 c apeCTOB3HHbIMl1 J111!'l,epaM11
npaBbIX, 11i'l.Yll\11Ml1 Ha rJiaCHbIH npOl.\eCC.

Translated:
The preparation of the trial of RYKOV, BUKHARIN,
KRESTINSKY, IAGO DA, and others
Actively taking part in the investigation generally,
EZHOV kept his distance from the preparation of the
trial. Before the trial there occurred the face-to-face
confrontations of the arrestees, the elaboration of
details, in which EZHOV did not take part. He spoke
with IAGODA for a long time and this conversation
concerned, in the main, assurances to IAGODA that he
would not be shot.
EZHOV spoke several times with BUKHARIN and
RYKOV and also in the course of calming them assured
them that under no circumstances would they be shot.
Once EZHOV had a conversation with BULANOV, and
he began the conversation in the presence of the
investigator and myself, and ended the conversation
one on one, having asked us to leave.
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On that occasion BULANOV at that moment began
talking about the poisoning of EZHOV. EZHOV did not
tell me what the conversation was about. When he
asked us to come in again, he was saying: "Conduct
yourself well at trial - I will ask that you not be shot."
After the trial EZHOV always expressed regret about
BULANOV. At the time of the execution itself EZHOV
proposed that BULANOV be shot first, and did not
himself enter the building where the executions were
taking place.
Without question, here EZHOV was moved by the
necessity of covering up his own relations with the
arrested leaders of the Rights who were undergoing
the public trial. (Lubianka 1939-1946, 4 7- 48.)
The Rehabilitation Decree falsifies the contents of Frinovsky's
statement by giving it the opposite meaning from that it really
bears. Frinovsky confirmed the existence of a conspiracy of Rights,
his and Ezhov's participation in it, Bukharin's participation in it as
well, and therefore Bukharin's guilt.
Had the Soviet Prosecutor and Supreme Court found any evidence
to impugn Bukharin's confessions they would surely have cited it.
Instead, in the interest of their purposes - to make a case that
Bukharin and the other defendants at the Third Moscow Trial
were innocent - they were forced to have recourse to falsifying
Frinovsky's statement, a document that was still secret at that
time. Then they kept the Rehabilitation Decree itself secret, as it
still officially is in Russia.
The Commission had access to 276 volumes of the investigative
files on Bukharin. (RKEB 3 33) The fact that this blue-ribbon
commission, with all of the archives at its disposal, could find no
evidence to exculpate Bukharin or cast doubt upon his confession
is itself the strongest evidence we are likely to ever have - that is,
that no such evidence exists.
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The following correspondences assure us that the document in
question from the Volkogonov Archives, hereafter called the
Rehabilitation Decree, is in fact the genuine text of the Supreme
Court decree rehabilitating Bukharin.
*The header of the first, and end of the last, pages of this same
document are photographically reproduced in Izvestia TsK KPSS 1,
1989 at page 121, and in text format in a volume of "rehabilitation"
documents published in 1991. 7 The texts of both correspond
exactly to the respective parts of the document from the
Volkogonov Archive.
*In the official collection Reabilitatsia: Kak Eta Bylo. Seredina 80kh godov -1991 8 a quotation is given from the "Decision of the
Plenum of the Supreme Court of the USSR of 4February1988"
(postanovlenie Plenuma Verkhovnogo Suda SSSR at 4 fevralia 1988
g.) which corresponds exactly to a passage at the bottom of page 5
of the document from Volkogonov Archive. On page 615 at note 31
another passage is cited from the same "postanovlenie," and this
one can also be found in the Volkogonov Archive document
towards the top of page 7.
The Rehabilitation Decree contains the following passage:
Former Vice-Commissar of Internal Affairs of the USSR
[NKVD, GF] Frinovsky, in his statement of April 11,
1939, admitted that employees of the NKVD of the
USSR "prepared" arrestees for the interrogations at
face-to-face confrontations, pressing on them the
answers they should give to possible questions. Ezhov
often conversed with those under interrogation. If the
arrestee renounced his confessions, the investigator
was given directions to "restore" the arrestee, i.e. to
obtain from him his previous false confessions. (6)

7

Reabilitatsia. Politicheskie Protsessy 30-50-kh godov (Moscow: lzdatel'stvo Politicheskoi
Literatury, 1991 ), pp 240-1.

8

RKEB 3 614, n.30.
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The same statements are made with slightly different wording in
the "Protest, "or request for reconsideration, from the State
Prosecutor (Prokuror) to the Soviet Supreme Court in this case:
The former Vice-Commissar of Internal Affairs
Frinovsky, convicted on February 3, 1940, for
falsification of criminal cases and of massive
repressions, in his statement of April 11, 1939,
indicated that workers of the NKVD of the USSR
prepared arrestees for face-to-face confrontations,
discussing with them possible questions and answers
to them. The preparation ended with the publication
of previous confessions concerning the persons with
whom face-to-face confrontations were planned. After
this Ezhov would summon the arrestee to him or he
himself would drop in to the investigator's room, ask
the person under interrogation whether he would
confirm his confessions, and as though in passing,
reported that members of the government might be
present at the face-to-face confrontation. If the
arrestee renounced his confessions Ezhov would go
away and the investigator was given directions to
"restore" the arrestee, which meant to obtain from
him his previous false confessions. 9
Publication of the full text of Frinovsky's statement of April 11,
1939, which had remained classified until early 2006, 10 now

9

"Plenumu Verkhovnogo suda Soiuza SSR Prokuratura Soiuza SSR. Protest (v poriadke
nadzora) po delu N.l. Bukharina, A.I. Rykova, A.P. Rozengol'tsa, M.A. Chernova, P.P.
Bulanova, L.G. Levina, l.N. Kazakova, V.A. Maksimova-Dikovskogo, P.P. Kriuchkova, Kh.G.
Rakovskogo. 21 ianvaria 1988 g." ("To the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the Union SSR of
the Procurator of the Union SSR. Protest (in the order of oversight:) concerning the case of
N.I. Bukharin, A.I. Rykov, A.P. Rozengol't:s, M.A. Chernov, P.P. Bulanov, L.G. Levin, 1.N.
Kazakov, V.A. Maksimov-Dikovsky, P.P. Kriuchkov, Kh.G Rakovsky. January 21, 1988.)
Izvestia TsK KPSS 1989 Ng 1, pp.114-119. p.118. This text is reprinted in the collection
Reabilitatsia. Politicheskie Protsessy 30-50-kh godov. Moscow: lzd-vo Politicheskoi
Literatury, 1991, pp. 235-240.
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permits us to affirm with confidence that these statements in the
Rehabilitation Decree constitute a deliberate deception by the
Soviet Supreme Court.
Frinovsky did state something resembling the quotations above.
However, in this passage Frinovsky was not discussing
"preparation" of the defendants at the 1938 Trial but a different
case.
Later in the same document Frinovsky does comment on Ezhov's
"preparations" for the March 1938 Trial as follows:
Op11

npOBe,l\eHl111

apeCTOBaHHbIX

CJie,l\CTBl1H

,l\eJiy

llO

'!eKl1CTOB-3aroBOpl.1..\11KOB,

a

5Jr0Abl

11

T3KIB:e

11

,l\pyr11x apeCTOB3HHbIX, oco6eHHO npaBbIX, ycTaHOBJieHHbii1
E)K08b!M

nopH,l\OK

«KoppeKT11poBKl1»

npoTOKOJIOB

npecneAOBan
~enh
coxpaueuue
KaApoe
BCHKOU
3aroBOPII.\HKOB
"
npe,!WTBpall.\eHHe
B03MO)KHOCTH npoeana uameu npuqacTHOCTH K
aHTHCOBeTCKOMY 3aroeopy.
Mom:HO

np11BeCTl1

IlO,l\CJie,l\CTBeHHbie

,l\eCHTKl1

11

COTHl1

apeCTOB3HHbie

np11MepoB,

He

Bbl,l\3B3Jll1

KOf,l\3
Jll1~,

CBH3aHHbIX c Hl1Ml1 no 3HTl1COBeTCKOi1 pa6oTe.
Ha1160J1ee
3aroBOpl.1..\11Kl1
KPYlll1HKl1H

HarJl5l,l\HbIMl1
5IrOAA,

np11MepaM11
EYJIAHOB,

11 ,l\p., KOTOpbre, 3HaH o

3aroBope, ll0K333Hl1i106 3TOM He ,[\3Jll1.

HBJIHIOTCH
3AKOBCKl1H,

MOeM y'laCT1111 B

(47)

Translated:

10
"NARODNOMU KOMISSARU VNUTRENNIKH DEL SOIUZA SOVETSKIKH SOTS. RESPUBLIK
- KOMISSARU GOSUDARSTVENNOI BEZOPASNOSTI 1 RANGA: BERIA L.P. Ot arestovannogo
FRINOVSKOGO M.P. ZAIAVLENIE" 11 aprelia 1939. ("To the People's Commissar for
Internal Affairs of the Union of Soviet Soc. Republics - Commissar of State Security of the
First Rank Beria L.P. From the arrestee Frinovsky M.P. Statement." April 11, 1939.) In
lubianka. Stalin i NKVD - NKGB- GUKR "SMERSH" 1939- mart 1946. Moscow: 2006, pp. 3350; also online at http://msuweb.montclair.edu/-furrg/ressearch/frinovskyengl.html
Russian original at .. /frinovskyru.html
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In the course of the investigation in the case of
JAGODA and the arrested Chekist conspirators, and
also of other arrestees, especially the Rights, the
procedure established by EZHOV of "correction" of the
transcripts followed a purpose - that of the

preservation of the cadres of the conspirators and
the prevention of any possibility of the failure of
our participation in the anti-Soviet conspiracy.
I could cite dozens and hundreds of examples in which
the arrestees under investigation did not give up the
names of persons with whom they were involved in
their anti-Soviet work
The most graphic examples are those of the
conspirators
JAGODA,
BULANOV,
ZAKOVSKY,
KRUCHINKIN and others who, though they knew of
my participation in the conspiracy, did not reveal it in
their confessions. ( 4 7)

Frinovsky does admit that Ezhov - obviously with the assistance of
subordinates like Frinovsky himself - did falsify the transcripts of
interrogations in the cases of arrested NKVD men and especially in
the cases of arrested Rightists like Jagoda. But this was done not to
make the innocent appear guilty but for the opposite reason: to
prevent yet more conspirators, and especially Ezhov and his men
themselves, from being disclosed.

Statements by NKVD defector Genrikh Liushkov
to his Japanese handlers
NKVD general Genrikh Samoilovich Liushkov defected to the
Japanese on June 13, 1938, by crossing the border into Japaneseoccupied Manchuria. He gave some press conferences and wrote
articles attacking Stalin and the Soviet party and government. In
his press conferences, arranged by the Japanese for propaganda
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purposes, Liushkov claimed that all the Moscow Trials were
frame-ups and that no conspiracies existed at all.
But he told his Japanese military handlers something very
different. American professor Alvin D. Coax spent years tracking
down the former Japanese military men who had been assigned to
handle Liushkov. In 1968, and again in 1998, Coax published
lengthy, detailed articles about what these men reported Liushkov
had told them.
In an article published in March 1939 in Japanese for anti-Soviet
propaganda purposes Liushkov claimed that all the conspiracies in
the USSR were fabrications. But to his Japanese handlers Liushkov
made it clear not only that Stalin himself believed there was a real
military conspiracy but that he, Liushkov, also knew that there
was, or had been, a real military conspiracy that involved
Gamarnik, a member of the Tukhachevsky group who committed
suicide on May 31, 1937, when he learned that he would soon be
arrested.

The Tukhachevsky Conspiracy
According to Lyushkov, the interrogations of Deribas,
Zapadni, and Barminski established that in the NKVD
and the border guard forces, a plot centering on
Gamarnik had been fomented. (Coax 1156)
General Ian Gamarnik was one of the leading figures in the socalled "Tukhachevsky Affair" of high-ranking military conspirators.
He is named a number of times in the Third Moscow Trial by
Grigori F. Grinko, one of the defendants.
GRINKO: ... How did I carry out the tasks that were
entrusted to me by this national-fascist organization?
Firstly, connections with the Right and Trotskyite
centre. I maintained these connections with Gamarnik,
Pyatakov and Rykov. I established connections with
Gamarnik through Lyubchenko, who had connections
with Yakir and Gamarnik. Through Gamarnik I
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established connections with Pyatakov, and then with
Rykov. Simultaneously I carried out tasks in foreign
politics, in so far as Pyatakov and Gamarnik had told
me that Trotsky had agreed to paying compensation at
the expense of the Ukraine for the military assistance
that we were to receive in our fight against the Soviet
power.
Simultaneously with the establishment of connections
with the "bloc of Rights and Trotskyites" I accelerated
the establishment of connections with foreign forces
through Krestinsky, with whom Pyatakov had
connected me.
I established connections with Gamarnik, Pyatakov
and Rykov about the end of 1935. (1938 Trial 71)
VYSHINSKY: In short, in Rosengoltz's criminal
activities there were the same defeatist motives as in
your activities?
GRINKO: They lay at the base of everything.
VYSHINSKY: So we can say that it is not only Rykov
and Bukharin, but also Rosengoltz, I have one more
question. Did you know about the Tukhachevsky plot,
and if so, from whom?
GRINKO: From Gamarnik. (1938 Trial 87)
Liushkov also confirmed at least the intention of these Party and
military conspirators to conspire with the Japanese and to support
a Japanese invasion of the Soviet Union:
In concert with Lavrenty Lavrentiev (former First
Secretary of the Regional Committee of the Party until
January 1937), with Grigory Krutov (shot in April
1938), and with the army plotters Sangurski,
Aronshtam, and others, Deribas supposedly intended
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to conduct a putsch in the Far East and to reach
agreement with the Japanese for help and for
combined operations against the Soviet Union. In
the NKVD the plotters had recruited Transtok, Chief of
the znct Section, and many others. Lyushkov gave the
names of about 20 officials, mostly NKVD types, and of
ten border guards, all of whom he asserted were
involved in the plots, (Coax 1156)
Coax emphasizes that Liushkov outlined this information to the
Japanese in a manner that convinced them that he believed they
were genuine:

About this murderous period as a whole, Lyushkov
said little to the Japanese, but his enumeration of the
suspects was straightforward, without any admission
of NKVD-fabricated evidence, such as he said had
occurred at Leningrad in the era of the Kirov
assassination. (Coax 1, 156) 11

Aleksei Rykov
Liushkov told the Japanese that the commanders in the Far
Eastern Army had been in secret contact with Rykov. Along with
Nikolai Bukharin Rykov was one of the top leaders of the
clandestine Rightist conspiracy.
Liushkov confirmed the connection of the Rights, convicted in the
March 1938 Moscow Trial, with the military conspirators. For
example, Liushkov told the Japanese:
For a long time Deribas had been in contact with
Rykov and was the latter's "hidden conspirator."
(Coax 1156)

11

Quoted from Furr, Kirov 345-346.
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Liushkov mentioned Rykov elsewhere as well (see below). He also
revealed that the charges against Lavrent'ev (Kartvelishvili),
arrested in July 1937 but not tried and executed until August 1938,
were true.
Liushkov also revealed that Marshal Bliukher had been conspiring
with Rykov and the Rights.
But in private conversations to Japanese officers and
others with whom he interacted, Liushkov
incriminated Rykov along with Marshal Blyukher and
others:
[One] group of traitors belonging to the staff of the Far
Eastern Army, people near to Blyukher himself, such
as [Yan] Pokus, Gulin, Vasenov, Kropachev and others,
tried to get round Blyukher and to draw him into
politically dangerous conversations. Blyukher showed
them the secret confessions of arrested plotters
[without] the authority to do so. After his arrest Gulin
told me that after the recall of Pokus to Moscow,
Blyukher, when drinking with them, cursed the NKVD
and the arrests recently carried out, and also
Voroshilov, [Lazar] Kaganovich and others. Blyukher
told Gulin that before the removal of Rykov he was in
connection with him and had often written that the
"right wing" wished to see him at the head of the
armed forces of the country. (Coox 1158)
All this was exactly the opposite of what Liushkov was telling the
world for propaganda purposes in his press conferences. The
Japanese were convinced that Liushkov was telling them the truth.
Liushkov's revelations to the Japanese
Third Moscow Trial, where a number
about their involvement in and
Tukhachevsky's military conspiracy.

are directly relevant to the
of the defendants testified
knowledge of Marshal
Liushkov's testimony is
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strong evidence that the testimony at the Moscow Trials was
genuine. 12

The Mastny-Benes Note of February 9, 1937
Since 1987 we have had archival evidence from a source in the
German government, from January-February 1937, that the Soviet
military was indeed planning a coup d'etat and a reversal of Soviet
policy from enmity towards friendship with Nazi Germany. 13
Dramatic indeed! But few people are aware of this evidence. It has
been virtually ignored since it was discovered. 14
In 1987 Ivan Pfaff published an account of a note he found in the
Czech national archive. This is a note from Voytech Mastny, Czech
minister in Berlin, to Eduard Benes, Czech Prime Minister, dated
February 9, 1937. In it Mastny recorded that the German official
with whom he had been dealing, Maximilan Karl Graf zu
Trauttmansdorff, had informed him that Hitler was no longer
interested in a settlement with Czechoslovakia because he
expected a military coup in the Soviet Union and a subsequent
turn of Soviet policy towards positive relations with Germany.
Most importantly, with regards to the current delays,
he considered the possibility, requesting absolute
secrecy, that the real reason behind the Chancellor's
hesitation was his assumption that, according to
certain reports which he received from Russia, there
was a growing probability of a sudden turn of events
very soon, the fall of Stalin and Litvinov, and the
12

See the fuller discussion in Furr, Kirov Chapter 17: "Liushkov's Essay.''

13
]van Pfaff. "Prag und der Fall Tuchatschewski." Vierte/jahreshefte fiir Zeitgeschichte 35, 1
(1987), 95-134. Pfaffs translation of the note from the Czech into German is on pages 120121.

14
Some years ago I obtained a copy of the document from the Czech national archive,
where it is held. Then l paid a professional translator to translate it into English and give
me the rights to publish her translation.
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imposition of a military dictatorship. Should that
happen, the Reich Chancellor would supposedly
change the entire position towards Russia ... 15
Documents from the German Foreign Ministry Archive were
published in 1974 that showed a special interest in Tukhachevsky
on the part of the German General Staff at exactly this time,
February 1937. 16
This is strong corroboration that Marshal Tukhachevsky was
indeed planning a coup against the Stalin regime, as he confessed
in late May 1937. There is also a great deal of evidence from within
the Soviet archives that the Tukhachevsky conspiracy really
existed and that the Soviet commanders were guilty.
In the Third Moscow Trial of March 1938 defendant Arkadii
Rozengol'ts confessed that he had gotten in touch personally with
Tukhachevsky and Rykov on behalf of Trotsky.
ROSENGOLTZ: Krestinsky said that he had instructions
with regard to Rykov and Rudzutak. Sedov spoke a lot
about the necessity of the maximum, the closest possible
connections with Tukhachevsky, inasmuch as, in Trotsky's
opinion, Tukhachevsky and the military group were to be
the decisive force of the counterrevolutionary action.
During the conversation it was also revealed that Trotsky
entertained fears regarding Tukhachevsky's Bonapartist
tendencies. In the course of one conversation Sedov said
that Trotsky in this respect even expressed the fear that if
Tukhachevsky successfully accomplished a military coup, it
was possible that he would not allow Trotsky into Moscow,

15

Archive of the National Museum, Mastny papers (ANM-M).

16 See Grover Furr, "New Light On Old Stories About Marshal Tukhachevsky: Some
Documents Reconsidered.'' Russian History 13, No. 2-3 (Summer-Fall 1986; actually
published in 1988), 293-308.
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and in this connection he referred to the necessity for the
greatest vigilance on our part. (1938 Trial 245-246)
Defendants Bessonov, Rykov, Bukharin, Grinko, and Krestinsky
also testified about their collaboration in or knowledge of
Tukhachevsky's conspiracy.

Rykov
RYKOV: 1 knew about Tukhachevsky's military group.
VYSHINSKY: What did you know?
RYKOV: This military group was organized
independently of the bloc, independently of shadesTrotskyite or Bukharinite. The military group set itself
the object of violently removing the government of the
[Soviet] Union and, in particular, it took part in the
preparations for a Kremlin coup.
VYSHINSKY: You were aware of that?
RYKOV: Yes.
VYSHINSKY: When did you learn of it?
RYKOV: I learnt of it from Tomsky in 1934.
VYSHINSKY: In 1934?
RYKOV: Probably. (1938 Trial 84)

Bukharin
VYSHINSKY: Wait a while, it still remains to be seen
how you objected. We want to establish what actually
happened. So Tomsky told you that it would be
necessary or expedient to open the front?
BUKHARIN: Yes, he inclined to this opinion.
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VYSHINSKY: That it would be expedient to open the
front to the Germans in case of war?
BUKHARIN: Yes, in case of war.
VYSHINSKY: And what does this mean?
BUKHARIN: It means high treason.
VYSHINSKY: And as to how to open the front, who
spoke to you about that?
BUKHARIN: Tomsky spoke about it, that there was
such an opinion among the military men.
VYSHINSKY: Which military men?
BUKHARIN: The Right conspirators.
VYSHINSKY: Concretely, who?
BUKHARIN: He named Tukhachevsky, and Kork, if I
am not mistaken; then the Trotskyites. (188)

VYSHINSKY: ... Were Tukhachevsky and the military
group of conspirators members of your bloc?
BUKHARIN: They were.
VYSHINSKY: And they discussed with the members of
the bloc?
BUKHARIN: Quite right.
VYSHINSKY: That means that Kork, Tukhachevsky and
the Trotskyites generally intended to open the front in
case of war with Germany, and it was of this that
Tomsky spoke to you?
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BUKHARIN: Yes, that there was such an opinion
among them. (189)

Krestinsky
VYSHINSKY: Permit me to interrogate Krestinsky.
Accused Krestinsky, do you know that the Trotskyites
belonged to the "bloc of Rights and Trotskyites" of
which we are speaking here?
KRESTINSKY: I learnt from Pyatakov, when he spoke
to me about this in February 1935, that an
organization had been formed, which united the
Rights, Trotskyites and military men, and which set
itself the aim of preparing for a military coup. I also
knew that the leading centre included Rykov,
Bukharin, Rudzutak and Yagoda from the Rights,
Tukhachevsky and Gamarnik from the military, and
Pyatakov from the Trotskyites. He never told me that
representatives of national-democratic organizations
were included in this centre, and when I was in this
centre with Rosengoltz in 1937, there were no
representatives of these organizations in the centre
then either. (184)
The Mastny-Benes note thus provides strong evidence from a
high-placed German source that the Tukhachevsky conspiracy
really existed.
Why has this important document been ignored? Because the
hypothesis that the Tukhachevsky Affair really existed, and was
stopped by Stalin, the Politburo, and the NKVD, is unacceptable to
anticommunists and Trotskyists, and therefore to the Soviet
history establishment, East and West.
Pfaff and Igor Lukes, who also discussed the Mastny-Benes note 17,
said that Trauttmansdorff must have been lying to Mastny, to try
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to "frame" Tukhachevsky and so lure Stalin to kill off his best
military commanders and weaken the country. A tale like this was
indeed spread right after World War Two by three former German
intelligence men. We have discussed it briefly in a 1988 article. 18
This story was widely publicized after the war.
Khrushchev's men heard about this "SD forgery plot" story and
checked in the Soviet archives for any evidence to support it.
Khrushchev's Shvernik Commission studied this story in detail and
searched in the archives for any trace of it. They found none, and
ended by rejecting it completely, along with the documents
supposedly produced in it. (RKEB 2 737-738) But this false story is
retained by anticommunists because the opposite - that "Stalin"
(the Soviet leadership) actually disarmed this dangerous
conspiracy - might reflect well on Stalin.
There is a very large amount of other evidence to support the
charge that Tukhachevsky and the rest were guilty. As of 2018 we
have many of the investigative files of NKVD men and of military
men who were arrested and interrogated. My colleague Vladimir L.
Bobrov is preparing some of these important documents for
publication.
But here we actually have an archival document - German
evidence from a Czech archive, and it is virtually ignored.
We might consider for a minute what WW2 would have been like if
Tukhachevsky and his co-conspirators had been successful. The
industrial and military might of the Soviet Union, plus its
resources of raw material and manpower, would have been
teamed up with those of Hitler's Germany. The history of Europe -

17
Igor Lukes, Czechoslovakia between Stalin and Hitler. The diplomacy of Edvard Benes in
the 1930s. London: Oxford University Press, 1996, Chapter 4, 99ff.

18

Furr New Light 302-304 and the footnotes there.
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of the whole world - would be dramatically different, and far, far
worse.
This fact - and it is a fact, we have a huge amount of evidence to
support it - changes dramatically the way historians should look
at the history of Europe in the 1930s, the Stalin regime in the
USSR, and World War. One could conclude, without exaggeration
that in uncovering and stopping this conspiracy the Soviet
leadership - "Stalin" - saved European civilization from Nazism.
But in the fatally politicized world of Soviet historiography such a
conclusion is simply "not permitted" because far from
documenting a "crime" by Stalin it tends to make Stalin look good.
So, it is ignored, in fact lied about. Stalin "framed" these poor
generals! He must have done so - and the evidence be damned!
As of May, 2018, the transcript of the trial of the "Tukhachevsky
Affair" defendants has also been declassified. Before this date is
has always been top secret in Russia today. No one was permitted
to see it, not even the most ferociously anticommunist researchers.
We also have two reports of the trial by eye-witness participants.
One is by Col. Viktor Alksnis, whose grandfather was a member of
the military tribunal who tried Tukhachevsky and the rest. In 1990
he was allowed to read the transcript. Alksnis went from someone
who had always believed that the Soviet generals had been
framed, to firmly believing that they were guilty. Since him, no one
else has been allowed to see the transcript.
The other report is that of Marshal Semi on Budyonny, in a letter to
Marshal Voroshilov. We study these materials briefly in later
chapters.
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Chapter 8. Non-Soviet Evidence Humbert-Droz, Littlepage, Holmes, Davies
Jules Humbert-Droz's memoir
Jules Humbert-Droz had been a close friend and political ally of
Bukharin's in the Communist International. In his memoir
published in Switzerland in 1971 Humbert-Droz revealed that
Bukharin told him in 1928 that he, Bukharin, and his followers, the
Rights, were already plotting to assassinate Stalin.
There can be no question of this testimony having been forced
from him under pressure. Humbert-Droz had long since quit the
communist movement and was living peacefully in his native
country of Switzerland. Indeed, it is not an important part of his
memoirs, occupying less than two pages in a long work.
Avant de partir, j'allai voir une derniere fois
Boukharine, ne sachant si je le reverrais a mon retour.
Nous eumes une longue et franche conversation. II me
mit au courant des contacts pris par son groupe avec
Ia fraction Zinoviev-Kamenev pour coordonner Ia lutte
contre le pouvoir de Staline. Jene Jui cachai pas que je
n'approuvrais pas cette liaison des oppositions: «La
Jutte contre Staline n'est pas un programme politique.
Nous avons combattu avec raison le programme des
troskystes sur des problemes essentiels, le danger des
koulaks en Russie, la Iutte contre le front unique avec
Jes social-democrates, !es problemes chinois, la
perspective revolutionnaire tres courte, etc. Au
Iendemain d'une victoire commune contre Staline, ces
problemes politiques nous diviseront. Ce bloc est un
bloc sans principes, qui s'effritera meme avant
d'aboutir.»
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Boukharine me dit aussi qu'ils avaient decide
d'utiliser la terreur individuelle pour se
debarrasser de Staline. Sur ce point aussi je fis
d'expresses reserves: !'introduction de la terreur
individuelle dans Jes luttes politiques nees de la
Revolution russe risquait fort de se tourner contre
ceux qui l'emploieraient. Elle n'a jamais ete une arme
revolutionnaire. «Mon opinion est que nous devons
continuer la lute ideologique et politique contre
Staline. Sa ligne conduira, dans un avenir proche, a
une catastrophe qui ouvrira Jes yeux des communists
et aboutira a un changement d'orientation. Le
fascisme menace l'Allemagne et notre parti de
phraseurs sera incapable de Jui resister. Devant la
debacle du Parti communiste allemand et !'extension
du fascisme a la Pologne, a la France, l'lnternationale
devra changer de politique. Ce moment-la sera notre
heure. II faut done rester disciplines, appliquer Jes
decisions sectaires apres Jes avoir combattues et
s'opposer aux fautes et aux mesures gauchistes, mais
continue la Jutte sur le terrain strictement politique.»

Boukharine a sans doute compris que je ne me
liais pas aveuglement a sa fraction, dont le seul
programme etait de faire disparaitre Staline. I 380
/ Ce fut notre derniere entrevue. Manifestement ii
n'avait pas confiance dans la tactique que je proposais,
II savait aussi bien sOr, mieux que moi, de quels crimes
Staline etait capable. Bref, ceux qui, apres la mort de

Lenine, sur la base de son testament, auraient pu
liquider politiquement Staline, cherchaient a
l'eliminer physiquement, alors qu'il tenait
fermement en main le parti et l'appareil policier de
l'Etat.1 (Humbert-Droz 379-380)
Translated:
Before leaving I went to see Bukharin for one last time
not knowing whether I would see him again upon my
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return. We had a long and frank conversation. He
brought me up to date with the contacts made by his
group with the Zinoviev-Kamenev fraction in order to
coordinate the struggle against the power of Stalin. I
did not hide from him that I did not approve of this
liaison of the oppositions. "The struggle against Stalin
is not a political programme. We had combatted with
reason the programme of the Trotskyites on the
essential questions, the danger of the kulaks in Russia,
the struggle against the united front with the socialdemocrats, the Chinese problems, the very shortsighted revolutionary perspective, etc. On the morrow
of a common victory against Stalin, the political
problems will divide us. This bloc is a bloc without
principles which will crumble away before achieving
any results."

Bukharin also told me that they had decided to
utilise individual terror in order to rid themselves
of Stalin. On this point as well I expressed my
reservation: the introduction of individual terror into
the political struggles born from the Russian
Revolution would strongly risk turning against those
who employed it. It had never been a revolutionary
weapon. "My opinion is that we ought to continue the
ideological and political struggle against Stalin. His
line will lead in the near future to a catastrophe which
will open the eyes of the communists and result in a
changing of orientation. Fascism menaces Germany
and our party of phrasemongers will be incapable of
resisting it. Before the debacle of the Communist Party
of Germany and the extension of fascism to Poland
and to France, the International must change politics.
That moment will then be our hour. It is necessary
then to remain disciplined, to apply the sectarian
decisions after having fought and opposed the leftist
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errors and measures, but to continue to struggle on
the strictly political terrain."
Bukharin doubtlessly had understood that I would not
bind myself blindly to his fraction whose sole
programme was to make Stalin disappear. / 380 /
This was our last meeting. It was clear that he did not
have confidence in the tactic that I proposed. He also
certainly knew better than I what crimes Stalin was
capable of. In short, those who, after Lenin's death and
on the basis of his testament, could have destroyed
Stalin politically, sought instead to eliminate him
physically, when he held firmly in his hand the Party
and the police apparatus of the state.

Relevance to the Moscow Trials Testimony
Humbert-Droz's memoir confirms Bukharin's confessions, both
before and at the March 1938 Moscow Trial, that he and his
followers had plotted to kill Stalin. Since Bukharin was already
advocating Stalin's assassination in 1928 it stands to reason that
he might have done so in later years as well. Valentin Astrov
testified to something very similar, as we shall see.

The Testimony of Two American Engineers in the
Soviet Union
Contemporary testimony of two American engineers who had
been hired to work in the Soviet Union during the early to mid1930s, gives independent evidence of some of the striking
testimony by Iurii Piatakov in the Second Moscow Trial of 1937.
John D. Littlepage and Carroll G. Holmes witnessed examples of
different forms of industrial sabotage that closely parallels the
testimony given by Piatakov and others at this trial.

John D. Littlepage
John D. Littlepage was an American mining engineer who hired on
to work in the Soviet gold industry during the 1930s. He left
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valuable confirmation of Iurii Piatakov's testimony in the Second
Moscow Trial of January, 1937. Littlepage himself attested to
sabotage in the goldfields.
A short summary of Littlepage's conclusions as expressed in his

articles in the Saturday Evening Post is given by Sayers and Kahn:
In a series of articles concerning his experiences in
Soviet Russia, published in the Saturday Evening Post
in January 1938, Littlepage wrote:
I went to Berlin in the spring of 1931 with a large
purchasing commission headed by Pyatakov; my
job was to offer technical advice on purchases of
mining machinery ...
Among other things, the commission in Berlin was
buying several dozen mine hoists, ranging from
100 to 1,000 horse-power... The commission
asked for quotations on the basis of pfennigs per
kilogram. After some discussion, the German
concerns [Borsig and Demag] ... reduced their
prices between 5 and 6 pfennigs per kilogram.
When I studied these proposals, I discovered that
the firms had substituted cast-iron bases weighing
several tons for the light steel provided in the
specifications, which would reduce the cost of
production per kilogram, but increase the weight,
and therefore the cost to purchaser.
Naturally, I was pleased to make this discovery,
and reported to members of the commission with
a sense of triumph ... The matter was so arranged
that Pyatakov could have gone back to Moscow
and showed that he had been very successful in
reducing prices, but at the same time would have
paid out money for a lot of worthless cast iron and
enabled the Germans to give him very substantial
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rebates.... He got away with the same trick on
some other mines, although I blocked this one.
Later, Littlepage observed several instances of
industrial sabotage in the Urals, where, because of
the work of a Trotskyite engineer named Kabakov,
production in certain mines was deliberately kept
down. In 1937, states Littlepage, Kabakov was
"arrested on charges of industrial sabotage ....
When I heard of his arrest, I was not surprised."
Again, in 1937, Littlepage found further evidence
of sabotage in Soviet industry directed personally
by Pyatakov. The American engineer had
reorganized certain valuable mines in southern
Kazakhstan and left detailed written instructions
for the Soviet workers to follow so as to ensure
maximum production. "Well," writes Littlepage,
"one of my last jobs in Russia, in 1937, was a hurry
call to return to these same mines ... Thousands of
tons of rich ore already had been lost beyond
recovery, and in a few more weeks, if nothing had
been done meanwhile, the whole deposit might
have been lost. I discovered that...a commission
came in from Pyatakov's headquarters... My
instructions had been thrown in the stove, and a
system of mining introduced throughout those
mines which was certain to cause the loss of a
large part of the ore body in a few months."
Littlepage found "flagrant examples of deliberate
sabotage." Just before he left Russia, and after he
had submitted a full written report on his findings
to the Soviet authorities, many members of the
Trotskyite sabotage ring were rounded up.
Littlepage found that the saboteurs had used his
instructions "as the basis for deliberately
wrecking the plant" by doing exactly the opposite
of what he had instructed. The saboteurs admitted,
Littlepage stated in the Saturday Evening Post that
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"they had been drawn into a conspiracy against
the Stalin regime by opposition Communists, who
convinced them that they were strong enough to
overthrow Stalin and his associates and seize
power for themselves." (Sayers and Kahn 223-224;
quotation verified against the original SEP article.)
At the January 1937 Trial Piatakov had testified that he had met
Trotsky's son Leon Sedov in Berlin in 1931. From Sedov he had
received instructions to give orders for equipment from two
specific German firms, Borsig and Demag. These firms would then
give kickbacks to Trotsky, who would use them in furtherance of
his conspiracy within the Soviet Union.
PYATAKOV: Without any beating about the bush,
Sedov said: "You realise, Yuri Leonidovich, that
inasmuch as the fight has been resumed. money is
needed. You can provide the necessary funds for
waging the fight." He was hinting that my business
position enabled me to set aside certain government
funds, or, to put it bluntly, to steal.
Sedov said that only one thing was required of me,
namely, that I should place as many orders as possible
with two German firms, Borsig and Demag, and that
he, Sedov, would arrange to receive the necessary
sums from them, bearing in mind that I would not be
particularly exacting as to prices. If this were
deciphered it was clear that the additions to prices
that would be made on the Soviet orders would pass
wholly or in part into Trotsky's hands for his counterrevolutionary
purposes.
There
the
second
conversation ended.
VYSHINSKY: Who named these firms?
PYATAKOV: Sedov.
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VYSHINSKY: Did you not enquire why he named these
firms particularly?
PYATAKOV: No. He said that he had connections with
these firms.
VYSHINSKY: You had connections with other firms as
well?
PYATAKOV: Yes, I had very many connections. But
Sedov mentioned these firms, apparently because it
was with them that he had connections.
VYSHINSKY: Consequently, it was clear to you that
these particular firms were mentioned by Sedov for
specific reasons?
PY AT AKOV: Of course, that is what he said.
VYSHINSKY: And what was the nature of these
connections?
PYATAKOV: I have just said that I do not know. He,
Sedov, said that since I, Pyatakov, could not steal
money, what was required of me was to place as many
orders as possible with the firms I have mentioned.
VYSHINSKY: And those firms were named by Sedov
himself?
PY AT AKOV: Yes, and he added that he would secure
the necessary sum from them.
VYSHINSKY: You did not ask how, through whom?
PY ATAKOV: I considered it inconvenient to ask that.
VYSHINSKY: Were you personally connected with
representatives of these firms in a conspiratorial way?
PYATAKOV: No. True, I had connections with the chief
of the Demag firm, but I never permitted myself to
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speak of these subjects in order not to compromise
myself and give myself away.
VYSHINSKY: And you did what Sedov advised?
PY AT AKOV: Quite correct.
VYSHINSKY: Tell us, what form did this take?
PYATAKOV: It was done very simply, particularly
since I had very many opportunities, and a fairly large
number of orders went to these firms.
VYSHINSKY: Perhaps orders were given to these firms
because that was more advantageous to us?
PYATAKOV: No, not for that reason. As to Demag, it
could be done very easily. Here it was a question of
prices; it was paid more than, generally speaking, it
should have been paid.
VYSHINSKY: That means that you, Pyatakov, by virtue
of an arrangement with Sedov, paid the Demag firm
certain excessive sums at the expense of the Soviet
government?
PYATAKOV: Unquestionably.
VYSHINSKY: And the other firm?
PYATAKOV: As regards the Borsig firm, a certain
amount of effort was required.
VYSHINSKY: It was more advantageous to place the
orders with other firms?
PY AT AKOV: Demag in itself is a high-class firm and no
effort was required in recommending that orders be
placed with it.
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VYSHINSKY: All that was required was to make a big
addition in prices?
PYATAKOV: Yes. But as regards Borsig it was
necessary to persuade and exercise pressure in order
to have orders passed to this firm.
VYSHINSKY: Consequently, you also paid Borsig
excessively at the expense of the Soviet government?
PYATAKOV: Yes.
VYSHINSKY: Consequently, from the standpoint of the
interests of our industry and our state, it was not
advantageous to place orders with Borsig, and it was
advantageous to place orders with other firms, but
nevertheless you, guided by criminal motives,
deliberately placed orders with the Borsig firm.
PYATAKOV: Yes.
VYSHINSKY: By virtue of your agreement with Sedov?
PYATAKOV: With Sedov.
VYSHINSKY: And did not Sedov tell you that Trotsky
had an arrangement with these firms?
PYATAKOV: Of course, that is what he began with.
Only he did not say what exactly the conditions were,
what the technique was, how it would be done.
VYSHINSKY: And what did he say?
PYATAKOV: He said that if I placed orders with these
firms he would receive money from these firms.
VYSHINSKY: By agreement?
PYATAKOV: Yes. (1937 Trial 26-28)
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In a few pages of his memoir Littlepage discusses this charge and
declares that it was quite credible, as he had had experiences that
partly confirmed Piatakov's testimony.
I was particularly interested in that part of Piatakoff s
confession which concerned his actions in Berlin in
1931, when he headed the purchasing commission to
which I was assigned as technical adviser. It then
became clear to me why the Russians around Piatakoff
had not been pleased when I discovered that German
concerns had substituted cast-iron for light steel in
specifications for mine-hoists.
Piatakoff testified that anti-Stalin conspirators,
headed by Leon Trotsky, the exiled former Commissar
of War, needed foreign currency to build up a fund for
their work abroad. Inside Russia, with so many
conspirators occupying important positions, he said it
was easy to get funds, but Soviet paper money was no
good abroad. Trotsky's son, Sedoff, according to
Piatakoff, therefore worked out a scheme to get
foreign currency without rousing suspicion.
At his trial Piatakoff testified that he met Sedoff in

Berlin in 1931, by previous arrangement, in a
restaurant near the Zoo. He added, "Sedoff said that
only one thing was required of me-namely, that I
should place as many orders as possible with two
German firms-and that he, Sedoff, would arrange to
receive the necessary sums from them, bearing in
mind that I would not be particularly exacting as to
prices."
Questioned by the prosecutor, Piatakoff added that he
was not required to steal or divert Soviet money, but
only to place as many orders as possible with the
firms mentioned. He said that he made no personal
contacts of any kind with these firms, but that the
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matter was arranged by others without any further
action on his part than throwing business to them.
Piatakoff testified: "It was done very simply,
particularly since I had very many opportunities and a
fairly large number of orders went to those firms." He
added that it was easy to act without rousing
suspicion in the case of one firm because that firm
itself bad a fine reputation, and it was simply a
question of paying slightly higher prices than were
necessary.
The following testimony then was given at the trial:
PIATAKOFF: But as regards the other firm, it was
necessary to persuade and exercise pressure in
order to have purchases placed with this firm.
PROSECUTOR: Consequently you also paid this
firm excessively at the expense of the Soviet
Government?
PIATAKOFF: Yes.

Piatakoff then went on to say that Sedoff did not
tell him exactly what the conditions were, what
the technique was for this transfer of money, but
assured him that if Piatakoff placed orders with
these firms Sedoff would receive money for the
special fund.
This passage in Piatakoff s confession is a
plausible explanation, in my opinion, of what was
going on in Berlin in 1931, when my suspicions
were roused because the Russians working with
Piatakoff tried to induce me to approve the
purchase of mine-hoists which were not only too
expensive, but would have been useless in the
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mines for which they were intended. I had found it
hard to believe that these men were ordinary
grafters, as they did not seem to be the kind
interested in feathering their own nests. But they
had been seasoned political conspirators before
the Revolution, and had taken risks of the same
degree for the sake of their so-called cause.
Of course, I have no way of knowing whether the
political conspiracy mentioned in all confessions
at this trial was organized as the prisoners said it
was. I never attempted to follow the ins and outs
of political disputes in Russia, and wouldn't have
known what anti-Government conspirators were
talking about if they had tried to drag me into
their affairs, which none of them ever did.
But I am absolutely sure that something queer was
taking place in Berlin in 1931 during the period
mentioned by Piatakoff at his trial. I have already
said that my experiences at that time puzzled me
for years, and that I couldn't work out any sensible
explanation until I read Piatakoff s testimony in
the Moscow newspapers at the time of his trial.
Another part of this testimony that some Moscow
journalists found it hard to believe was that
German firms should give commissions to Sedoff.
But I have already mentioned in an earlier chapter
that Russian emigres were in the habit of
collecting commissions from German firms for
using their alleged influence to throw Soviet
business in their direction. The managers of these
German firms might consider that Sedoff was
simply another Russian emigre, and would make
the same kind of a deal with him that l know they
had been making for years with other emigres.
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In such cases it was the usual procedure for
German firms merely to work the promised
commissions into their prices, and if the Russians
accepted the prices nothing more was necessary.
But in the case of these mine-hoists the
commission must have been put so high that the
firm had to juggle the specifications in order to
clear its profit When they did this my attention
was attracted and the deal was blocked. Piatakoff
testified that he had to exert pressure to have
some orders passed, and I have told how pressure
was put on me.
The testimony at this trial roused a great deal of
scepticism abroad, and among foreign diplomats
at Moscow. I talked with some Americans there
who believed it was a frame-up from beginning to
end. Well, I didn't attend the trial, but I did follow
the evidence very closely, and it was printed
verbatim in several languages. A great deal of the
testimony about industrial sabotage sounded
more probable to me than it did to some of the
Moscow diplomats and correspondents. I know
from my own experiences that a good deal of
industrial sabotage was going on all the time in
Soviet mines, and that some of it could hardly have
occurred without the complicity of highly placed
Communist managers.
My story is valuable, so far as this trial is
concerned, only as regards the incident in Berlin. I
have described what that was, and how, so far as I
was concerned, Piatakoff s confession cleared up
what had happened. 1

1

John D. Littlepage and Demaree Bess, In Search of Soviet Gold. New York: Harcourt, Brace,
1938. I have used the edition by George Harrap & Co. Ltd, London, 1939, 101-104.
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In 1938 Littlepage published three articles in the Saturday Evening
Post about his experiences in the USSR. In the first of them, "Red
Wreckers in Russia," he outlined additional evidence of sabotage
involving Piatakov. 2

Source Criticism
In 1979-1980 I undertook to check Littlepage's background in
order to assess the reliability of his accounts in three articles in the
Saturday Evening Post and in his memoir, In Search of Soviet Gold. I
contacted a number of people who had known Littlepage, who had
died in 1946. All attested to the fact that he was a technical expert
who was not interested in politics and was conventionally
anticommunist. He had taken the job in the Soviet Union because
work was scarce during the Great Depression in the United States.
I interviewed Professor John Hazard of Columbia University, at the
time the greatest expert on Soviet law outside the USSR. As a
graduate student Hazard had lived with the Littlepage family in
the Soviet Union and knew Littlepage personally. He confirmed the
characterization of Littlepage as a technical man with little interest
in any kind of politics and no interest in or sympathy with
communism.

Carroll G. Holmes
Holmes was another American engineer who went to work in
Soviet industry in 1931. In an article in Soviet Russia Today Holmes
wrote about his experiences with sabotage in the USSR. He
documents the purchase of unnecessary German equipment at a
machine-building foundry in Moscow.
I soon discovered that the whole equipment for this
plant was being purchased under the same conditions,
which could only be described as sabotage. In some

2

Littlepage, "Red Wreckers in Russia." SEP January 1, 1938, 10-11, 54-55.
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cases machinery was ordered far in excess of any
possible requirements - in other cases types of
machinery they could have no use for at all. The chief
engineer, who was an appointee of Piatakov's, then
assistant commissar of Heavy Industry, backed the
German consultant every time and my plans were
rejected.
According to Holmes when he returned to the plant in 1934:
[t]hey were using the German equipment and
methods I had opposed. The place was full of cranes
and other equipment purchased at the Demag firm in
Germany far in excess of requirements.
In 1932 Holmes worked in Nizhnii Tagil in a huge locomotive and
rail car building plant. He wrote:
Dozens of conveyors and large amounts of other
material for which there was absolutely no need in
this plant were being purchased in Germany.
Holmes continues to report that I.N. Smirnov, who was the
assistant director of Glavtransmash, the central directorate for the
production of transportation machinery, tried to offer him a
contract which would have taken him back to Moscow and out of
direct contact with the factory. Smirnov told him that "it will be
necessary to hold back production of the Nizhnii Tagil plant" and
wanted Holmes' collaboration to do this. Holmes knew there was
something wrong since the shortage of railroad stock was
constantly being made known in the USSR.
1.N. Smirnov was indeed a high official in the Commissariat of
Heavy Industry, chief of the directorate of new construction
(nachal'nik upravliennia novopostroek). He was also the head of the
clandestine Trotskyist network within the USSR.
Back in Nizhnii Tagil in January 1935 Holmes witnessed the
results of yet more sabotage, which he worked to correct. He then
records this incident:
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While I was working at Nizhnii Tagil Piatakov arrived
one day to look over the plant. He was shown around
by Mariasin, chief of construction. They stood next to
me, where I was working on the castings that day, and
I heard Piatakov say to Mariasin, "Get rid of that
American!"
Holmes' article, of which we have only given a brief notion here, is
worth study. I have not been able to independently check up on
Holmes himself. During the late 1930s rumors circulated among
anticommunists that Holmes had somehow been coerced to write
this article by the Soviets, but no evidence to support such
accounts was cited. Like Piatakov's testimony at the Second
Moscow Trial, Holmes's account is consistent with that of
Littlepage, a source that can be checked. Thus there seems no
reason to doubt it. 3

Joseph E. Davies
In his book Mission to Moscow U.S. Ambassador Joseph E. Davies
recorded the following encounter in Berlin at the German Foreign
Office.
Berlin-January 16, 1937
Had an extended conference with the head of the "Russian
desk" at the German Foreign Office. To my surprise he
stated that my views as to the "stability of internal Russian
political conditions and the security of the Stalin regime
would bear investigation. My information, he thought, was
all wrong Stalin was not firmly entrenched. He stated that I
probably would find that there was much revolutionary
activity there which might shortly break out into the open.

3

Carroll. G. Holmes,"! Knew Those Wreckers!" Soviet Russia Today April, 1938. Available at
http:// msu web.mo ntclair.ed u/ -furrg/ research/ho! mes_ wreckers_srt3 8.pdf

The German official spoke these words to Davies at the same time
that Mastny was in negotiations with the German official
Maximillian Karl Graf von Trauttmansdorff in hopes of arriving at
an agreement with Hitler that would guarantee Czech
independence. As we have seen, it was a little more than three
weeks later that Trauttmansdorff informed Mastny that Hitler was
expecting a military coup and a sharp change in political alignment
in the Soviet Union.

Chapter 9. Soviet Evidence - Appeals,
Budyonny' s Letter, Zinoviev
Appeals of Moscow Trials Defendants
In September 1992 the texts of ten appeals for clemency of
defendants in the three Moscow Trials were published in Izvestia,
by this time a regular capitalist newspaper. The appeals are those
of Kamenev, Zinoviev, I.N. Smirnov, and Natan Lur'e, from the First
Moscow Trial of August 1936; of Piatakov and Muralov, from the
Second Moscow Trial of January 1937; and of Bukharin, Rykov,
Krestinsky, and Jagoda from the Third Moscow Trial of March
1938. Bukharin and Rykov each composed two appeals. 1
In 2013 the uncorrected Russian text of the transcript of the Third
Moscow Trial was published. Some other materials are included in
this important book, including texts of the appeals from all the
defendants who had been sentenced to death, plus one from S.A.
Bessonov, sentenced to 15 years in prison, and from Dr. D.D.
Pletnev, who had been sentenced to 25 years in prison. The
confessions of Bukharin, Rykov, Krestinsky, and Jagoda were
republished along with those of V.I. Ivanov (2 appeals), M.A.
Chernov, G.F. Grin'ko, I.A. Zelensky, A. Ikramov, F. Khodzhaev, V.F.
Sharangovich, P.T. Zubarev, L.G. Levin, I.N. Kazakov, V.A.
Maksimov-Dikovsky (2 appeals), P.P. Kriuchkov, plus those by
Bulanov and Pletnev. No appeal of Kh. Rakovsky, who had been
sentenced to 20 years imprisonment, was published. Presumably
he did not submit one. 2

1
"Rasskaz o desiati rasstreliannykh" ("Story of ten who were shot"), Izvestia September 2
1992, p. 3.

2
Protsess Bukharina 1938. Dokumenty. M: Mezhdunarodniy Fond "Demokratiia" i Fond
Stivena Koena i Katriny Vanden Khiuvel, 2013, 737-750.
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All the convicted men affirmed their guilt, often in the strongest
terms.
Bukharin, short appeal:
I am deeply guilty before my socialist homeland, and
my crimes are beyond measure. I acknowledge all
their profundity, and all their shame.
Bukharin, Jong appeal:
I consider the sentence of the court to be just
punishment for the very serious crimes that I have
committed against my socialist homeland, her people,
the party, and the government. In my soul there is not
a single word of protest. For my crimes I should be
shot ten times over.
I do not say, and would not dare to say, that I could
atone for my guilt. The crimes I have committed are so
monstrous, so enormous, that I could not atone for
that guilt no matter what I did in the rest of my life.
Not out of fear of death, on the threshold of which I
stand as before a just retribution, do I ask the
presidium of the Supreme Soviet for mercy and
clemency.
I retain knowledge and abilities, my whole cerebral
machine, whose activity was previously directed in a
criminal direction.
The counterrevolution
rendered impotent.

has

been

crushed

and

I am glad that the proletarian power has smashed all
the criminal business that saw in me its leader and
the leader of which I was in reality.
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I have translated Bukharin's appeals and put them online in
English. They are online in Russian as well.3
Zinoviev's appeal is notable for this phrase:
I beg you to believe me that I am not an enemy any

longer ...
l.N. Smirnov, leader of the Trotskyist underground in the USSR,
renounced Trotsky:
At the end of my life I made an enormous mistake: I
followed Trotsky, and for a number of years I
struggled against the party as a Trotskyist.
This

struggle,

oppositional

at

first,

became

counterrevolutionary ... I admit my guilt before the
party and the workers' state in full measure. For a
long time the party tried to help me correct my errors,
but I stubbornly adhered in them. I deceived the party
and behaved hypocritically ("two-facedly").
Natan Lur'e, convicted of plotting to murder some of the Soviet
leaders, repeated his confession:
Following the assignment of Trotsky, the leader of the
terrorist center, I wanted to deprive the Soviet people
and the whole world proletariat of its leader Stalin
and other leaders of the great Communist party. I
repeatedly prepared terrorist acts against Voroshilov,
Stalin, Ordzhonikidze, Kaganovich, and Zhdanov,

having armed myself for the fulfillment of this
plan.

·'In English: llttps://msuweb.montclair.edu/-furrg/research/bukharinappeals.html; in
Russian: http://istmat.info/node/45780 (short appeal); http://istmat.info/node/45781
(long appeal).
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Following the assignment of Franz Weitz, a
representative of the Gestapo, I really was preparing
the murder of Voroshilov.
Piatakov:
disclosed everything that I know about the

counterrevolutionary activities of the Trotskyists,
including about my own activities.

Interpreting this evidence
These reiterated confessions of guilt are further evidence of guilt
and of the genuineness of the confessions made by these
defendants during the Moscow Trials.
One could say: "Perhaps they were made insincerely. Perhaps
these men reiterated their confessions of guilt in a final hope that
doing so might secure a prison sentence instead of the death
penalty. Doesn't this possibility annul any evidentiary value these
appeals might have?" It is important to respond to such questions,
especially since they are so commonly voiced in respect to the
Moscow Trials.
Any statement, made by anyone, at any time, might be a lie. It is
invalid to assume that a statement is a lie unless there is some
evidence that it is. Doing so would lead to an absurd conclusion: it
would mean that, a priori, no evidence for any historical event
would ever be valid because, after all, "it might be a lie" (a
fabrication, forgery, etc.), even though there were no evidence that
it is. If no evidence of fabrication or fakery can be found, to take
the position, "Because it might be a lie, therefore it is of no
interest," is invalid. To do so would be to commit the logical fallacy
of petitio principii, "begging the question" - assuming that which
should be proven.
Yet undeniably there are many people who are incapable of
objectively judging the evidence from the Moscow Trials, or
indeed any evidence that tends to show that Stalin and the Soviet
leadership of his day were not guilty of some alleged crime or
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other. The fact that this whole line of thinking is invalid does not
mean that it is not also very common.
Materialists in any field of inquiry - the sciences are the clearest
example - decide truth based upon evidence. History too is an
evidence-based field of inquiry. It is an affront to materialism and
the spirit of the Enlightenment itself to claim to decide upon the
truth or falsehood of any hypothesis other than by the evidence.
Yet when it comes to considering the historical events concerning
Stalin and the Soviet Union of his time such as the Moscow Trials,
many people give their biases free rein and make no serious
attempt to be objective, to decide on the basis of evidence rather
than according to one's preconceptions.
Let us try to state the problem before us in a more objective way. If
one were to formulate the hypothesis: "Bukharin's appeal is
insincere, does not represent a genuine confession of guilt," it now
becomes clear that one must have evidence to support that
hypothesis. A hypothesis that can't be supported by evidence does
not require refutation. Such a hypothesis "falls of its own weight."
These appeals support the contrary hypothesis: "The defendants
at the Moscow Trials were guilty of the crimes to which they
confessed." Moreover, the evidence of the appeals is consistent
with all the other evidence that exists concerning the Moscow
Trials. There is no question of a "preponderance of evidence."
There is no evidence whatever to support the hypothesis that the
defendants were innocent of the crimes to which they confessed.
The hypothesis that the defendants were guilty is the only
hypothesis that is supported by evidence.

Budyonny's Letter to Voroshilov
On May 22, 1937, Mikhail Nikolaevich Tukhachevsky, one of the
five Marshals of the Red Army, was arrested in Kuibyshev. Within
two days he had begun to give detailed confessions about his
conspiracy with many other military commanders, with civilian
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Party leaders, with the German General Staff, and - significantly with Leon Trotsky, to overthrow the Stalin-led Soviet government.
Tukhachevsky and seven other top military commanders were
tried behind closed doors by a military tribunal on June 11, 1937.
They were found guilty and shot the next day. During the
Khrushchev era Tukhachevsky and the other military commanders
were officially "rehabilitated" - said to have been the victims of a
frame-up by Stalin and his supporters and declared innocent.
From traitors they became regarded as heroes, a status they retain
in Russia today.
Today we have a great deal of evidence that they were guilty. To
discuss all this evidence, as well as the arguments and evidence
that these men were innocent, would take a volume. In the present
study we briefly discuss other important pieces of this evidence:
the Mastny-Benes letter of February 9, 1937, and Genrikh
Liushkov's statements to his Japanese handlers in previous
chapters; and, in future chapters, the Arao document, and Nikolai
Ustrialov's confession.
Another important piece of evidence is the report to Marshal
Voroshilov, People's Commissar for Defense and a close Stalin
associate, by Marshal Semion M. Budyonny, a member of the
military court. This document is still top-secret in Russia. It has
been cited occasionally since the end of the USSR in excerpts only.
In the ongoing effort by Russian officials to deny the guilt of these
men - and here they follow the Soviet leadership since Khrushchev
- those excerpts have been carefully chosen to distort the meaning
of Budyonny's document through significant omission. The thrust
and therefore presumed purpose of these omissions is to preserve
the impression that Tukhachevsky and the others were innocent.
Some years ago I found a copy of the entire text of Budyonny's
report to Voroshilov in the Volkogonov Papers in the Library of
Congress. In 2012 Vladimir L. Bobrov and I published a lengthy
article in which we study the document and review its dishonest
use by previous writers. At present this article is only available in
Russian. 4
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According to Russian law the transcript of the trial itself ought to
have been officially "declassified" in 2012, at the expiration of the
75-year period of classification. Finally, in May 2018, the
transcript has been made available to scholars and put on the
Internet. My colleague Vladimir L. Bobrov is preparing a transcript
and publication of this vital document in Russian. There is, as yet,
no translation.
But in 1990 one person did receive special permission from the
KGB to read the entire transcript: Col. Viktor Alksnis, at the time a
member of the Duma of the USSR.
Col. Alksnis went into the experience convinced that the
commanders were innocent victims of a frame-up. This had been a
fundamental credo in his family for more than 50 years. General
Jan Alksnis, Col. Alksnis' grandfather, had been a member of the
military tribunal that tried Tukhachevsky and the others and that
passed on them the death sentence. The following year General
Alksnis was arrested, convicted, and executed as a member of a
Latvian nationalist organization.
After studying the transcript, Alksnis changed his mind. On the
basis of what he read, he now insists that the accused must have
been guilty. He published articles in 2000 and again in 2009 about
this experience. 5 In a 2002 interview with Vladimir Bobrov Alksnis
reiterated his certainty that the generals were guilty. Alksnis said
that the transcript is "a cannon aimed at the present" - that there
are serious political consequences today in finding the generals
guilty:

4

Vladimir Bobrov and Grover Furr, "Marshal S.M. Budiennyi on the Tukhachevsky Trial.
Impressions of an Eye-Witness" (in Russian). Klio (St. Petersburg) No. 2 (2012), 8-24.

5

"Poslednii polkovnik imperii," Elementy No. 3 (2000). Now online at
http:/ /arctogaia.org.ru/article/423 ; "Ia ne soglasen!" Russl<ii Obozrevate/' October 31,
2009. At http:/ /www.rus-obr.ru/opinions/ 4577
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CTOXO)!{e, 4TO TaM, B [19]30-x f0,l\3X, eTOl1T HeKaH 11ywKa,
KOTOpaH MO)!{eT BbieTpeJil1Tb 110 HaM, 110 HaweMy BpeMeHl1.

11

Bee

MO)!{eT

A

o6pa30M.

T01,l\a

11osepHyTbCH

110Ka...

DoKa

COBepweHHO

e03,l\aHo

11Hb!M

011pe,l\eJieHHOe

11pe,l\eTasneH11e o Tex eo6bITl1HX 11 ,l\eJiaeTrn see, l..!T06hI
11MeHHO TaKoe 11pe,l\eTaBJieH11e 110,l\,l\ep)!{11B3Tb ...

Translated:
It seems that there, in the '30s, there is some kind of
cannon that could fire upon us, upon our own time.
And then everything would turn out to have been
completely different. And meanwhile ... meanwhile a
certain version of these events has been prepared and
everything is being done to maintain this version.

The Tukhachevsky Affair and the Moscow Trials
In the chapter on the Mastny- Benes letter we noted the
importance of the Tukhachevsky Affair to the Moscow Trials. The
military conspiracy figured prominently in the Third Moscow
Trial, where a number of the defendants testified that the military
figures were working in conjunction with their own conspiracies.
In the chapter on Liushkov's statements to his Japanese handlers
we discussed Liushkov's matter-of-fact revelations that military
conspiracies did exist in the Soviet Far East and that Marshal
Bliukher had been in contact with Aleksei Rykov, one of the major
defendants in the Third Moscow Trial.
In his letter to Voroshilov Budyonny briefly outlines the role of
these civilian conspiracies, and especially the role of Trotsky, with
the military conspiracy.
Concerning the bloc:
,ll,pyrnMl1

eJIOB3Ml1

WJI11

Hey,l\OBJieTBOp11TeJI bHOM
HenpaBl1JlbHOM
napT1111

11

OTHOWeHl111

11paB11TeJibeTBa

pa310BOpbl

pyKOBO,l\eTBe
co
K

eTOpOHbl

«113BeeTHbIM»

0

apM11ei1,
PYKOBO,l\eTBa
«60JibWl1M»

JIIO,l\HM 311HOBbeBeKO-TpO[.\Kl1eTeKOH 11 npasoi1 011!10311[.\1111.
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TaK'.>Ke 6b1J111 rlOABeprnyTbI pe3KOM Kp11T11Ke MepoITp11HTl1H
ITapT1111 11 ITpaBl1TeJibCTBa ITPl1 KOJIJieKT11Bl133!_\1111

1930-31

r.r.
B

1934

rOAY

OT

3Tl1X

«6ecrrp11Hl\11ITHbIX

pa3roBopoB»

ITepeWJil1 K 06beA11HeHl1IO eA11HOMb!WJieHHl1KOB 11 B CBOeM
Ka611HeTe

TYXAYEBCKY!H

AeJiy

ITepeXOAl1Tb

K

AeJIOBb!Ml1

BOITpocaMl1

eA11HOMbIWJieHHl1KOB

11

3aHBl1JI,

TOrAa

B

/Ke

YTO

AOJI/KHbl
PKKA.

OT

6b!JIO

CTOHTb

~JIH

CJIOB

ITopa

peweHO,

3Toro

YTO

Bep6oBKa
Ha116onee

ITOAXOAHll\11Ml1 B apM1111 6bIJil1 TpO!_\Kl1CTbl, 311HOBbeB!_\bl 11
ITpaBbie.

6b!JIO

peweHO

3Tl1X

JIIOAeM

BCHYeCKl1

ITOITYJIHp11311pOBaTb B o6l!_\eCTBeHHO-apMeMCKOM MHeHl111 11
ITPOAB11raTb
CTpoeBOM,
TaK/Ke

ITO

CJ1y1K6e

Ha

OTBeTCTBeHHbie

11

X035lMCTBeHHOM

ITOJll1Tl1YeCKOM
ITO

BOopy1KeHl1!0

11

ITOCTb!
Jll1Hl111,

ITO
a

opraH113a!_\110HHO-

M0611Jil13a!_\110HHOH pa6oT~
KaK

Ha

ITOJ111T11YecKy10

cjmrypy

3aroBOpl!_\11K11

op11eHTl1pOBaJil1Cb Ha TpO!_\KOro 11 ero 6JIOK, B KOTOpb!M
BXOA11Jil1

TPOl\Kl1CTbl,

311HOBbeB!_\b!,

Ha!_\110H3Jll1CTb!, MeHbWeBl1Kl1, 3Cepbl 11

ITpaBbie,

T.A.

Translated:
In other words there were discussions about
unsatisfactory leadership of the army, an incorrect
treatment by part of the party leadership and
government towards "well-known," "great" men of the
Zinoviev-Trotsky and Right Opposition. The measures
taken by the party and government in the
collectivization of 1930-31 were also subjected to
sharp criticism.
In 1934 from these "unprincipled talks" they went
over to the unification of like-minded persons and in
his office Tukhachevsky stated that it was time to
move from words to deeds and then and there. it was
decided that the recruitment of like-minded persons
in the Red Army should become the business of their
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work For this the most suitable persons in the army
were the Trotskyites, Zinovievites, and Rights. It was
decided to popularize these people in every way in
social and military opinion and promote them to
responsible positions in military, political, and
economic spheres, and also in armament work and
organizing mobilization.
As a political figure the conspirators were oriented
towards Trotsky and his bloc, in which were included
Trotskyites,
Zinovievites,
Rights,
nationalists,
Mensheviks, S-Rs, etc.
Concerning the opposition and its ties to Germany:
811,[\HMO, npe,[\nonaraeT KOPK, pyKoBO,l\l1TeJ111 3aroBopa, B
JIHI.\e TYXAYEBCKOrO, OT Hero MHoroe CKpb1J111, KaK,
Hanp11Mep, pa60Ty rAMAPHY!KA no BOCTOKY 11 CBH3b c
TpOI.\Kl1M, 6yxap11HbIM 11 PbIKOBbIM. 0,l\HaKo KOPK noKa3aJI,
lJTO eMy Bee '.>Ke 6bIJIO 113BeCTHO, lJTO pyKOBO,[\l1TeJ111
BOeHHO-cpaw11CTCKOH
KOHTppeBOJllOI.\110HHOH
opraHl13al.\1111 CMOTpHT Ha CBH3b c Tp0l.\Kl1M 11 npaBblMl1,
KaK Ha BpeMeHHoe HBJ1eH11e. 06 3TOM TYXAYEBCKl111
roBop11n KOPKY B TOM CMbICJie, YTO TPOI.\KHCTbI, npaBbie 11
T.,[\. TOJ!bKO nonyTT.Jl1Kl1 ,[\O nopbi ,[\O BpeMeHH, a KOr,[\a
6y,l\eT COBepweH BOopy'.>KeHHblH nepeBopoT, TO OH,
TYXAYEBCKY!l1, 6y,l\eT B pon11 ooHanapTa. YI 29 HOH6pH
1934 ro,[\a, KaK noKa3b!BaeT KOPK, TYXAYEBCKY!l1, y Hero
Ha KBapT11pe, 06 3TOM 3aHBHJI COBepweHHO onpe,[\eJieHHO,
np11 BCex np11cyTCTBOBaBWl1X TaM.

Translated:
Obviously, Kork suggested, the leaders of the
conspiracy, specifically Tukhachevsky, had hidden
many matters from him, like, for example, Gamarnik's
work in the East and the contact with Trotsky,
Bukharin, and Rykov. However Kork confessed that he
was aware all the same that the leaders of the
military-fascist counterrevolutionary organization
regarded the contact with Trotsky and the Rights as a
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temporary
phenomenon.
Concerning
this
Tukhachevsky had told Kork, in the sense that the
Trotskyites, Rights et al. were only fellow travelers for
the time being, but when the military coup had taken
place then he, Tukhachevsky, would play the role of
Bonaparte. And on November 29, 1934, as Kork
confessed, Tukhachevsky had in his apartment stated
this completely and categorically, in the presence of all
those who were there.
Budyonny continued:
ITPI1MAKOB: A OTCIOAa .s:I AeJiaIO BbIBOA, 'ITO MbI,
3aroBopw;HKH, B006pa3HJIH, 'ITO MO}KeM pyKOBOAHTb
BeJIHKOH CTpaHOH, COBeTCKHM HapOAOM H 'ITO AJI.Si
3Toro
HY}KHO
noJI-AIO}KHHbI,
111111
AIO}KHHa
HanoneoHoB. Mb! 6b11111 Hano11eottaM11 6e3 apMHH.
Mb! pa6oTaJIH Ha <J>awHCTCKYIO repMaHHIO. Ho
COBepweHHO .s:ICHO, 'ITO 113 3TOH IlOJI-AlO}KHHbl
HanoneottoB ocTaJirn 6b1 OAHH Hanoneott 11 HMetttto
TOT, KOTOpb!H 6ecnpeKOCJIOBHO BbITIOJIH.SiJI 6bl BOJIIO
fHTJiepa H <J>awHCTCKOH fepMaHHH.
Translated:
PRIMAKOV: And from this I draw the conclusion that
we, the conspirators, imagined that we would be able
to lead this huge country and the Soviet people and
that to do this we would need a half-dozen or dozen
Napoleons. We were Napoleons without an army. We
were working for fascist Germany. But it is completely
clear that of this half-dozen Napoleons there would
remain only one Napoleon and that would be the one
who most slavishly carried out the will of Hitler and of
fascist Germany.
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According to Budyonny Primakov and Putna said that they had
had special ties to Trotsky.
Primakov:
ITPI1MAKOB
OYeHb
yrropHO
OTp11I.1,aJI
TO
o6cTOHTeJibCTBO,
YTO
OH
pyKoBO,LJ;HJI
TeppopHCTHYeCKOH
rpyrrnoH
npOTHB
TOB.
BOPOWI1110BA B JI11u;e WMI1~TA, KY3bMWIEBA 11
,n;pyr11x, a TaK/Ke 11 TO, '-ITO OH, HK06bl, AO apecTa
pyKoso,n;11JI
neH11Hrpa,n;cKOH
Teppop11cT11YeCKOH
rpynrroi1 B n11u;e BAKWI1 - 6bIBlllero HaYaJibHl1Ka
lllTa6a MeXKoprryca l1 3IOKA. 0Tp11u;aJI OH 3TO Ha TOM
OCHOBaHl111,
'-ITO,
HK06b!,
eMy,
ITPI1MAKOBY,
TPOUKYIM 6h1Jia rroCTaBJieHa 6oJiee cepbe3HaH
3a,z:i;aya - ITO,Ll;HHTb B Jlemrnrpa,n;e BOOpymeHHOe
BOCCTaH11e, AJIH Yero OH ITPI1MAKOB, ,n;omKeH 6b!JI
3aKOHCrr11p11posaTbCH
OT
Bcex
CTporo
Teppop11CTl1YeCKl1X rpyrrrr, rropBaTb CBOl1 CBH3l1 co
BCeMl1 TpOI.1,Kl1CTaMl1 11 rrpaBb!Ml1 11 TeM CaMb!M
3asoeBaTb aBTop11TeT 11 a6coJIIOTHoe AOBep11e co
CTOpOHbl rrapT11l1 11 apMeHCKOro KOMaHAOBaHl1H.
Translated:
Primakov very insistently denied the allegation that
he had led a terrorist group against com. Voroshilov
made up of Shmidt, Kuz'michev, and others, and
likewise that he had supposedly before his arrest led a
Leningrad terrorist group made up of Bakshi, the
former chief of the staff of the mechanized corps, and
Ziuk. He denied that on the basis that supposedly he,

Primakov, had been entrusted by Trotsky with a
more serious task - to raise an armed insurrection
in Leningrad, for which he, Primakov, must keep
himself strictly apart from any terrorist groups,
break his ties with all Trotskyites and Rights, and
at the same time win for himself authority and
absolute trust from the party and the army command.
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Primakov:
B CBH3H c 3THM cneu,11aJibHbIM 3a,n;aH11eM TPOUKOfO,
CTPY!MAKOB o6pa6aTb!BaJI 25 KaB,IJ;l1Bl1311!0 BO rJiaBe
c KOMaH,n;HpOM ,IJ;l1BH3HH 3bI6Y!Hb!M. no ero CJIOBaM,
3bI6Y!H ,n;omKeH 6b!JI BCTpeTHTb Ha rpaHHU,e
nptt
OBJia,n;eHHH
noBcTaHu,aMtt
TPOL(KOfO
lieHttHrpa,n;oM.
Translated:
In connection with this special assignment of
Trotsky's, Primakov had worked on the 25th cavalry
division headed by the commander of the division
Zybin. According to his words Zybin had been
supposed to meet ·Trotsky at the border once the
rebels had taken over Leningrad.
Primakov:
A
H,
CTPY!MAKOB,
HBJIHIOCb
OXBOCTbeM
TaK
Ha3bIBaeMOH MeJIKOH 6yp)Kya3HH c TpOU,KHCTCKHMH
HaCTpoeHHHMH, npowe,n;w11i1 llIKOJIY TpOU,KH3Ma OT
HaYaJia ,n;o KOHU,a B TeYeHtte 18 JieT. B 3TOH llIKOJie
cocpe,n;oTOYHJIHCb OT6pOCbl YeJIOBeYeCKoro o6w;ecTBa.
CaMbIM 3JibIM H 3aHp;JibIM BparoM HBJIHJiacb H
HBJIHeTrn TpOU,KHCTCKaH onn03HU,HH 11 JIIO,IJ;H B Hett
yYaCTBYIOill;He.
Translated:
And I, Primakov, am the tail end of a so-called petty
bourgeoisie with Trotskyite leanings, having passed
through the school of Trotskyism from beginning to
end in the course of 18 years. In this school the rejects
of human society were concentrated. The Trotskyite
opposition and the people who take part in it are the
most evil and confirmed enemy.
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Primakov:

51 He )KeJialO Hl1KOMY Ha CBeTe nonaCTb B 3TY
cpaw11cTCKO-TpO~Kl1CTCKYIO 5IMy.
51 ,ll,OJI)f{eH CKa3aTb 1.JeCTHO 11 OTKpb!TO nepe,n, cy,n,oM,
'ITO Mb! Hapyw11JI11 KparnoapMeHCKYIO np11rnry 11 Hae
Bcex Ha,n,o paccTpeJI5ITb 11 yH11'ITO)f{l1Tb, KaK ra,n,oB,
npecTynHl1KOB 11 113MeHH11KOB COBeTCKOMY Hapo,n,y.
Translated:
I do not wish that anyone in the world should fall into
this fascist-Trotskyite pit.
I must say honestly and openly before the court that
we have violated our Red Army oath and you should
shoot and annihilate all of us like vermin, criminals,
and traitors to the Soviet people.
Putna:
f1yTHa B CBOeM 3aKJIIO'Il1TeJibHOM CJIOBe CKa3aJI:
«KOHe'IHO, Hl1KaKOH now,a,D,bl OT cy,n,a 5I He npowy, HO
npowy cy,n, Yl.JeCTb, YTO 5I - KOMaH,D,11p PKKA, BO BpeM5I
peBOJII0~1111 ,n,paJirn 3a Hee. TeM He MeHee nocJie
rpa)f{,D,aHCKOH BOHHbl 5I CTaJI KpenKl1M CTOpOHHl1KOM
TPOUKOro. 51 CYl1TaJI: TO, YTO roBOp11T TPOUKYil1 3To Bee npaB,n,a. Pa3yMeeTrn, 5I He BHl1KaJI B
60JibWeBl1CTCKYIO cyJJJ,HOCTb
peBOJIIO~l111,
XOT5I
opraHl1YeCKl1 YYBCTBOBaJI, YTO 5I c 60JibWeB11KaM11, HO
TeM He MeHee OCTaBaJirn TPO~Kl1CTOM. 51 Hl1KOr,n,a He
3a,D,yMbIBaJirn 0 TOM, Ky,n,a MeH5I np11Be,n,eT M05I
TpO~Kl1CTCKa5I TI0311~115I.

Translated:
Putna in his final word said: "Of course, I don't ask for
any mercy from the court, but I do ask the court to
consider that I was a commander of the RKKA, during
the revolution I fought for it. Nevertheless, after the
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civil war I became a firm supporter of Trotsky. I
thought: everything that Trotsky says is the truth.
Obviously, I did not understand the Bolshevik
essence of revolution although organically I felt
that I was with the Bolsheviks, but nevertheless I
remained a Trotskyite. I never thought about where
my Trotskyite position was going to lead me.

Did the Tukhachevsky Conspiracy Exist?
Since Khrushchev, the Soviet leadership, and now the Russian
leadership, have insisted that Tukhachevsky and the rest were
innocent, victims of a frame-up. That is, the situation is the same as
that concerning the Moscow Trials, Trotsky's conspiracy with
Germany and Japan, and many other events of Soviet history
during the Stalin period.
That mainstream Soviet, Russian, and Western history of the Stalin
period is seriously and deliberately falsified there can be no doubt.
We have published about this in the past and there is much more
to do. In any case, the question in history is not "What is the
consensus of experts?" Much less is it: "What is the consensus of
anti-Stalin experts?" For all honest researchers the question is:
"What is the evidence?"
We have cited only a tiny quantity of the evidence now available
that Tukhachevsky and the rest were guilty. Their testimony
interlocks with that of the Moscow Trials and the allegations of
Trotsky's ties both to the Soviet-based conspiracies and to his
collaboration with Germany. There is no evidence that this
material has been faked, and every reason to conclude that it is
valid.
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Zinoviev's Statements of 1935-1936
On January 15-16, 1935, Zinoviev, Kamenev, and some of their
Moscow-based supporters were put on trial for maintaining a
clandestine "center" of oppositionists who discussed politics and
remained in communication with a similar center in Leningrad.
The Leningrad center had murdered Sergei M. Kirov on December
1, 1934. A number of its arrested members had named Zinoviev
and Kamenev as their leaders, while not yet implicating them in
the murder itself.
On January 13, 1935, just before the trial took place, Zinoviev
wrote a statement more than 3,000 words in length in which he
confessed that there was indeed a "center." This statement was
first published in the official journal Izvestia TsK KPSS No. 7, 1989,
and republished in the collection Reabilitatsiia. Politicheskie
Protsessy 30-50-kh godov in 1991.
In it, Zinoviev stated the following:

fl yrnep)!{,ll,aJI Ha CJie,ll,CTBHH, 'ITO c 1929 r. y Hae B
MocKse 11,eHTpa 6. «311HOBbesu,es» He 6bIJIO. YI MHe
'!aCTO caMOMY ,ll,yMaJIOCb: KaKOH /Ke 3TO «U,eHTp» 3TO npocTo 311HOBbeB nmoc KaMeHeB
nn10c
EB,ll,OKHMOB nn10c ew;e ,ll,Ba-TpH <JenoseKa, ,ll,a H TO OHH
yJKe flO'ITH He BH,ll,5ITC5I H HHKaKOH CHCTeMaTH'IeCKOH
aHTHnapTHHHOH cppaKU,HOHHOH pa60Tbl ~e He Be,ll,yT.

Ho Ha ,ll,eJie -

3TO 6b1JI 11,eHTp.

TaK Ha 3THX HeCKOJibKHX '!eJIOBeK CMOTpeJIH OCTaTKH
Ka,ll,pOB 6. «3HHOBbeBu,eB», He cyMeBillHX HJIH He
3aXOTeBillHX no-HaCTOHru;eMy paCTBOpHTbC5I B napTHH
( npe)!{,ll,e scero ocTaTKH «JieHHHrpa,ll,u,es» ).
TaK Ha HHX CMOTpeJIH see ,ll,pyrne aHTHnapTHHHbie
rpynnbI H rpynnKH ... Bee aHTHnapTHHHbie 3JieMeHTbI
Bbl,ll,BHraJIH Ofl5ITb HalllH KaH,ll,H,ll,aTypb!.
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Translated:
I stated during the investigation that since 1929 we in
Moscow have had no center of former "Zinovievites."
And I have often thought about this: What kind of a
"center" is this - it is simply Zinoviev, plus Kamenev,
plus Evdokimov, plus two or three more persons. And
they practically never see each other anymore and no
longer carry out any systematic antiparty fractional
work.
But, in fact, this was a center.
The remaining cadres of former "Zinovievites"
regarded it as such. They either did not know how to
really dissolve their group into the Party or did not
want to
do
so
(especially the
remaining
"Leningradists").
All the other antiparty groups and grouplets also
regarded it as such .... All the antiparty elements once
again set forth our candidacies [in discussions about
the Party leadership- GF] (R-PP 160-161)
In an interrogation of December 22, 1934, Zinoviev had denied any
continued oppositional activity and any contact with other
oppositional centers. Zinoviev knew he was obliged, like other
Party members, to inform the Party about oppositional centers but
had not done so. As a result, at the January 1935 trial Zinoviev was
sentenced to five years imprisonment.
On April 14, 1935, Zinoviev wrote a letter to Stalin, parts of which
were published in 1989. In it, Zinoviev wrote as follows:
0,n;Horo H ,ll;OJDKeH ,n;o6HTbCH Tenepb: '-IT06bi 06 3TOM
nocJie,n;HeM sepwKe CKa3aJIH, '-!TO H OC03HaJI BeCb
)')Kac CJiyYHBwerorn, pacKaHJICH ,n;o KOH~a, cKa3aJI
CoseTCKOH BJiaCTH a6coJIIOTHO see, '-!TO 3HaJI, nopsaJI
co BCeM H co BCeMH, KTO 6bIJI npOTHB napTHH, H fOTOB
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6b!JI Bee, BCe, BCe C,D,eJiaTb, '-IT06bI ,ll,OKa3aTb CBO!O
11CKpeHHOCTb.
B Moeii ,D,yrne rop11T O,ll,HO JKeJiaH11e: ,D,OKa3aTb BaM,
'-!TO H 6oJibIIIe He Bpar. HeT Toro Tpe60BaH115'!,
KOTOporo 5I He 11CilOJIHl1Jl 6b!, '-IT06b! ,ll,OKa3aTb 3TO ... .H
,ll,OXOJKY ,ll,O Toro, '-!TO IlO,D,OJiry np11cTaJibHO fJIB/KY Ha
Barn 11 ,D,pyr11x '-!JieHOB f10JI11T610po nopTpeTbI B
ra3eTax c MbICJI bIO: po,D,Hbie, 3ar JIBHl1Te JKe B MOIO
,D,yrny, HeyJKeJil1 /Ke Bbl He Bl1,ll,11Te, '-!TO H He Bpar
BaIII 6oJibIIIe, '-!TO B Barn ,D,yrnoii 11 TeJioM, '-ITO B
nOH5IJI BCe, '-!TO 5I fOTOB C)J.eJiaTb Bee, '·IT06bI
3aCJIYIKl1Tb nporu;eH11e, CHl1CXOJK)J.eH11e ...
Translated:
Now I want to achieve one thing: that about this last
period of my life it be said that I recognized the whole
horror of what has happened, repented everything,
told the Soviet power absolutely everything that I
knew, broke with everything and everyone who was
against the party, and was prepared to do anything,
anything, to prove my sincerity.
My soul burns with one desire: to prove to you that I
am no longer an enemy. There is nothing that I
would not do in order to prove this ... ! have come to
the point where I stare fixedly and for a long time at
your portrait and those of other Politburo members in
the newspapers with the thought: Dear friends, please
look into my soul, do you not see that I am no longer
your enemy, that I am yours body and soul, that I
have understood everything, that I am prepared to do
anything to earn forgiveness and mercy ... 6 (R-PP 184)

6

Originally published in Izvestia TsK KPSS 8 (1989), 89-90.
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The highlighted phrase is the same one Zinoviev later used in his
appeal of his death sentence, which we have quoted above.
In 1936 the investigation into the Kirov murder had been
reopened. By July some members of Zinoviev's group were
accusing him of involvement in Kirov's murder. Arch Getty
describes some ensuing parts of the investigation as follows:
By 23 July, Kamenev was admitting membership in a
counterrevolutionary center that planned terror, but
he denied being one of the organizers; he implicated
Zinoviev as being closer to the matter. Three days
later Zinoviev was confronted by one of his followers,
Karev, who directly accused him. Zinoviev asked that
the interrogation be stopped because he wanted to
make a statement that, in the event, amounted to a full
confession of organizing assassination and terror.
(Getty Yezhov, 191)
Zinoviev went on to confess to direct participation in the planning
of Kirov's murder and that of other Soviet leaders.
5l: ,n;eHCTBHTeJibHO HBJIHJICH •rneHOM o6'e,n;HHeHHOro
TpO~KHCTCK0-3HHOBbeBCKoro

~eHTpa,

opraHH30BaHHoro B 1932 ro,n;y.
Tpo~KHCTCK0-3HHOBheBCKHH ~eHTp

cTaBHJI rJiaBHOH
rnoeti 3a,n;aYeH y6HHCTBO pyKOBO,IJ;HTeJieH BKIT(6), H B
nepByIO oYepe,n;h y6HHCTBO CTaJIHHa H KHpoBa. LJ:epe3
YJieHoB ~eHTpa 11. H. CMHpHoBa H MpaYKOBCKoro
~eHTp
6bIJI CBH3aH c Tpo~KHM, OT KOToporo
CMttpHOBbIM 6b11111 no11yYeHbI npHMbie yKa3aHttH no
no,n;roTOBKe y6ttHCTBa CTaJittHa.
Translated:
I was indeed a member of the united TrotskyistZinovievist center organized in 1932.
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The Trotskyist-Zinovievist center considered as its
chief task the murder of leaders of the VKP(b) and,
first and foremost, the murder of Stalin and Kirov. The
center was connected with Trotsky through its
members I.N. Smirnov and Mrachkovsky. Direct
instructions from Trotsky for the preparation of
Stalin's murder were received by Smirnov. 7

H TaIOKe npH3HaIO, YTO yyacTHHKaM

opraHH3a~HH

6aKaeBy H KapeBy OT HMeHH o6'e,n;HHeHHoro ~eHTpa
MHOIO
6bIJia
nopyYeHa
opraHH3a~H5I
TeppopHCTHYeCKHX aKTOB Ha,n; CTaJIHHbIM B MocKBe H
KHpOBbIM B JieHHHrpa,D,e.
3TO nopyYeHHe MHOIO 6b!JIO ,D,aHO B YiJibHHCKOM
oceHbIO 1932 ro,D,a.
Translated:
I also confess that Bakaev and Karev, members of the
organization, were entrusted by me, in the name of the
united center, with the organization of terrorist acts
against Stalin in Moscow and Kirov in Leningrad.
These instructions by me were given in Il'inskoe in the
fall of 1932. 8
Zinoviev gave more details in other pretrial confessions - we have
only one of them at present - and at the August 1936 First Moscow
Trial.
By this point Zinoviev had proven himself to be completely
untrustworthy. In his December 1934 interrogation he had denied
7

8

Getty& Naumov, 251-252; lzv. TsK KPSS8(1989)101; R-PP 198.

Zinoviev. Transcript of interrogation of July 23-25, 1936; translation by Getty & Naumov,
232 (they omit the words "in Il'inskoe"); lzv. TsK KPSS 8 (1989) 104; R-PP 199.
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any oppositional activity. Exposed by members of his group he had
only partially confessed at the January 1935 trial. In letters to
Stalin in April and May 1935 he had sworn that he had revealed
everything and had completely repented. His July and August 1936
confessions proved that these statements too were lies.
Zinoviev's duplicity had gone even further. During the eighteen
months of his imprisonment prior to his confessions of July-August
1936 he had composed a 540-page typescript in which he claimed
to confess all of his guilt towards the Party. It was intended to be a
demonstration of the thoroughness with which he had supposedly
examined his anti-Party actions and repented of them.
We have obtained and studied this lengthy document. In it
Zinoviev says nothing about his involvement in the planning of
Kirov's murder and plans for future assassinations. He says
nothing about the secret bloc with the Trotskyists and the Rights,
about which we know from the Sedov-Trotsky correspondence in
the Harvard Trotsky Archive. In essence this is a 540-page attempt
by Zinoviev to cover up his involvement in the bloc of
oppositionists and in Kirov's murder by "confessing" at great
length to a host of lesser misdeeds. 9
Ironically, in his post-conviction appeal of his death sentence,
dated August 24, 1936, 4:30 a.m., Zinoviev again used the same
phrase - "I am no longer an enemy" - that he had used in his April
1935 letter to Stalin. Zinoviev had nothing to lose by saying it. But
Stalin would have been a fool to believe him this time.
In addition to evidence of his own guilt Zinoviev's confessions
provide evidence of Trotsky's involvement in Kirov's murder and
in other planned assassinations - "terror." When Trotsky
indignantly denied this he also denied the existence of any bloc
with the Zinovievites. Like Zinoviev, Trotsky was lying too.

9

"Zasluzhennyi prigovor."

Conclusion: The Moscow Trials and the Evidence
The appeals by the Moscow Trials defendants, Budyonny's letter to
Voroshilov, and Zinoviev's statements and pretrial confessions are
consistent with all the other evidence we have reviewed in our
study of the Moscow Trials. They all provide evidence that
supports the hypothesis that the defendants' confessions of guilt at
these trials were truthful.

Chapter 10. Non-Soviet - Soviet
Evidence - The Arao Document
Non-Soviet I Soviet Evidence
The Arao Document
Nikita Khrushchev had Marshal Tukhachevsky "rehabilitated" in
1957. According to the information now public the sentence
passed by the Military Collegium of the Soviet Supreme Court on
June 11, 1937 was set aside on January 31, 1957. All the executed
military leaders were reinstated in their Party memberships by
the Party Control Commission on February 27, 1957. (Viktorov
234)
Normally there was some kind of study or report prepared
beforehand - usually an appeal, or "Protest" by the Soviet
Prosecutor, and a following report by the Supreme Court.
Normally too, he Soviet Prosecutor's "Protest" was based on some
kind of investigation. Viktorov gives a very general idea of what
kind of investigation took place in 1956. But we can't tell much
about it.
It's clear that there had been a decision to exculpate the military
leaders beforehand, and that the decision was a political one. We
have the decree of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the
CPSU posthumously reinstating Tukhachevsky and the others tried
with him to their Party membership. The "Molotov Commission"
set up in 1956 by Khrushchev evidently in order to officially
rehabilitate the Tukhachevsky defendants among others, was
sharply divided. Within weeks after it ceased its operation
Molotov, Malenkov, and Kaganovich tried to oust Khrushchev but
failed and were ousted themselves instead. 1
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For reasons never made clear, in the months before the 22 11 d Party
Congress in 1961 Khrushchev decided to sponsor another
investigative report on the Tukhachevsky case. A commission was
established under the chairmanship of Nikolai M. Shvernik, an Old
Bolshevik of working-class origins who had spent most of his
Party career as a trade union bureaucrat and was at the time the
Chairman of the Party Control Commission. It is possible that
Khrushchev was hoping that Shvernik's researchers would
discover some "smoking gun" evidence of, perhaps, a frame-up of
the military men. If so, he was disappointed. The commission
found nothing of the kind. This may account for the fact that the
report was not published during either Khrushchev's or
Gorbachev's tenure.
Shvernik's Commission issued a report addressed to Khrushchev,
to which Shvernik added the following note:
ToBapmu,y Xpy~eBy H.C. TiochrJiaIO BaM cnpaBKY o
npoBepKe 06B11HeHl1H, npe,ll,bHBJieHHbIX B 1937 ro,n;y
cy,n;e6Hb!MH
H napT11HHbIMl1
opraHaMH
TT.
Tyxa'-leBcKoMy M. H., fiK11py 11. 3., Y6opeBwiy 11. TI. 11
,n;pyr11M BOeHHbIM ,n;eHTeJIHM B H3MeHe Po,n;11He,
Teppope 11 BOeHHOM 3aroBope.
MaTep11aJibI o np11'-!11Hax 11 ycJioB11Hx B03H11KHOBeHHH
,n;eJia Ha T. Tyxa'-!eBcKoro M. H. 11 ,n;pyrnx Bl1,ll,HbIX

BOeHHbIX ,n;eHTeJiett 113J'-leHbI KoM11cc11eM:, C03,ll,aHHOH
Tipe311,n;11yMoM UK Knee perneHHHM11 oT 5 HHBapH
1961 ro,n;a 11 OT 6 MaH 1961 ro,n;a. H. WBepH11K.
26.Vl.1964 r.
Translated:
To Comrade N.S. Khrushchev. I am sending to you a
report concerning the verification of the accusations

1

The documents available related to the "Molotov Commission" are published in Razdel III
(Section 3) ofRKEB 2, 150-274.
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presented in 1937 by judicial and party organs against
comrades Tukhachevsky M.N., Iakir I.E., Uborevich J.P.
and other military figures, of treason to the
motherland, terror, and military conspiracy.
The materials about the causes and conditions in
which the case against com. Tukhachevsky M.N. and
other prominent military figures arose, have been
studied by a Commission created by the Presidium of
the CC CPSU by decisions of January 5, 1961, and May
6, 1961. N. Shvernik, June 26, 1964.

The Arao Document
It's reasonable to suppose that the purpose of the Shvernik
commission was to uncover evidence that would justify the
rehabilitation of the Party members convicted in the three public
Moscow trials and the Military purges. The mere fact of such a
study implies that whatever reports had been prepared in 1956
for the official "rehabilitations" had been lacking in such evidence.
No doubt the commission had the additional goals of further
blackening Stalin's name and, especially, the names of his leading
supporters who were still alive - people like Molotov, Kaganovich,
and Voroshilov.
The Commission duly reached the predetermined conclusion that
Tukhachevsky and those tried and executed with him were
innocent. But rather than proving their innocence, the report
contained evidence that contradicted it. One bit of such evidence is
the "Arao document."
Here is what we know of it, from the 1964 "Shvernik" report to
Khrushchev, first published in 1993.
r) ~eHCTBHH pa3Be,[l.KH 5InoHHH H ee pOJib B «,ll.eJie»
TyxaYeBcKoro
8 XO,ll.e nposepKH «,ll.eJia» TyxaYeBCKoro 6b1JI
o6Hapy)f(eH B UeHTpaJibHOM rocy,ll.apCTBeHHOM
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apnrne CoBeTcKoi1 ApMHH Ba)!{HbIH ,ll.OKyMeHT,
cneIJ,coo6w;eHHe 3-ro OT,ll.eJia rYr6 HKB,l( CCCP,
KOTOpoe 6b!JIO HanpaBJieHO E)!{OBb!M HapKOMY
o6opoHbI BopournnoBy c noMeTKoi1 «JIH"l!HO» 20
anpemi: 1937 r., TO eCTb B MOMeHT, Henocpe,ll.CTBeHHO
npe,ll.WeCTBOBaBWHH apecTaM KpynHb!X COBeTCKHX
BoeHa"l!aJibHHKOB. Ha 3TOM ,ll.OKyMeHTe, KpoMe
JIH"l!HOH
no,ll.nHctt
E)!{oBa,
ecTb
pe30JIIOIJ,HH
BopowttJIOBa, ,ll.aTttpoBaHHaH 21 anpenH 1937 r.:
«,l(OJIO)KeHo. PeweHHH npttHHTbI, npocne,ll.HTb. K. 8.».
Cy,ll.H
no
Ba)!{HOCTH
,ll.OKyMeHTa,
CJie,ll.yeT
npe,ll.TIOJIO)KHTb, "l!TO ,ll.OJIO)KeH OH 6bIJI CTaJittHy. H11)Ke
npHBO,ll.HTCfl 3TO cneIJ,C006I..IJ,eH11e B TOM BH,ll.e, B
KaKoM OHO nocTyrrnno K BopowttnoBy:
«CITELI,C006W,EHHE
3-M OT,ll.eJIOM fYf6 ccpoTOrpaqrnpoBaH ,ll.OKyMeHT Ha
HTIOHCKOM H3bIKe, H/J.YIJJ;I1H TpaH3HTOM H3 ITOJibWH B
firrOHHIO ,ll.HTITIO"l!TOH H HCXO,ll.fll..IJ,HH OT f!TIOHCKOro
BOeHHoro aTTawe B ITonbwe - CaBa,ll.a Cttrepy, B a,ll.pec
JIH"l!HO
Ha"l!aJibHHKa
f JiaBHOro
ynpaBJieHHfl
feHepanbHOro wTa6a flnoHHH HaKa,ll.3HMa TeIJ,y,ll.30.
ITttCbMO HanttcaHo no<i:epKoM noMOIJJ;HHKa BOeHHoro
aTTawe B ITonbwe Apao.

«06 ycTaHOBJieHHH
,ll.eHTeneM.

CB513H

c

BH,ll.Hb!M

COBeTCKHM

12 arrpenH 1937 ro,lJ.a.
BoeHHbIH aTTawe B ITonhwe CaBa,ll.y Cttrepy.
ITo Bonpocy, yKa3aHHOMY B 3aroJIOBKe, y,ll.anocb
yCTaHOBHTb CB513b c TaHHb!M IlOCJiaHIJ,eM Mapwana
Kparnoi1 ApMHH Tyxa"l!eBcKoro.
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CyTh 6ece,D,hI 3aKJIIO'Ianacb B TOM, YT06b1 06cy,D,11Tb (2
11eporn11cpa 11 O,ll,11H 3HaK HeTIOH5ITHbl) OTHOCl1TeJibHO
113BeCTHoro BaM TaHHoro nocnam~a OT KpacHoH
ApM1111 NQ 304."
CneQcoo6~eH11e
no,D,n11caHo
3aMeCTHTeneM
Ha'!aJibHl1Ka 3-ro OT,D,ena rYrB HKB,l( CCCP
KOMl1CcapoM rocy,D,apcTBeHHOH 6e3onaCHOCTl1 3-ro
paHra M11HaeBbIM. <PoTonneHKl1 c 3Tl1M ,ll,OKyMeHTOM
11 TIO,ll,Jil1HHl1K nepeBo,D,a B apx11Be HKB,l( He
06Hapy)KeHh1. 2

Translated:
(c) Actions of Japanese intelligence and its role in the
Tukhachevsky "case"
In the course of verifying the "case" of Tukhachevsky
an important document was discovered in the Central
State Archive of the Soviet Army, a special
communication of the 3rct department of the GUGB
[Main Directorate for State Security] of the NKVD
[People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs] of the
USSR, which had been sent by Ezhov to Voroshilov,
the People's Commissar of Defense, with the
annotation "personal," on April 20, 1937, that is at the
time immediately before the arrests of the major
Soviet military commanders .... We reproduce here
this special communication in the form in which it
reached Voroshilov:
SPECIAL COMMUNICATION

2

Telegram of April 12 1937 concerning Tukhachevsky's contacts with Japanese. "Tragediia
RKKA," Spravka of Shvernik report, Voenno-Istoricheskii Arkhiv, No. 2 (1997), 29-31. Also in
RKEB 2, 753.
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The 3rd department of the GUGB has photographed a
document in the Japanese language that was in transit
from Poland to Japan by diplomatic pouch and that
originated with the Japanese military attache to
Poland, Savada Sigeru, addressed personally to the
director of the Main department of the Japanese
General Staff Nakazima Tetsudzo. The letter is written
in the hand of Arao, aide to the military attache in
Poland.
The text of the document is as follows:
"Concerning the establishment
prominent Soviet figure.

of ties

with

a

12 April 1937
The Military Attache in Poland Savada Sigeru.
On the matter mentioned in the title, we have been
successful in establishing contact with a secret
emissary of Marshal of the Red Army Tukhachevsky.
The essence of the conversation concluded that there
should be a discussion (2 characters and one sign
indecipherable) concerning the secret emissary from
the Red Army No. 304 who is known to you."
The special communication is signed by the assistant
head of the 3rd section of the GUGB NKVD USSR,
Commissar of State Security 3rd class Minaev. Neither
the photograph that accompanied this document nor
the original of the translation have been discovered in
the archive of the NKVD.
The authors of the Shvernik report went on to claim that they
believed this document was a "provocation," faked to incriminate
Tukhachevsky.
3Ta ,lJ,e3ttHcpopMau.1rn 6bJJia TeM l1Jll1 l1Hb!M nyTeM
CTO,ll,6poweHa
COBeTCKHM
opraHaM
HCTOHCKOH
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pa3Be,n;KOH, 6b!Tb MO)!{eT, B Koonepau,1111 c nOJibCKOH
pa3Be,ll;KOH, a B03MO)!{H0, 11 HeMeJJ,KOH.
Translated:
This disinformation was passed by one means or
another to the Soviet organs [of security - GF] by
Japanese intelligence, perhaps in cooperation with
Polish intelligence, or perhaps with the Germans.
The Arao Document evidently presented the researchers on
Shvernik's Commission with a considerable problem. Here was
documentary evidence that Tukhachevsky was in contact with
Japanese intelligence - was, in fact, a Japanese spy!
The Commission attempted damage control to discredit their
discovery. In 1937 the document had been turned over to a
prisoner, a certain R.N. Kim, an NKVD "worker" - his former job
was not specified - who had been himself arrested as a Japanese
spy. The whole sequence of events merits a careful look.

8 CB5I311 c TeM, 'ITO Ka'IeCTBO cpoTO,ll;OKyMeHTa 6bIJIO
nJiox11M 11 11HoCTpaHHb1H: oT,n;eJI HKB,l(, Ky,n;a 6bIJI
nepe,n;aH ,ll;JI5I pacwHcppOBKH 3TOT ,n;oKyMeHT, He CMOr
BbinOJIHHTb 3TOH pa60Tbl, 3aMeCTHTeJib Ha'IaJibHHKa
3 OT,n;eJia fYf6 M11HaeB-U11KaHOBCKHH npe,n;JIO)!{HJI M.
E. CoKoJioBy, pa6oTaBweMy Tor,n;a Ha'IaJibHHKOM 7-ro
OT,ll;eJieHH5I 3TOro OT,n;eJia, BbiexaTb c ,n;oKyMeHTOM B
JiecpopTOBCKYIO TIOpbMY K HaXO,IJ;HBWeMyrn TaM
apecToBaHHOMY pa6oTHHKy HHO HKB,l( P. H. K11My 11
nopyqHTb eMy, KaK KBaJI11cp11u,11poBaHHOMY 3HaTOKY
HnoHcKoro 5I3bIKa, pacw11cppoBaTb ,n;oKyMeHT. K11M
6bIJI apecToBaH 2 anpeJIH 1937 r. no no,n;o3pem110 B
wn110Ha)!{e B noJib3Y f!noHHH, 11 cJie,n;cTBHe no ero
,n;eJiy BeJI annapaT OT,n;eJieHH5I, B03rJiaBJI5IeMoro
CoKOJIOBbIM.
KaK coo6I.JJ,HJI ceH:qac B UK Knee CoKoJloB, 3TOT
nJioxo
ccpoTorpacp11poBaHHbIH
,n;oKyMeHT
KHMY
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y,ll.aJiocb pacw11¢posaTb nocne ,ll.Byx-Tpex Bl1311TOB K
HeMy. K11M 6bIJI Kpai1He so36Y:>K,ll.eH, KOr,ll.a coo6rn.11n
CoKoJiosy, YTO s ;:i;oKyMeHTe MapwaJI TyxaqescK11i1
ynoM11HaeTrn
KaK
11HOCTpaHHbltt
pa3Beti;Yl1K.
CoKoJioB
yTsep:>Kti;aeT,
YTO
co;:i;ep:>KaH11e
cneqcoo6rn.eH11H,
KOTopoe
6b1JI0
HanpasneHo
Bopow11nosy, cosna;:i;aeT c co;:i;ep:>KaH11eM nepeso;:i;a,
c;:i;enaHHoro K11MOM, np11YeM B TO speMH CoKOJIOB 11
;:i;pyrne ero c0Tpy;:i;H11K11, 3Hasw11e co;:i;ep:>KaH11e
;:i;oKyMeHTa, 6bIJI11 y6e:>Kti;eHbl B ero noti;JI11HHOCTl1.
Tenepb :>Ke CoKOJIOB cY:11TaeT, YTO 0H11 Tor;:i;a rny6oKo
3a6Jiy:>Kti;aJil1Cb, 11 AOKyMeHT, B11;:J;l1MO, HBJIHeTrn
;:i;e311H¢opMaq11ei1 co CTOpOHbl flOJibCKOH 11Jil1
HflOHCKOH pa3Beti;OK c pacY:eTOM, '-ITO 3a 3TY
¢aJibilll1BKY yxsaTHTCH.
Translated:
Since the quality of the photographic copy of the
document was poor and the Foreign Section of the
NKVD, where it had been sent for the decoding of the
document, could not accomplish this work, the
Assistant Chief of the 3r·d Office of the GUGB MinaevTsikanovskii proposed to M.E. Sokolov, who during
that period worked as the chief of the 7r1i section of
this Office, to take the document to the Lefortovo
prison to R.N. Kim, an arrested employee of the
Foreign Section of the NKVD who was imprisoned
there, and to assign him, as a qualified expert in the
Japanese language, to decode the document. Kim had
been arrested on April 2, 1937, under suspicion of
espionage for Japan and the investigation of his case
was led by the staff of the section headed by Sokolov.
Sokolov has now informed the CC of the CPSU that
Kim succeeded in decoding this poorly photographed
document after two or three visits. Kim was very
excited when he informed Sokolov that in the
document Marshal Tukhachevsky is mentioned as a
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foreign spy. Sokolov confirms that the contents of the
special communication that was sent to Voroshilov
agrees with the contents of the translation done by
Kim. Moreover, at that time Sokolov and other
coworkers who knew the document's contents were
convinced that it was genuine. Now, however, Sokolov
considers that they were then deeply mistaken and
that the document was obviously disinformation by
Polish or Japanese intelligence who counted upon our
seizing upon this forgery.
There are some issues to consider here.

* Why would a document of this importance be turned over to a
suspected Japanese spy for a reliable translation? If Kim had in fact
been a Japanese agent, the possibilities this presented to him for
creating a havoc of distrust within the Soviet leadership would
have been immense. And were there in truth no experts in the
Japanese language who were at liberty, and not under suspicion of
being Japanese agents, to whom the NKVD could have turned?
B cBoeM 06b.HCHeH1111 B LJ,K Knee npo)K11Ba10~11H:

ceif9ac B MocKBe K11M nOATBep)KAaeT, 9TO
AeHCTBHTeJibHO B anpeJie 1937 r. CoKOJIOB, co
CCbIJIKOH Ha np11Ka3aH11e HapKoMa E)KOBa, nopJ9HJI
eMy nepeBeCTH c HnOHCKoro H3bIKa AOKyMeHT,
KOTOpb!H HHKTO 113 pa60THHKOB fYfE, CJia6o 3Ha.H
HnOHCKHH .H3b!K, He CMOr np09HTaTb 113-3a Ae¢eKTOB
CHHMKa. K11My 6b1JI0 o6e~aHo, 9TO ecJIH OH
pacurncppyeT AOKyMeHT, TO 3TO 6JiaronpHHTHO
OT30BeTrn Ha ero CYAb6e.
Translated:
In his explanation to the CC of the CPSU Kim, who is
now living in Moscow, confirms that in reality in April
1937 Sokolov, referring to an order by People's
Commissar Ezhov, assigned him to translate from the
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Japanese a document that none of the employees of
the GUGB, because their knowledge of the Japanese
language was weak, could read because of the
defective nature of the photograph. Kim was promised
that if he decoded the document, that would have a
positive effect on his fate.
*The Commission claims that it located and questioned Kim, living
in Moscow in the early 1960s. Kim supposedly told them that he
had been given the document at the instruction of Ezhov along
with an unspecific promise that it would "affect his fate in a
positive manner."
The Kim of 1962, however, did not testify that he had been
pressured to concoct a false reading of the document. Instead he
claimed that he had doubted the genuineness of the document
from the first, and had written a note suggesting that this was
Japanese disinformation.
KaK yTBep)f{;::r.aeT KHM, nocne nepeBo;::r.a ;::r.oKyMeHTa OH
HanHcan e~e H 3aKJIIOYeHHe, B KOTopoM c;:r.enan
Bb!BO/J., '1TO 3TOT ;::r.oKyMeHT no;::r.6porneH HaM
HTIOHLI;aMH. TaKoro 3aKJIIOYeHH51 B apxHBax He
Hati:;::r.eHO. ~oKyMeHT, c KOTOpblM HMeJI ;::r.eno KHM,
COCT051JI, c ero CJIOB, H3 OP.HOH CTpaHHLI;bl H 6b!JI
HanHCaH Ha CJI~e6HOM 6naHKe BOeHHOro aTTarnaTa
noYepKoM noMo~HHKa soeHHOro aTTawe s nonbrne
Apao (noYepK 3TOT KHM xoporno 3HaJI, TaK KaK paHee
'-!HTaJI pH;::r. ;::r.oKyMeHTOB, HanHcaHHbIX Apao); B
;::r.oKyMeHTe rosopHJIOCb 0 TOM, '-ITO 0 TOM, '-ITO
ycTaHosneHa CB513b c MaprnanoM TyxaYeBCKHM,
;::r.oKyMeHT nocbIJiaeTrn B a;::r.pec reHrnTa6a. Bee 3TH
;::r.aHHbie KHM coo6~HJI s UK Knee ;::r.o npe;::r.oHsneHHH
eMy TeKcTa rneu;coo6~eHH51.
Translated:
Kim asserts that after he had translated the document
he also wrote a conclusion in which he deduced that
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the document had been passed to us by the Japanese.
This conclusion cannot be found in the archives. The
document that Kim dealt with was composed, in his
own words, of one page and was written on the official
form of the military attache in the handwriting of the
Assistant Military Attache in Poland Arao (Kim knew
this handwriting well since he had previously read a
series of documents written by Arao). The document
stated that a document had been sent to the General
Staff concerning the fact that contact had been
established with Marshal Tukhachevsky. Kim reported
all these facts to the CC of the CPSU before the text of
the special report had been presented to him.
This story provides a possible avenue of refutation of the "Arao
document." Kim, the Japanese language expert, wrote that it was a
fake, disinformation (though not a forgery - see below), but the
NKVD did not pass this on.
That created an opportunity for placing the blame on Ezhov, who
had supposedly directed that it be given to a person who might be
amenable to concluding whatever Ezhov wanted. Blaming Ezhov
would have allowed for blaming Stalin, Khrushchev's main target,
since Khrushchev had claimed that Ezhov did nothing without
checking with Stalin first. But Kim instead wrote a note
exculpating Tukhachevsky. In this scenario Ezhov did not pass
Kim's note along to the Politburo, but also failed to punish Kim for
coming to the "wrong" conclusion.
A further difficulty in the Shvernik Commission's discussion of the
document is that GUGB officer Sokolov, who had brought the Arao
document to Kim, knew nothing about Kim's "note" in the early
1960s. For if he had known, he would never have given the
testimony that he did give to the Commission.
CoKOJIOB

yTBepJK,n;aeT,
'-!TO
co,n;epJKaHHe
KOTopoe
6bIJIO
HanpaBJieHo
BopoWHJIOBy, coBna,n;aeT c co,n;epJKaHHeM nepeBo,n;a,

cne~coo6w;eHH5I,
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C,[\eJiaHHoro K11MoM, rrpw:ieM s TO speMH CoKonos 11
,l\pyrne ero COTPYAHHKH, 3Hasw11e co,[\ep1Katt11e
,[\OKyMeHTa, 6b!JIH y6eJK)J,eHbl 8 ero ITO,[\JIHHHOCTH.
(RKEB 754)
Translated:
Sokolov confirms that the contents of the special
communication that was sent to Voroshilov agrees
with the contents of the translation done by Kim.
Moreover, at that time Sokolov and other coworkers
who knew the document's contents were convinced
that it was genuine.
Sokolov, who had supposedly dealt with Kim directly, could not
have believed the document was genuine in 1937 if Kim really had
written a note saying that he suspected the document was phony,
disinformation. Obviously Sokolov's view about the document
bona ftdes would have come from Kim. But Sokolov and his
coworkers did believe in April 1937 that it was genuine. Therefore,
at that time Kim must have believed that too.
Moreover, how could Kim, a man imprisoned for suspected
espionage for Japan, have gotten out of prison to "communicate
these matters to the Central Committee" - much less "before he
had been presented with the text"? If he had done this, how could
Sokolov and his coworkers not have known about all this?
The Shvernik Commission report states that Kim was able to
identify the handwriting of the document as that of Arao because
"he had previously read a series of documents written by Arao."
The Assistant Military Attache of Japan to Poland would not have
been writing to the Soviets at all, much less in handwritten
Japanese. So we can conclude that Soviet intelligence had
intercepted other handwritten documents by Arao, intended for
delivery to Japan, before this, and had given them to the same R.N.
Kim to translate. This specific Arao Document was indeed a
bombshell, or so it appears to us today. But it must have been far
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from the first document by Arao that Soviet intelligence had
received.
This means that Kim's story of the early '60s about his "note" was
itself a lie. Everyone concerned - Kim, Sokolov, and no doubt
Ezhov and Voroshilov - had believed the note was genuine.
The Commission chose not to confront these problems, and
dismissed the Arao Document as follows:
O~emrnaH

HMeIO~Hern

MO)KHO c,n;eJiaTb

c11e,n;y10~He

HnoHCKHe
Bb!BO,ll;bl.

MaTepHaJibI,

Bo-nepBbIX, «,n;oKyMeHT Apao," noc11aHHbIH E)KOBbIM
BopowHJIOBy, Ha,n;o npH3HaTb npoBoKa~HOHHbIM. 3Ta
p;e3HHcpopMa~tt51
6bJJia TeM HJIH HHblM nyTeM
COBeTCKHM
opraHaM
51110HCKOH
no,n;6poweHa
pa3Be,ll;KOH, 6b!Tb MO)KeT, B Koonepa~HH c 110JibCKOH
pa3Bep;KOH, a B03MO)KH0, H HeMe~KOH.
He HCKJIIO'IeHo TaK)Ke, 'ITO 3TOT ,n;oKyMeHT 6h1JI
ccpa6pttKOBaH B HKB~ c npHMOH npoBoKa~ttOHHOH
~eJib!O HJIH 'ITO TaK Ha3bIBaeMb!H TaHHblH nocJiaHe~,
ec11tt OH TaK o6bHBHJI ce6H B BapwaBe, B
,n;ei1CTBHTeJibHOCTtt HBJIHJICH areHTOM H KB~.
BO-BTOpbIX, HeCMOTpH Ha COMHHTeJibHYIO ~eHHOCTb B
Ka"!eCTBe CBH,n;eTeJibCTBa npoTttB Tyxa"!eBcKoro,
Apao,"
,n;owe,n;wHH
,n;o
E)KoBa,
«,n;oKyMeHT
BopowHJIOBa tt, BepoHTHO, ,n;o CTaJIHHa, Mor Bce )Ke
HMH 6paTbC51 B pac"!eT H CbirpaTb B ycJIOBHHX anpeJIH
MaH
1937 ro,n;a onpe,n;e11eHHy10 po11b B
cpopMttpoBaHHH o6BHHeHHH npoTHB Tyxa'IeBcKoro.
BMeCTe
c
TeM,
BH,ll;HMO,
HMeHHO
HenpaB,n;ono,n;o6HOCTb!O 3TOro ,ll;OKyMeHTa Ha,n;o
o6bHCHHTb TOT cpaKT, 'ITO Ha c11ep;CTBHH BOnpoc 0
«TaHHOM noc11aH~e Tyxa'IeBcKoro» H o CBH3HX ero c
HTIOHCKOH
pa3Bep;KOH
B006~e
HHKaK
He
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,n;onpaw1rnanrn. B ,n;eJie HeT HH caMoro ,n;oKyMeHTa, HH
ero Kon1111. H11KaKoi1 onepaTHBHOH pa3pa6oTKH
BOKpyr
3TOfO
nepexBa"!eHHOro
HilOHCKOro
,n;oKyMeHTa He npOBO,[\HJIOCb; ero HCilOJib30BaJIH
npOTHB Tyxa"!eBCKOro B TOM BH,[\e, B KaKOM OH
OKa3aJirn B pyKax pa6oTHHKa HKB~.
Translated:
After evaluation of the available Japanese materials it
is possible to make the following deductions.
First: we must consider the Arao Document that
Ezhov sent to Voroshilov as a provocation. This
disinformation was passed by one means or another
to the Soviet organs by Japanese intelligence, perhaps
in cooperation with Polish intelligence, and possibly
also with German intelligence.
The possibility cannot be excluded that the document
was fabricated by the NKVD with a directly
provocational purpose or that the secret sender, if he
called himself that in Warsaw, was in reality an NKVD
agent.
Second, despite the dubious value as evidence against
Tukhachevsky the Arao Document that reached Ezhov,
Voroshilov, and probably Stalin also, could have been
taken under consideration by them and in April - May
1937 could have played a certain role in the formation
of accusations against Tukhachevsky.
At the same time, the fact that during the investigation
the question about the "secret representative of
Tukhachevsky" and about his ties with Japanese
intelligence played no role in the interrogations could
be explained precisely by the implausibility of this
document. In the [Tukhachevsky Affair] case file there
is neither the document itself nor a copy of it. No
operational work was developed concerning this
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seized Japanese document; it was used against
Tukhachevsky in the same form in which it existed in
the hands of the NKVD worker.
According to the Commission's analysis, the Document was some
kind of provocation by either Japanese, Polish, or German
intelligence, or some combination of them, or possibly even an
NKVD forgery - despite Kim's attestation that he recognized Arao's
handwriting.
The Commission then contradicted itself by claiming that the fact
the document was not used in the investigation and prosecution of
Tukhachevsky at all and that this could be explained by "precisely
the improbability of this document" - and then claims that "it was
used against Tukhachevsky." But if the case against Tukhachevsky
was intentionally fabricated from the beginning, the
"improbability" of the document - assuming that it was
"improbable" - would not have been an issue. Furthermore, NKVD
man Sokolov, who dealt with Kim, thought it was genuine.
We can best make sense of all the contradictions in the Shvernik
Commission's report about the Arao Document by recognizing that
its editors were trying to find a reason to dismiss this document,
since they had been tasked to find evidence to exonerate
Tukhachevsky and the rest. One hypothesis would be that those
who compiled the report did not wish to conceal from their
powerful superiors this document that their researchers had
uncovered, so they supplied an explanation that would permit
their superiors to disregard it, if they so wished.
Since the Commission's report informs us that Voroshilov had seen
the document and, therefore, Stalin knew about it too, the most
likely reason it was not used in the prosecution of Tukhachevsky is
that it was not needed - other evidence was available. We can't
know for certain, since the Tukhachevsky case file (de lo), like
those of all the other military defendants, has only been
declassified in part, and only in 2017-2018. As yet very few
researchers have been able to see even parts of it. The fact that the
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Arao document was not used in the case against Tukhachevsky
does not imply anything about whether it was genuine or not.
We do not know whether the actual Arao Document is still extant
somewhere. We know about it only from the Shvernik Repor·t.
Either it is among the Tukhachevsky investigation materials that
are still top-secret in Russia today, or it has been destroyed. It is
not mentioned by Iulia Kantor, author of three books on
Tukhachevsky, who was given special permission by the Marshal's
family to see his investigative file and in whose works a great deal
of evidence pointing not towards Tukhachevsky's innocence, but
towards his guilt, may be found. Kantor herself, with no pretense
of objectivity, firmly takes the position that all the military
commanders were innocent victims of a frame-up.
The Arao Document represents good evidence that Tukhachevsky
was in direct contact with the Japanese military figures in Poland.
The attempted refutation of the Document contained in that report
is filled with contradictions and should be discarded.
We have documented in another chapter that the Tukhachevsky

Affair features prominently in the Third
great deal of documentary evidence
conspiracy did exist. This evidence is
verifying the Moscow Trials testimony
sources.

Moscow Trial. We have a
that the Tukhachevsky
relevant to our task of
from other, independent

Chapter 11. Soviet Evidence - Ustrialov's
Confession
Ustrialov on Tukhachevsky's Contacts with the
Japanese
The consideration of Nikolai Ustrialov's confession requires some
explanation. Ustrialov's is a Soviet - NKVD confessioninterrogation. This will raise in the minds of some readers the
possibility that Ustrialov might have been "forced" to falsely
confess, that these confessions might be fabrications, and so on.
In reality, there is no evidence that this is the case and much
evidence against it. Therefore, it may be useful to examine this
issue here.
Ustrialov's confession cannot have been an attempt to "frame"
Tukhachevsky or even to get additional evidence against him,
since by the date it was given - July 14, 1937 - Tukhachevsky,
executed on June 12, 1937, had been dead for more than a month.
Might it be an attempt to "frame," or at least get more evidence
against, Bukharin and the Rights? As we shall see, they are in fact
mentioned in the confession. But this is impossible for a number of
reasons:
* The allusions to Bukharin and the Rights are all hearsay.
Ustrialov simply reported what one Japanese journalist-spy
who called himself Nakamura had told him. Nakamura had
no direct knowledge about the Rights. He just repeated what
he had been told by still other parties. Such testimony would
have been useless in any criminal trial, including in the USSR
in the 1930s.
*Why would the NKVD or prosecution fabricate material that
could not be used? When, during the Ezhovshchina or "Great
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Terror" the NKVD fabricated confessions they did so to
falsely incriminate innocent people. In this case they would
have fabricated direct testimony, forced Ustrialov to say that
he had direct knowledge of the Rights' desires to overthrow
the Soviet government, make deals with Japan and Germany,
and so on. But they did not do that.
* Liudmila A. Bystriantseva, the expert on Ustrialov's life and
thought who edited and introduced this confession, is
convinced that it is genuine despite the fact that it contradicts
the reigning historical paradigm according to which
Tukhachevsky et al. were innocent, "framed" by Stalin, Ezhov,
or both. At the end of this chapter we will review what she
says.
*The confession might well be useful to the NKVD for further
investigation. But that would mean that the investigators
were in fact trying to discover the truth. That, in turn, would
mean that they did not fabricate Ustrialov's confession.
* Ustrialov's confession is consistent with the Soviet charges
against Tukhachevsky and against the Rights. We now have
good corroborative evidence, including non-Soviet evidence,
that these charges were accurate. The prevailing paradigm of
the Moscow Trials and the Tukhachevsky Affair cannot
account for this evidence. Therefore, the prevailing paradigm
must be discarded.
All this suggests that the confession is genuine. We have no
grounds to think that it might be a fabrication by the investigators
or the prosecution, and every reason to think it was not. And the
confession itself is very interesting - in fact, a bombshell. Not
surprisingly, it has been virtually ignored by those who are
committed not to discovering the truth but to what I have
elsewhere called the "anti-Stalin paradigm" of Soviet history.
These are our grounds for including this somewhat lengthy
discussion of Ustrialov's confession here.
***
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Nikolai Vasil'evich Ustrialov was a Russian philosopher who had
taught law at Moscow University during World War I. He had been
a member of the Kadet (Constitutional Democrat) Party, the
leading party of businessmen and intellectuals. During the Civil
War he supported the White generals Kolchak and Denikin against
the Bolsheviks.
Eventually he settled in Harbin, China, and worked for the China
East Railroad, jointly owned by China and the USSR. During his
years of exile he visited Japan several times and met with Japanese
government figures. These visits became the focus of interest.
When the railroad was sold to Japan in 1935 Ustrialov returned
voluntarily to the USSR with other Russian nationals.
Once back in the USSR Ustrialov was hired to teach as a professor
of economic geography at two universities in Moscow. Clearly
Soviet authorities believed that he had accepted the Bolshevik
Revolution and his stated desire to support the USSR for
nationalist reasons.
Ustrialov was arrested on June 6, 1937.
B CCCP pa6oTaJI npo¢eccopoM 3KOHOMl1YecKoi1
reorpa¢1111 B MocKOBCKOM 11HCT11TyTe 11H)f{eHepoB
TpaHcnopTa 11 HeKoTopoe BpeMH ~ B MocKOBCKOM
rocy,n;apcTBeHHOM yH11BeprnTeTe. Ho 6 11IOHH 1937
ro,n;a 6bIJI apecToBaH opraHaM11 HKB,l( CCCP, a 14
ceHTH6pH
1937
ro,n;a
BOeHHOH
KOJIJier11ei1
BepxoBHoro cy,n;a CCCP no 06B11HeH11IO B "wn110Ha)f{e,
KOHTppeBOJIIO~l10HHOH
,n;eHTeJibHOCTl1
11
aHTl1COBeTCKOH arnTa~1111" (cTaTbl1 58-1, 58-8, 58-10,
58-11 YK PC<t>CP) np11roBopeH K paccTpeny.
CTp11rOBOp np11Bep;eH B 11CilOJIHeHl1e B TOT )f{e p;eHb B
MocKBe. 1

1
"Ustrialov, Nikolai Vasil'evich." (Biographical article). At
http://www.hrono.info/biograf/ustryalov.html
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Translated:
In the USSR he worked as a professor of Economic
Geography at the Moscow Institute of Transport
Engineers and for a time at Moscow State University.
But on June 6, 1937, he was arrested by the NKVD of
the USSR, and on September 14, 1937, he was
sentenced to be shot by the Military Collegium of the
Supreme Court of the USSR for "espionage,
counterrevolutionary
activity
and
anti-Soviet
agitation" (articles 58-1, 58-8 and 58-11 of the
Criminal Code of the Russian Republic). The sentence
was carried out on the same day in Moscow.
From another source we learn that Ustrialov pied guilty at trial to
espionage for Japan.
Cy,n;oM YcTp5IJIOB rrp113HaH Bl1HOBHbIM B TOM, 'ITO "c

1928 r. 5IBJI5IJIC51 areHTOM 5IIIOHCKOH pa3Be,D;Kl1 11
rrposo,n;11JI wrr110HCKYIO pa6oTy. B 1935 r. ycTaHOBl1JI
KOHTppeBOJIIO~l10HHYIO CB513b c TyxaLJ:eBCKl1M, OT
KOToporo 3HaJI 0 rro,n;roTOBKe Teppop11CTl1'IeCKl1X
aKTOB npoT11B pyKoso,n;11TeJieH BKD(6) 11 CoseTcKoro
rrpaB11TeJibCTBa 11 0 CB51311
c aHTl1COBeTCKOH
Teppop11cT11LJ:ecKoH opraH113a~11ei1: npaBbIX. KpoMe
Toro,
y CTp5IJIOB
BeJI
aKT11BHYIO
KOHTppeBOJIIO~l10HHYIO
rrporraraH,n;y
11
pacrrpocTpaH5IJI KJieBeTy Ha pyKoso,n;crno BKD(6)"
(113 rrp11rosopa, JI.,n;. 52). B TOT )!{e ,n;eHb rrp11rosop B
OTHorneH1111 YcTp5IJIOBa H.B. 6b1JI np11se,n;eH B
l1CIIOJIHeH11e (JI.,n;. 53) .... [0]6B11HeH11e B WII110Ha)f(e 11
11HOH
KOHTppeBOJIIO~l10HHOH
,B;e51TeJibHOCTl1
OCHOBaHO TOJibKO Ha rrp113HaTeJibHhlX IIOKa3aHl15IX
YcTp5IJIOBa, KOTOpb1e OH ,n;aJI Ha rrpe,n;sap11TeJibHOM
CJie,B;CTBl11111 flO,ll;TBep,n;11JI B cy;::i;e6HOM 3ace,n;aH1111. 2

2

Bystriantseva, L.A. "Arkhivnye materialy po N.V. Ustrialovu (1890-1937)."
http:/ /lib.irismedia.org/ sait/lib _ru/li b.ru/ pol ito log/ ustryalov / documen tatio n.txt.htm
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Translated:
Ustrialov was declared guilty by the court in that
"since 1928 he has been an agent of Japanese
intelligence and has carried out espionage. In 1935 he
established
counterrevolutionary
contact
with
Tukhachevsky, from whom he learned about the
preparation of terrorist acts against the leaders of the
VPK(b) and the Soviet government and about contact
with the anti-Soviet terrorist organization of the
Rights. In addition Ustrialov conducted active
counterrevolutionary propaganda and slandered the
leadership of the VKP(b)" (from the sentence, p. 52).
"The sentence against Ustrialov N.V. was carried out
the same day (p. 53)." ... The accusation of espionage
and other counterrevolutionary activity was based
solely on Ustrialov's confessions, which he gave
during the preliminary investigation and confirmed at
trial.
Ustrialov was himself convicted of espionage for Japan. This
constitutes our main interest in him here. It's important to note,
however, that Ustrialov did not confess to everything his
interrogator accused him of. Specifically, he rejected the
accusation that he had returned to the USSR at the instruction of
the Japanese.
BODPOC: Bbr Hanparno cso,n;rITe CBOIO ,n;eHTeJibHOCTb
TOJibKO
K KOHTppeBOJIIO~HOHHOH
nponaraH,n;e.
CJie,n;cTBHIO H3BeCTHO, YTO B CCCP Bbl npHexaJI11 no
npHMOMY npe,n;JIO)KeHHIO HnOHCKOH pa3Be,n;KH, co
cne~HaJibHblMH 3a,n;aHHHMH - Bbl npH3HaeTe 3TO?
OTBET: .H 3Toro He npH3HaI0. 3

3

Bystriantseva, L.A. "Ustremlenie k istine. Protokol doporosa N.V. Ustrialova." Klio (St.
Petersburg) No. 1 (1999), 246-256.
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Translated:
QUESTION: It is useless for you to reduce your activity
only to counterrevolutionary propaganda. The
investigation is aware that you arrived in the USSR
upon the direct proposal of Japanese intelligence with
special assignments - do you admit this?
ANSWER: I do not admit this.
This kind of differentiated confession -- confession of guilt to some
charges while rejecting other charges - suggests an effort on the
part of the defendant to be truthful at least about the charges to
which the defendant has confessed guilt.
Bystriantseva argues convincingly that Ustrialov did not "spy" in
the ordinary sense of the word, and in the sense that the NKVD
interrogator at first accused him of. But she fails to point out the
obvious: that Ustrialov's discussion with the Japanese agent
Nakamura (see below) itself constituted a form of espionage - that
is, secret collaboration with a hostile foreign power - if not
reported to the authorities.
The transcript of one of his interrogations, that of July 14, 1937,
was published in 1999. Here we quote only those sections of the
interview that are directly relevant to the question of Japanese
collaboration.
In this interrogation Ustrialov outlined the contents of a
conversation he had with Tukhachevsky at Tukhachevsky's own
home sometime in the autumn, probably September, of 1936. He
then summarizes a ninety-minute discussion he had in late
December 1936 with a Japanese agent, one Nakamura, who was
traveling under journalistic cover.
We'll comment on these two sections of Ustrialov's confession
separately. After that, we'll consider issues of authenticity.
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Part One. Autumn 1936: Ustrialov discusses his
talk with Marshal Tukhachevsky
BOflPOC: Yl3JIO)Kl1Te co,n,ep)KaH11e 3TOH 6ece,n,b1?

51

OTBET:

r10CTapa10cb ,n,ocJIOBHO 113JIO)Kl1Tb Hawy

6ece,n,y -

nOCKOJibKY OHa MHe OCTaJiaCb naMHTHOH.

Tyxa'-!eBCKl1H BHat.iaJie KOCHyJirn OCHOBHbIX npo6JieM
HaweH

nOJil1Tl1K11

3peHl15i.

51

11

11HTepecosaJirn

MOeH TOYKOH

OTBeT11JI, YTO, no MOeMy MHeHl1IO, B ,n,aHHOH
o6cTaHOBKe

11CTOp11t.ieCKOH

BHelllHHH

nOJil1Tl1Ka

CoseTcKoro rocy,n,apcTBa se,n,eTCH no e,n,11HCTBeHHO
B03MO)KHOMY ,ll,JIH Hee Kypcy,
op11eHTa~1110

Ha

M11p.

51

eCJil1

11MeTb B 811,ll,Y

not.iyscTBOBaJI,

co6ece,n,H11K He pa3,n,eJIHeT 3TOH TOYK11

YTO

MOH

3peH11H.

B

ot.ieHb OCTOpO)KHbIX, CKynbIX, OKOJibHbIX Bbipa)KeHl1HX
OH

CTaJI

rosop11Tb,

Tpe6osaJia

6bi

op11eHTa~11H

YTO

HeKOTOporo

Ha

CMHrt.ieHl1H

M11p

Haw11x

OTHOllleHl1H C fepMaHl1eH, HbIHe OTpaBJIHIOI11,11X BCIO
Me)K,n,yHapo,n,HyIO aTMoccpepy.

51

HeMe,n,JieHHO

Bl1HOBaTbl

3aMeTl1JI,

YTO

OTHIO,ll,b

He

Mb!

B HanpH)KeHHOCTl1 3Tl1X OTHOllleHl1H.

51

rnep,n,o y6e)K,n,eH, YTO, noKy,n,a cpaurn3M s repMaH1111 y
BJiaCTl1, Hl1KaK11e yJiyt.illleHl1H Haw11x OTHOWeHl1H He
B03MO)KHbJ.
3KcnaHCl1H

Ha

BocToK

-

KpaeyroJibHbIH

KaMeHb

BHeWHenOJil1Tl1YeCKOH nporpaMMbl fl1TJiepa. «,ll,a, HO
Ha BOCTOKe fepMaHl111 Jie)Kl1T flOJibllla, penJI11Ky

Tyxat.iescK11H.

sonpocb1

,n,onycKalOT

peweHl1H."

Yl3

6pOCl1JI

Tepp11Top11aJibHbJe
pa3Jil1YHbie

,n,aJibHeHWl1X,

BeCbMa,

sap11aHTbr
snpot.ieM,

OCTOpO)KHblX ero BbICKa3bIBaHl1H, noJiyt.il1JIOCb, YTO
OH

Mb!CJil1T

esponeHCKOro
cyI11,ecTsyeT

ce6e

COBCeM

paBHOBeCl1H,
Tenepb.

B

11HOH

He)KeJI11 TOT,
ero

cJiosax

p11cyHOK
KOTOpblH
socKpecJia
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KOHQenQHH

T3K

«repMaHCKOH opHeHT3QHH», 0

H33hlB3eMOH

KOTOpOH T3K MHOfO

rosopHJIOCb H nHC3JIOCb B csoe speMH.
EbrJio

cosepweHHO

Mb!CJIHJIOCb

B

oYeBH,ll,HO,

33

cny•rne

T3KOM

cnopHhlX TeppHTOpH3JibHhlX

Yett

cYeT

yperynHpOB3HHe

npo6JieM «He Kam,n,aH

CTOJibCKaH KaMnaHHH KOHY3JI3Cb PHmCKHM ,n,orosopoM
-

6bIJI Be,[\b B HCTOpHH «BeHCKHH KOHrpecc»».

6onee

3TOT acpopH3M Moero co6ece,n,HHKa 6bIJI

YeM

HCHb!M HaMeKOM.

fl -

«Ho Be,[\b H3WH npOTHBOpeYHH C fepM3HHeH He

HCYepnb!B3lOTCH TeppHTOpHaJibHb!MH

npo6JieMaMH.

HeJib3H

rny6oYaHwHe

ynycTHTb

H3

BH,n,a

npOTHBononomHOCTH
pemHMOB."
TyxaYeBCKHH

«):{a,

KOHeYHO,

HO

pemHMbI

pa3BHBaIOTCH, 3BOJIIOQHOHHPYIOT. B noJIHTHKe HymHa
rH6KOCTb.

BrnKHH

KOHcpJIHKT

ecTb

HaYaJio

cornaweHHH."
<c.253>

fl -

«0,n,HaKO eCTb OCHOBHbie, cpyH,[l,3MeHT3JibHbie

ycTaHOBKH,

KOTOpbre

nOJIHTHYeCKOro

COCT3BJIHIOT

CTpOH.

y

Hae

3TH

cyI..QHOCTb
ycTaHOBKH

onpe,n,eneHbI nporpaMMOH npaBHI..QeH napTHH».
TyxaYeBCKHH
JIIO,[\H.

-

napTHH

«):{a,
-

HO KpoMe

3TO

JIIO,[l,H.

nporpaMMbI

eCTb

B

eCTb

napTHH

peaJibHhie IlOJIHTHKH, H HM npHH3,[\JiemHT 6y,n,yI..Qee».

1-13

,[\3JibHeHWHX ero Bb!CK33b!B3HHH HBCTBOB3JIO, YTO

OH He TOJibKO «TeopeTH3HpyeT», HO H yme Haw;ynaJI
KOe-KaKyIO

nOYBY

no,n,

HOf3MH.

«PeaJihHhie

noJIHTHKH» B napTHH He cpHKQHH, a peaJibHOCTb. He
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cp11KIJ,115I - 11 CJIOBa 0 HOBOM Kypce no OTHOWeHl1lO K
fepMaHl111

¥13 3Tl1X CJIOB, HeCKOJibKO OTpbIBO'-!HbIX, HO Bee )Ke
,o;ocTaTO'-IHO HCHbIX, MHe He TPYAHO 6b1JI0 noHHTb
OCHOBHbie
flOJil1Tl1'-leCKl1e ycTpeMJieHl15I
Moero
co6ece,o;H11Ka. MHe ocTaBanocb 3a,o;aTb Jil1Wb eMy
o,o;11H Bonpoc o KOHKpeTHOH BHyTp11non11T11'-!ecKoH
nporpaMMe Tex «peaJibHbIX DOJIUTUKOB» B napT1111,
o KOTOpbIX OH ynoM11HaJI. Ha 3TOT Bonpoc
Tyxa'-!eBCK11H OTBeT11JI, '-!TO 11x BHyTp11noJI11T11'-lecKa5I
nporpaMMa 11CXO,D;l1T 113 Heo6xo,o;11MOCTl1 crJia,D;l1Tb
oCTpoTy
npoT11Bope'-!11H
Me)f{,o;y
CoBeTCKl1M
rocy,o;apCTBOM 11 BHell1Hl1M M11pOM, XOT5I 6bI ,o;a)f{e 3a
C'-!eT HeKOTOporo OTCTynJieHl15I OT npOBO,D;l1MOH HbIHe
napT11eH TIOJil1Tl1'-leCKOH Jil1Hl111. TIOCKOJibKY TaKoe
CM5If'-leH11e npOTl1BOpe'-111H ,D;11KTyeTC5I o6cTaHOBKOH
- Ha Hero HY)f{HO 11,o;T11.
TIOCJie 3TOfO OTBeTa 5I OKOH'-laTeJibHO TIOH5IJI, '-!TO TIO,lJ;
KJI11'-IKOH «peaJihHbIX noJIUTHKOB» Tyxa'-!eBCK11H
11MeeT B B11AY npaByIO napT11HHYIO onno311u,1110,
6yxap11HCKO-pb!KOBCKYIO rpynny.
Translated:
QUESTION: Describe the contents of this conversation.
ANSWER: I will try to present our conversation word
for word insofar as I am able to remember it.
Tukhachevsky first touched upon the main problems
of our politics and expressed interest in my point of
view. I told him that, in my opinion, in the current
historic situation, Soviet foreign policy is being
conducted upon the only possible line, if we bear in
mind the orientation toward peace. I felt that my
companion did not share this point of view. In very
careful, laconic, roundabout terms, he began to say
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that the orientation towards peace would require
some mitigation of our relations with Germany, which
now poison the whole international atmosphere.
I immediately remarked that we are not to blame for
the tensions in these relations; that I firmly believed
that as long as fascism is in power in Germany no
improvement of our relations is possible.
Expansion to the East is the cornerstone of Hitler's
foreign policy. "Yes, but to the East of Germany is
Poland - replied Tukhachevsky. - Territorial questions
allow for a variety of solutions." From his further,
although cautious, statements it turned out that he
had a very different picture of the European
equilibrium than the one that now exists. In his words
the well-known concept of the so-called "German
orientation" was revived, about which so much was
said and written at one time.
It was clear at whose expense in such a case the
settlement of the disputed territorial problems was
conceived. "Not every Polish campaign ended in a Riga
Treaty. History also knows the 'Congress of Vienna."'
This aphorism by my interlocutor was a more than
clear hint.
I - "But our contradictions with Germany are not
limited to territorial problems. We cannot lose sight of
the profound opposition of our social and political
regimes."
Tukhachevsky - "Yes, of course, but regimes develop,
they evolve. 4 In politics we need flexibility. Every
conflict is the beginning of the agreement."

4

Ustrialov was a central figure in the "Smenovekhist" movement. He believed that the USSR
would "evolve" towards a more bourgeois capitalist form of state. This fact may explain
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<p.253>

I - "However, there are basic, fundamental conditions
which constitute the essence of the political system.
With us these conditions are defined by the program
of the ruling party."
Tukhachevsky - "Yes, but besides the program there
are people. The party is people. In the Party there are
realist politicians 5 , and the future belongs to them."
From his further remarks it was clear that he was not
only "theorizing," but already felt a certain amount of
ground under his feet. The "realist politicians" in the
Party were not a fiction but a reality. Not fiction either
were the words about a new course towards Germany
From these words, somewhat disjointed but still quite
clear, it was not hard for me to understand the basic
political aspirations of my interlocutor. It only
remained for me to ask him one question about the
specific domestic program of those "realist
politicians" in the Party that he had mentioned. To
this question Tukhachevsky replied that their internal
political program was based on the need to smooth
the acuteness of the contradictions between the Soviet
state and the outside world, even at the cost of a
certain retreat from the political line currently being
carried out by the Party. Since this lessening of
contradictions is dictated by the situation - it was
necessary to take this path.

Tukhachevsky's interest in him. According to Bystriantseva, Ustrialov had abandoned these
views by the mid-1930s, but he was - and is - still famous for them.
5
I have put the phrase "realist politicians" in boldface in both Russian and English in order
to draw the reader's attention to it.
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After this response I finally realized that under the
nickname of "realist politicians" Tukhachevsky had
in mind the Right opposition in the party, the
Bukharin-Rykov group.

Analysis
A significant point for our purposes is that the main subject of
Ustrialov's interrogation was Marshal Tukhachevsky. At the date
of the interrogation, July 14, 1937, Tukhachevsky and the seven
other high-ranking military leaders who had been arrested with
him had all been tried and executed. What would have been the
purpose of fabricating an interrogation that implicated a person
already dead and other minor figures some of whom, as we shall
see, were never repressed?
Ustrialov had been arrested on June 6, 1937, a few days before the
trial and execution of Tukhachevsky and the rest and during the
continuing investigation of the military conspiracy. We don't know
what led to Ustrialov's arrest.
As an attempt to investigate networks of Japanese espionage the
interrogation makes perfect sense. The NKVD was also gathering
further information on the Rights, on their connection to the
military conspirators and others. Bukharin had already begun to
confess about this in his first confession of June 2, 1937. (Furr and
Bobrov Bukharin) So had Iagoda, Krestinsky, and others who
would eventually figure in the March 1938 Moscow Trial.
Ustrialov knew that Bukharin and Rykov had been arrested - their
arrests had taken place on February 27, 1937, during the
February-March 1937 Central Committee Plenum. But he could
not have known how closely the confessions they had already
made were consistent with what Ustrialov reported about
Tukhachevsky's views.
As Ustrialov described his conversation with Tukhachevsky, it
began by his professing his loyalty to the Soviet "orientation to
peace" - no doubt the attempted rapprochement with the Western
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capitalists, entry into the United Nations, the new Constitution,
and other reforms. Tukhachevsky immediately began to question
this policy, which was also predicated on an attempt to build
"collective security" - a set of alliances - against Hitler's Germany.
The Marshal said that "some degree of softening" (nekotorogo
smiagcheniia) of Soviet opposition to Nazi Germany was needed.
He said that the hostile relations between the USSR and Nazi
Germany were "poisoning the whole international atmosphere."
That is, Tukhachevsky was telling Ustrialov that he thought the
whole policy of anti-Fascism and collective security against Nazi
Germany was wrong.
In Ustrialov's words Tukhachevsky was "resurrecting" the notion
of a "German orientation." The two "losers" of the Versailles peace
after World War I, the USSR and Weimar Germany, had
collaborated secretly under the provisions of the Treaty of Rapallo.
Tukhachevsky and many other Soviet officers, including most of
those executed along with him, had trained in Germany. Such ties
had been terminated at Hitler's rise to power.
When Ustrialov referred to Hitler's Drang nach Osten, the
cornerstone of his foreign policy since the beginning and
enshrined in his credo Mein Kampf, Tukhachevsky replied that
Poland, not the USSR, could satisfy Hitler's territorial ambitions.
He referred to the Treaty of Riga (March 1921) in which Poland
had acquired much of Ukraine and Belorussia at the expense of the
newly-socialist Russian Republic.
To that treaty Tukhachevsky counterposed the Congress of Vienna
at which in 1815 Russian imperial control over Poland had been
established with a fig-leaf of Polish independence which was
snuffed out by the Tsar in 1832. In effect Tukhachevsky seemed to
be hinting that under a new political leadership the USSR could be
a German ally once again and help to put an end to the Polish state.
To this Ustrialov objected in surprise that the socio-political
differences between Germany and the USSR were "deeply
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contradictory to one another." Tukhachevsky's response was that
"regimes develop and evolve." But the only "evolution" he spoke of
was of a change in the Soviet regime and Party, guided by "realist
politicians"
(real'nye politiki). According to
Ustrialov
Tukhachevsky said nothing about Nazi Germany's "evolving."
Tukhachevsky then said that the "internal political program" of
these "realist politicians" would flow from the "necessity to
remove the sharpness of the contradictions between the Soviet
state and the outside world." Given what he had already said,
however, it is clear Tukhachevsky meant the contradictions
between Nazi Germany and the USSR, on the one hand, and the
existence of the Comintern on the other. By the autumn of 1936
there were already serious and deepening contradictions between
France and Germany. But all the capitalist countries were in
agreement in their hostility to the Comintern.
The exact same term "realist politicians" (real'nye politiki) was
used by Karl Radek in the Second Moscow Trial of January 23-30,
1937, in the same way that, in Ustrialov's account Tukhachevsky
used it in speaking to Ustrialov in the autumn of 1936.
Radek:

.H cKa3aJI r. K., '-ITO O)!{H,ll;aTb ycTynoK OT HbIHeurnero
npaBHTeJibCTBa - ,n;eJio cosepweHHO 6ecnoJie3Hoe, 11
'-ITO ..... npaBHTeJibCTBO MO)!{eT paCC'-IHTbIBaTb Ha
yCTynKH "peaJihHbIX noJIHTHKOB B CCCP," T. e. oT
6JIOKa, Kor,z:i;a nocJie,ll;HHH np11,z:i;eT K BJiaCTH.
Translated:
"I told Mr. K. that it was absolutely useless expecting
any concessions from the present government, but
that the ... government could count upon receiving
concessions from the realist politicians in the U.S.S.R.,
i.e., from the bloc, when the latter came to power.

(1937 Trial 9)
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Radek:
3TO 6bIJIO B Mae 1934 ro,l],a. OceHbIO 1934 ro,l],a, Ha
O,ll,HOM ,ll,11CTJIOMaTl1'-leCKOM np11eMe 113BeCTHbIH MHe
,ll,l1CTJIOMaT11'-leCKl1H
npe,l],CTaB11TeJib
cpe,ll,HeeBponei1rnoi1 ,ll,ep)KaBbI np11ceJI KO MHe 11
HaYaJI pa3roBop. OH cKa3aJI: "Hamn pyKOBO,lJ;UTeJiu
(OH 3TO CKa3aJI KOHKpeTHee) 3HalOT, qTo rocno,a;uH

Tpo~KUU CTpeMUTCH K c6JIU)KeHUIO c fepMaHueu.
Harn

som,z:i;h

cnparnusaeT,

'-ITO

03HaqaeT

3Ta

MhICJih rocno,z:i;uHa Tpo~Koro? MomeT 6hITh, 3TO
MbICJib 3MUrpaHTa, Kor.z:i;a eMy He COUTCH? KTO
CTOUT 3a 3TUMU MbICJIHMU?"

5IcHO 6h!JIO, '-!TO MeH51 cnparn11Ba!OT 06 OTHOllleHl111
6JioKa. B CKa3aJI eMy, '-!TO peaJihHhie noJiuTuKu B
CCCP noH11Ma10T 3HaYeH11e repMaHo-coBeTcKoro
c6JI11)KeHl15I
11
rOTOBbl
nOHTl1
Ha
ycTynKl1,
Heo6XO,ll,11Mble
,ll,J151
3Toro
c6Jil1)KeHl15I.
3TOT
npe,l],CTaBl1TeJib nOH51JI, '-!TO pa3 51 roBOp11JI 0
peaJibHhIX
noJiuTuKax,
3HaY11T ecTh B CCCP
peaJihHbie IlOJIUTUKU "

HepeaJihHbie IlOJIUTUKU;

HepeaJibHbie -

3TO COBeTCKOe npaBUTeJibCTBO, a

peaJibHbie

3TO

TpO~KUCTCK0-3UHOBbeBCKUU

YI nOH51TeH 6bIJI CMbICJI Toro, '-!TO 51 cKa3aJI:
eCJil1 6JIOK npH,lJ,eT K BJiaCTH, OH nOH,lJ,eT Ha ycTynKl1
,ll,JI51 c6JI11)KeHl15I c Ball111M npaB11TeJibCTBOM 11 co
CTpaHoIO, KOTopy10 OHO npe,lJ,CTaBJI51eT.
6JioK.

Translated:

RAD EK: This was in May 1934. In the autumn of 1934,
at a diplomatic reception, a diplomatic representative
of a Central European country who was known to me,
sat down beside me and started a conversation. Well,
he started this conversation in a manner that was not
very stylish. He said (speaking German): "I feel I want
to spew.... Every day I get German newspapers and
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they go for you tooth and nail; and I get Soviet
newspapers and you throw mud at Germany. What
can one do under these circumstances?" He said: "Our
leaders" (he said that more explicitly) "know that
Mr. Trotsky is striving for a rapprochement with
Germany. Our leader wants to know, what does
this idea of Mr. Trotsky's signify? Perhaps it is the
idea of an emigre who sleeps badly? Who is behind
these ideas?"
It was clear that I was being asked about the attitude
of the bloc. I could not suppose that this was an echo
of any of Trotsky's articles, because I read everything
that was written by Trotsky, watched what he wrote
both in the American and in the French press; I was
fully informed about what Trotsky wrote, and I knew
that Trotsky had never advocated the idea of a
rapprochement with Germany in the press. If this
representative said that he knew Trotsky's views, that
meant that this representative, while not, by virtue of
his position, a man whom his leader treated
confidentially, was consequently a representative who
had been commissioned to ask me. Of course, his talk
with me lasted only a couple of minutes; the
atmosphere of a diplomatic reception is not suited for
lengthy perorations. I had to make my decision
literally in one second and give him an answer, and I
told him that altercation between two countries, even
if they represent (diametrically opposite social
systems) is a fruitless matter, but that sole attention
must not be paid to these newspaper altercations. I
told him that realist politicians in the U.S.S.R.
understand the significance of a German-Soviet
rapprochement and are prepared to make the
necessary concessions to achieve this rapprochement.
This representative understood that since I was
speaking about realist politicians it meant that there
were realist politicians and unrealist politicians in
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the U.S.S.R.: the unrealist politicians were the
Soviet government, while the realist politicians
were the Trotskyite-Zinovievite bloc. And he also
understood that what I meant was: if the bloc comes
into power it will make concessions in order to bring
about a rapprochement with your government and the
country which it represents. (1937 Trial 108-109) 6
Radek:

11 Y:epe3 HeCKOJibKO Mecm. ~eB, npH6JIH3HTeJibHO 8
HOH6pe 1935 ro,n.a, Ha O,D,HOM H3 OY:epe,D,Hb!X
,lJ,HCTJIOMaTHY:eCKHX npHeMOB no,n.ollleJI KO MHe
BOeHHbIH npe,n.cTaBHTeJib 3TOH CTpaHbl ...
n pe,n.ce,n.aTeJI bCTBYIOllJ;H H:
cpaMHJIHH, HH CTpaHbl.

He

Ha3bIBai1Te

HH

Pa,n.eK: ... H Ha'-!aJI '.>Ka11osaTbCH Ha no11Hoe H3MeHeHHe
aTMoccpepbI Mem,n.y o6eHMH CTpaHaMH. norne nepBbIX
c11os OH cKa3aJI, Y:TO so speMH rocno,n;HHa Tpou;Koro
Mem,n.y o6eHMH apMHHMH o6eHx CTpaH cyw;ecTBOBaJIH
JiyY:lllHe OTHOllleHHH. B ,n;aJibHeiirneM OH CKa3aJI,

qTo Tpou;KUH OCTaJirn BepeH CBOUM CTapbIM
B3rJIH,ll;aM Ha HeOOXO,ll;UMOCTb COBeTCKO-HeMeu;KOH
;i;pymohI. Dorne pH,n;a ero TaKHX ,n;a11bHei1umx
BblCKa3bIBaHHH OH HaY:aJI HanHpaTb Ha MeHH, KaK Ha
nposo,n.HBlllero paHee pannaJibCKYIO JIHHHIO. H eMy Ha
3TO 0Tsenr11 TOH '.>Ke caMOH cpopMy11HpOBKOH,
KOTOpOH OTBeTHJI Ha nepBbIH 30H,[l.a)!{, '-ITO peaJibHbie
noJiuTnKu s CCCP 3HaIOT 3HaY:eHHe coseTcKoHeMeu;Koi1 ,n.pym6bi H fOTOBbl HTTH Ha ycTynKH,
Heo6xo,n;HMbie ,ll.JIH o6ecneY:eHHH 3TOH ,n;pym6b1. OH
MHe OTBeTHJI, '-ITO Ha,n;o 6bIJIO 6b!, HaKOHeu;, Kor,n;a-

6

The English transcript of the )anua1y 1937 Second Moscow Trial is much longer than the
Russian transcript.
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m16y,n.b
co6paTbC5I,
rro,n.po6HO KKOHKpeTHO

0

COBMeCTHO
rroroBOpHTb
rryrn:x c6JIH)KeHH51.

fl CKa3aJI OMy, '-!TO Kor,n.a 6y,n.eT

COOTBeTCTBYIO~a51

o6cTaHOBKa, 51 OXOTHO rrpoBo,n.y c HHM Be'-!ep. 3TOT
BTOpOH pa3rOBOp rroKa3aJI MHe, '-!TO TYT eCTb
fIOflb!TKa rrepexBaTa Tex OTHOWeHHH, KOTOpb!e
Ha'-!aJIHCb Me)!{,n.y Tpo~KHM H COOTBeTCTBeHHbIMH
KpyraMH fepMaHHH, pyKaMH BOeHHb!X KpyrOB, HJIH
)Ke
rrpoBepKa
peaJibHoro
co,n.ep)!{aHH51
Tex
rreperoBopoB, KOTOpb!e BeJIHCb. 6b!Tb MO)!{eT, ,n.eJIO
IllJIO TaK)!{e 0 rrpoBepKe, 3HaeM JIH Mb! TO, '-!TO
KOHKpeTHO rrpe,n.JiaraJI Tpo~KHH.
Translated:
RADEK: Several months later, approximately,
November 1935, at one of the regular diplomatic
receptions, the military representative of that country...
THE PRESIDENT: Do not mention his name or the
country.
RADEK: ... approached me and began to complain
about the complete change of atmosphere between
the two countries. After the first few words he said
that during Mr. Trotsky's time the relations between
the armies of the two countries were better.

He went on to say that Trotsky had remained true
to his old opinion about the need for SovietGerman friendship. After speaking in this strain for a
little while longer he began to press me hard as one
who had formerly pursued the Rappalo line. I replied
to this by uttering the same formula which I had
uttered when I was first sounded, namely, that the
realist politicians of the U.S.S.R. appreciate the
significance of Soviet-German friendship and are
prepared to make the necessary concessions in order
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to ensure this friendship. To this he replied that we
ought at last to get together somehow and jointly
discuss the details, definitely, about ways of reaching a
rapprochement.
I told him that when the circumstances permitted I
would be glad to spend an evening with him. This
second conversation revealed to me that there was an
attempt on the part of military circles to take over the
connections which Trotsky had established with
certain circles in Germany, or that it was an attempt to
verify the real content of the negotiations that were
being conducted. Perhaps, also, it was an attempt to
ascertain whether we knew definitely what Trotsky
had proposed. (1937 Trial 444-445)
In his summing-up statement to the court Prosecutor Vyshinsky
referred repeatedly and sarcastically to Radek's use of the term
"realist politicians." (1937 Trial 480).
Ustrialov concludes this part of the interrogation with the remark
that he realized this was the plan of the "Rightist Party opposition,
the Bukharin-Rykov group." Evidently enough information about
the political program of the Rights had been published by this
time, or at least bruited about in conversations, perhaps at
lzvestiia of which Bukharin was the editor and where Ustrialov
himself was to publish an article in December 1936. The program
of the bloc was shared by both the Trotskyists and the Rights.
Ustrialov would have naturally been drawn more to the Rights.
If there were any reason to think that Ustrialov's confession were
an NKVD "fabrication" we might attribute the use of the term
"realist politicians" to an NKVD attempt to falsely link the
confession, and thereby the Rights, with the Trotskyists of the
Second Moscow Trial of January 1937, which had taken place only
a few months earlier. But, as we have seen, there is no reason to
think that Ustrialov's confession is a fabrication.
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Therefore the recurrence of the term "realist politicians"
represents what Radek meant by it: a coded reference to the bloc
of Trotskyists, Zinovievists, Rights, and other oppositionists that,
in collaboration with the Tukhachevsky group and Germany,
planned to overthrow the Stalin leadership.

Part Two. Late December 1936: Ustrialov Meets
with a Japanese Agent
Ustrialov:
0AHaKO BCKOpe 51 Y3HaJI ropa3AO 6onee KOHKpeTHbie
Bew,11, 3acTaB11Bw11e MeH51 AYMaTb o B03MO)!{HO
KapA11HaJibHb1x 113MeHeH115lx B pyKoBOACTBe BKIT(6)
11 BCeH npoBOA11MOH CoBeTCKl1M rocyAapcTBOM
non11T11K11: 51 Y3HaJI o HenocpeACTBeHHOH CB51311
Me)!{AY rpynnoH 6yxap11Ha-Pb1K0Ba 11 Tyxa'IeBcKoro.
BOITPOC: OT Koro Bbl 3TO y3Han11?
OTBET: 06 3TOM MHe np11 BCTpe'Ie B KOHU,e
paccKa3aJI OA11H 51n0Heu,.

1936 roAa

BOITPOC: 0 KaKOM 51CTOHU,e 11AeT pe'Ib? f Ae Bbl c HHM
BCTpeTl1JIHCb?
OTBET: BcKope nocne Hane'IaTaHH51 MoeH cTaTbH
«CaMono3HaH11e
cou,11aJIH3Ma»
B
AeKa6pbcKoM
HOMepe (1936 fOA) «Yl3BeCTHH» MHe CT03BOHl1JIO no
TeJiecpoHy HeH3BeCTHOe JIHU,O c npocb60H 0 CBHAaHHH,
nepeAaB
npH 3TOM
rrpHBeT OT «xap611HCKl1X
3HaKOMblX». Ha MOH Borrpoc, c KeM 51 HMeIO 'IeCTb
rOBOpHTb, nocJieAOBaJI OTBeT: «Bbl MeH51 He 3HaeTe,
CT03TOMY cpaMl1Jll151 BaM 6e3pa3JIH'IHa, OAHaKO MHe
KpaHHe He06XOA11MO c BaMl1 JIH'IHO CTOB11AaTbC51 11
rrepeAaTb BaM rrpHBeT OT «xap611HCKHX APY3eH»."

ITocJie HeKOTOpbIX KOJie6aH11H 51 H3b51BHJI corJiac11e
Ha BCTpe'Iy, H Mb! AOfOBOpHJIHCb BCTpeTHTbC51 B TOT
)!{e AeHb oKono AeC51Tl1 'IacoB Be'Iepa B JlocHHKe,
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Heno,n;aneKy OT YlHCT11TyTa HKCTC. B Ha3HaYeHHoe
speMH H np11wen s ycnosneHHoe MecTo. B HaYaJie
o,n;11HHa,n;u;aToro K 11HCTl1TYTY no,n;ourna Maw11Ha. Yl3
Hee BbIWeJI OKyTaHHblH B wy6y YeJIOBeK, no
BHeWHOCTl1 HnOHeu;. 00,D;OH,ll;H KO MHe 11 Ha3BaB MeHH
no cpaMl1J11111, HnOHeu; OTpeKOMeH,LJ;OBaJirn cpaM11JI11ei1
HaKaMypa,
3aHBl1JI,
YTO
OH
HBJIHeTrn
KoppecnoH,n;eHTOM O,ll;HOH 113 TOKl1HCKl1X ra3e~ YTO
OH cne,n;yeT TpaH311TOM 113 5InoH1111 s Espony 11
3a,n;epmanrn Ha HeCKOJibKO ,n;Hei1 B MoCKse.
HaKaMypa nepe,n;an MHe np11seT OT TaHaKa 11
sb1pa311JI
nomenaH11e
o6MeHHTbrn
co
MHOH
MHeHl1HMl1 no HeKOTOpblM HHTepecyIOI.LI;HM ero
sonpocaM.

<c.254>
Beeb pa3rosop senrn Mem,n;y HaM11 Ha cppaHLI;Y3CKOM
513b1Ke.
BOCTPOC: 06cTOHTeJihCTBa scTpeY11 c HaKaMypa, KaK
11X
H3JiaraeTe,
c
HeCOMHeHHOCTblO
Bbl
CBH,D;eTeJibCTByeT 0 TOM, YTO no,n;o6HaH BCTpeYa
3apaHee saM11 o6ycnosneHa npH OT'he3,n;e 113 Xap6HHa
s CCCP, HHaYe cosepweHHO HenoHHTHbl MOTl1BbI,
sac
scTpeTl1TbCH
s
MocKse
c
no6y,n;11sw11e
cosepweHHO HeH3BeCTHblM BaM HnOHLI;eM. CTpH3HaeTe
J111 Bbl 3TO?
OTBET: Bbl cosepweHHO npaBbI, H sosce He
co611paIOCb CKpbIBaTb, YTO e~e B KOHu;e 1934 ro,n;a
TaHaKa npH pa3rosope co MHOH s Xap611He
npe,n;ynpe,n;11JI MeHH, YTO B cnyqae Heo6xo,n;11MOCTH
nonyqeH11H OT MeHH KOHCYJibCKl1H no TOMY 11JIH
HHOMY sonpocy, CBH3aHHOMY c TaK Ha3bJBaeMOH
pyccKOH npo6JieMOH, HnOHLI;bl nonblTaIOTCH HCKaTb
B03MO)KHOCTei1 ,D;JIH ycTaHOBJieHHH co MHOH CBH3eH B
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fl

MocKBe.

YTBep:>KAaIO,

OKOHYaTeRbHOH
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OAHaKo,

YTO

Hl1KaKoi1

A0fOBOpeHHOCTl1

o6CT051TeRbCTBaX

3TOH

BCTpeY11

06

Me:>KAY

H3Ml1

ycTaHOBReHO He 6brnO.
BOCTPOC:

BepHeMC51

BCTpeY11

c

K

o6CT051TeRbCTBaM

HaKaMypa.

fAe

H

0

YeM

Bawei1

Bbl

c

HHM

pa3roBap11BaR11?
OTB ET:

HaKaMypa

rrp11r RarnR

MeH51

K

ce6e

B

aBTOM06HRb H B TeYeHHe rrp11MepHO rroRyTopa YaCOB
pa3'he3:>KaR co MHOH Me:>KAY MocKBOH H JloCHHKOH, H
Bee BpeM51 6eceAOBaRH. BHaYaRe OH roBopHR 0 MOeH
cTaTbe

B

«l13BeCTH51X»,

COTPYAHHYaIO
6yxap11HbIM

B

H

3Toi1

era

crrpoc11R,

ra3eTe

11

APY3b51Ml1,

A3BHO

3HaKoM

Ha

YTO

51

RH
RH

51

51
c

OTBeT11R

oTpm~aTeRbHO. OH 11HTepecoBaRrn AaRee, B KaKHX
Kpyrax

Bpa~aIOcb,

51

H

rnoBa

6yxapHHCKO-pblKOBCKOH
rpyrrrroi1

peaJihHhIX

A3RbHOBHAHhlX 11

roBop11R

rpyrrrrbl,

noJIHTHKOB,

o

cpeAe

H33b!B351
ropa3AO

ee

6oRee

6oRee CHa6:>KeHHhlX COQl13RbHOH

orropoi1, He:>KeR11 HeAaBHO npoBaR11BwaHrn

rpyrrna

311HOBbeBa -KaMeHeBa. Ha MO!O perrmmy, YTO Terrepb
eABa

RH

MO:>KHO

cepbe3HO

6yxapHHCKO-pblKOBCKOH

roBOpHTb

rpynrrbl,

0

pORH

OH 3aMeTl1R,

YTO

3Ta rpyrrna, rro era MHeHHIO, BOBce He TaK cRa6a, KaK
Ka:>KeTC51, H YTO y
T3HHhlX

Hee 11MeIOTC51 HeMaRO 51BHblX 11

CTOpOHHl1KOB

coBeTcKoro

HacTpOeHl151X

COBeTCKOH

co6CTBeHHOH
rroRo:>KeH115I.

B

pa3RHYHhlX

anrrapaTa. 3aTeM

Moe A

fl

OH

3BeHb51X

cnpoc11R

HHTeRRHreHQl1H
OQeHKe

MeH51
H

o
0

ITORHTHYeCKOro

BKpaTQe coo6~11T eMy CBO!O TOYKY

3peHH51.
BOCTPOC: lfro Bbl coo6~11RH HaKaMypa?
OTBET:

fl

113RO:>K11R

cy~ecTByIO~ero

HaKaMypa

cBoIO

OQeHKY

B CTpaHe noRo:>KeHH51 ITOA YKROHOM

3peHH51 MoeA TeOpH11 «60HarrapT113Ma," -

51 rOBOp11R,
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qTo

pe80JIIOQl1fl

HeyKJIOHHO

6oHanapT11CTCKOMY

nyT11,

ycTpeMJifleTCfl
pa38118aeTCfl

6oHanapT113M oco6oro nopfl,l\Ka -

no
3TOT

npe)K,l\e 8cero KaK

np11HQHn 6e3rpaHHqHoro e,l\HH08JiaCTl1fl 80)!{,z:\fl.
3aTeM

fl

06paT11n

Meponp11flTl1fl

8HHMaH11e

HaKaMypa Ha TaK11e

npa811TeJibCT8a,

KaK

ycTaH08JieH11e

38aHHH, Op,l\eH08, 88e,l\eH11e 11HCTl1TyTa MaprnaJI08,
80CCTaH08JieH11e

Ka3aYeCT8a

11

T.,z:\.

...

TIOf18JieH11e

«3HaTHb!X JIIO,l\e:ih> KaK 6bI nO,l\YepK118aJIO C03,l\aH11e
H080H 3HaTH, T.e. onflTb-TaK11
aHaJior1110
Ka3Hb

c

3noxoi1

3HH08be8Qe8

-

pycCKOH

pe80JIIOQH11

MeTO,l\08

6opb6b!

r11nbOTHHa OQeHKY

11

c

eCTb

fl

ro8op11JI,

nep8oe

np11MeHeH11e

8

8

flK06HHCKHX
MOKpafl

TaKoM )!{e ,l\yxe fl

co6bITHflM

YTO

HCTOpHH

pe80JIIOQHOHepaM11:

8MecTo cyxoH:.

APYrHM

Ha80,l\11T MbICJib Ha

6oHanapTa.

8HyTpeHHei1

,l\an

)!{H3HH

CTpaHbl.
BOTIPOC: KaK pearnpo8aJI HaKaMypa Ha H3JIO)!{eHHbie
8aM11 8onpocb1?
OTBET: KaK 6bI 8 OT8eT Ha 3TH «60HanapTHCTCK11e
HOTKH»

MOl1X

3aMeqaHHH,

MOH

co6ece,l\HHK

HeO)KH,l\aHHO ,l\Jlfl MeHfl neperneJI K TeMe KpacHOH
apMHH 11 OTMeTHJI, YTO, no ero C8e,l\eHl1flM, y npa8b!X
eCTb CTOpOHHl1KH 11 8 ee cpe,l\e, TOYHee, 8 cpe,l\e ee
8epxyrnKH. Tipa8bie 808Ce He TaK 6eCCHJibHbl, KaK fl
noJiaraIO.

flnOHQbl

HMeIOT

HacYeT

3TOro

,l\OCT08epHyIO HHcpopMaQHIO He TOJibKO co6CT8eHHYIO,
HO

11

noYepnHyTyIO

113

COI03HOro

HM

11CTOYHHKa,

CTOJib )Ke, KaK OHl1, 3aHHTepeco8aHHOro 8 6opb6e c
KoMHHTepHOM. 7 EcTb ocH08aH11e YT8ep)K,l\aTb, qTo
Ha,l\e)K,l\bI 11 nJiaHbI npa8bIX 808Ce He 6ecnoq8eHHbI.
qT06bI

7

He

Presumably Germany.

6b!Tb

roJIOCJI08Hb!M,

OH

,l\a)!{e

YI

MO)KeT
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Ha3BaTb

0,11,HO

npe,n;cTaBJI.HIO~ee

HM5l.

OTHOllleHHH ,ll;OCTaTOY:HO BeCKHM:
<<rocno,n;11H

TyxaY:eBCKHH»

noJIHTHY:eCKHMH

A

B

3TOM

no ero ,n;aHHbIM,

CB.H3aH

Cl1MnaTl1.HMl1

KOMMYHl1CTOB.
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c

TeCHbIMH

rpynnoH

npaBbIX

TyxaY:eBCKHH

HM.H

era xopowo 3HaIOT noJI11T11Y:ecK11e

11MnoH11py10~ee:

e~e

Kpyrn BCex 11HOCTpaHHbIX rocy,n;apCTB, 11

pycCKa.H

3M11rpau;11.H npoY:11Jia ero B «pyccK11e HanoJieOHbI».
BMecTe c TeM, KaK o,11,11H 113 MapwaJIOB, OH nonymipeH
B CCCP.
Ha MOH sonpoc MoeMy co6ece,11,H11Ky, KaK )Ke MbICJil1T
OH

nOJil1Tl1Y:eCKYIO

nporpaMMY

TaKoro

npaBO-

BOeHHOro 6JIOKa, OH pa3Bl1JI MHe p.H,11, coo6pa)!{eHl1H,
HanOMl1Hal0~11X

TaHaKa, B

8

113JIO)!{eHHbie

Bblllle

cy)!{,n;eHH.H

1934 ro,n;y.

CJiyqae

nOJil1THY:eCKOro

ycnexa,

npaB11TeJibCTBO

6yxap11HCKO-pb!KOBCKOH rpynnbI, B KOpHe 113MeHHJIO
6bI Kypc COBeTCKOH nOJil1Tl1Kl1 B CTOpOHY c6JIH)!{eHl1.H
c

IlO)!{eJiaHl1.HMl1

Y:aCTHOCTl1,

HHOCTpaHHbIX

51nOHl1.H

rocy,11,apCTB.

O)!{tt,n;aeT

OT

8

3Toro

npas11TeJibCTBa npeKpa~eHH.H pa6oTbI KoMHHTepHa
B

KttTae

rno6op;b1

11

npe,11,ocTaBJieHH.H

pyK

B

paCCY:l1TbIBaeT
pa3Jil1Y:HbIX
~aJibHero

K11Tae.
Ha

noJII06osHoe

c

3HaY:HTeJibHOe

KOHu;ecc11H
BocToKa,

HnoH1111

BMecTe

B

a

npe,11,eJiax

B03MO)!{HO,

cor JiallleH11e

o

TeM

noJIHOH
HnoHH.H

paclll11peH11e
CoseTcKoro
,n;a)!{e

npo,n;a)!{e

11

Ha

eH

Ha

np11eMJieMbIX ycJIOBH.HX cesepHoH Y:acTH CaxaJI11Ha.
Bee

3TO

pa,n;11KaJibHo

CM.Hr'clHT

HbIHelllHIOIO

Hanp.H)!{eHHOCTb OTHoweHHH Me)!{,n;y HnoH11eH 11 CCCP.
Ha MOH sonpoc o no311u;1111 TaKoro npas11TeJibCTBa B
c¢epe eBponeHCKOH BHewHeH noJIHTHKl1 HaKaMypa

OTBen111,

qTo

y JiyqIIIeHue

,lJ;OJI)KHO

npou30UTH

COBeTCKO-repMaHCKHX

pe3KOe

OTHOIIIeHHU.

l13MeHeHHe pe)!{HMa MOHOTIOJIHl1 BHelllHeH TOproBJIH
Bbl30BeT

O)!{HBJieHHe

ToproBbIX

CB.H3eH

Me)!{,11,y
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06e11M11

CTpaHaMl1,

repMaHCKYIO

TOproBy!O

3KrnaHCH!O B CCCP. Tepp11Top11aJibHo-rro1111Tw-1ecK11e
TPYAHOCTl1 MoryT 6bITb pa3peweHbI B 3Ha'-111TeJibHOH
Mepe 3a c'-leT no11bw11. CBepTbIBaH11e ,n;e~ne11bHOCT11
KoMl1HTepHa 11,n;eT HaBCTpeqy OCHOBHbIM ycTaHOBKaM
f11T11epa.

C110BOM,

pew11TeJibHOH

3,z:i;ecb

rrepeMeHbl

Me)K,n;yttapo,n;HOH

MO)KHO
BCeH

c11Tya~1111

O)Kl1,ll;aTb

COBpeMeHHOH

11

ycTaHOBJieHHH

M11pOBOro paBHOBeCl1H Ha HOBbIX OCHOBax. CoBeTCKHH
CoI03 rrpo'IHO

Boif,n;eT B o6~ecTBO

rocy,n;apcTB,

Be,n;y~11x

Ha~110HaJibHOfO

«HOpMaJibHhlX»

fIOJil1Tl1KY

3,ll;OpOBOro

3f0113Ma.

npo~aHCb co MHOH, HfIOHe~ ,n;aJI MHe fIOHHTb, 'ITO
6b111 6b1 BeCbMa 3a11HTepecoBaH ycJibIWaTb OT MeHH
6011ee rro,n;po6Hbie 11 KOHKpeTHbie coo6pa)KeH11H no
3aTpOHYTbIM

(B

Haweii

6ece,n;e)

BorrpocaM.

OH

Bhipa3HJI Ha,11.eJK,ll;y, qTo Ha noqee coTpy,11.HuqecTea
Moero B «H3BeCTHHX» MHe y ,11.acTCH IIOBH,IJ.3Tb
EyxapuHa Jiu6o e~e Koro-Jiu6o H3 npaBhIX
KOMMYHHCTOB, a T3K)Ke npu HX nocpe,n;CTBe
ecTpeTHThCH c TyxaqeecKHM. OH ,n;o6aB11JI, 'ITO
'-1epe3

HeCKOJlbKO Mecm.~eB

Ha o6paTHOM

rryTl1

113

EBpOITbl B 5IrrOHl1!0 OH XOTeJI 6bI CHOBa BCTpeTl1TbCH
co MHOH. Ha 3TOM Hawa 6ece,n;a, npo,n;oJI)KaBwaHrn
OKOJIO fIOJiyTopa qacoB, 3aKOH'-111JiaCb.

BOCTPOC:

nocJie

rrb1TaJI11Cb

BaweH

CBH3aTbrn

BCTpe'-111
c

c

HaKaMypa

Eyxap11HbIM

11

Bbl
ero

OKpy)KeH11eM?

<c.255>
OTBET: HeT, H He CBH3bIBaJirn. BCTpeqa c HaKaMypa
COCTOHJiaCb B KOH~e ,n;eKa6pH, a B cepe,n;11He HHBapH

1937

ro,n;a

y)Ke

6bIJIO

113BeCTHO

0

rrpe,n;cTOH~eM
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npou;ecce napaJIJieJibHoro u;eHTpa, a e~e cnycni
Mernu; nporneJI CJIYX 06 apecTe Eyxap1rna H PbIKOBa.
Bee nocJiep;Htte co6bITHH 3acTaBHJIH MeHH 3aHttMaTb
BbDKH,l];aTeJibHYIO IT03HIJ,HIO, H Ha 3TOM MeHH 3acTaJI
apecT. 8
Translated:
[USTRIALOV]: However, soon I learned much more
concrete things that forced me to think about possible
cardinal changes in the leadership of the VKP(b) and
of the whole political line of the Soviet government,
and learned about the direct connection between the
Bukharin-Rykov group and Tukhachevsky.
QUESTION: From whom did you learn this?
ANSWER: A Japanese man told me about this when I
met him at the end of 1936.
QUESTION: What Japanese man? Where did you meet
with him?
ANSWER: Soon after my article "The Self-Awareness
of Socialism" appeared in the December issue (1936)
of Izvestia a person unknown to me called me on the
telephone and asked for a meeting, giving me
greetings from "Harbin acquaintances." When I asked
to whom I had the honor of speaking the latter
answered: "You do not know me, so my name is
irrelevant, but it is essential for me that I meet
personally with you and transmit to you greetings
from 'Harbin friends."'
After some hesitation I consented to a meeting and we
agreed to meet each other the same day around ten
o'clock in the evening in the Losinka [probably the

8

Bystriantseva, "Ustremlenie ... " 252-254.
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park of that name, GF], not far from the Institute of the
People's Commissariat of Transportation. At the
agreed-upon time I arrived at that place. Soon after 10
p.m. an automobile approached the Institute. Out of it
stepped a man, Japanese in appearance, wrapped in a
fur coat. The Japanese man approached me, called me
by my name, said his name was Nakamura, and stated
that he was a correspondent of one of the Tokyo
newspapers and that he was in transit from Japan to
Europe and was staying for several days in Moscow.
Nakamura gave me greetings from Tanaka and
expressed the desire to exchange views with me about
a few questions that interested him.
<p. 254>

Our whole conversation was carried on in French.
QUESTION: The circumstances of your meeting with
Nakamura, as you describe them, unquestionably
show that this meeting had been arranged by the two
of you when you left Harbin for the USSR. Otherwise
the motives that prompted you to meet in Moscow
with a Japanese man completely unknown to you are
incomprehensible. Do you admit this?
ANSWER: You are quite correct, I do not at all intend
to conceal the fact that at the end of 1934 Tanaka,
during a conversation with me in Harbin, warned me
that if it became essential to receive a consultation
from me about one or another question connected
with the so-called Russian problem, the Japanese
would try to seek the possibility of establishing
contact with me in Moscow. I assert, however, that no
final agreement about the circumstances of this
meeting between us had been agreed upon.
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QUESTION: Let us return to the circumstances of your
meeting with Nakamura. Where and about what did
you talk with him?
ANSWER: Nakamura invited me to sit in his
automobile and for about an hour and a half we drove
between Moscow and the Losinka, talking all the while.
At the outset he spoke about my article in "Izvestiia,"
asked whether I had worked at this newspaper long
and whether I was acquainted with Bukharin and his
friends. To this I answered in the negative. He was
further interested to learn what circles I frequented,

and again spoke of the milieu of the BukharinRykov group, which he called the group of realist
politicians, much more far-sighted and possessing
more social support than the Zinoviev-Kamenev
group that had recently failed. To my reply that now
it was scarcely possible to speak seriously about any
role for the Bukharin-Rykov group, he noted that this

group, in his opinion, was not at all as weak as it
seemed, and that it had many overt and secret
supporters in the different links of the Soviet
apparatus. Then he asked me about the mood of the
Soviet intelligentsia and about my own evaluation of
the political situation. I briefly informed him about my
point of view.

QUESTION: What did you tell Nakamura?
ANSWER: I set forth to Nakamura my evaluation of the
situation in the country from the viewpoint of my
theory of "Bonapartism." I said that the revolution was
steadily moving along a Bonapartist road, that this
Bonapartism of a certain sort was developing - above
all as the principle of the limitless personal power of
the leader.
Then I turned Nakamura's attention to such measures
of the government as the establishment of titles,
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awards, the institution of the rank of Marshal, the
reestablishment of the Cossacks, etc .... The emergence
of "notable people" as it were emphasized the creation
of a new aristocracy, that is, it once again reminded
one of the analogy to the Bonaparte epoch. I said that
the execution of the Zinovievites was the first example
in the history of the Russian Revolution of the
acceptance of the methods of the Jacobins in struggle
with revolutionaries: the "wet" guillotine instead of
the "dry." In this spirit I gave him my evaluation about
other events of the internal life of the country.
QUESTION: How did Nakamura react to the questions
you laid out?
ANSWER: As though in answer to these "Bonapartist
notes" of my remarks my interlocutor, unexpectedly
for me, began to speak on the topic of the Red Army

and mentioned that, according to his information,
the Rights had supports in its ranks also, more
precisely in the milieu of its high command. That
the Rights were not as powerless as I believed. The
Japanese had reliable information about this, not
only their own, but also that obtained from an
allied source, just as interested as they were in the
struggle against the Comintern. 9 There were
reasons to affirm that the hopes and plans of the
Rights were not at all baseless. And, so as not to be too
vague, he could even name one name that was, in
relation to this, rather weighty. According to his

information
"Mister
Tukhachevsky"
was
connected by close political sympathies with the
group of the Right communists. And Tukhachevsky
was an impressive name, well known to political

9

Presumably Germany.
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circles of all foreign governments, and that even the
Russian emigration predicted that he was a "Russian
Napoleon." Moreover, as one of the marshals, he was
popular in the USSR.
To my question how he imagined the political
program of such a Right-Military bloc he developed to
me a series of conceptions that reminded me of the
judgments expressed by Tanaka in 1934.

In the event of political success, the government of
the Bukharin-Rykov group would fundamentally
change the course of Soviet politics towards the
side of coming closer to the desires of foreign
states. In particular, Japan expected that this
government would stop the work of the Comintern in
China and would give Japan full freedom of action in
China. At the same time Japan was expecting the
significant expansion of various concessions in the
Soviet Far East, possibly even an amicable agreement
about the sale to it on acceptable terms of the
northern part of Sakhalin. All this would radically
lessen the current tense relations between Japan and
the USSR.
To my question about the position of such a
government in the sphere of European foreign policy
Nakamura answered that a sharp improvement in
Soviet-German relations would take place. A
change in the system of the monopoly of foreign trade
would reinvigorate commercial ties between both
countries and German commercial expansion in the
USSR. Territorial-political difficulties could be decided,
to a significant extent, at the expense of Poland. The
decommissioning of the activities of the Comintern
would meet Hitler's basic conditions. In a word, here
we could expect a decisive turn in the whole
contemporary international situation and the
establishment of a peaceful equilibrium on a new
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basis. The Soviet Union would firmly enter the society
of "normal" states that carry out the politics of healthy
national egoism.

As he said goodbye to me the Japanese man gave me
to understand that he would be very interested to
hear more detailed and concrete thoughts from me
about the questions touched upon in our talk. He

expressed the hope that on the basis of my
collaboration on "Izvestiia" I would succeed in
seeing Bukharin or some other Right communists,
and also with their help meet with Tukhachevsky.
He added that in a few months on his way back from
Europe to Japan he would like to meet with me again.
On this note our conversation, which had lasted about
one and a half hours, ended.
QUESTION: After your talk with Nakamura did you try
to get in touch with Bukharin and his circle?
<p.255>

ANSWER: No, I did not. The meeting with Nakamura
took place at the end of December [1936], and in the
middle of January 1937 we already knew about the
upcoming trial of the parallel center [the Second
Moscow Trial of January 23-30, 1937], and a month
after that there came the rumor of the arrests of
Bukharin and Rykov. All these events impelled me to
take a position of waiting, and during this period came
my arrest.
Ustrialov believed there was a connection between his publication
of a philosophical article in Izvestiia in December 1936 and his
being contacted by a Japanese agent and subsequently meeting
with him at the end of that month. At this time Bukharin was
editor of Izvestiia and was publishing articles by well-known
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former oppositionists. Ustrialov was a former leading member of
the Kadet (Constitutional Democrat) Party, the main capitalist
party at the time of the Revolution, and former minister in the
White Russian government of Admiral Kolchak. He had returned to
the USSR when the Soviet share in the Chinese-Eastern Railway
had been sold to Japan in 1935.
Though by this time he had "accepted" the Soviet regime as a
Russian patriot he was also known as a right-winger in politics,
founder of the Smenovekhist movement of exile Russian
intellectuals who believed that the Soviet regime would "evolve"
into something less radical. In essence this was a political
perspective that counted on the Russian Revolution's evolving
along similar lines to the French Revolution. Ustrialov saw in
Stalin the "new Napoleon," or "Caesarism," as he put it.
Harbin, the city in Heilongjiang Province occupied by the Japanese
from February 1932 was the largest settlement of White Russians
in the world and teemed with agents and spies from all over the
world. 10 Ustrialov lived there between 1920, when it was still an
outpost of the White Russian military resistance to the Bolshevik
Revolution, and 1935, when Russian employees of the railroad
were permitted to repatriate to the USSR if they wished, as
Ustrialov chose to do.
In the course of this second part of his interrogation Ustrialov
admitted that he had been contacted by Tanaka, whom
Bystriantseva identifies as a member of the Upper House of the
Japanese Diet (Parliament), an expert on Russian affairs, and as
such, an agent of the Japanese government. Ustrialov had met
Tanaka as early as 1926.

0
"Harbin was a nest of the world's intelligence services and secret operations of the
1930s."(«Xap6HH - :no rtte3,l\O MHpOBbIX pa3Be,l\OK HTaHHbIX onepal\HH 30-x ro,l\OB.»)
Mikhail Vishliakov, "Faces of the Transbaikal." MHxaHn BHWHHKOB, «JJHKH 3a6aiiKanhH».
Cu6upbcKue Omu: JlumepamypHo-XyooJ1CecmeeHHb11'i )f(ypHa11. NQ 2 (2004).
http:/ /www.hrono.ru/text/2004/vish_0204.html
'
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Tanaka had told Ustrialov in 1934 in Harbin that the Japanese
government would try to reestablish contact with him in Moscow
in order to ask his advice "on the so-called Russian problem."
Nakamura, the Japanese correspondent and, obviously,
intelligence agent who contacted Ustrialov and met with him in
late December 1936, gave an introduction - "greetings" - from
"Harbin friends" and, when they met in person, from Tanaka.
"Harbin friends" would have either been anti-Soviet Russian
emigres who had refused to repatriate or the Japanese themselves.
Ustrialov agreed to meet him in a clandestine manner. Ustrialov
also did not volunteer this information, but only divulged it when
his interrogator suggested that he knew this already. In the eyes of
the NKVD and prosecution this would have been another mark
against him. Citizens were supposed to report to the proper
authorities any attempts by suspected agents of foreign powers to
meet with them. The ninety-minute talk also took place in
Tanaka's automobile. This was obviously an attempt at secrecy
too.
Failure to contact the Soviet government at this point to inform
them of the attempt by an obvious Japanese agent to contact him
would certainly have put Ustrialov outside the law. The Soviet
government would have regarded this as an agreement by
Ustrialov to be a Japanese spy. Ustrialov did not notify the
government, but was evidently found out anyway. He was in fact
convicted and executed in September 1937 for espionage for
Japan.
Nakamura asked about Bukharin "and his friends," showed much
interest in them, and called them "realist politicians, much more
far-sighted and having more social support than the ZinovievKamenev group that had recently failed." He called them "not at all
as weak as it seemed" and said they had much open and secret
support within different areas of the Soviet Party and apparatus.
Nakamura then revealed that support for the Right opposition
existed in the highest echelons of the Red Army, saying that the
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Japanese knew this not only from their own information but from
"another anti-Comintern ally." This was certainly Germany. The
"anti-Comintern pact" between Germany and Japan had been
formed in November 1936 and no other countries had joined it by
July 1937 (Mussolini's Italy did not join it until November 1937).
We have a great deal of evidence of collaboration of Tukhachevsky
et al. with Germany. One small bit of it, the Mastny-Benes note, is
discussed briefly earlier in the present volume.

The Program of the Rights
Nakamura named Tukhachevsky as one of those who were very
sympathetic to the Rights. He outlined the political program of the
Rights in the same way Tanaka had done in 1934. According to
Nakamura the Bukharin-Rykov group would, if they came to
power, sharply change Soviet policy in the following ways.

* Halt Comintern work in China. That would mean stopping
all support for the Chinese Communist Party of Mao Testing.
* Let Japan have "a free hand" in China, to make it a Japanese
colony.

* Give

Japan "significant concessions" in the Soviet Far East,
including perhaps selling back to Japan the northern part of
Sakhalin Island.

* Effect a sharp improvement in Soviet-German relations.
*

Expand trade with Germany and German markets in the
USSR.

* Stop supporting

the Comintern. This presumably meant in
Axis and pro-German countries at least, unless it meant
"shutting it down entirely."

* Enter into some kind of alliance with Germany against
Poland.
This outline of the program of the Rights corresponds closely to
that given briefly by Bukharin in his first confession of June 2,
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1937, and that emerges from the testimony of Bukharin, Rykov,
and the other defendants at the March 1938 Moscow Trial. It
would mean that the USSR would then, in Ustrialov's words,
"enter the society of 'normal' states," promoting national, rather
than internationalist and class, interests.
Nakamura expressed the wish that Ustrialov should meet with
Bukharin or other Rightists and hopefully, with their help, with
Tukhachevsky again. This confirms that the Japanese government
believed the possibilities for a Rightist - Military seizure of power
was still very much alive in December 1936. And this is consistent
with the information surrounding the Trauttmansdorff-Mastny
talks only a few weeks later in early 1937. We have much evidence
that at this time Hitler was still hoping the Rights and military
could still take power. 11

Bystriantseva's Analysis
In her introduction to the text of this interrogation Bystriantseva,
an expert on Ustrialov's life and works, admits that she is unable to
establish that the remarks in it were forced upon Ustrialov by the
interrogators. Despite whatever doubts she has, she goes on to
take the interview seriously anyway and, in her other remarks,
assumes it does indeed express Ustrialov's own views.
She states:
Xol.feTrn nO,ll,YepKHYTb, Ka3aJIOCb 6bI, o61.l\eH3BeCTHOe,
HO CJIHllIKOM l.faCTO HapylllaeMOe npaBHJIO: aHaJil13
,ll,OKyMeHTa npe,ll,nonaraeT ofo13aTeJibHoe 3HaH11e He
TOJibKO Beet\: ,ll,eHTeJibHOCTH H.B.YcTpHJIOBa, HO 11 ero
u,eJIOCTHOro M11pOB033peHHH. (246 col. 2)

11

See, for example, our discussion of the Mastny-Benes note in a previous chapter.
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MmKHO CKa3aTb, YTO ,ll,aHHbIH IIpOTOKOJI HBJIHeTC.s:I
rrocJie,ll,HHM pa3roBopoM, 6ece,ll,oi1 YCTpHJIOBa c
6y,ll,yIJJ,HM IIOKOJieHHeM. (248 col. 2)
Translated:
I wish to emphasize a rule that it seems, should be
generally understood but is frequently broken: the
analysis of this document presupposes the obligatory
knowledge not only of all of the activity of N.V.
Ustrialov but also of his world-view as a whole.

It can be said that his transcript represents the final
conversation, by Ustrialov with the generation of the
future.
This argues strongly for the genuineness of Ustrialov's confessions
in two ways. For one thing, how would an NKVD interrogator
know Ustrialov's views so well that he could forge or "script" the
transcript of an interrogation to sound genuine to an expert like
Bystriantseva? For another, Bystriantseva herself is expert in
Ustrialov's works and worldview. Yet she admits that she is unable
to conclude the transcript of the interview with Tukhachevsky was
faked.
Bystriantseva herself obviously believes that the interrogation was
not falsified. She writes that she considers this interrogation
Ustrialov's "last thoughts, his hopes, his words to the future." Her
words are further evidence that the interrogation is genuine, and
that the remarks attributed to Ustrialov in it were, in fact, his own.
But if the interrogation was not falsified in those parts of it where
Ustrialov expresses his political and philosophical views, then this
is additional strong evidence that the rest of the interrogation is
genuine as well, including the sections that interest us.
Elsewhere in the article Bystriantseva notes that in the transcript
Ustrialov's friend, the jurist Nikolai Pavlovich Sheremet'evskii, is
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called Nikolai Borisovich - an error that the real Ustrialov could
not possibly make in the case of a friend. She is undoubtedly right
that Ustrialov would not have made such a mistake. But this is an
error that a typist working from a shorthand transcript could
easily make. It proves nothing in itself.
Ustrialov's cousin Ekaterina Grigor'evna Shaposhnikova did in fact
tutor Tukhachevsky's daughter in the Russian language, as
Ustrialov states elsewhere in the transcript. Bystriantseva notes
that Shaposhnikova's son's denial that the meeting took place has
no significance.
Ustrialov states that his cousin Shaposhnikova was "an elderly
woman of about fifty" and completely apolitical. As Bystriantseva
suggests, Ustrialov undoubtedly said this to keep suspicion away
from her. In fact Shaposhnikova was born in 1896 and would have
been no more than forty-one at the time of the meeting with
Tukhachevsky. She did in fact escape arrest and lived until 1983.
In any event, this detail seems to be genuine.
Bystriantseva also published notes on the "rehabilitation hearings"
held in Ustrialov's case in 1988. This was a time when
rehabilitations of the "victims of Stalinism" were proceeding at a
high rate and in large numbers. But the military prosecutor failed
to recommend Ustrialov's rehabilitation based on the evidence he
had. The documents reveal that a previous rehabilitation
investigation in 1955-56 also failed to reach any conclusive
results, and left a number of unanswered questions. This earlier
study confirmed that Ustrialov had been a leading member of the
Kadet Party and had been personally singled out by Lenin as an
enemy of the Soviet regime. Ustrialov had certainly been an
outspoken opponent of the Soviet regime in this period.
Ustrialov confessed as well to long contact with Japanese
intelligence. In effect this made him a Japanese agent. The
Khrushchev- and early Gorbachev-era rehabilitation commissions
must have considered this in their decisions not to rehabilitate
him. Although Ustrialov was at length rehabilitated on October 17,
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1989, the materials Bystriantseva cites suggest that these points
were not cleared up even at that time. By the late Gorbachev
period almost every application for rehabilitation was being
accepted.
The earlier rehabilitation study of Ustrialov's criminal case file
reveals that Ustrialov confirmed his guilt at his trial, while it states
that no other inculpatory materials were presented at the trial
other than his own confessions in the preliminary investigation
and again at his trial on September 14, 1937. We would expect that
the indictment would state the grounds on which the suspicion of
"counterrevolutionary activity" was based - that is, what
circumstances had excited the interest of the NKVD and led to
Ustrialov's arrest.
Ustrialov named a number of his friends among whom, he said, he
had "set forth his counterrevolutionary views." Some of them were
repressed between 1937 and 1940. But others were evidently not
repressed in any way and lived into the '50s, '60s, '70s and even
'80s.
YcTpHJIOBbIM
(YCTpHJIOBbIM
Jitt?)
Ha3BaHHbie
¢aMHJIHH He 6b!JIH TaHHOH ,ll;JIH opraHOB (H Mb!
C'-IHTaeM He06XO,ll,HMb!M oco6o ITO,D,'-IepKHYTb, '-ITO
60JibWaH '-IaCTb H3 3THX JIH~ He TOJibKO He
ITOCTpa,D,aJia, HO H npO,D,OJI)KaJia pa6oTaTb, rronyqaH
Harpa,ll;bl OT COBeTCKoro npaBHTeJibCTBa). (248 col. 12)
Translated:
The names named by Ustrialov - if it was he - were no
secret to the "organs" (and we consider it essential to
specially emphasize the fact that most of these
persons not only were not repressed, but even
continued to work and received awards from the
Soviet government.)
This suggests that the names were not suggested by the
interrogators in order to find a pretext to arrest and repress these
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people. The only logical conclusion that remains is that Ustrialov
did in fact name them himself.
Ustrialov's statement is consistent with Tukhachevsky's
confessions; with the pre-trial confessions we have from
Bukharin and Krestinsky; and with the testimony at the March
1938 Moscow trial. Both Tukhachevsky and Nakamura
referred to the Rights, or Bukharin-Rykov group, as the
"realist politicians." Radek said that he used the same term for
the bloc of Rights and Trotskyists in his discussions with the
German military attache General K. (evidently German
military attache General Ernst Kostring).
In this context there seems little reason to doubt the
genuineness of the Arao document, since it is obviously
compatible with Nakamura's knowledge of Tukhachevsky's
political orientation against the Soviet government and
towards the Axis. 12 Ustrialov's confession also argues in favor
of its being genuine.

The Ustrialov Evidence and The Moscow Trials
The relevance of Ustrialov's confession to our evaluation of the
Moscow Trials, including the accusations made there of Trotsky's
collaboration with the Germans and Japanese, are very clear. The
bloc of Rights and Trotskyites was accused of working with
Tukhachevsky and his military co-conspirators and confessed to
doing that.
In a previous chapter we have reproduced passages from the
testimony of Rozengol'ts, Rykov, Grinko, Krestinsky, and Bukharin
concerning the Tukhachevsky conspiracy. In them the defendants
at the Third Moscow Trial admit collaboration with Tukhachevsky
and his group of military men, and indicate that Trotsky was
involved in this collaboration also.

12

We discuss the Arao document in an earlier chapter of this work.
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Ustrialov's confession is thus strong evidence in support of the
essentially reliable nature of Moscow Trials confessions as
evidence, as well as of Trotsky's involvement in the conspiracy of
the bloc - something we know from the Trotsky Archive is true in
any case.

***
During the Khrushchev and Gorbachev years ''rehabilitations''
were often justified by the statement that the only evidence
against the defendant presented at t1.. ial was the defendant's own
confessions. Works by anticommt1nist scholars repeat this charge
as though it represented some kind of tyrannical p1. actice.
This is deliberately misleading. In the American criminal justice
system and, perhaps, others as well, the p1. osecution does not go to
the expense and trouble of presenting a case, calling witnesses,
and presenting evidence, if the defendant has pled guilty. A
defendant's guilty plea does not imply that the prosecution did not
have evidence and witnesses in case the defendant pled innocent.
In the Soviet criminal justice system in the 1930s a defendant had
to confirm his confessions of guilt (if he had made any) at trial.
Many defendants confessed befo1"e trial, confirmed their
confessions to the investigation before trial, and then refused to
confirm them at trial. In those cases the prosecution presented the
evidence it had. This happened in the case of Nikolai Ezhov in
February 1940. Despite the fact that he refused to confirm his
many confessions at trial Ezhov was convicted on the testimony of
others who testified against him.

Chapter 12. Conclusion - The

~1oscow

Trials As Evidence
Moscow Trial Defendants Who Lied
We can establish that some of the Moscow Trial defendants lied
deliberately to the court.
A few words of caution are needed lest the reader mistakenly

conclude: "If a witness tells a lie once, he must be lying all the
time." Of course this is not so. The fact that someone has made one
verifiably false statement does not in the least mean that all his or
her statements must be false. Likewise, someone who had made a
verifiably true statement does not necessarily tell the truth all the
time. Each statement must be checked. Historians should verify,
not "believe."
The fact that in example after example we have shown that
Trotsky lied while defendants at the first two Moscow Trials told
the truth does not mean that all the testimony and accusations in
the Moscow Trials were true. Verifiable falsehoods can be found in
them - but not, as is commonly believed, in the form of false
accusations by the prosecution or false confessions of guilt by
innocent defendants. Rather the falsehoods we can now
demonstrate were told by guilty defendants who continued to
deceive the prosecution and court.

Sokol'nikov
For example, we can now confirm that the following statement
made by Sokol'nikov in his final statement at trial, is false:
I can add nothing to the information and the
evaluations which were here given by the members of
the centre - Pyatakov and Radek. I think that these
evaluations have been sufficiently frank, and I fully
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share them. But I cannot add anything of my own,
because I was not in direct communication with

Trotsky, I was not directly connected with him,
and received information through third persons.
(1937 Trial 555)
Getty found a certified mail receipt of a letter to Sokol'nikov in
London that Trotsky mailed sometime during 1932. The receipt is
strong evidence that Sokol'nikov did receive the letter. Assuming
the letter reached him - a similar letter did reach Radek - it
follows that Sokol'nikov falsely denied having been in contact with
Trotsky in 1932 although Radek admitted he had received
Trotsky's letter in the same year.
We don't know why Sokol'nikov did this. Possibly Sokol'nikov
believed that direct contact with Trotsky would be considered a
more serious crime.

Radek
Some Moscow Trial defendants withheld more substantive
matters from the prosecution. During the first part of his
testimony Radek mentioned the name of Marshal Mikhail
Tukhachevsky (105). Later Vyshinsky asked Radek why he had
done so. Radek replied "Of course, Tukhachevsky had no idea
either of Putna's role or of my criminal role," adding
I say that I never had and could not have had any
dealings with Tukhachevsky connected with counterknew
revolutionary
activities,
because
I
Tukhachevsky's attitude to the Party and the
government to be that of an absolutely devoted man.
(146)
These passages in which Tukhachevsky's name is mentioned are
omitted from the published Russian-language transcript, which is
less than half the length of the English transcript. We don't know
why. It is possible that the much shorter Russian transcript was
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published soon after the trial while the fuller English version was
published later in the year after Tukhachevsky and other top
military leaders had been arrested, tried, and convicted of
espionage and treason in May-June 1937.
Radek must have known about Tukhachevsky's conspiracy.
Bukharin knew about it, and he was closely in touch with Radek.
Maybe Radek was still hoping in January 1937 that Tukhachevsky
and the other military men would be successful in overthrowing
the Stalin regime. Even Bukharin waited to mention
Tukhachevsky's participation in the conspiracy until June 2, 1937,
a week after Tukhachevsky had been arrested and had begun to
confess.
Similarly, Bukharin concealed the involvement of Commissar of
the NKVD Nikolai Ezhov with the conspiracy. We know that
Bukharin knew of Ezhov's role by 1935 at the latest. In his first
pretrial confession, again at his trial, and finally in his two appeals
to the Soviet Supreme Court Bukharin claimed that he had
completely "disarmed," confessed everything he knew. He said the
same thing in his letter of December 10, 1937, to Stalin in which he
retracted all his previous confessions, and whose content he then
later retracted in turn. Perhaps Bukharin too was still hoping that
Ezhov would be successful where Tukhachevsky and his own bloc
of Rights and Trotskyists had failed.
If Bukharin had named Ezhov as a co-conspirator the Soviet
government could have dismissed him from his post as Commissar
of Internal Affairs - head of the NKVD - as much as 18 months
before he was finally induced to resign in November 1938. The
hundreds of thousands of murders of innocent Soviet citizens
carried out under Ezhov's leadership in 1937-1938, often called
the Ezhovshchina or "Great Terror," could have been greatly
reduced in number and perhaps prevented altogether. 1

1 Grover Furr and Vladimir L. Bobrov, "Verdikt: Vinioven" [Verdict: Guiilty]. In 1937.
Pravosudie Stalina. Obzhalovaniiu ne podlezhit! Moscow: Eksmo-Algoritm, 2010, 13-63.
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Zinoviev and Kamenev
Zinoviev and Kamenev knew about NKVD Commissar Iagoda's
involvement in the conspiracy of Rightists but did not reveal that
fact before or at their August 1936 trial. We know this now
because in 1997 eight pretrial interrogations of Jagoda were
published in Russia in the provincial city of Kazan' in a tiny press
run of only 200 copies. In 2004 a semi-official volume of
anticommunist
right-wing
the
by
published
documents
of these
one
published
also
organization
"Memorial"
genuine.
are
interrogations, making it clear that they
Jagoda testified as follows:
rro OTHOllleHl1lO K 311HOBbeBy 11 KaMeHeBy y MeH5I
6bIJia ,ll,BOHCTBeHHa5I TIOJil1Tl1Ka.
}I He Mor ,ll,OTIYCTl1Tb, '-IT06bI CJie,D,CTBl1e no 11X ,D,eJiy
OTKpOBeHHbIX
11X
605IJIC5I
}I
3all1JIO.
,D,aJieKO
TIOKa3aHl1H. 0Hl1 MOrJil1 6bI BbI,D,aTb Beeb 3aroBop ....

Hap5I,D,Y c 3Tl1M nonomeH11e 311HOBbeBa 11 KaMeHeBa,
ocym,D,eHHblX 11 HaXO,ll,5I~HXC5I B 1130JI5ITOpe, Bee BpeM5I
MeH5I 6ernoK011no. A B,D,pyr 0H11 TaM '-ITO-Jitt6o
Ha,D,yMalOT, Ha,D,oecT HM Cl1,D,eTb 11 OHl1 pa3pa35ITC5I
0
TIOKa3aHl15IMl1
OTKpOBeHHbIMl1
11
TIOJIHbIMl1
3arosope, o u,eHTpe, o MOeH pon11 (KaMeHeB, KaK
yqacTHHK o6rn;ero ~eHTpa 3aroeopa, HecoMHeHHO
3HaJI 060 MHe " 0 TOM, qTo H HBJIHIOCb yqaCTHHKOM
3aroeopa). 5I rOBOplO, '-ITO 3TO o6CT05ITeJibCTBO see
BpeM5I MeH5I TpeBom11no. ITpaB,D,a, 5I np11H5IJI see MepbI
K TOMy, '-IT06b1 co3,D,aTb 311HOBbesy 11 KaMeHesy
Hatt6onee 6naronp115ITHbie ycJIOBl15I B TIOpbMe: KH11r11,
6yMary, Til1TaHHe, nporyJIKH - Bee 3TO OHl1 noJiyqaJIH
6e3 orpaH11l.feH115I. Ho l.feM qepT He lllyT11T? OH11 6bIJil1
onaCHb!M11 CBl1,D,eTeJI5IMl1.
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np11rosopa OHH 6bIJJH pacCTpemrnbI. 3To 6h1JJ0
asryCTe 1936 r.

B

Translated:
In relation to Zinoviev and Kamenev my policy was
twofold. I could not permit the investigation of their
case to go too far. I was afraid of any frank

confessions from them. They could give up the
whole conspiracy . ...
At the same time I was still troubled by the situation
of Zinoviev and Kamenev who had been convicted and
were in prison. Lest, suddenly, they get to thinking too
much, get tired of sitting in prison, and suddenly burst
out with full and frank confessions about the
conspiracy, about the center, about my role

(Kamenev, as a participant in the general center of
the conspiracy, unquestionably knew about me
and about the fact that I was a participant in the
conspiracy). I say that this situation was troubling me
all the time. True, I took all means to obtain for
Zinoviev and Kamenev the most agreeable conditions
in prison: books, paper, food, walks - all this they
received without limit. But what the devil! They were
dangerous witnesses. Therefore when I reported on
this case to the Central Committee, in order to be
finished with them, I proposed that Zinoviev and
Kamenev be shot. This was not accepted because the
facts necessary for their execution [to convict them of
a capital crime - GF] really did not exist.
... In the summer of 1936 Zinoviev and Kamenev were
sent from the political prisons to Moscow in order to
be brought to trial in the case of the TrotskyistZinovievite bloc. As I have already said, I needed to
finish them. They were already doomed, about to be
tried for the third time; and I was very worried lest at
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some point in the investigation they let drop
something they should not. Therefore I began to make
rounds of some of the cells of arrested suspects in the
inner prison. I dropped in to almost all the cells
together with Popov, the chief of the prison. I also
dropped in on Zinoviev and Kamenev (separately on
each of them), after telling Popov to remain outside.
In the space of 5 - 10 minutes I succeeded in
informing Zinoviev and Kamenev about who had been
arrested and what kind of confessions they had made.
I told them that the investigation did not know any
facts about the other centers that were taking part in
the conspiracy, much less about the general center.

"Everything is not lost, do not give up anything
yourselves. The conspiratorial center is still
functioning. No matter what sentence the court
hands down you will return to me," I told them.
And Zinoviev and Kamenev, as you know, carried
out my instructions during the investigation and
at the trial. And after their sentencing they were
shot. This was in August 1936. (Genrikh Jagoda 192;
198-9)
lagoda rushed Kamenev and Zinoviev to execution before they
could expose yet more of the conspiracy.
It appears that Nikolai Bukharin felt the same way:
We now have some of the letters that Bukharin wrote
to Party leaders after the Zinov'ev-Kamenev trial. In
his letter of August 27, 1936 to Stalin, Bukharin wrote:
Excellent that these scoundrels have been
executed; the air became immediately cleaner.
In a letter to Voroshilov of a few days later, September
1, 1936, Bukharin calls Kamenev "cynic and
murderer," "most loathsome of men," "human
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carrion." It had been Kamenev who at the August 1936
Moscow Trial implicated Bukharin as one of the
leaders of the Rights as late as 1934, something
Bukharin loudly denied. Bukharin added that he was
"fearfully glad" (strashno rad) that "the dogs" - he
means Zinov'ev and Kamenev- "have been shot."
Bukharin's words have the sound of someone who
"doth protest too much." Sure enough, in these letters
Bukharin is trying hard to convince Stalin and others
that what Zinov'ev and Kamenev said about him at
their 1936 Trial was false. In fact, it was anything but! 2
From other similar events Stalin concluded that the Oppositionists
had an agreement to kill any of their number who named names.
In reply to a remark by Bukharin Stalin explained this at the
December 1936 Central Committee Plenum.
A YTO )Ke Tenepb oKa3aJIOCb, Bbl norJIH,ll;HTe! f1ocJie
3TOro Mb! YeJIOBeK 50, no KpaHHett Mepe, onpOCl1Jil1.
Be,n;b OHH Bee HyTpo f1HTaKoBa BbIBOpOTMJIM. 3To )Ke
YY,ll;OBM~Hbitt YeJioBeK oKa3aJirn! f1oYeMy OH weJI Ha
TO, '"IT06b! BbiCTynMTb o6~eCTBeHHbIM o6BHHMTeJieM?
f1oYeMy OH weJI Ha TO, '"IT06bi caMOMY paccTpeJIHBaTb
CBOHX TOBap11~ei1? 0Ka3bJBaeTCH, y HMX npaBHJIO
TaKoe: e)f{eJI11 TBOH e,n;11HOMbIWJieHH11K-Tpo~K11CT
apeCTOBaH l1 CTaJI BbI,ll;aBaTb JIIO,ll;eH, ero Ha,n;o
yHHYTO)f{HTb. Bbl B11,n;11Te, KaKaH a,n;cKaH wTyKa
noJiyqaeTcH. Bepb noCJie 3Toro B 11cKpeHHOCTb
6brnw11x onno311~110HepoB! HeJib3H Bep11Tb Ha CJIOBO
6bIBW11M onno311~11ottepaM ,n;a)f{e Tor,n;a, Kor,n;a OHH
pacCTpeJIHTb CBOMX
co6cTBeHHOpyYHO
6epyTrn
,n;py3eH.

2 Furr, Grover and Vladimir L. Bobrov. "Stephen Cohen's Biography of Bukharin: A Study in
the Falsehood of Khrushchev-Era 'Revelations.'" In Cultural Logic 2010. At
http:/ /clogic.eserver.org/2010 /Furr.pdf
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Translated:
But as for how things have turned out, you can see
yourself! After that we questioned about 50 people, at
least. They really turned Piatakov inside out. It turns
out that he's a monster of a person! So why did he
agree to be the public prosecutor? Why did he agree to
shoot his comrades himself? It turns out that they
have a rule like this: If your fellow Trotskyist is
arrested and has begun to give up the names of others,
he must be destroyed. You can see what kind of hellish
joke this comes to. Believe after this in the sincerity of
former oppositionists! We can't take former
oppositionists at their word even when they volunteer
to shoot their friends with their own hands. (Voprosy
lstorii 1, 1995, pp. 9-10.) 3

Bukharin, lagoda and others
Like Bukharin, Jagoda certainly knew about Ezhov's participation
in the conspiracy as well, and like Bukharin he did not tell "the
whole truth" at his trial. 4 In another chapter we have quoted the
remarks by Mikhail Frinovsky in which he states that Bukharin,
Jagoda, Bulanov, and perhaps others knew about Ezhov's
conspiracy and did not reveal it.
In the "mercury affair" (rtutnoe delo ), which we mentioned in
Chapter 1, Ezhov told Bulanov to lie in order to build up his own,
Ezhov's, credibility. It was discovered after Ezhov's arrest.

3

For Stalin's whole remarks see
http:/ /msuweb.montclair.edu/-furrg/research/stalinonoppsvil 1995.html

This is confirmed both in Iagoda's confessions in the 1997 volume Genrikh lagoda. Narkom
vnutrennikhdel SSSR, General'niy komissar gosudarstvennoi bezopasnosti. Sbornik
dokumentov. Kazan', 1997, and in the April 11, 1939 confession-statement by Ezhov's righthand man Mikhail Frinovskii, a translation of which may be consulted at
http://msuweb.montclair.edu/ -furrg/ research/ frinovskyeng.html
4
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Results Beyond Trotsky: The Moscow Trial
Testimony
The conclusion of our verification of the Moscow Trials testimony
is this:
* Whenever we can check independent evidence concerning a
contradiction between Moscow Trial testimony and Trotsky's
responses, it is the Moscow Trial testimony, not Trotsky's
denial, that proves to have been truthful.
*As far as we can now determine, on the basis of the evidence
we now possess, none of the Moscow Trial defendants gave
false testimony that was wrung from them by the NKVD, the
Prosecution, or anyone else, including Stalin.
The present study too adds credibility to the Moscow Trials
themselves, while casting doubt on Trotsky's denials and on the
Khrushchev-era and Gorbachev-era "Rehabilitation" reports.
In Trotsky's 'Amalgams' and in Leon Trotsky's Collaboration with
Germany and japan we examine further evidence that Trotsky did
urge "terror" against the Soviet leadership and did collaborate
with Germany and japan. These were among the most important
and most dramatic charges made at the trials. The evidence that
Trotsky was guilty of spurring his Soviet followers to the use of
"terror" or assassination against the Stalin leadership goes a step
farther towards confirming the basic trustworthiness of the
testimony given at the Moscow trials.
As far as we can now determine, on the evidence now available the
Moscow Trial defendants:
(a) were guilty of at least those crimes to which they confessed;
(b) said what they themselves chose to say in their trial testimony.
This conclusion will be ideologically unacceptable to those who cut
their historical conclusions to fit their political prejudices. There is
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no lack of such persons in and around the field of Soviet history
and in politics. In the present case neither ideological
anticommunists nor, of course, Trotskyists will be persuaded by
this or any conceivable evidence. "Political correctness" ideological acceptability to influential forces motivated not by the
search for historical truth but by political agendas is, of course, not
a category of historical evidence and has no place in the struggle to
discover the truth.
In the eyes of many persons the evidence that Trotsky really did
urge his followers in the USSR to employ "terror" would appear to
justify the Moscow Trials. By the same token the evidence that the
defendants in the Moscow Trials were guilty will appear to justify
the actions of Stalin and the Soviet government of the day. After
all, no country would fail to pursue and deal harshly with persons
and groups who were guilty of the crimes to which the Moscow
Trials defendants confessed.
Powerful forces both within the field of Soviet studies and beyond
it will find this conclusion to be intolerable on political grounds.
The Cold War in historical studies against communism continues
with a vengeance. The histories of most if not all of the new postSoviet states are constructed upon a demonization of communism,
especially of Stalin and the USSR during his time. The academic
study and teaching of Soviet history is dominated by a tacit
requirement that Stalin and the USSR during his day be
condemned.
Meanwhile Trotskyism is not just tolerated but accorded an
honored place in the field of Soviet history. Two avowedly
Trotskyist journals, Revolutionary History and Critique, publish
articles in the field of Soviet history. The latter is published by
Taylor and Francis Ltd., a major publisher of mainstream academic
journals in the U.K. Pierre Broue was eulogized by Bernhard
Bayerlein, editor of the anticommunist jahrbuch fur historische
Kommunismusforschung. Broue worked with Bayerlein on a
number of anticommunist research projects. Broue was a member
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Communist Studies." 5
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Knowledge that the Moscow Trials were honest and the
defendants guilty will do much to debunk other harmful "cults"
that are still thriving. In some countries the "cult" around Trotsky
remains influential on the anti-imperialist and pro-working class
Left. The "cult" of the demonization of Stalin is even more
widespread, not only geographically but ideologically, its
adherents raging from anarchists and Trotskyists, to liberals, to
conservatives and fascists.
These "cults" are nourished by the myth that Trotsky and the
Moscow Trials defendants were "framed" in the Moscow Trials.
They persist only through ignoring the evidence that we have and
through misinterpretation, often flagrant, of the evidence that is
not ignored.

The Moscow Trials Testimony as Evidence
Whenever we can check a fact-claim made by a defendant in the
Moscow Trials against independent evidence we have found that
the defendant was telling the truth, in that the fact-claim in
question can be verified independently.
In a few cases a defendant chose to deceive the prosecution,
apparently with a view to concealing his responsibility for acts of
which, he hoped, the prosecution was unaware, or of preserving
what remained of the conspiracy, or both.
Since the defendants' fact-claims that we can check have turned
out to be truthful, we have no basis to dismiss other fact-claims
whose truthfulness we cannot check. The success of this
verification process means that researchers may properly use the
fact-claims made by Moscow Trial defendants as evidence.

5

See details at http:/ /www.dr-bayerlein.eu/books.html
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The importance of this result for our further investigation of Leon
Trotsky's conspiratorial activities during the 1930s should be
obvious. We now have no reason to reject the statements made by
defendants concerning Trotsky's conspiratorial activities.
However, we now possess much more evidence of Trotsky's
conspiratorial activities than that contained in statements by
Moscow Trials defendants. In Trotsky's 'Amalgams' we examine
other evidence of Trotsky's conspiracies. Much of this evidence
comes from Trotsky's own false statements, through which he
carelessly or unconsciously revealed, in part, that which he wished
to conceal. Leon Trotsky's Collaboration with Germany and japan
examines more evidence concerning Trotsky's collaboration with
Germany and Japan.
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